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September 30, 2021
Mr. Michael Montgomery
Executive Officer
San Francisco Bay Region
Regional Water Quality Control Board
1515 Clay Street, Suite 1400
Oakland, CA 94612
Subject:

Submittal of FY 2020-2021 Program Annual Report

Dear Mr. Montgomery:
This letter transmits and certifies the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program’s
(SCVURPPP) FY 2020-2021 Annual Report, which has been uploaded to SCVURPPP Co-permittee
SMARTS accounts in accordance with the directions provided by San Francisco Bay Regional Water
Board staff. Together with FY 2020-2021 SCVURPPP Co-permittee Annual Reports, these reports fulfill
Provision C.17.a of NPDES Permit No. CAS612008 (Order No. R2-2015-0049) and document activities
conducted during FY 2020-2021.
The SCVURPPP Annual Report includes a certification statement pursuant to Permit Provision C.17.c
signed by the Program Manager, who was authorized by the Program’s Management Committee at its
September 16, 2021, meeting to sign the certification form and provide the Annual Report to Copermittees to submit via SMARTS. The Program’s FY 2020-2021 Annual Report consists of 13 sections.
Each section reports on the Program’s activities associated with a specific Permit Provision, including our
involvement in regional activities. Tasks and activities conducted by the Program, but not required by a
specific Permit Provision (e.g., street sweeping, Santa Clara Basin Watershed Management Initiative
(SCBWMI) activities, etc.), are included in the most appropriate section of the Annual Report.
Co-permittee Annual Reports were prepared by each SCVURPPP member agency and each also
includes a signed certification statement, pursuant to Provision C.17.c. In addition to the certification
statement, each Annual Report includes a completed Annual Report Form: Sections 1-15 and relevant
appendices and/or attachments.
I would like to draw your attention to one component of the Program’s FY 2020-2021 Annual Report
regarding PCBs and mercury load reduction requirements, that is being submitted by the Program on
behalf of all SCVURPPP Co-permittees:
•

Appendix 11-1: Stormwater Control Measures Plan for PCBs and Mercury in the Santa
Clara Valley Version 5.0 (2016-2021), which is submitted in compliance with Provisions
C.11.a.iii(2)/C.12.a.iii(2) and is an update of the Version 4.0 Plan that was submitted in
September 2019.

Please note that the SCVURPPP Program Manager submitted a Report of Waste Discharge (ROWD) to
the Water Board on July 1, 2020, as directed by the SCVURPPP Management Committee and in
compliance with Permit Provision C.20.
** The Program’s FY 20-21 Annual Report is also available at www.scvurppp.org.
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Additionally, the Program appreciates the flexibility of the SF Bay Water Board staff in allowing for
possible modifications of MRP-related activities during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. We are pleased
to report that SCVURPPP Co-permittees continued to affect good faith compliance with MRP 2.0 and
continued activities necessary to protect the public from further imminent public health threats (should
that condition be identified in association with their municipal stormwater discharges) and to protect water
quality. The Program and Co-permittee Annual Reports provide further detail on any modifications that
were made during FY 19-20 to the extent, procedures, and/or timing of activities required in relevant
sections of the MRP to achieve compliance under the current circumstances.
The Program and SCVURPPP Co-permittees look forward to continued implementation of cost-effective
stormwater management programs in the future and working with you and your staff to successfully
prioritize and address new challenges during FY 2021-2022. Please visit our website (www.scvurppp.org)
for additional information on the stormwater management activities conducted by the Program and
SCVURPPP Co-permittees.
Please contact me or Program staff (Jill Bicknell and Chris Sommers) if you have any comments or
questions.
Very truly yours,

Adam W. Olivieri, Dr. P.H., P.E.
Program Manager
cc: SCVURPPP Management Committee Members

National Municipal Stormwater and Green
Infrastructure Awards Program

Overall Highest Score
Phase I Organization
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Certification Regarding SCVURPPP Program Annual Report
"I certify, under penalty of law, that this document and all attachments were prepared under my
direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to ensure that qualified personnel
properly gather and evaluate the information submitted.1 Based on my inquiry of the person or
persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, the information submitted, is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true,
accurate, and complete.2 I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false
information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.3”

Submitted on behalf of the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (per
Management Committee Direction)
September 30, 2021
Adam W. Olivieri, Dr. P.H., P.E.
Program Manager

1
Notwithstanding the above, certain attachments were prepared as regional submissions as part of BASMAA collaborative efforts
on behalf of all MRP Co-permittees.
2
Notwithstanding the above, some of the attachments are works-in-progress and are submitted only with the intent and for the
purpose of illustrating progress.
3
Even though the Program report contains and incorporates the individual Co-permittee annual reports as attachments, this
certification is made only with respect to the former; separate Co-permittee certifications have been provided with the latter.
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Section 1 Introduction
■ Background
Program Description
The Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (“Program”) is an association of
thirteen cities and towns in Santa Clara Valley, the County of Santa Clara, and Santa Clara Valley Water
District (“Co-permittees”) that share a common permit to discharge stormwater to South San Francisco
Bay. The Program incorporates regulatory, monitoring and outreach measures aimed at reducing
pollution in urban runoff to the “maximum extent practicable” to improve the water quality of South
San Francisco Bay and the streams of Santa Clara Valley. The Program is organized, coordinated, and
implemented in accordance with a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) signed by the Co-permittees in
1990, 1999, 2005, 2006 and 2016. The MOA covers the responsibilities of each Co-permittee and a costsharing formula for joint expenditures.
In June 1990, the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (Water Board or RWQCB)
issued the Program its first NPDES permit.1 The permit was reissued in 19952, 20013 (amended in 20014
and 20055), 20096 (amended in 20117) and 20158. The permit reissued in 2009, amended in 2011, and
reissued in 2015 is referred to as the Municipal Regional Stormwater NPDES Permit (MRP). The MRP
covers stormwater discharges from a total of 76 municipalities and local agencies in Alameda, Contra
Costa, San Mateo, and Santa Clara Counties, and the cities of Fairfield, Suisun City, and Vallejo9.

Program Management
At the inception of the Program, the Santa Clara Valley Water District (Valley Water) took the lead
responsibility for management of the Program. EOA, Inc. was later retained to provide Program
management services, and the Program’s Management Committee designated the District as the
Program’s fiscal agent. On July 1, 2005, the City of Sunnyvale became the Program’s fiscal agent.
The Program’s Management Committee (MC) is the official decision-making body for the Program. The
MC consists of at least one person from each Co-permittee who is officially designated and duly
authorized to vote in his or her capacity as representative to the Program. In most instances, Copermittees have also designated and authorized alternative representatives to vote in the absence of
the primary representative. In all cases, the person authorizing and designating the representative to
the Program is a duly authorized representative of the principal executive officer or ranking official of
the Co-permittee.

1

NPDES Permit No. CAS029718, Order No. 90-094.
NPDES Permit No. CAS029718, Order No. 95-180 (as amended 7/21/99).
3
NPDES Permit No. CAS029718, Order No. 01-024 (2/21/01).
4
NPDES Permit No. CAS029718, Order No. 01-119, Amendment Revising Provision C.3. (10/17/01).
5
NPDES Permit No. CAS029718, Order No. R2-2005-0035, Amendment Revising Order 01-119 (7/20/05).
6
NPDES Permit No. CAS612008, Order No. R2-2009-0074 (10/14/09).
7
NPDES Permit No. CAS612008, Order No. R2-2011-0083, Amendment Revising Order R2-2009-0074 (11/28/11).
8
NPDES Permit No. CAS612008, Order No. R2-2015-0049 (11/19/15).
9
NPDES Permit No. CAS612008, Order No. R2-2019-0004 (2/13/19), Amendment Revising Order R2-2015-0049 to include the Cities of Antioch,
Brentwood, and Oakley in Contra Costa County as part of the MRP, increased the number of MRP permittee agencies to 79.
2
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During the term of the Permit, the Program Manager will submit, on a “joint basis”, certain permitrequired reports and a certification statement to the Water Board on behalf of the Co-permittees.
In August 2010, Co-permittees authorized the Program to continue submitting “joint reports” and a
certification statement on their behalf. A signed confirmation statement from each Co-permittee
designating a MC representative and/or alternate for their agency and authorizing the Program
Manager to submit certain reports to the Water Board on their behalf was included within Appendix 1-1
of the Program’s FY 09-10 Annual Report. During FY 20-21, there were several changes made to MC
representatives and alternates. The signed confirmation statements authorizing these changes are
included within Appendix 1-1 of this Annual Report.

Program Annual Report
Permit Provision C.17.a of the MRP requires each Co-permittee to submit an Annual Report by
September 30 of each year. Program annual reports are not required in accordance with the MRP;
however, the Program’s Management Committee decided at its June 17, 2010 meeting that a Program
Annual Report is useful for documenting Program-wide activities and should be developed each year.
Individual Co-permittee annual reports refer to information provided within the Program Annual Report.

■ Organization of Report
The Program’s FY 20-21 Annual Report consists of 13 sections, with relevant tables placed at the end of
each section, and one Appendix. Each section reports on a specific Permit Provision. The Appendix
provides final work products and other relevant information related to the completion of Program
activities for specific provisions. Related tasks and activities not related to a specific Permit Provision
(e.g., street sweeping, Santa Clara Basin Watershed Management Initiative (SCBWMI) activities, etc.) are
placed in the most appropriate section. The structure of each Annual Report section, in most cases,
consists of the following:


Introduction – provides brief background information about the specific Permit Provision and its
requirements;



Program Activities – provides Program accomplishments for specific sub-provisions and/or
projects; and



Regional Activities – provides accomplishments conducted at the regional-level (e.g., BASMAArelated tasks) for specific sub-provisions and/or projects.

Following Section 1, the Program FY 20-21 Annual Report volume consists of the following sections:
Program FY 20-21 Annual Report
Section 2- Provision C.2 Municipal Operations
Section 3- Provision C.3 New Development and Redevelopment
Section 4- Provision C.4 Industrial and Commercial Site Controls
Section 5- Provision C.5 Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Section 6- Provision C.6 Construction Site Control
Section 7- Provision C.7 Public Information and Outreach
Section 8- Provision C.8 Water Quality Monitoring
Section 9- Provision C.9 Pesticides Toxicity Control
Section 10- Provision C.10 Trash Controls
Section 11- Provision C.11/12 Mercury and PCBs Controls
Section 12- Provision C.13 Copper Controls
Section 13- Provision C.15 Exempted and Conditionally Exempted Discharges
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Section 2 Municipal Operations
■ Introduction
Provision C.2 of the MRP requires Permittees to implement appropriate best management practices
(BMPs) during operation, inspection and routine repair and maintenance of municipal facilities and
infrastructure to control and reduce non-stormwater discharges and polluted stormwater to storm
drains and watercourses. The provision identifies the following specific maintenance activities that
require development and implementation of BMPs:


Street and road repair and maintenance (C.2.a.),



Sidewalk/plaza maintenance and pavement washing (C.2.b.),



Bridge and structure maintenance and graffiti removal (C.2.c.),



Stormwater pump stations (C.2.d.),



Rural public works construction and maintenance (C.2.e.), and



Corporation yards (C.2.f.).

Provision C.10.b.i of the MRP requires Permittees to maintain, and provide for inspection and review
upon request, documentation of the design, operation, and maintenance of full trash capture systems.
The provision identifies specific maintenance activities to ensure that devices are operated and
maintained to meet full trash capture system requirements.

■ Program Activities
The SCVURPPP Municipal Maintenance Ad Hoc Task Group (AHTG) was formed in 2009 to assist Copermittees with implementing the new requirements in Provision C.2. The AHTG meets as needed to
address issues related to municipal maintenance activities. The AHTG met in March 2021 to review
SB 1383 requirements, discuss the Administrative Draft MRP 3.0, and training opportunities. Twentytwo municipal staff attended the meeting. An updated pesticide tracking template for FY 21-22 was
distributed to the AHTG in July 2020. While the development of this template is related to the
requirements in Provision C.9 Pesticide Toxicity Control, the Municipal Maintenance AHTG addresses
compliance activities in Provision C.9 that are related to municipal maintenance staff responsibilities.
The Program planned and held a training for municipal maintenance staff on April 29, 2021. The
municipal maintenance stormwater training included a County of San Diego video on housekeeping in
corporation yards and four CASQA videos on minor spill and leak cleanup, concrete work and saw
cutting, surface cleaning and pressure washing, and storm drain maintenance. A total of 184 municipal
staff attended the training. The evaluation forms indicated that most attendees thought the workshop
was very useful. The agenda, attendance list, and evaluation summary for this training are available via
this link. They are also included in Appendix 2-1.
Program staff continued to communicate with the AHTG via email to inform the group of MRP
requirement due dates and training opportunities.
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■ Regional Activities
Program and Co-permittee staff actively participated in the BASMAA MRP 3.0 Reporting and Tracking
Workgroup. This workgroup discussed issues related to reporting in Provision C.2 of MRP 3.0. Provision
C.2 topics were discussed at the August 17, 2020 and September 21, 2020 meetings.
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Section 3 New Development and Redevelopment
Control Measures

■ Introduction
Provision C.3 contains the requirements for appropriate source control, site design, stormwater
treatment and hydromodification management measures in new development and redevelopment
projects to address stormwater runoff pollutant discharges and prevent increases in runoff flows, with
emphasis on implementation of low impact development (LID) techniques and Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI). This section of the Annual Report describes the Program’s efforts during FY 20-21 to
assist Co-permittees to control the impacts of development on stormwater quality and flow through the
development project planning, review and approval process, and begin long term planning for
implementation of green infrastructure in public projects.

■ Program Activities
During FY 20-21, Program staff continued to assist Co-permittees with GSI requirements, C.3 and
Hydromodification Management Plan (HMP) implementation and conduct training workshops for
municipal staff. The Program continued to support the C.3 Provision Oversight Ad Hoc Task Group (C3PO
AHTG) and use it as a forum to discuss Co-permittee needs, C.3 implementation issues, and regional
activities, and get input on Program and regional products. The C3PO AHTG met approximately every
other month in FY 20-21 to accomplish required tasks.

C.3.a. New Development and Redevelopment Performance Standard Implementation
This provision requires Co-permittees to update legal authority and development review and permitting
processes, and conduct training and outreach to address new C.3 requirements. It also requires Copermittees to encourage all projects not regulated by Provision C.3, but subject to the Co-permittees’
planning, building, development, or other comparable review, to include adequate source control and
site design measures.
The Program planned and held the Annual C.3 Workshop entitled “Moving Forward with Green
Stormwater Infrastructure Implementation” on June 10, 2021. The online workshop included
presentations on local and regional GSI projects; overview of new and proposed SCVURPPP products;
upcoming MRP 3.0 requirements; information on the design, construction, and maintenance
considerations for stormwater tree wells with suspended pavement systems; and a presentation on San
Jose’s GSI Maintenance Field Guide. A total of 138 municipal staff attended the workshop. The
workshop flyer, agenda, evaluation summary, and attendance list are included in Appendix 3-1.

C.3.c. Low Impact Development (LID)
LID Guidance
Program staff provided on-call technical assistance as needed to Co-permittee staff and consultants, via
email, phone conversations, and meetings, on implementation of LID at private and public development
projects.
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Biotreatment Soil Media (BSM) Specifications
During FY 20-21, the Program continued to support municipal staff, consultants, and suppliers who had
questions on the review and use of BSM. Program staff also continued to screen and work with vendors
that are supplying the BSM product in the Bay Area and wish to be added to the vendor list posted on
the SCVURPPP website. The vendors must demonstrate an understanding of the BASMAA specification,
submit lab results and a sample of their BSM product, and use consistent terminology on their websites
advertising the product. Program staff updated the SCVURPPP Biotreatment Soil Media Supplier List in
June 2021 to add a new vendor. For the latest BSM specification and verification checklists, see
Appendix C of the SCVURPPP C.3 Stormwater Handbook.
Participation in BASMAA Development Committee
Program and Co-permittee staff continued to participate in the BASMAA Development Committee 1 to
implement the requirements under this provision, as many of the requirements were or will be met by
the development of regional products. Highlights of the tasks implemented by the BASMAA
Development Committee in FY 20-21 are presented under “Regional Activities”.

C.3.f. Alternative Certification of Stormwater Treatment Systems
Update of Qualified Consultants List
To assist Co-permittees in identifying third parties to conduct alternative certification reviews of
stormwater plans for proposed development projects and inspect LID treatment measures, the Program
has maintained a “List of Qualified Consultants” on its website. This is a list of licensed engineers who
are qualified to design or review proposed storm water treatment control measures and
hydromodification flow control facilities for new and redevelopment projects, have experience with the
sizing and design of LID treatment and HM measures, and/or experience with inspection of constructed
LID measures for consistency with approved plans. The list is updated every two to three years.
In June 2020, Program staff sent out a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) to consultants already on the list
as well as those who had requested to receive the RFQ. Program staff reviewed the submitted
Statements of Qualifications and developed an updated List of Qualified Consultants. The list was posted
on the SCVURPPP website in September 2020.

C.3.h. Operation and Maintenance of Stormwater Treatment Systems
Program staff continued to collect data from Co-permittees on newly installed treatment systems for
submittal to the Santa Clara County Vector Control District and Regional Water Board per Provision
C.3.h.iv.(2).

In late FY 20-21, the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) dissolved as a formal
non-profit organization and its members continued to meet as an informal organization under the name Bay Area
Municipal Stormwater Coalition (BAMSC). The BASMAA Development Committee is continuing to meet
approximately quarterly as the BAMSC Development Subcommittee.

1
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C.3.i. Required Site Design Measures for Small Projects and Detached Single-Family
Home Projects
Site Design Fact Sheets
Per MRP Provision C.3.i., Permittees must require development projects that create and/or replace
≥ 2,500 to < 10,000 square feet of impervious surface and detached single family home projects that
create and/or replace 2,500 square feet or more of impervious surface to install one of six site design
measures, beginning December 1, 2012. Program staff worked with the BASMAA Development
Committee and Geosyntec Consultants during FY 11-12 to develop regional standard specifications in
the form of four fact sheets on the following measures: pervious paving, landscape dispersion, rainwater
harvesting and use, and rain gardens. (The first three fact sheets cover the six required site design
measures, and the fourth fact sheet on rain gardens is an optional measure available to small and singlefamily home projects). The completed fact sheets were distributed to MRP Permittees in early
September 2012 as a resource for their use. The Program customized the fact sheets for SCVURPPP
member agencies and posted the fact sheets on its website. Co-permittees continued to use the fact
sheets as a resource in FY 20-21.

C.3.j. Green Infrastructure Planning and Implementation
The MRP contains requirements for green infrastructure planning, early implementation, outreach,
tracking and reporting. To continue to assist Co-permittees with meeting these requirements, Program
staff developed a GSI Work Plan for Program activities during FY 20-21 and completed the following
tasks.
Development of the Green Stormwater Infrastructure Handbook
In August 2019, Program staff completed the SCVURPPP GSI Handbook, which includes GSI project
design guidelines, details, and specifications. The GSI Handbook includes two parts. Part 1, General
Guidelines, provides guidance on selection, integration, prioritization, siting, and maintenance for GSI
applications. Part 2 provides engineering and technical details and specifications that can be customized
for construction plan submittals by designers, developers, and municipal agencies.
During FY 20-21, Program staff continued to update the details in Part 2 of the Handbook. The update
included revisions to bioretention details, pervious pavement details, and general typical details based
on comments received. Revised details, in PDF and CAD, are added to the SCVURPPP website as they are
completed.
Development of Guidance Materials
Program staff developed the following guidance materials to assist Co-permittees in implementing the
GSI requirements:
•

GSI Resource Library – Program staff continued to research and compile documents and
resources on GSI planning and implementation for an online GSI Resource Library for SCVURPPP
Co-permittees. The Resource Library also contains all final SCVURPPP GSI products and guidance
developed to date. The GSI Resource Library is currently hosted on a “members only” section of
the SCVURPPP website. During FY 20-21, Program staff developed a new fact sheet for the
Resource Library on the Ward Street Pervious Pavement project in the City of Berkeley. The
project utilizes precast pervious concrete slabs within the parking zone to capture and infiltrate
roadway runoff.
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•

GSI Vegetation Guide – Program staff began working on a new guide focusing on GSI vegetation
management, inspection, and maintenance. A work group has been formed with Co-permittee
and Program staff to oversee development of the guide.

•

Specification for Composted Wood Mulch for Stormwater Biotreatment Areas – Program staff
worked with Ron Alexander of R. Alexander Associates, Inc., a nationally known expert on
compost specifications, to create a specification for wood mulch to accompany the BSM
specification. The specification modifies the “coarse compost” specification used by Caltrans
(and developed by R. Alexander Associates) in sediment and erosion control projects for use in
biotreatment systems. Bay Area suppliers of BSM, mulch, and compost, as well as the C3PO
AHTG, provided feedback on the draft specification. The final specification is available on the
SCVURPPP website and will be added to the C.3 Stormwater Handbook.

•

O&M Verification Inspection Data Tracking Template - Program staff began developing an
O&M Verification Inspection Data Tracking Template in Excel to help Co-permittees track
inspection data. The Template will be completed in Fall 2021.

Green Infrastructure Outreach and Education
The Program conducted the following outreach/education activities about the GSI requirements:



Outreach to the Public - In FY 20-21, the Program’s Watershed
Watch Campaign continued to promote GSI/LID features in social
media and digital advertising. The advertisements promoted rain
gardens, rain barrels and pervious surfaces to residents and
directed viewers to the GSI webpage on the Watershed Watch
website for more information. A video promoting GSI techniques
and local GSI features was also developed and is posted on the
Watershed Watch website.
The Rain Gardens Fact Sheet was one of the top ten downloads
from the GSI page during FY 20-21.

•

Green Streets Symposium - Program staff worked with the organization Transportation Choices
for Sustainable Communities (TCSC) to plan a symposium entitled “Green Streets for Sustainable
Communities”. The purpose of the symposium was to bring together elected officials, city staff
leaders, stormwater experts, complete street/transportation experts, environmental activists,
tree and urban ecology experts, and other stakeholders to explore how to better fund, design,
build, manage and maintain streets to optimize performance for people and nature. The
symposium, originally scheduled for March 2020, was postponed due to COVID-19 and held as
three half-day virtual sessions on September 10, September 25, and October 8, 2020. Overall,
the symposium attracted approximately 445 unique viewers over the three sessions.
Information on the agenda and speakers and access to the presentations is provided on the
TCSC website .

Tracking and Reporting Progress on Green Infrastructure
Provision C.3.j.iv(2) requires Permittees to report progress on development and implementation of
methods to track and report implementation of green infrastructure measures and provide reasonable
assurance that load allocations for TMDLs are being met. In FY 18-19, the Program developed the “GSI
Database”, an online GSI tracking system to obtain, store, and access C.3-regulated and GSI project data
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at a countywide level. The system also allows projects, control measures, and acres of treatment to be
visualized spatially on the web. In FY 19-20, public access and improved functionality were added to the
system.
In FY 20-21, the GSI Database was renamed as the Stormwater Treatment Measure Data Portal (Data
Portal). Program staff made the following updates to the Data Portal:




Added data for projects constructed in FYs 18-19 and 19-20.
Drew project boundaries and updated past project data based on information from Copermittees.
Added beta and final versions of a GSI Opportunity Analysis tool to the Data Portal. This tool,
available only to Permittees with login/password, includes the Stormwater Resource Plan
prioritization and metrics scores for GSI opportunity areas (parcels, streets and regional
projects). The user can click on GSI opportunity areas, see a summary of the metrics scores, and
download multiple project metrics and scores to an Excel table for comparison.

SCVURPPP’s progress on development and implementation of methods to track and report pollutant
load reductions associated with green infrastructure implementation is described in Section 11 of the
Annual Report.

■ Regional Activities
Program and Co-permittee staff actively participated in the BASMAA MRP 3.0 C3/GI Work Group to
discuss, internally and with Water Board staff, issues to be addressed in Provision C.3 of MRP 3.0.
Program staff helped to lead these efforts and was co-lead of the Work Group. In FY 20-21, the Work
Group continued to meet as needed, including 8 meetings held with Water Board staff and several
internal meetings. Key issues discussed included: regulated project thresholds; regulation of singlefamily homes; regulation of road reconstruction projects; alternative compliance options, Special
Projects provisions, asset management, and future GSI requirements.
Program and Co-permittee staff continued to participate actively in the BASMAA Development
Committee (now known as the BAMSC Development Subcommittee) to implement regional MRP
requirements under this provision. The Development Subcommittee accomplished the following
regional tasks in FY 20-21:
Participation in Processes to Promote Green Infrastructure
Provision C.3.j.iii requires that Permittees individually or collectively, track processes, assemble and
submit information, and provide informational materials and presentations as needed to assist relevant
regional, State, and federal agencies to plan, design, and fund incorporation of green infrastructure
measures into local infrastructure projects, including transportation projects. Program staff and Copermittees continued to track and participate in the activities described in this section to comply with
this provision.

•

Urban Greening Bay Area – Urban Greening Bay Area was a large-scale effort funded by an EPA
Water Quality Improvement Fund grant and managed by the San Francisco Estuary Partnership
(SFEP) to re-envision Bay Area urban landscapes to develop stormwater-friendly, multi-benefit,
green urban infrastructure. BASMAA took the lead on two of the grant project tasks – a
Regional Green Infrastructure Roundtable process and a Design Charrette, implemented during
2016 - 2018. The Regional Roundtable was a two-year process to identify and develop a list of
recommendations for integrating GI and stormwater management funding and investments
with future climate change and transportation investments within the region. The Roundtable
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included convening meetings with local, regional, and state stakeholders, agencies, elected
officials, and staff to produce draft and final task reports that identified and recommended a
“roadmap” for possible legislative fixes, agency agreements, consolidated funding mechanisms,
and other means and actions as appropriate. The Final Roadmap of Funding Solutions for
Sustainable Streets (Roadmap) was completed in April 2018. The Design Charrette task involved
coordinating with the cities of San Mateo and Sunnyvale to conduct a Bay Area design charrette
to develop cost-effective and innovative “typical” designs for integrating GI with bicycle and
pedestrian improvements at roadway intersections. Work products of the Urban Greening Bay
Area grant are posted on the SFEP website.
During FY 20-21, BASMAA’s participation in activities to implement the Roadmap included: 2
o

Continued coordination with transportation agencies – including the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) and the California Transportation Commission (CTC) – to
clarify GI eligibility in regional and state transportation grant programs (Roadmap Specific
Actions 1-2 and 1-3).

o

On July 29, 2020, BASMAA representatives met with staff from MTC to receive and discuss
comments on the One Bay Area Grant (OBAG) regional fact sheet, which focuses on the
eligibility of GI in projects funded by the Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STP)
and the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) through the
OBAG program administered by MTC. The draft regional fact sheet was subsequently
reviewed by the Roadmap Team, revised, and finalized.

o

The Roadmap Team reviewed, revised, and completed a final draft SB 1 fact sheet – a
statewide fact sheet that focuses on the eligibility of GI in projects funded by Senate Bill 1.
The Roadmap Team was unable to meet with CTC staff to review and finalize the fact sheet
before the grant period expired.

o

The Roadmap Team developed an outreach PowerPoint slide deck summarizing the
Roundtable process and the final Roadmap of Funding Solutions for Sustainable Streets that
can be used by SFEP or stormwater program representatives to educate elected officials or
policy makers on the importance of integrating transportation and stormwater investments.

•

Green Streets for Sustainable Communities Symposium – Program staff participated in meetings of
the organization Transportation Choices for Sustainable Communities (TCSC), a research and policy
institute that supports “sustainable transportation as an essential component of livable
communities and cities”, and helped plan a "Green Streets for Sustainable Communities"
Symposium. The purpose of the symposium was to bring together elected officials, city staff
leaders, stormwater experts, complete street/transportation experts, environmental activists, tree
and urban ecology experts, and other stakeholders to explore how to better fund, design, build,
manage and maintain streets to optimize performance for people and nature. The symposium,
originally scheduled for March 2020 but postponed due to COVID-19, was held as three half-day
virtual sessions on September 10, September 25, and October 8, 2020. Overall, the symposium
attracted approximately 445 unique viewers over the three sessions. Details can be found on
the TCSC website.

•

Green Streets for Sustainable Communities Work Group – Program staff continued to participate in
meetings of the TCSC Green Streets Work Group during November 2020 – June 2021. The Work

For work products and additional information, see the BAMSC Annual Reporting for FY 2020-2021, Regional
Supplement for New Development and Redevelopment (Appendix 3-2 of the SCVURPPP Annual Report).

2
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Group worked on follow-up actions to the Symposium, including: 1) developed draft language for
Sustainable Streets legislation (building on existing State Complete Streets legislation); 2) met with
State Senator Josh Becker and his staff several times to promote sustainable streets and encourage
introduction of new legislation; 3) developed a presentation to elected officials on the need for and
benefits of sustainable streets; and 4) developed a template comment letter promoting integration
of sustainable streets goals and strategies into the MTC/ABAG draft Plan Bay Area 2050.

3

•

Plan Bay Area 2050 Comment Letter - A comment letter promoting integration of sustainable
streets goals and strategies into the MTC/ABAG draft Plan Bay Area 2050 was submitted by
Program staff to MTC/ABAG on July 20, 2021.

•

Other Activities -- BASMAA/BAMSC representatives, including Program staff, participated in
various other efforts to promote GSI. The BAMSC FY 20-21 Annual Report Regional Supplement
(Appendix 3-2) provides additional information on regional participation in processes to
promote GSI. 3

See previous reference.
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Section 4 Industrial and Commercial Site
Controls

■ Introduction
Provision C.4 requires Permittees to implement an industrial and commercial site inspection and control
program at all sites which could reasonably be considered to cause or contribute to pollution of
stormwater runoff, with follow-up and enforcement consistent with local Enforcement Response Plans
(ERPs), to prevent discharges of pollutants and impacts on beneficial uses of receiving waters. The
provision identifies specific elements of the program including identifying sites to inspect (C.4.b.ii.(1)),
inspection frequency (C.4.b.ii.(2)), inspection content (C.4.d.ii.(1)), data tracking (C.4.b.ii.(3) and
C.4.d.ii.(2)) and staff training (C.4.e).

■ Program Activities
The SCVURPPP Industrial and Commercial Business Inspection and Illicit Discharge Detection and
Elimination (IND/IDDE) Ad Hoc Task Group (AHTG) was formed in 2009 to assist Co-permittees with
implementing new requirements in the MRP. In FY 20-21, the AHTG met in March and April 2021. The
AHTG accomplished the following tasks related to industrial and commercial business inspection:


Meetings – The AHTG meetings were attended by 16 to 22 municipal staff. At these meetings,
the AHTG discussed the Administrative Draft MRP 3.0, AB 905 mobile fueling on-demand tank
vehicle performance standards, and outreach materials.



Industrial Inspector Training -- The Program planned and held a training for inspectors on June
30, 2021. The training, entitled “Industrial, Commercial and Illicit Discharge Stormwater
Inspections”, included a series of four videos developed by West Valley Clean Water Program
Authority for training stormwater business inspectors. In addition, municipal staff from Santa
Clara County and City of San José presented five case studies related to illicit discharge
investigations, commercial business inspections, and industrial inspections. A total of 58
municipal staff attended the training. The evaluation forms indicated that most attendees
thought the workshop was very useful. The agenda, attendance list and evaluation summary for
this training are included in Appendix 4-1. Workshop presentations are available via this link.

■ Regional Activities
Program and Co-permittee staff actively participated in the BASMAA MRP 3.0 C4/C5 Work Group to
discuss, internally and with Water Board staff, issues to be addressed in Provision C.4 of MRP 3.0.
Program staff helped lead these efforts and co-lead the Work Group. There was an internal Work
Group meeting held on March 15, 2021. The Work Group met with Water Board staff on March 22,
2021.
In addition, Program staff participated in the CASQA Industrial Subcommittee conference calls and
provided information of interest to Co-permittee staff. The Program also maintains a subscription to
the CASQA Industrial BMP Handbook portal for Co-permittees’ use.
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Section 5 Illicit Discharge Detection and
Elimination
■ Introduction
Provision C.5 requires Permittees to implement an illicit discharge control program that includes
centralized complaint collection and follow-up to target illicit non-stormwater discharge sources. The
provision identifies specific elements of the program including follow up and enforcement consistent
with local Enforcement Response Plans (C.5.b), a central contact point for complaints and spill reporting
(C.5.c.), mobile business discharge control program (C.5.e.), and spill and discharge complaint tracking
system (C.5.d).

■ Program Activities
The SCVURPPP Industrial and Commercial Business Inspection and Illicit Discharge, Detection and
Elimination (IND/IDDE) Ad Hoc Task Group (AHTG) was formed in 2009 to assist Co-permittees with
implementing new requirements in the MRP. In FY 20-21, the AHTG met in March and April 2021. The
AHTG accomplished the following tasks related to illicit discharges:


Mobile Business Program – During FY 13-14, the AHTG developed an inventory and conducted
an outreach mailing to 160 mobile businesses located in Santa Clara County. The mailing
consisted of a letter introducing the stormwater program and the mobile business BMP
brochure. Since then, AHTG members have added additional businesses to the inventory and
periodically mailed outreach materials to newly identified businesses. In FY 19-20, the BMP
brochure was converted into a Fact Sheet. The regional inventory is available on the SCVURPPP
members only webpage. Co-permittees will also continue to distribute the fact sheet to mobile
businesses as part of their illicit discharge detection and elimination (IDDE) programs.
AHTG members provided information on mobile businesses that received enforcement actions
in their jurisdictions in FY 16-17 through FY 18-19 to compile into a table. This enforcement
action table was updated for FY 19-20 and FY 20-21. It is available on the SCVURPPP members
only webpage. This table will be used to track businesses that may receive enforcement actions
from multiple municipalities as part of the countywide mobile business enforcement strategy.



Inspector Training – The Program planned and held a training for inspectors on June 30, 2021.
The training, entitled “Industrial, Commercial and Illicit Discharge Stormwater Inspections”,
included a series of four videos developed by West Valley Clean Water Program Authority for
training stormwater business inspectors. In addition, municipal staff from Santa Clara County
and City of San José presented five case studies related to illicit discharge investigations,
commercial business inspections and industrial inspections. A total of 58 municipal staff
attended the training. The evaluation forms indicated that most attendees thought the
workshop was very useful. The agenda, attendance list and evaluation summary for this training
are included in Appendix 4-1. Workshop presentations are available via this link.
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■ Regional Activities
BASMAA maintained a Surface Cleaner Training and Recognition Program that educates mobile surface
cleaners about proper BMPs to protect water quality and allows them to market themselves as
“recognized” cleaners.
Program and Co-permittee staff actively participated in the following BASMAA MRP 3.0 Workgroups.
•

BASMAA MRP 3.0 C4/C5 Workgroup: Discussed, internally and with Water Board staff, issues to
be addressed in Provision C.5 of MRP 3.0. Program staff helped lead these efforts and was colead of the Workgroup. There was an internal Workgroup meeting held on March 15, 2021. The
Workgroup met with Water Board staff on March 22, 2021.

•

BASMAA MRP 3.0 Homelessness Workgroup: Discussed with Water Board staff issues related to
illicit discharges from homeless encampments and recreational vehicles (RVs). Meetings were
held July, October, and November 2020.
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Section 6 Construction Site Controls
■ Introduction
Provision C.6 requires Permittees to implement a construction site inspection and control program at all
construction sites, with follow-up and enforcement consistent with local Enforcement Response Plans
(ERPs), to prevent construction site discharges of pollutants and impacts on beneficial uses of receiving
waters. The provision identifies specific elements of the program including six Best Management
Practices (BMPs) categories (C.6.c), the plan approval process (C.6.d), inspection frequency (C.6.e.ii.(2)),
inspection content (C.6.e.ii.(3)), data tracking and reporting (C.6.e.ii.(4) and iii.) and staff training (C.6.f).
In addition, Permittees maintain legal authority and an Enforcement Response Plan.

■ Program Activities
Co-permittee Guidance
The SCVURPPP Construction Inspection Ad Hoc Task Group (AHTG) was formed in September 2009 to
assist Co-permittees with implementing the new requirements in the MRP. The AHTG has developed a
number of tools to assist with implementation of the MRP, including an enforcement response plan (ERP)
outline, a model stormwater construction inspection form, an Excel workbook template for construction
inspection data tracking, and guidance for identifying high priority construction sites for inspection during
the wet season. The AHTG also has a series of eight tri-fold brochures of stormwater BMPs related to
different construction activities that are translated into Spanish and Vietnamese. The brochures are
available via this link. There is also a BMP Plan Sheet that includes BMPs from all the brochures.
In FY 20-21, the AHTG met on September 23, 2020, and December 21, 2020. At these meetings, the
AHTG discussed MRP 3.0 reissuance, data management systems, the status of the State Construction
Stormwater General Permit reissuance, and the training workshop.

Construction Inspector Training
The Program conducted a Construction Site Stormwater Inspector Workshop for municipal staff on
March 3, 2021. The workshop included presentations on regulatory basics and the MRP, compost-based
BMPs and specifications, municipal use of compost and mulch for stormwater and zero waste, two
construction site case studies by municipal staff, and site inspection procedures during COVID-19. A
series of videos developed by the County of San Diego were shown. Topics included erosion and
sediment control, how to protect storm drains, and how to install fiber rolls. A video developed by the
State Water Board on the Construction General Permit Introduction was also shown. A total of 125
municipal staff attended the online workshop. The evaluation forms indicated that most attendees
thought the workshop was either very useful or somewhat useful. The agenda, attendance list, and
evaluation summary for the workshop are included in Appendix 6-1. Workshop presentations are
available via this link.
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■ Regional Activities
Program staff participated in the CASQA Construction Subcommittee conference calls and provided
information of interest to Co-permittee staff. The Program also maintains a subscription to the CASQA
Construction BMP Handbook portal for Co-permittees’ use.
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Section 7 Public Information and Outreach
■ Introduction
The goals of the Public Information and Outreach (Public Information and Participation or PI/P) element
of the Program are to identify and change behaviors that adversely affect water quality, and to increase
the understanding and appreciation of streams and the Bay. The Program’s FY 20-21 PI/P Work Plan
provided a strategy to achieve these education and public participation goals with specific projects
funded in the Program’s FY 20-21 budget. The Program’s Watershed Education and Outreach Ad Hoc
Task Group (WEO AHTG) helps direct and provide input on PI/P Work Plan projects.
Highlights of the accomplishments of FY 20-21 PI/P projects and ongoing projects from previous years
are described in the sections below according to permit requirements.
The Program implemented the following PI/P projects in FY 20-21:


Program Activities



Outreach Campaigns – Watershed Watch Campaign (Provision C.7.b.)



Public Opinion Survey (Provision C.7.b.iii)



Stormwater Pollution Prevention Education (C.7.c)



Public Outreach Events (Provision C.7.d.)



Citizen Involvement Events - Watershed Watchers Program at the Don Edwards San
Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge, and funding for advertising the Coastal Cleanup Day
(Provision C.7.d.)



Watershed Stewardship Collaborative Efforts (C.7.e)



School-Age Children Outreach - ZunZun School Assemblies and Watershed Watchers
Program at the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge. (Provision C.7.f.)

■ Program Activities
Update to the SCVURPPP Watershed Education and Outreach Strategy
The Program’s outreach activities are guided by the goals and objectives described in the SCVURPPP
Watershed Education and Outreach Strategy (Strategy). The Strategy was initially developed in 1999,
and updated in 2004 and 2016, based on the results of evaluations conducted in 2004 and 2014,
respectively. The 2004 Strategy included goals and objectives for implementation through 2014. In May
2020, a telephone and online survey of Santa Clara Valley residents was conducted to measure progress
towards the goals and objectives described in the 2016 Strategy. The results of this survey were
analyzed to update the Strategy in FY 20-21. The 2021 Strategy identifies target audiences and example
messages and includes goals and measurable objectives for implementation through FY 25-26. It is
included in Appendix 7-1.

C.7.b. Outreach Campaign
The Program’s outreach activities are conducted under the umbrella of the Watershed Watch Campaign
(Campaign). The Campaign completed 21 years of implementation (and 20 years of advertising) in FY 207-1
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21. The Campaign implemented various outreach activities, including media advertising. The FY 20-21
Campaign Work Plan and Media Advertising Plan are included in Appendix 7-2.
The following tasks were completed by the Program’s consultant, with assistance from Program and Copermittee staff, during FY 20-21. The FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign Annual Report is included in
Appendix 7-2.


Task 1: Creative Development – Developed a new video on
Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI). The video is available
online at this link . Updated various outreach pieces and
advertisements as needed for media promotions, outreach
events, and website posting.



Task 2: Media Advertising – Conducted a media promotion
consisting of radio, television, and digital advertising.
Messages included less-toxic pest management, litter
prevention, Green Gardener program promotion, car
washing, and proper disposal of household d hazardous
waste. The Watershed Watch media buys included 1,180
radio advertisements (657 paid and 523 free), 318 television
advertisements (229 paid and 89 free), and 23 digital media
advertisements (19 paid and 4 free). The net advertising
budget for media was $93,136. Media partners provided an
added value package of benefits and resources of $52,997.
Additional details on the media campaign are included in the
FY 20-21 Media Plan and the FY 20-21 Watershed Watch
Campaign Annual Report in Appendix 7-2.



Task 3: Partnership and Added Value Development–
Continued development of the partner database. In FY 20-21,
Figure 7-1 Watershed Watch Digital
12 Watershed Watch partners offered discounts with the
Advertisement
Watershed Watch discount card. Negotiated significant
added-value resources from media and community partners. These include free advertising,
discounts on products and services, live promotions, etc. Additional details are included in the
Watershed Watch Campaign Annual Report in Appendix 7-2.



Task 4: Website Maintenance – Continued to maintain the Watershed Watch website. The
Watershed Watch Web Statistics Report is included in Appendix 7-2.



Task 5: Social Media Campaign – Continued to maintain the Campaign’s Facebook and Twitter
pages. Conducted monthly quizzes on Facebook to increase engagement. The Campaign’s
Facebook page currently has 1,583 fans and the Twitter page has 534 followers. The Campaign’s
Instagram page currently has 406 followers.



Task 6: Events Coordination – Coordinated and attended one community outreach event.



Task 7: Public Relations – Publicized the Spring 2021 Green Gardener Training.



Task 8: FY 19-20 Annual Report and FY 20-21 Work Plan Development – Developed the FY 2021 Watershed Watch Campaign Annual Report and the FY 21-22 Work Plan.
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Evaluation of Effectiveness
Many factors indicate that the FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign was a success. Some of these
include:
 The continued successful partnerships with Classic Car Wash, Premier Car Wash, Happy Hollow
Park and Zoo, and Jiffy Lube;
 The large number of gross impressions made by media advertising: 13,327,074;
 The added value package of benefits and resources of $56,957 provided by media and
community partners;
 The added value of car washes and discounts ($2,460); and
 The increase in Watershed Watch website visits (150,976 visits in FY 20-21, compared to
122,723 total visits in FY 19-20).

SCVURPPP Partnership with the City of San José’s Outreach Campaign with San José
Sharks and San José Earthquakes
In FY 21-22, the City of San José’s Environmental Services
Department (ESD) continued its partnership with the San José
Sharks to conduct outreach to encourage residents to adopt
behaviors that will help reduce waste and prevent
stormwater pollution. SCVURPPP provided funding to the City
of San José to support this partnership.
ESD’s campaign with the San José Earthquakes ran in October
2020 and May 2021. In October 2020, SCVURPPP funding was
used to conduct bus back advertising and mobile phone
Figure 7-2 Bus-back advertisement in
partnership with San José Earthquakes
advertising, and in May 2021, it was used toward advertising
on bus shelters. The SCVURPPP Scripts Review Work Group
provided feedback on the creative for the advertisements. Program staff helped
identify bus routes, bus shelter locations, and geofencing boundaries for placing
the advertisements. Geofencing is a service that triggers an action when a device
enters a specific location. In this advertising campaign, the litter ads appeared on
mobile devices in areas identified as high/moderate trash generating areas.
In June 2021, ESD’s Watershed Protection division partnered with the San José
Sharks for a mass media anti-littering English-language campaign. SCVURPPP
funding was used to conduct bus shelter advertising. The SCVURPPP Scripts Review
Work Group provided feedback on the creative for the advertisements. Program
staff helped identify bus shelters in high/medium trash hot spots for placing the
advertisements.
Figure 7-3 Bus shelter
advertisement in partnership
with San José Sharks

Evaluation of Effectiveness

The Earthquakes 2020 and 2021 season campaigns received over 8 million impressions and over 85,000
clicks for sources that could be tracked or estimated. The Sharks 2021 season campaigns received over
10 million impressions and over 35,000 clicks.
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C.7.c. Stormwater Pollution Prevention Education
Program’s Toll-Free Telephone Numbers and Websites
The Program maintained two toll free telephone numbers, the Program’s information number (800-7942482) and the Watershed Watch hotline (866-WATERSHED), for calls from the public and requests for
information. Program and Watershed Watch consultant staff continued to maintain the Program and
Watershed Watch websites respectively.
The Watershed Watch website includes extensive information on stormwater pollution prevention and
watershed protection for residents, businesses, and students. All SCVURPPP outreach brochures are
available on the website for download. Program and Co-permittees activities such as outreach events,
thermometer exchange events, and the Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener training are promoted on the
website. The website also includes a contact form that visitors can fill out to request brochures or
information. The website address is included on all Watershed Watch Campaign outreach materials,
giveaways, and advertisements
Individual agency points of contact are publicized on Program outreach materials and websites and the
point of contact list is maintained by the Program and their authorized agents. The Management
Committee Contact List and the Construction-Illegal Discharge-Industrial Inspection Contact List are
included in Appendix 7-3.
Regional Point of Contact
BASMAA continued to maintain the Baywise website (www.Baywise.org) as a regional point of contact.
Evaluation of Effectiveness
The Watershed Watch website continued to receive many visits this year. The website received a total
of 150,976 visits in FY 20-21, compared to 122,723 visits in FY 19-20. Additional details are included in
the Watershed Watch Annual Report and Web Statistics Report provided in Appendix 7-2. Program staff
received nine requests on the Watershed Watch website for outreach materials, and 14 requests for
information. Program staff also responded to approximately five calls from the public in FY 20-21. The
number of calls on the hotline have been low in the last few years due to more people using the website
to obtain information.

C.7.d. Public Outreach and Citizen Involvement Events
Public Outreach Events
All in-person public outreach events were canceled in FY 20-21 as a result
of the COVID-19 shelter-in-place order. The following virtual events and
activities were conducted:
•

Marvell “Go Green” Virtual Event, Tuesday, November 17, 2020
- Program and Watershed Watch consultant staff participated in
an employee outreach event organized by Marvell Technology,
Inc. The event was held via Zoom.

•

Watershed Watch Half-off Car Wash Events - Three half-off car
wash events were held in June. Car wash customers received 50% Figure 7-4 Virtual Watershed Watch booth
at the Marvell “Go Green” event.
off on all car washes courtesy of Watershed Watch. The events
were promoted on radio and social media. Due to COVID-19
concerns, the event did not include the Watershed Watch booth to interact with customers.
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Informational flyers and cash register signs about stormwater pollution were provided to the car
wash. Event dates included:
•
•
•
•

Delta Queen Classic Car Wash (981 E. Hamilton Ave, Campbell) - Tuesday, June 15, 7:009:00 AM
Westgate Classic Car Wash (18560 Prospect Rd., Saratoga) - Tuesday, June 22, 7:30-9:30
AM
Montague Premier Car Wash (790 Montague Expressway, San Jose) - Wednesday, June 30,
10 AM - 2 PM

Virtual Events at the Don Edwards Wildlife Refuge - A number of virtual outreach events for
audiences of all ages were conducted as part of the Program-funded Watershed Watchers
Program at the Refuge. More details are included in the Watershed Watchers Report provided
in Appendix 7-4.

Evaluation of Effectiveness
Unfortunately, the Marvell Go Green Virtual Expo was not well attended and was not an effective event
for SCVURPPP. Approximately 10 visitors came to the virtual Watershed Watch booth and interacted
with staff. However, the car wash events continued to be well attended and a total of 126 customers
received discounts and pollution prevention messages associated with these events.
The virtual activities and events conducted at the Don Edwards Wildlife Refuge were successful in
reaching a wide variety of audiences. A total of 1,573 1 people participated in the virtual programs and
at-home activities. Additionally, social media outreach efforts received 54,373 engagements 2.
Citizen Involvement Events
•

Creek Cleanup Events - The Program provided funding to support advertising for the 2020
Coastal Cleanup Day and the 2021 National River Cleanup Day. These events are typically
organized and held at designated sites. To ensure public safety during the on-going COVID-19
pandemic, both cleanup days were held as month-long cleanup events (i.e., scheduled for every
Saturday in September 2020 and May 2021). With this approach, participants could clean up
neighborhoods, areas near creeks, and other open spaces individually or with others within their
shelter-in-place social bubble.

Evaluation of Effectiveness
Table 7-1 summarizes the results of Cleanup Events conducted during FY 20-21. Table 7-2 summarizes
the total number of sites, number of volunteers, and pounds of materials collected each year since FY
00-01.

1

Watershed Watchers staff provided the updated numbers shown here on September 23, 2021, which was too late for some
SCVURPPP Co-permittees to update their individual Annual Reports. Therefore, numbers in Co-permittee Annual Reports may
not match those presented in the SCVURPPP Annual Report.
2
Engagement refers to participation by engaging in the content posted on Facebook, YouTube, etc. through views,
downloads, or comments.
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Table 7-1 Results for September 2020 and May 2021 Cleanup Events 3
Cleanup Events
Cleanup Events
September 2020
May 2021
Number of volunteers
1,240
774
Pounds of recyclables
913
203
Pounds of trash
46,359
76,623
Pounds of material (trash plus recyclables)
47,272
76,826

2,014
1,116
122,982
124,098

Table 7-2 Summary Results of Creek Cleanup Events, September 2000 – June 2021 4
No. of
No. of
lbs. of
Total lbs.
lbs. of trash
sites
volunteers
recyclables
collected
FY 00-01
41
1,745
n/a
58,108
58,108
FY 01-02
37
1,742
13,750
59,340
73,090
FY 02-03
48
2,091
8,071
44,883
52,954
FY 03-04
56
1,943
6,537
36,718
43,255
FY 04-05
61
1,618
7,890
39,730
47,620
FY 05-06
55
1,458
4,110
29,248
33,358
FY 06-07
44
1,631
15,394
52,067
67,461
FY 07-08
51
1,534
23,570
49,194
72,764
FY 08-09
56
2,298
38,960
123,591
162,551
FY 09-10
69
2,554
13,893
52,271
66,164
FY 10-11
87
2,827
10,656
51,044
61,700
FY 11-12
86
2,740
9,183
50,700
64,065
FY 12-13
80
2,582
12,330
50,601
62,931
FY 13-14
97
2,758
8,694
62,862
71,556
FY 14-15
99
2,703
6,676
78,424
85,130
FY 15-16
93
2,953
6,002
80,291
86,293
FY 16-17
81
3,134
9,529
81,975
91,144
FY 17-18
94
3,382
9,043
98,856
107,898
FY 18-19
89
3,001
11,098
92,355
103,453
FY 19-20
46
2,166
4,404
48,893
53,297
FY 20-21
N/A
2,014
1,116
122,982
124,098
Totals
1,370
48,874
220,906
1,364,133
1,588,890

Average
lbs./site
1,417
1,975
1,103
778
781
607
1,533
1,427
2,903
958
701
745
787
738
860
927
1,125
1,052
1,137
1,159
N/A
22,713

Totals

The total amount of trash and recyclables collected during the two creek cleanup events for the last ten
years is plotted in Figure 7-5. The totals reported for FY 20-21 are trash and recyclables collected during
3

Data includes quantities of trash and volunteers from sites located in Gilroy and Morgan Hill. Cleanup events were conducted
in neighborhoods, creek areas and open spaces rather than previously designated creek cleanup sites. Quantities were selfreported by volunteers and site coordinator using the Coastal Conservancy’s CleanSwell app, Google forms, or paper forms.
Valley Water staff compiled the reported quantities.
4
Data includes quantities of trash and volunteers from sites located in Gilroy and Morgan Hill. Due to the COVID-19 shelter-inplace order, National River Cleanup Day scheduled for May 15, 2020, was canceled. Data reported for FY 19-20 is only for
Coastal Cleanup Day, which occurred on September 21, 2019. The totals reported for FY 20-21 are from September 2020 and
May 2021 cleanups of neighborhoods, creek areas and open spaces rather than designated creek cleanup sites.
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the September 2020 and May 2021 cleanups of neighborhoods, creek areas and open spaces rather
than designated creek cleanup sites.

Trash and Reycleables Collected
(Pounds)

Figure 7-5 Amount of Trash and Recyclables Collected
During Creek Cleanup Events
(Last 10 years)
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Co-permittees intend to continue participating in creek cleanups in future fiscal years, as they provide a
valuable opportunity for citizen participation as well as an important element of a trash management
program.
Table 7-3 summarizes the Program-funded FY 20-21 public outreach and citizen involvement events,
including evaluation of effectiveness.
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Table 7-3 Summary of SCVURPPP’s FY 20-21 Public Outreach and Citizen Involvement Events (C.7.d.)
Event Details

Focus & Short Description

Evaluation of Effectiveness

Name: Watershed Watchers Program
Dates: Ongoing throughout the year.
Location: Don Edwards Wildlife
Refuge, Alviso (virtual live programs
and self-guided walking tours)
Focus: Countywide
Type: Public Outreach, Citizen
Involvement

Description/Audience: Due to
COVID-19 safety and health
concerns, outreach and stewardship
programs were created/adapted for
a virtual and self-guided format
(including live virtual programs,
recorded videos and activities, and
special events).
Messages: Stormwater pollution
prevention, watershed awareness,
sustainable gardening, litter
prevention.

The virtual activities and events
were successful in reaching a
wide variety of audiences. A
total of 1,573 5 people
participated in the virtual
programs and at-home
activities. Additionally, social
media outreach efforts received
54,373 engagements 6.

Name: Coastal Cleanup Day
Date: 9/5/20, 9/12/20, 9/19/20,
9/26/20
Location: Various locations
throughout the County
Focus: Countywide
Type: Citizen Involvement

Description: Due to COVID-19 safety
and health concerns, the Creek
Connections Action Group
coordinated the Coastal Cleanup
Day as a month-long event, taking
place on each Saturday in
September 2020. The Program
provided funding for local
advertising.

A total of 1,240 volunteers
removed approximately 47,272
pounds of trash and
recyclables.

Name: Marvell Go Green Virtual Expo
Date: November 17, 2020; 10:00 am to
12 noon.
Location: Virtual (online event with
virtual booths)
Region: North America, including
Marvell employees in their Santa Clara
office
Type: Employee Outreach

Audience: Marvell employees
Messages: Stormwater pollution
prevention.

The event offered a good
opportunity to reach a new
audience. However, it was not
well attended. The Watershed
Watch virtual booth received
approximately 10 visitors.

Name: National River Cleanup Day
Dates: 5/1/21, 5/8/21, 5/15/21,
5/22/21, 5/29/21
Location: Various locations
throughout the County
Focus: Countywide
Type: Citizen Involvement

Description: Due to COVID-19 safety
and health concerns, National River
Cleanup Day was a month-long
event, taking place on each
Saturday in May 2021. The Program
provided funding for local
advertising.

A total of 774 volunteers
removed approximately 76,826
pounds of trash and
recyclables.

5

Watershed Watchers staff provided the updated numbers shown here on September 23, 2021, which was too late for some
SCVURPPP Co-permittees to update their individual Annual Reports. Therefore, numbers in Co-permittee Annual Reports may
not match those presented in the SCVURPPP Annual Report.
6
Engagement refers to participation by engaging in the content posted on Facebook, YouTube, etc. through views, downloads,
or comments.
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Event Details

Focus & Short Description

Name: Watershed Watch “half-off”
two-hour Car Wash Event
Date: June 15, 2021
Location: Delta Queen Classic Car
Wash (981 E. Hamilton Ave, Campbell)
Region: Countywide
Type: Public Outreach

Audience: Local community and car
wash customers

Name: Watershed Watch “half-off”
two-hour Car Wash Event
Date: June 22, 2021
Location: Westgate Classic Car Wash
(18560 Prospect Rd., Saratoga)
Region: Countywide
Type: Public Outreach

Audience: Car wash customers

Name: Watershed Watch “half-off”
four-hour Car Wash Event
Date: June 30, 2021
Location: Montague Premier Car
Wash (790 Montague Expressway, San
Jose)
Region: Countywide
Type: Public Outreach

Audience: Car wash customers

Messages: Stormwater pollution
prevention and proper car washing.

Messages: Stormwater pollution
prevention and proper car washing.

Messages: Stormwater pollution
prevention and proper car washing.

Evaluation of Effectiveness
This annual event offers a good
opportunity to reach car wash
customers with stormwater
messages. Due to safety
concerns, the event did not
include the Watershed Watch
booth to interact with
customers. Informational flyers
and cash register signs about
stormwater pollution were
provided to the car wash. A
total of 57 customers received
discounted car washes at the
event.
This annual event offers a good
opportunity to reach car wash
customers with stormwater
messages. Due to safety
concerns, the event did not
include the Watershed Watch
booth to interact with
customers. Informational flyers
and cash register signs about
stormwater pollution were
provided to the car wash. A
total of 46 customers received
discounted car washes at the
event.
This annual event offers a good
opportunity to reach car wash
customers with stormwater
messages. Due to safety
concerns, the event did not
include the Watershed Watch
booth to interact with
customers. Informational flyers
and cash register signs about
stormwater pollution were
provided to the car wash. A
total of 23 customers received
discounted car washes at the
event.

C.7.e. Watershed Stewardship Collaborative Efforts
Santa Clara Basin Watershed Management Initiative
During FY 20-21, the Program actively supported the Santa Clara Basin Watershed Management
Initiative (SCBWMI) by participating in the Land Use Subgroup and the Santa Clara Valley Zero Litter
Initiative.
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Land Use Subgroup
The Land Use Subgroup (LUS) continued to meet approximately quarterly in FY 2020-2021. In addition,
the LUS hosted several work group meetings related to event planning and coordination with a
strengthened partnership with the Peninsula/South Bay Watershed Forum (PSBWF).
The partnership between the LUS and the PSBWF began with the planning and coordination of a virtual
workshop, “Connecting the Dots: Future Planning and Action in Peninsula and South Bay Watersheds”
on January 25, 2021. Fifty people attended the event with presenters from eight organizations which
generated discussion and action steps for moving forward.
After the workshop, the LUS continued meeting with PSBWF Steering Committee on a regular basis
through the Spring and Summer of 2021 to discuss the revitalization of the SCBWMI, its various work
groups and programs, and to broaden the outreach to more community partners and watershed
stakeholders. The effort to coordinate with various groups is ongoing and is continuing in FY 2021-2022.
Zero Litter Initiative
The Zero Litter Initiative (ZLI) Steering Committee continued to meet monthly, and focused on the
following efforts:
•

Coordination with Caltrans, Caltrain and Valley Transportation Authority (VTA): ZLI participants
continued coordination meetings with Caltrans, Caltrain and VTA on trash-related issues,
including Adopt-A-Highway and on/off ramps, homeless encampment cleanups, and using
highway message boards for anti-litter awareness. The ZLI has added the City of San Jose's
“Beautify SJ” program as a partner to the effort.

•

Alameda County Illegal Dumping (ACID) Task Force and CalRecycle Illegal Dumping Technical
Advisory Committee (IDTAC): The ZLI coordinated on illegal dumping issues with two statewide
task forces on the subject of illegal dumping. The ACID task force is organized by the office of
Alameda County Board of Supervisor, Nate Miley and IDTAC by CalRecycle. The ACID task force
meets monthly and many Bay Area municipal staff are active participants, sharing best
management practices related to illegal dumping actions, enforcement and reduction practices.
The IDTAC meets twice per year. The ZLI assisted with the planning of the ACID task force's
virtual conference held on April 21, 22 and 23, 2021. The presentations and videos of the
conference can be found at this link.

•

Trash Information Sharing Webinars: The ZLI has held three webinars to provide information on
trash in stormwater and management actions that can reduce trash in waterways. The first
webinar was held in 2016 and covered franchise agreements, multi-family dwellings and rightsize-right service for solid waste management. The second webinar in January 2018 focused on
the impacts of cigarette butts on stormwater quality and controls for managing this frequently
littered item. A third webinar was held in July 2018 and focused on actions being taken to
reduce the impacts of plastic straws on stormwater quality. The next webinar is currently
planned for fiscal year 2021-22. The focus may include the impacts of trash and illegal dumping
on riparian corridors in the South Bay.

•

Coordination with the Technical Advisory Committee of the Santa Clara County Recycling and
Waste Reduction Commission (RWRC TAC): In 2020-21, the ZLI continued to share best litter
management practices with the RWRC TAC to reduce litter and waste in relation to the design
and operation of new and existing buildings including multi-family properties. The ZLI created a
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fact sheet summarizing the guidance. The ZLI continues to assist the RWRC TAC with guidance
on policies and ordinances to reduce single-use foodware and litter and share updates on what
jurisdictions around the Bay Area are doing related to that effort. The ZLI also shared
information with the TAC to assist with the requirements of SB 1383 on compost and mulch
procurement.

C.7.f. School-Age Children Outreach
SCVURPPP provides outreach to school-age children by funding the Watershed Watchers Program at the
Don Edwards San Francisco Bay Wildlife Refuge, and school assemblies by the ZunZun musical group.
These activities are described below and summarized in Table 7-4, including evaluation of effectiveness.
ZunZun Musical Assembly
Each year the Program sponsors up to fifty ZunZun assemblies at elementary schools in the Santa Clara
Valley. These bilingual musical assemblies educate elementary school students and their teachers on
watersheds and urban runoff pollution prevention. ZunZun performances use physical comedy,
audience participation and musical instruments to educate teachers and children about watersheds and
stormwater pollution prevention.
Due to COVID-19 shelter-in-place order, ZunZun offered schools the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Recorded videos of ZunZun assemblies posted online on Vimeo and Google Classroom
Livestreamed ZunZun assemblies presented using virtual platforms (e.g., Zoom)
In-person assemblies, if permitted
An online educational matching game available in English and Spanish
A take-home activity kit to teach students about surface tension of water

A flyer publicizing the virtual assemblies and other activities was distributed to local schools. It is
included in Appendix 7-5.
Evaluation of Effectiveness
In FY 20-21, ZunZun successfully converted their performances and educational materials to a virtual
format and were able to reach a significant number of students in spite of COVID-19 restrictions. They
conducted 54 livestream and in-person assemblies, reaching students from 37 schools. The recorded
videos have received a total of 6,156 views so far. The assemblies reached an estimated 11, 327 students
and their teachers. The list of schools that received the assemblies is included in Appendix 7-5. To track
effectiveness, teachers were asked to complete an online evaluation. In addition, students were asked to
complete an online quiz to track their understanding of the assembly content.
A total of 42 teachers completed the online evaluation and 859 students completed the quiz. Overall,
the feedback was very positive and indicates an increase in the students’ knowledge about watersheds
and pollution prevention. The FY 20-21 Teacher Evaluation Report and the FY 20-21 ZunZun School
Assembly Report are included in Appendix 7-5.
Watershed Watchers Program at the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay Wildlife Refuge
The Watershed Watchers program includes numerous activities and sessions to educate children about
watersheds and urban runoff pollution prevention. These include marsh walks, gardening events, bird
watching, wildlife observation, etc. Following the shelter-in-place order, Refuge staff adapted these
activities to virtual platforms and offered them as recorded videos, live stream sessions, self-guided
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learning opportunities, and at-home activities. More details are included in the Watershed Watchers
Report provided in Appendix 7-4.
Evaluation of Effectiveness
In FY 20-21, Refuge staff also converted many of their programs to a virtual format and conducted 113 7
virtual activities and sessions, attracting approximately 1,573 participants. No surveys were conducted,
but attendance was good, given the challenging conditions posed by the COVID-19 pandemic.

7

Watershed Watchers staff provided the updated numbers shown here on September 23, 2021, which was too late for some
SCVURPPP Co-permittees to update their individual Annual Reports. Therefore, numbers in Co-permittee Annual Reports may
not match those presented in the SCVURPPP Annual Report.
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Table 7-4 Summary of SCVURPPP’s FY 20-21 School-Age Children Outreach (C.7.f.)
Program Details

Focus & Short
Description

Number of Students
Reached

Name: ZunZun Musical
Assembly – both live and
via distance learning
videos
Grade or level:
elementary

Interactive, musical school
assemblies educating K-5
children about watersheds
and pollution prevention.

ZunZun conducted 54
livestream and in-person
assemblies, reaching
approximately 11,327
students from 37 schools.

Evaluation of Effectiveness
ZunZun assemblies were evaluated using an online evaluation survey
distributed to all teachers who watched the assemblies. A total of 42
teachers submitted responses to the online survey. A few highlights of
the evaluations are below:

• After the performance, nine teachers reported that 100% of their
students knew what a watershed was; 16 teachers reported that
75% of their students knew what a watershed was; and seven
teachers reported that 50% of their students knew what a
watershed was.

• After the performance, 18 teachers reported that 100% of their

students could name a way to prevent pollution in the watershed;
16 teachers reported that 75% of their students could name a way
to prevent pollution in the watershed; and four teachers indicated
that 50% of their students could name a way to prevent pollution in
the watershed.

A total of 885 students responded to an online quiz conducted to track
their understanding of the assembly content. A summary of the quiz
results is provided below:

• 57% of students knew what a watershed was.
• 88% of students correctly identified that water from storm drains
flows to creeks, the Bay and ocean.

Name: Watershed
Watchers Program at
Don Edwards Wildlife
Refuge in Alviso
Grade or level: preschool, elementary,
middle, high school.

Interpretive programs to
educate children and
youth about preventing
urban runoff pollution.

Four pre-kindergarteners,
407 8 elementary school
students, 26 middle
school students, and 84
high school students.

8

Participant surveys and pledges were not conducted this year. However,
overall attendance was good.

Watershed Watchers staff provided the updated numbers shown here on September 23, 2021, which was too late for some SCVURPPP Co-permittees to update their individual
Annual Reports. Therefore, numbers in Co-permittee Annual Reports may not match those presented in the SCVURPPP Annual Report.
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Section 8 Water Quality Monitoring
■ Introduction
Since its inception in 2002, the Program has maintained an effective, NPDES permit compliant, and
scientifically sound water quality monitoring and assessment program. During this time, the SCVURPPP
Monitoring and Assessment Program has provided Co-permittees, the Water Board, and other
stakeholders, such as CASQA and the State Water Board’s Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program
(SWAMP), with invaluable information on the condition of water quality and associated beneficial uses
in Santa Clara Basin creeks and the San Francisco Bay Estuary (Bay). The Program currently conducts
water quality monitoring and associated projects for all Co-permittees in compliance with Provision C.8
of the MRP. By conducting monitoring for all Co-permittees, the overall costs are reduced by avoiding a
duplication of effort that could occur if conducted individually, and data sharing opportunities are
optimized. The monitoring requirements of the MRP reflect the longstanding Program goal to develop
high quality information on water quality in local creeks and the Bay that leads to effective municipal
stormwater management.
This section of the Program’s FY 20-21 Annual Report is intended to provide brief summaries of the
status of water quality monitoring activities/projects conducted during Water Year 2021 (WY 2021) 1 in
compliance with Provision C.8 of the MRP. No water quality data are included within this section. The
interpretation and discussion of all monitoring results and conclusions of all water quality monitoring
activities conducted in WY 2021 in compliance with the MRP will be described in the Program’s Urban
Creeks Monitoring Report (UCMR), which will be submitted to the Water Board by March 31, 2022.

■ Bay Area Regional Monitoring Coalition (C.8.a)
Since 2009, SCVURPPP Co-permittees have participated in a regional monitoring collaborative to address
requirements in Provision C.8. The regional monitoring collaborative is referred to as the BASMAA 2
Regional Monitoring Coalition (RMC). The RMC is focused on providing a forum to implement regionally
consistent creek monitoring approaches and designs among Bay Area municipal stormwater monitoring
programs subject to the MRP. The costs of creek monitoring are decreased by reducing duplication of
effort. Participation in the RMC is coordinated by stormwater program and/or Co-permittee
representatives (or equivalent) and is facilitated through the BASMAA Monitoring and Pollutants of
Concern Committee (MPC) and the RMC Work Group. Representation at MPC and RMC meetings by
SCVURPPP is coordinated through the Program’s Monitoring Ad Hoc Task Group (AHTG).

■ Monitoring Protocols and Data Quality (C.8.b)
Provision C.8.b requires that water quality data collected by Co-permittees in compliance with the MRP
be consistent with the State’s Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP) standards, set
forth in the SWAMP Quality Assurance Program Plan (QAPrP). To assist Permittees in meeting SWAMP
data quality standards and developing data management systems that allow for easy access of water
Water quality monitoring is conducted on a Water Year (WY) basis, which begins on October 1 and ends on September 30 of the named year.
For example, Water Year 2021 (WY 2021) began on October 1, 2020 and will conclude on September 30, 2021.
2 As of June 28, 2021, BASMAA is officially dissolved as a California non-profit public benefit corporation; however, members of BASMAA
continue to work together through the Bay Area Municipal Stormwater (BAMS) Collaborative.
1
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quality monitoring data by Co-permittees, the Program completed the following regional projects via the
RMC:



Standard Operating and Data Quality Assurance Procedures – In Water Year (WY) 2013 the
RMC adapted existing creek monitoring standard operating procedures (SOPs) and the QAPrP
developed by SWAMP into a document applicable to local monitoring requirements. The RMC
SOPs and Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) document the field, laboratory, and data
validation procedures necessary to maintain comparable, high-quality data among RMC
participants. The RMC SOPs and the QAPP were revised in WY 2014 (FY 13-14), WY 2015 (FY 1415) and WY 2016 (FY 15-16) in response to lessons learned, evolving MRP monitoring
requirements, and changes to the SWAMP QAPrP. In WY 2020 (FY 19-20), the RMC QAPP was
updated to reflect new SWAMP protocols that eliminate the need for toxicity field duplicates.
No revisions to the RMC QAPP or SOPs were made in WY 2021 (FY 20-21).



Information Management System Development/Adaptation – Information management
systems developed in previous fiscal years store and manage water quality data collected in
compliance with Provision C.8. Creek status, pesticides/toxicity, and Pollutants of Concern (POC)
monitoring data collected in the Santa Clara Valley are managed by the Program. On an annual
basis, data from SCVURPPP and other RMC partners are combined into a regional database.

■ San Francisco Estuary Receiving Water Monitoring (C.8.c)
Provision C.8.c requires Co-permittees to contribute their fair-share financially on an annual basis
towards implementing an Estuary receiving water monitoring program that at a minimum is equivalent
to the Regional Monitoring Program for Water Quality in the San Francisco Estuary (RMP). During FY 2021, Co-permittees complied with this Provision by contributing a combined total of roughly $215,000 to
the RMP. In addition, Program and Co-permittee staff actively participated in RMP committees and
work groups. Specifically, the SCVURPPP Program Manager represented all BASMAA member agencies
on the RMP Steering Committee and the SCVURPPP Watershed Monitoring and Assessment Coordinator
represented BASMAA on the RMP’s Technical Review Committee. Program staff also played active roles
on a number of RMP work groups and strategy teams. Additional information on the RMP, including
monitoring results and conclusions, can be found on the San Francisco Estuary Institute’s website.

■ Creek Status Monitoring (C.8.d)
The RMC’s regional monitoring strategy for complying with MRP Provision C.8 - Creek Status Monitoring,
was developed in FY 11-12. The strategy, which is described in RMC Creek Status and Long-Term Trends
Monitoring Plan, includes ambient/probabilistic and targeted monitoring designs. These monitoring
designs allow each individual RMC participating program to assess the status of beneficial uses in local
creeks within its Program area while contributing data to answer regional management questions (e.g.,
differences in aquatic life condition between urban and non-urban creeks). The creek status monitoring
designs are primarily intended to answer the following core management questions:



What is the condition of aquatic life in creeks in the San Francisco Bay Area; are water quality
objectives met and are beneficial uses supported?



What are the major stressors to aquatic life?



What are the long-term trends in water quality in creeks over time?
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Creek status monitoring requirements, including monitoring parameters, methods, occurrences,
durations and minimum number of sampling sites for each stormwater program, are prescribed in MRP
Provision C.8.d. Chemical, biological and physical response and stressor indicators, including benthic
macroinvertebrate and algae bioassessments, physical habitat assessments and water chemistry (i.e.,
nutrients and chlorine) parameters, are typically measured at probabilistic sites. General water quality
and temperature (continuous), and pathogen indicators are monitored at targeted sites.
Over the past nine years of Creek Status Monitoring, the Program has evaluated/sampled all
probabilistic monitoring sites that were classified as urban land use in the RMC Sample Frame for Santa
Clara County. As a result, the Program conducted all twenty biological assessments required for WY
2021 at selected targeted sites. The targeted sites included steelhead survey locations that are routinely
monitored by Valley Water (n=12); probabilistic sites that were previously sampled by the SCVURPPP
(n=7); and one new targeted site. All bioassessments were completed during April and May, 2021.
The Program successfully completed pathogen indicator (bacteria) monitoring at five sites in July 2020.
Continuous temperature monitoring was conducted at eight sites in Upper Penitencia Creek and
continuous general water quality monitoring was conducted at three sites in Los Gatos Creek at
frequencies consistent with the MRP. The Program is currently conducting quality assurance and control
procedures on data collected during WY 2021. All monitoring data will be described in the Program’s
UCMR, which will be submitted to the Water Board by March 31, 2022.

■ Stressor/Source Identification Projects (C.8.e)
Provision C.8.e requires implementation of stressor/source identification (SSID) studies based on creek
status, POC, and pesticides/toxicity monitoring. The MRP requires a minimum of eight new SSID
projects (including at least one for toxicity) during the Permit term, providing the Permittees conduct
projects through a regional collaborative. Under this approach, SCVURPPP is required to complete a
minimum of two SSID projects during the Permit term. SCVURPPP also participated in a regional SSID
project that was conducted through BASMAA and submitted to the Water Board in 2019.
The Coyote Toxicity SSID Project was conducted over a two-year time period (WY 2018 and WY 2019).
The project entailed an investigation of the magnitude and extent of sediment toxicity in an urban reach
of the Coyote Creek mainstem. A final report was submitted to the Water Board with the Program’s
2019 Integrated Monitoring Report (IMR) on March 31, 2020.
The Lower Silver-Thompson Creek SSID Project is the second (and final) SSID project that is required
under MRP 2.0. The project was triggered by creek status/condition data suggesting Lower Silver Creek
and Thompson Creek have reduced biological integrity. In addition, existing water chemistry data
collected during bioassessments indicate elevated nutrient concentrations at most of the monitoring
locations. Nutrients are biostimulatory substances that may cause eutrophic conditions that can
influence biological conditions. The Program’s Lower Silver – Thompson Creek SSID Work Plan was
submitted as Appendix 8-1 in Program’s FY 18-19 Annual Report. Field sampling for the SSID project was
initiated in August 2019 and was completed in September 2020. The final Lower Silver-Thompson Creek
SSID report is anticipated to be completed in FY 21-22.
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■ POC Monitoring (C.8.f)
Provision C.8.f. requires monitoring for pollutants of concern identified in the MRP, which include PCBs,
mercury, copper, nutrients, and emerging contaminants. The MRP prescribes the minimum number of
samples required annually and over the Permit term for each POC. POC monitoring is intended to
address five priority POC management information needs (i.e., Management Questions). The Permit
describes the minimum number of samples required for each Management Question depending on the
specific POC.
1. Source Identification – identifying which sources or watershed source areas provide the
greatest opportunities for reductions of POCs in urban stormwater runoff;
2. Contributions to Bay Impairment – identifying which watershed source areas contribute most
to the impairment of San Francisco Bay beneficial uses (due to source intensity and sensitivity of
discharge location);
3. Management Action Effectiveness – providing support for planning future management actions
or evaluating the effectiveness or impacts of existing management actions;
4. Loads and Status – providing information on POC loads, concentrations, and presence in local
tributaries or urban stormwater discharges; and
5. Trends – evaluating trends in POC loading to the Bay and POC concentrations in urban
stormwater discharges or local tributaries over time.
Like creek status monitoring, POC monitoring is conducted as part of the BASMAA RMC. Collaboration
on POC monitoring is supplemented through the Small Tributaries Loading Strategy Workgroup (STLS),
which is a subcommittee of the RMP’s Sources, Pathways and Loadings Workgroup (SPLWG).
Stakeholders involved in the STLS include BASMAA representatives, staff of the San Francisco Estuary
Institute (SFEI), and staff of the Water Board. The current objective of the STLS is to implement a
comprehensive planning framework to coordinate POC monitoring and POC loads modeling t between
the RMP and RMC participants.
In Water Year 2021, the Program sampled for PCBs, mercury, copper, and nutrients. The MRP-required
yearly minimum number of samples was met or exceeded for all POCs. In WY 2021, PCBs and mercury
monitoring included collection of upland sediment samples as part of several Source Property
Investigations. The goal of the investigations is to identify source properties that can be referred to the
Water Board for abatement.
Emerging contaminant monitoring is being addressed through Program participation in the RMP. The
RMP has investigated Contaminants of Emerging Concern (CECs) since 2001 and established the RMP
Emerging Contaminants Work Group (ECWG) in 2006. The purpose of the ECWG is to identify CECs that
might impact beneficial uses in the Bay and to develop cost-effective strategies to identify, monitor, and
minimize impacts. In 2018, the RMP’s ECWG initiated a multi-year special study to analyze stormwater
samples collected from urban watersheds for a large suite of CECs. The list of CECs to be analyzed is
intended to target urban runoff constituents rather than those found in wastewater (e.g.,
pharmaceuticals). In addition to vehicle tire chemicals and imidacloprid (a neonicotinoid insecticide), the
list includes the CECs specifically identified in Provision C.8.f of MRP 2.0, which include Perflourooctane
Sulfonate Substances (PFOS), Perfluoroalkyl and Polyfluoroalkyl Sulfonate Substances (PFAS), and
Alternative Flame Retardants (AFRs). Pilot sampling began in 2019 in close coordination with the STLS.
Year-two of this three-year study was approved in 2019, with the inclusion of additional CECs, including
OPEs and bisphenol A and S. Additional sampling was planned in 2020, though the lack of wet weather
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sampling events constrained the project schedule and outcomes. Based on recommendations from the
ECWG in April 2021, the RMP has approved year four of the project to included additional site selection
and sampling, as well as to augment data management and develop the planned manuscript. The final
reports and manuscripts for this study are anticipated in fall 2023.
Details of Water Year 2021 POC monitoring and emerging contaminant special studies will be described
in the POC Monitoring Report, which will be submitted to the Water Board under separate cover letter
by October 15, 2021. The POC Monitoring Report lists WY 2021 accomplishments, including monitoring
locations, number and types of samples collected, analytes measured, and purpose of sampling (i.e.,
priority information need addressed). Data and interpretations will be provided in the UCMR which will
be submitted to the Regional Water Board by March 31, 2022.

■ Pesticide and Toxicity Monitoring (C.8.g)
Pesticide and toxicity monitoring requirements, including monitoring parameters, methods,
occurrences, durations, and minimum number of sampling sites for each stormwater program, are
described in MRP Provision C.8.g. The Program collected water toxicity and sediment chemistry and
toxicity monitoring at two sites during the dry season (i.e., July 2021). Dry season sampling in WY 2021
was conducted at the same locations sampled the previous five years. All pesticide and toxicity
monitoring data will be described in the Program’s UCMR, which will be submitted to the Water Board
by March 31, 2022.

■ Reporting (C.8.h)
Provision C.8.h requires Permittees to report annually on water quality data collected in compliance
with the MRP. Annual reporting requirements include: 1) water quality standard exceedances; 2) creek
status monitoring electronic reporting; 3) urban creeks monitoring reporting; and 4) pollutants of
concern monitoring reporting. Each annual report must include a status report for all SSID projects.
The electronic data and annual Urban Creeks Monitoring Reports are required by March 31 and the POC
Monitoring Reports no later than October 15 of each year.
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Section 9 Pesticides Toxicity Control
■ Introduction
Provision C.9 of the MRP requires Co-permittees to implement pesticide toxicity control programs
within their jurisdictions to address the use of pesticides that pose a threat to water quality and have a
potential to enter the municipal stormwater conveyance system. Consistent with the requirements of
Provision C.9, the Program’s (and Co-permittees’) approach to pesticide management focuses on the
use of best management practices (BMPs) for source control and pollution prevention. Program BMPs
for pesticide management include significant education and outreach efforts to residents, businesses,
pest control professionals, and municipal staff to promote behavior changes relative to pesticide use
and less-toxic pest control methods. Outreach efforts have been supplemented by local and regional
studies to define the need, participation in regional organizations to address pesticide regulations and
other issues, and development of local Integrated Pest Management (IPM) plans.
In FY 20-21, activities associated with Provision C.9 were conducted at the Co-permittee, Program and
regional levels. These activities built upon a large body-of-knowledge gained through tasks completed in
previous fiscal years. Local actions are documented in each Co-permittee’s annual report. This section
highlights pesticide toxicity control activities conducted at the Program and/or regional levels that are
associated with the following sub-provisions of the C.9 Provision:




Program Activities



Train Municipal Employees (C.9.b)



Interface with County Agricultural Commissioner (C.9.d)



Public Outreach (C.9.e)

Regional Activities



Track and Participate in Relevant Regulatory Processes (C.9.f)

■ Program Activities
C.9.b. Train Municipal Employees
Program staff conducted a virtual Landscape IPM Webinar on May 25, 2021 to provide IPM training to
Co-permittee landscape maintenance staff. The workshop was attended by 117 municipal staff and
private landscape professionals. The workshop included presentations on IPM, pesticides and water
quality, IPM techniques for controlling cockroaches , rats and weeds, and information on less-toxic
pesticides.
Evaluation forms completed by workshop attendees indicated that a majority of attendees thought the
workshop was very useful and met their expectations. Appendix 9-1 includes the workshop agenda,
attendance list and a summary of evaluations. The presentations are also posted on the SCVURPPP
website.
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C.9.d. Interface with County Agricultural Commissioners
Program staff coordinated with Michelle Thom (Deputy Agricultural Commissioner, Santa Clara County
Division of Agriculture) to obtain input on conducting outreach to structural Pest Control Operators
(PCOs).
Program staff developed an article on pesticide pollution titled “FREE Brochures on Less-Toxic Pest
Control” which was included in the Santa Clara County Division of Agriculture’s “The Pesticide Review”
newsletter. In November 2020, the Division of Agriculture emailed the newsletter to all PCOs registered
in Santa Clara County. The newsletter is also available on the Santa Clara County Division of Agriculture’s
website.
In future years, Program staff intends to continue interfacing with the County’s Agricultural
Commissioner through meetings, phone conversations and sharing of information by email.

C.9.e. Public Outreach
Point of Purchase Outreach to Consumers (C.9.e.ii(1))
The Program contributed funds to and actively participated in the BASMAA IPM Store Partnership Program
(also known as the Our Water Our World Program). The aim of the Our Water Our World (OWOW) Program is
to partner with retail stores and nurseries to provide less-toxic pest control information to residents at the
point of purchase. This involves stocking literature racks at stores with Less Toxic Pest Management fact
sheets and placing “shelf-tags” on store shelves. Shelf-tags are small product identification signs that are
placed on store shelves to help customers identify less-toxic products. The OWOW Program also
includes a training component where store employees are trained on IPM and selling less-toxic pest
control products to customers.
Currently, 22 local stores in Santa Clara Valley participate in the OWOW Program. Program staff visited
participating stores two times in FY 20-21 to restock literature racks and update shelf-tags. Due to
COVID-19 related restrictions, store employee trainings were not conducted. A list of stores participating
in the IPM Store Partnership Program in Santa Clara Valley is provided in Appendix 9-2.
Program staff worked with San Jose State University (SJSU) students to develop a simple app featuring the
OWOW fact sheets. The students were Information Systems majors at the SJSU Business School and
developed this app as their semester practicum project. The app is with the Apple App Store and Google
Playstore for review.
Evaluation of Effectiveness
The OWOW Program has been very successful in engaging stores, educating customers, and training
employees to promote less-toxic products to customers. In FY 20-21, the store managers continued to
be enthusiastic about the program and were receptive to having the OWOW materials in their stores.
The Program intends to continue local implementation of the IPM Store Partnership Program in FY 2122.
Pest Control Contracting Outreach (C.9. e.ii.(2)) – Outreach to Residents
The Program continued to conduct outreach about less-toxic pest control to residents who use or
contract for structural pest control or landscape pest control and landscape professionals. Messages
included the following: information on pesticide use and water quality, proper use and disposal of
pesticides, IPM, hiring a Green Gardener, the list of trained Green Gardeners, IPM Certification
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Programs, and the OWOW Program. The Program conducted the following IPM outreach activities in FY
20-21 to meet this requirement:


Media Advertising – IPM advertisements were placed online and on local radio stations and
television channels as part of the Watershed Watch Campaign media advertising. A summary of
the components of the media advertising campaign on pesticides is presented below:
o

o

o

o

o

o
o
o
o
o

30-second announcements promoting
becoming a trained Green Gardener (class
registration) ran in Spanish on KSOL;
“Hire a Green Gardener” 30-second video ran in
English on YouTube and KNTV; Spanish on KSTS
TV;
“Hire a Green Gardener” 30-second radio and
15-second PSA ran in English on KUFX, KCBS;
Spanish on KSOL;
30-second radio spot “Choose less toxic” ran on
KSOL in Spanish, and ran on KEZR, KBAY, KUFX
and KCBS in English;
Figure 9-1 - Watershed Watch Online Ad in
30-second TV spot “Choose less toxic” ran in
Spanish
English on targeted digital AnyScreen and KNTV
and in Spanish on KSTS;
30-second TV spot “Hire an IPM-trained pest control professional” ran in Spanish on
KSTS and ran in English on targeted video AnyScreen and KNTV;
30-second radio ads promoting “Hire an IPM-trained pest professional” ran in English on
KCBS and KUFX;
“Pests Bugging You?” IPM messages ran on targeted digital in English and Spanish
through AnyScreen and in English on KQED Mobile App;
15-second radio ad promoting IPM for pest control ran in English on KEZR, KBAY, KUFX
and KCBS; and
60-second messages about choosing less-toxic pest control were delivered by Jona
Hamilton (in English) during her show on KBAY.

Overall, Watershed Watch Campaign advertising included 777 total spots on IPM topics,
including 88 spots on hiring an eco-friendly pest control professional and 123 spots on the Santa
Clara Valley Green Gardener program. Additional details on the media campaign are included in
Appendix 7-2.


Watershed Watch Website - Messages about less-toxic pest management information, including
the list of Green Gardeners, IPM Certification Programs, OWOW Fact Sheets, and the list of
stores selling less-toxic products were posted on the website throughout the year. The website
also promotes proper disposal of pesticides and refers users to the County Household
Hazardous Waste Program’s website to find a disposal location near them.



Going Native Garden Tour – As in previous years, the Program provided funding to support the
Going Native Garden Tour (GNGT) which showcases native gardens in Santa Clara Valley. Due to
the COVID-19 shelter-in-place order, the in-person tour was replaced with virtual tours of
participating native gardens. Recordings of the virtual tours can be accessed at the GNGT
website.
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South Bay Green Gardens – Since FY 12-13, the Santa Clara County Recycling and Waste
Reduction Commission (SCCRWRC) and SCVURPPP have funded a website to educate residents,
landscape construction maintenance professionals, and municipal staff on sustainable
landscaping techniques. SCVURPPP and SCCRWRC continued to allocate funds in FY 20-21
toward website maintenance and promotion. Program staff and some Co-permittee staff
participated in meetings of the South Bay Green Gardens Subcommittee. In FY 20-21, the
Subcommittee conducted advertising using Facebook, Instagram and Google Ad Words to
promote the South Bay Green Gardens website.

Evaluation of Effectiveness
Results from FY 20-21 media advertising and outreach events conducted by the Program yielded the
following conclusions regarding their effectiveness. Based on the based on the results below, it appears
that the media advertising and other outreach were successful in informing and engaging more
residents in sustainable landscaping and reduced pesticide use:


Media Advertising and Website - The Watershed Watch media campaign, which included
digital/online placements as well as 1,521 radio, television, and digital (online) spots on various
stormwater pollution prevention topics, delivered over 13 million gross impressions. Additional
details are included in the FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign and Media Report included in
Appendix 7-2.



Going Native Garden Tour –The recordings posted on YouTube have received over 2,000 views
so far.



South Bay Green Gardens Program – The website received 24,945 total visits in FY 20-21,
compared to 16,770 total visits in FY 19-20. The total number of visits reflect a net 31% increase
in visits compared to the previous year. The Google Ads paid search campaign conducted during
July 2020-June 2021 achieved 570,139 impressions which resulted in 10,873 clicks (1.91% clickthrough rate). The Twitter advertising campaign conducted in June 2021 delivered 113,594
impressions and resulted in 26 new followers.

Outreach to Structural Pest Control Operators (C.9.e.ii.(3))
Program staff coordinated with Michelle Thom (Deputy Agricultural Commissioner, Santa Clara County
Division of Agriculture) to conduct outreach to structural pest control contractors. The Program’s
outreach efforts are summarized under Section C.9.d Interface with County Agricultural Commissioners
(page 9-1).
Outreach to Landscape Maintenance Professionals (C.9.e.ii.(3))
In FY 07-08, the Program began the Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener Training Program, an educational
initiative that brings quality training to professional landscapers, gardeners and landscape maintenance
workers on how to “garden green”. Each training session consists of ten 2-hour classes, held once a
week for ten weeks. Students must attend at least 80 percent of the classes and pass a final examination
on the core subjects to be placed on the Green Gardener list promoted to the public. To maintain their
status as Green Gardeners, individuals must meet annual continuing education requirements or
demonstrate that they are implementing the practices learned. The training is conducted in
collaboration with the Fremont Union High School District Adult School in Sunnyvale and the Master
Gardeners of Santa Clara County.
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The Program conducted one virtual Green Gardener training session in Spring FY 20-21. The training was
held from February to May 2021. The Program provided funds toward student fees, instructor fees, and
guest speaker fees.
The Green Gardener trainings were publicized via mailings, email, radio ads, the Watershed Watch
website, and social networking sites. Media advertising efforts included the following:
•

Digital (paid) posts on Facebook and Instagram promoted Green Gardener classes;

•

“Hire a Green Gardener” 30-second video ran in English on YouTube and in Spanish on
KSTS TV; and

•

“Hire a Green Gardener” 30-second radio ad and 15-second PSA ran in English on KUFX and
KCBS and in Spanish on KSOL.

To assist Green Gardeners in meeting the continuing education requirements, the Program usually
conducts recertification classes in spring. The recertification classes scheduled for spring 2021 were
canceled due to the COVID-19 shelter-in-place order. The Program offered Green Gardeners the
following options to re-certify:
•

Attend an online sustainable landscaping training (Program staff sent a list of available trainings
to Green Gardeners);

•

Attend any one class of the Spring 2021 Green Gardener training; or

•

Complete an online self-assessment form to demonstrate use of sustainable landscaping
practices.

Evaluation of Effectiveness
A total of six individuals completed the Green Gardener training in FY 20-21. While 13 students
registered for the training, most of them dropped out after a few classes, stating scheduling conflicts as
the reason. They indicated that spring is generally a busy time for gardeners and the pandemic has
made it busier since many homeowners are renovating their yards.
A total of 23 Green Gardeners recertified in FY 20-21 using the options mentioned earlier.
SCVURPPP will coordinate with the Fremont Union High School District Adult School to offer a virtual
Green Gardener training in Fall 2021.
The Spring 2021 Green Gardener training report, list of current Green Gardeners, training
announcement flyer, and a summary of student feedback are included in Appendix 9-3.

■ Regional Activities
During FY 20-21, the Program participated in the following regional activities to address MRP C.9
Provisions:


Track and Participate in Relevant Regulatory Processes (C.9.e) – This provision requires
Permittees to track U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and California Department of
Pesticide Regulation (DPR) actions related to urban uses of pesticides and actively participate in
the shaping of regulatory efforts. The Program and Co-permittees work with CASQA to
communicate to the EPA Office of Pesticide Programs and DPR the need to reduce pesticiderelated toxicity in Bay Area water bodies by considering the impact on water quality during the
pesticide approval and registration process. Through contributions to CASQA, SCVURPPP helped
fund the efforts of the CASQA Pesticide Subcommittee and its consultants to track regulatory
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efforts and write letters regarding pesticide reregistration and maintain other communications
with State and Federal agencies. Program staff participates in the CASQA Pesticide
Subcommittee and provides input on draft letters and regulatory efforts related to pesticides.
Subcommittee tasks generally fall into the following categories:



Tracking Federal Register notices;



Tracking DPR notices of evaluations and decisions;



Tracking activities at the Water Boards;



Briefing EPA and DPR via phone calls and emails;



Writing letters and tracking responses to letters;



Meeting with EPA and DPR;



Presenting to EPA, DPR, Water Board, CASQA members and other collaborators;



Developing and delivering public testimony; and,



Analyzing DPR/SWAMP/MS4 monitoring data.

A full report of the accomplishments of the CASQA Pesticide Subcommittee and its consultants
and the effectiveness of their efforts is included in the BAMSC FY 20-21 Regional Supplement for
Tracking and Participating in Pesticide Regulatory Efforts in Appendix 9-4.


Regional OWOW Program – The Program provided funds toward implementing the Regional
OWOW Program. Program staff participated in the BASMAA PIP Committee (now called the
BAMSC PIP Subcommittee) and provided input, as needed. The Regional OWOW Program
implemented the following activities in FY 20-21:



Coordinated program implementation with major chains Home Depot and Ace
Hardware National. Home Depot Corporate (Atlanta) directed support of the program
by providing a support letter;



Updated the overall look and navigation of the OWOW website;



Conducted monthly meetings with IPM Advocates for discussing seasonal pests in the
month/season ahead; and



Updated less-toxic product lists.

Additional details are included in the BAMSC FY 20-21 Regional Supplement for Training and
Outreach included in Appendix 9-5.
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Section 10 Trash Load Reduction
■ Introduction
The goal of MRP Provision C.10 (Trash Load Reduction) is to implement control measures and other
actions to reduce trash loads from stormwater conveyance systems to local urban creeks by 80 percent
by July 1, 2019. This goal is intended to set the course for additional load reductions in future years. In
To make progress towards this reduction goal, Co-permittees were required to develop and implement
trash reduction plans that include the installation and maintenance of trash full-capture devices
designed to treat a mandatory minimum level of land area, and other control measures and best
management practices that prevent or intercept trash before entering local water bodies. Additionally,
Co-permittees are required to remove trash from creek and shoreline hot spots within their
jurisdictional boundaries. To address longer-term goals of trash reduction, Co-permittees were also
required to maintain a Long-Term Trash Load Reduction Plan designed to attain a 100% trash load
reduction by July 1, 2022.
Activities associated with Provision C.10 requirements were conducted at the Co-permittee, Program
and regional levels in FY 20-21. Local actions are documented in each Co-permittee’s Annual Report
under Section C.10. This section highlights trash management and assessment activities conducted at
the Program and/or regional levels, including:



Implementation of the SCVURPPP Trash Assessment Strategy, including managing the Programwide On-land Visual Trash Assessment (OVTA) Program, managing information on trash full
capture locations and drainage areas, and the calculation of Co-permittee Trash Load
Reductions;



Control Measure Trash Performance Standard Development;



Trash Hot Spot Cleanup and Assessment Guidance and Data Management;



Implementation of the BASMAA Receiving Water Trash Monitoring Program Plan;



Coordination of SCVURPPP Trash Ad hoc Task Group Meetings;



Participation in SCBWMI Zero Litter Initiative;



Participation in BASMAA Trash Committee; and



Development FY 20-21 Annual Report Template and Guidance

These activities built upon a large body of knowledge gained through tasks completed in previous fiscal
years. 1 Program and regional task highlights presented in this section are organized by Permit Provision
or by major heading (both marked in bold).

Trash-related work products completed by the Program in previous fiscal years and task summaries of Program efforts can be found on the
“trash” section of the SCVURPPP website (https://scvurppp.org/trash/).

1
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■ Program Activities
Calculation of Trash Load Reductions (C.10.a.ii)
The Program developed the Pilot Trash Assessment Strategy (Pilot Strategy) in FY 13-14 on behalf of
SCVURPPP Co-permittees. The Pilot Strategy was submitted to the Water Board on February 3, 2014, as
part of Co-permittee Long-Term Trash Load Reduction Plans. In subsequent FYs, the Pilot Strategy was
fully implemented by the Program on behalf of and in collaboration with, all SCVURPPP Co-permittees.
As such, the Pilot Strategy is now the Trash Assessment Strategy (Strategy) implemented by SCVURPPP
Co-permittees to demonstrate trash reduction from municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) in
the Santa Clara Valley.
The Strategy is intended to provide information to demonstrate the magnitude and extent of trash
reductions associated with stormwater in the Santa Clara Valley. The Strategy is consistent with trash
monitoring, assessment and reporting requirements in the MRP and is primarily designed to answer the
following core management question:
Have Co-permittees achieved MS4 trash load reduction
targets (i.e., 40%, 70%, 80%, and 100%/Low Trash Generation)?
The primary environmental and programmatic indicators that the Program and Co-permittees currently
track to answer this core management question are:
1. Full Capture Systems – The extent of areas effectively treated by trash full capture devices and
the operation and maintenance of these devices.
2. Other Trash Controls – Reductions in the levels of trash observed on-land and available to enter
the MS4.
3. True Source Controls – Reductions in the levels of litter-prone items observed in the
environment that are subject to source controls, such as ordinances that limit or prohibit the
distribution of specific types of items.
4. Additional Creek and Shoreline Cleanups (Offset) – The volumes of trash removed via creek and
shoreline cleanup events conducted above and beyond those required by the MRP.
5. Direct Discharge Programs (Offset) – The extent and magnitude of trash removed or prevented
from entering a receiving water body from pathways other than stormwater that are directly
impacting those water bodies (e.g., illegal dumping or illegal homeless encampments).
In selecting the indicators above, SCVURPPP Co-permittees recognize that no one indicator can provide
the information necessary to effectively determine progress made in reducing trash discharged from
MS4s. SCVURPPP’s methods used to collect or track information on the primary indicators 1-4 listed
above are briefly described below, along with summaries of associated activities conducted by the
Program. Methods used to assess indicator 5 are specific to Co-permittee direct discharge control plans
and can be found in the applicable Co-permittee Annual Reports (e.g., City of San José). Additional
information and the results of data collected to support indicators 1-4 can be found in Co-permittee
Annual Reports (see Sections 10 – Provision C.10.b.ii Parts A and B) or made available upon request.
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1. Full Capture Systems (Including Operation/Maintenance)
Devices and facilities meeting the trash full capture design criteria described in the MRP and
certified by the State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) are effective trash
controls if adequately maintained to ensure their trash capture efficiency. Consistent with the
Long-Term Plan Framework and the State Water Board’s Trash Amendments, if a full capture
device is maintained effectively then trash from the area draining to the device is effectively
reduced to a level of “no adverse impacts or low trash generation” and has achieved the
ultimate trash reduction goal outlined in the MRP. Additional trash reductions, therefore, are
not needed in areas draining to (and treated by) full capture systems.
Every year since FY 13-14, Program and Co-permittee staff have spent considerable time
identifying and mapping areas draining to full capture systems using a combination of field work
and Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Newly installed full capture devices are delineated
and mapped as part of an annual update of individual Co-permittee GIS full-capture device data
layers. The Program and Co-permittees have now delineated all drainage areas for devices
installed in the Santa Clara Valley. More than 20,000 acres of land area is currently treated by
full capture systems in the Santa Clara Valley. Trash reductions associated with these areas are
calculated based on the baseline trash generation levels established on Co-permittee maps and
weighting factors associated with these levels, as described in the MRP. The most recent version
of each Co-permittee map can be found on the Program’s website. The website link is also
provided in each FY 20-21 Co-permittee Annual Report- Section 10.
The Program completed development of a Model Trash Full Capture Device O&M Verification
Program in FY 15-16. The O&M Verification Program is intended to ensure that devices operate
at a level necessary to maintain their full capture designation. In FY 20-21, Program staff
continued to provide guidance to Co-permittees on MRP operation and maintenance
requirements and standard operating procedures developed for the Program as part of the
Model Verification Program. Co-permittees with full capture devices have an O&M verification
program tailored to fit the types of devices in their stormwater conveyance system and
maintenance procedures needed to adequately maintain them. Information regarding
maintenance and operation of full capture devices (and any issues arising) can be found in Copermittee Annual Reports (see Section 10 – Provision C.10.b.i).
2. Other Trash Control Measures (via On-land Visual Trash Assessments)
In FY 13-14, the Program developed an approach to assess trash reductions in land areas
identified on Co-permittee baseline maps that generate substantial levels of trash (i.e., very
high, high or moderate trash generation) and are not treated by full capture systems. The
approach uses OVTA protocols developed in the Bay Area to observe changes in the levels of
trash on streets, sidewalks, and properties over time. The assessment protocol scores
sites/areas using a 4-tier system (A, B, C and D, with A being the least amount of trash). The four
OVTA scores correspond with the four trash generation rate categories (i.e., low, moderate,
high, and very high) and the associated weighting factors included in the MRP.
Consistent with the MRP, OVTAs are conducted at randomly selected street/sidewalk sites
representing 10% of the applicable street miles in each trash management area (TMA) where
trash reductions are being reported by Co-permittees. OVTAs are conducted at a frequency
necessary to confidently detect reductions in trash levels at these sites. Based on the findings of
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the Tracking California’s Trash State Water Board funded project, on average conducting
between 5 and 7 assessments at a site will allow detection of trash levels within an acceptable
level of confidence. Currently, the Program annually conducts roughly 3 assessments at each
site and then averages two years of data to calculate trash load reductions in a given fiscal year.
For example, in reporting reductions for FY 20-21, results from assessments conducted in both
FY 19-20 (July 2019 – June 2020) and FY 20-21 (July 2020 – June 2021) were averaged and
represent the current levels of trash generation in the Santa Clara Valley.
Collectively for all Co-permittees, SCVURPPP conducted over 1,470 OVTAs during FY 20-21 at
429 assessment sites (averaging 1,000 feet in length). All sites were assessed at least two times
during FY 20-21, with most sites being assessed three times during the FY. Table 1 provides a
summary of the number of OVTAs conducted by SCVURPPP between FY 14-15 and FY 20-21.
Table 1. Number of OVTAs completed in Santa Clara Valley by fiscal year.
FY 14-15

FY 15-16

FY 16-17

FY 17-18

FY 18-19

FY 19-20

FY 20-21

946

917

915

1529

1435

1052

1470

Assessment results are stored in the Program’s on-line Visual Trash Assessment Database. In FY
20-21, Program staff entered assessment results within one week of conducting an assessment,
which allowed Co-permittees access to the results in relatively “real-time.”
3. Source Controls (via surveys and characterization studies)
SCVURPPP Co-permittees have implemented actions to reduce the sale or distribution of litterprone items and stop litter at its source. These source controls include the adoption and
enforcement of ordinances enacted by Co-permittees to eliminate the distribution of single-use
plastic grocery bags and expanded polystyrene (EPS) food service ware in their jurisdictions. To
assist Co-permittees in determining to what degree these ordinances have substantially reduced
the level of these products found in the environment, the Program conducted a Storm Drain
Trash Monitoring and Characterization Project between March 2015 and July 2016. As part of
this Project, debris and trash were collected from large and small trash full capture treatment
systems within jurisdictions who have installed these devices.
Results from the Project, which characterized the number of bags and amount of EPS observed
in trash full capture systems pre- and post-ordinance, indicate that on average 72% fewer singleuse plastic grocery bags and 74% less EPS food service ware were observed in storm drain
systems after the ordinances went into effect. These observed average reductions are used by
Co-permittees to demonstrate trash load reductions associated with the implementation of
these ordinances. For additional details on results of the Project, see the Storm Drain Trash
Monitoring and Characterization Project Technical Report provided in Appendix 10.1 of the
Program’s FY 15-16 Annual Report.
4. Additional Creek and Shoreline Cleanups (via volumes of trash removed from waterways)
Co-permittees are also allowed to claim up to 10% trash load reduction for conducting trash
cleanups in local water bodies above and beyond cleanups required by the MRP. The Program
assists Co-permittees by calculating load reductions associated with these efforts based on the
volumes of trash reported by Co-permittees. Load reductions associated with these efforts are
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calculated based on methods described in the MRP and are reported in Section C.10.e of Copermittees annual reports.

Control Measure Trash Performance Standard Development: Curb Inlet Screens
Provision C.10.b.ii.b.(iv) states that Co-permittees may put forth substantive and credible evidence that
certain management actions or sets of management actions when performed to a specified
performance standard yield a certain trash reduction outcome reliably. Should the Water Board
Executive Officer accept the evidence, Co-permittees could then apply this performance standard and
receive a trash load reduction credit for adequately doing so.
In FY 16-17, SCVURPPP developed a preliminary concept and study design for a project devised to collect
information and establish performance standards for curb inlet screens. The curb-inlet screen
performance standard project included participation by four Co-permittees (Cupertino, San José,
Sunnyvale and County of Santa Clara) and the City of Oakland. In FY 17-18, SCVURPPP developed a
Sampling & Analysis Plan (SAP) for this project and provided it to Water Board staff for
review/comment. A list of monitoring questions was created to guide the implementation of the project,
listed below.
Monitoring Questions
1. To what extent do curb inlet screens reduce the amount of trash entering storm drains?
2. Are curb inlet screens effective in reducing all types and sizes of trash?
3. Is there a difference in curb inlet screen effectiveness in High trash-generating areas vs.
Moderate trash-generating areas?
4. Are curb inlet screens effective in reducing trash to Low trash levels (< 5 gal/acre-year)?
5. To what extent does seasonality (i.e., dry vs. wet season) affect trash generation in storm drains,
with and without curb inlet screens?
A total of 66 storm drains equipped with trash full capture devices and curb inlet screens were selected
to determine the effectiveness of curb inlet screens during wet and dry periods. The five sampling
events took place between July 2018 and July 2019. The first sampling event occurred in July 2018. Four
additional sampling events occurred in November 2018, January 2019, April 2019, and July 2019.
Because of the accidental cleaning or removal of CPS devices, seven sites were removed from the study,
which left 59 sites that were included in the analysis.
Key Findings
A draft report was provided to Water Board staff in May 2020. The draft report includes multiple key
findings that correlate with the monitoring questions listed above:


Curb inlet screens appear to be effective at reducing the volume of trash entering MS4s. Trash
was reduced by 69% (on average) once curb inlet screens were installed.



Curb inlet screens appear to be very effective at blocking larger trash items, such as bottles or
plastic bags, but their trash reduction effectiveness decreases for smaller trash items.
Reductions in larger items were substantial, in some cases intercepting all larger items before
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they entered the MS4. Lower reduction rates were observed for smaller items, such as straws
and cigarette butts, but reductions were still observed at substantial levels (e.g., 30-40%).


Based on the trash reduction goal of “low trash generation” the report recommends the
following curb inlet screen performance standard be included in the MRP:
For land areas that generate Moderate levels of trash, the installation and maintenance
of curb inlet screens on inlets draining these areas, together with street sweeping
2x/month on the streets in the area, will achieve the low trash generation goal.

In FY 20-21, the draft report was discussed with Water Board staff with the goal of establishing a trash
performance standard for curb-inlet screens and including the standard into MRP 3.0. Water Board staff
provided written comments on the draft report which are currently being addressed. The draft report
will be finalized in early/mid FY 21-22.

Enhanced Business Inspection and Control Program
In FY 16-17, SCVURPPP developed a preliminary concept and study design for an enhanced business
inspection and control program in Sunnyvale. In FY 17-18, a revised preliminary concept and study
design for the enhanced business inspection project was distributed to Co-permittees and Water Board
staff for comment. The Program has addressed those comments and made revisions where necessary.
From 2015 onwards, more than 2,000 enhanced business inspections were completed at over 1,400
businesses in Sunnyvale. Of those 2,000 inspections, only 133 were businesses that were inspected
more than one time and had higher than a “Low” trash score. Throughout the program, businesses
received better grades over time – in particular, fewer “High” trash scores were issued to businesses
(more than 25% in 2015, and less than 5% in 2019). The number of follow-up inspections deemed
necessary over the same time frame show a similar trend, decreasing 60% in four years. The
effectiveness of the follow-up inspections were evaluated by looking at the differences between routine
OVTA scores and follow-up OVTA scores. On average, trash scores decreased by one category between
routine and follow up inspections. This seems to indicate that the enhanced business inspection and
control program is effective at getting non-compliant businesses to adopt better trash BMPs and
thereby reduce their trash generation. The findings from this preliminary study will be documented in
early/mid FY 21-22 via a memorandum. Next steps for this project will be included in the SCVURPPP FY
21‐22 Annual Report.

Trash Hot Spot Cleanup and Assessment Guidance (C.10.c)
Provision C.10.c.i of the MRP requires Permittees to clean up trash hot spots to a level of “no visual
impact” at least one time per year for the term of the permit. To assist Co-permittees in meeting this
requirement, Program staff developed a guidance memorandum, Trash Hot Spot Cleanup Data
Collection Form and Trash Hot Spot Activity Reports to report trash hot spot assessment and cleanup
activities conducted during FY 20-21. Trash Hot Spot Activity Reports for individual Co-permittees are
included in Co-permittee Annual Reports (see Section C.10.c).
During FY 20-21, Co-permittees continued annual cleanups required by the MRP. A total of 89 trash hot
spot assessments and cleanups were conducted within the Program’s jurisdiction this year, in which
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approximately 323 cubic yards of trash were removed. 2 The timing of annual assessments and cleanups
varies between hot spots due to the locations, potential for natural resource impacts, crew availability,
and other site-specific factors (e.g., safety).

Coordination of SCVURPPP Trash Ad hoc Task Group Meetings
The Program’s Trash Ad Hoc Task Group (Trash AHTG) met a total of seven (7) times during FY 20-21 to
discuss the following: 1) MRP 2.0 Section C.10 – Trash Load Reduction; 2) MRP 3.0 Discussions with
Water Board Staff on Provision C.10; 3) FY 19-20 Annual Reporting for Provision C.10; 4) FY 20-21 Annual
Report format for Provision C.10; 5) Trash BMP Performance Standard Development; 6) On-land Visual
Trash Assessments; 7) SCBWMI Zero Litter Initiative; 8) Receiving Water Trash Monitoring; 9)
Opportunities for Collaboration with Caltrans; 10) Bioretention as Trash Full Capture Systems; 11) Valley
Water Encroachment Permit Renewal; 12) Trash Controls Addressing El Camino Real; and 13) Copermittee Full Trash Capture Systems Installations. Program staff coordinated all AHTG meetings.
During FY 21-22, the Trash AHTG plans to continue to meet monthly to discuss Section C.10 – Trash Load
Reduction requirements, On-land Visual Trash Assessments, Trash BMP Performance Standard
Development, Receiving Water Trash Monitoring, and other permit-related requirements.

Participation in SCBWMI Zero Litter Initiative
The SCBWMI Zero Litter Initiative (ZLI) is a self-organized group of agencies that are impacted by litter
issues or have an interest in reducing litter in Santa Clara County. The ZLI was formed in 2009 as an
outgrowth of the Santa Clara Basin Watershed Management Initiative’s Trash Subgroup. The ZLI includes
representatives from the Cities of Palo Alto, San José, Sunnyvale, and Cupertino, West Valley
Communities (the Cities of Campbell, Monte Sereno and Saratoga and the Town of Los Gatos), the
Program, Santa Clara Valley Water District (Valley Water), non-governmental organizations (e.g., CLEAN
South Bay, franchised waste haulers), and other interested parties and agencies (e.g., VTA).
In 2020 and 2021, ZLI Steering Committee members continued to coordinate with Caltrans District 4
staff to discuss control measure options for litter issues in the Santa Clara Valley. Topics discussed
included homeless encampment response efforts, littering enforcement by the California Highway Patrol
(CHP), litter messaging on Caltrans message boards, and other public education and outreach activities.
VTA is also coordinating with Caltrans and ZLI steering committee members, using grant funds from
Keep Santa Clara County Beautiful, to purchase and install “No Dumping” signs at locations around the
County including highway on-ramps and off-ramps.
SCVURPPP continued to analyze trash cleanup data collected by volunteers during California Coastal
Cleanup Day and National River Cleanup events. See Table 7-1 in Section 7 of this Annual Report for
results of cleanup events conducted during FY 20-21. Program staff worked with Valley Water from
2007-2019.
In FY 2020-21, the ZLI continued to focus on the reduction of single use foodware and specifically plastic
litter. The efforts have included material reduction and harm-mitigation strategies that municipalities
can take through policy and waste hauler partnerships. The ZLI coordinates with Bay Area partners who
are working on similar issues such as the Regional Reusables Campaign, from the non-profit organization
Only hot spot cleanups and assessments conducted in compliance with MRP Provision C.10.c are included in the numbers presented in this
paragraph. Many SCVURPPP member agencies conduct cleanups at trash hot spots more frequently, and/or at more sites than the MRP requires.
See Section 10, C.10.e.i of Co-permittee Annual Reports for additional information.

2
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Upstream, and work with restaurants by Rethink Disposables, a campaign from the non-profit Clean
Water Action. The ZLI also supports the Santa Clara County Recycling and Waste Reduction Commission,
its Technical Advisory Committee and the Foodware Policy Work Group. The work concluded with the
development of a model foodware and litter reduction ordinance for municipalities in the Santa Clara
Valley and beyond. Several municipalities in the County currently have foodware ordinances in
development and have used the model for that work. The ZLI has coordinated with similar efforts
organized in San Mateo County by the Litter Work Group, part of the countywide stormwater program.
The ZLI has also been involved with providing guidance and assistance to Santa Clara County
municipalities on compliance with the regulations in SB 1383 – specifically with organically-derived
waste material (compost, mulch and energy) procurement that will begin on January 1, 2022. SCVURPPP
workshops and trainings have included presentations by ZLI members on SB 1383 compliance.
In FY 2020-21, the ZLI also began new coordination with organizations focusing on the issue of illegal
dumping including the Alameda County Illegal Dumping (ACID) Task Force and CalRecycle’s Illegal
Dumping Technical Advisory Committee (IDTAC). The IDTAC meets twice per year and shares
information with a statewide group of interested municipal staff and other interested parties. The ACID
Task Force meets approximately monthly with guest presenters and information sharing. The ZLI
participated in the ACID Task Force’s inaugural “Virtual Statewide Conference on Illegal Dumping” that
occurred on April 22, 23, and 24, 2021. Each day of the conference focused on one of the “Three Es”
described in the Task Force’s vision for success: Eradication, Enforcement and Education. The ZLI is
providing information to the Task Force on the products and guidance materials that have been
developed by the ZLI over the last 12 years. The proceedings of the conference were recorded and are
available on their program website. A work group of the ZLI Steering Committee began meeting in June
of 2021 to discuss plans for a possible ZLI workshop on the issues of homelessness, water quality, trash,
illegal dumping, and watershed/creek health issues.

■ Regional Activities
BASMAA Final Receiving Water Trash Monitoring Report (C.10.b.v)
Provision C.10.b.v of MRP 2.0 requires public agencies to develop, submit and test a Receiving Water
Trash Monitoring Program Plan (Trash Monitoring Plan).
In July 2017, the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) submitted the first
iteration of the Trash Monitoring Plan to Water Board staff for review and comment. The Final Trash
Monitoring Plan that addressed all comments was submitted to the SF Bay Water Board staff in October
2017 (BASMAA 2017). Implementation of the Trash Monitoring Plan represents the “pilot-testing phase”
of trash receiving water monitoring in the San Francisco Bay Area, during which the pilot protocols and
methods were applied during the MRP 2.0-specified timeframe of October 2017 to July 2020.
The MRP requires that the results of the testing phase of the Trash Monitoring Plan be submitted to the
Water Board as a Final Report by July 1, 2020. The Final Report was submitted by BASMAA on behalf of
all MRP Permittees and provides analysis of all information/data collected from trash assessments and
monitoring conducted between October 2017 and March 2020. Monitoring Plan objectives and scientific
monitoring questions outlined in the Trash Monitoring Plan were used to guide the evaluation of trash
monitoring and assessment data results presented in the Final Report.
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Monitoring Questions
1. Are significantly strong correlations observed between qualitative and quantitative methods?
2. What is the current level of trash deposited in flowing waterbodies in the entire MRP area?
3. What is the range of trash levels observed at sites targeted for cleanup? How do these ranges
compare to levels in all flowing waterbodies?
4. Do trash levels in flowing waterbodies differ significantly between wet and dry seasons?
5. What percentages of trash observed in receiving waters are attributable to wind/litter, illegal
dumping, illegal encampments and other (stormwater/upstream sources)?
6. Do trash levels in flowing waterbodies strongly correlate to trash generation levels depicted on
Permittee maps?
The Trash Monitoring Plan primarily focuses on two types of monitoring designs: 1) probabilistic
(randomly) selected monitoring sites that are intended to represent the trash conditions in all creek,
channel and riverine sites that flow through the urban Bay Area; and 2) targeted sites in urban creeks,
channel and river segments and sites along San Francisco Bay shorelines where trash regularly deposits
and is periodically removed by MRP Permittees. The design also includes a small number of targeted
locations where trash booms are deployed to intercept trash prior to transport downstream to the San
Francisco Bay.
Two trash assessment tools were developed and applied for the pilot testing phase of the Trash
Monitoring Plan. Qualitative trash assessments are visual surveys of trash levels (i.e., conditions).
Trained personnel assign a trash condition score from 1 to 12 (12 being the most trash) to a site based
on the level of trash that is observed both within the water body and along its banks or shoreline within
a defined assessment area. Quantitative trash monitoring entails removing, sorting and measuring the
volume of trash that is found within the assessment area at a targeted site. Both quantitative trash
monitoring methods and the qualitative assessment methods were used at targeted sites to allow for
the comparison of qualitative and quantitative approaches.
A total of 125 urban creek, channel and riverine probabilistic sites throughout the MRP Area were
qualitatively assessed for trash. A total of 625 qualitative trash assessments were conducted over five
sampling events (three during wet season and two during dry season) between October 2017 and March
2020. A total of 100 targeted sites were selected for both qualitative and quantitative trash
assessments. A total of 200 trash assessments were conducted over two sampling events at targeted
sites. Targeted monitoring was conducted at nine trash boom locations in Alameda, Santa Clara and San
Mateo Counties.
Key Findings
1. Significant correlations were observed between qualitative trash condition scores and trash
density (volume per unit area) at both regional and countywide scale. The visual assessment
tool is recommended as a valid approach to assess conditions when using volume of trash as the
indicator for trash conditions.
2. Regionwide, approximately 77% of the urban stream lengths in the MRP Area exhibit low to
moderate levels of trash.
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3. Trash condition scores at targeted sites were generally higher (more trash), compared to
probabilistic sites.
4. Seasonality appears to have no effect on trash levels observed/measured at receiving water
sites. Trash levels were highly similar between the dry and wet seasons. Storm intensity and
frequency did not appear to have an influence on trash levels observed during the wet season.
5. Litter/Wind and Other/Stormwater trash pathways were the most frequent pathways reported
at all monitoring sites, however, Illegal Encampments and Illegal Dumping trash pathways were
associated with largest proportion of trash observed.
An evaluation of methods and monitoring design used during the pilot-testing phase of the Trash
Monitoring Plan is provided in the report. This evaluation provides guidance for potential revisions to
methods that may be used to monitor trash in receiving waters.

Participation in BASMAA Trash Committee
The BASMAA Trash Committee was formed in FY 09-10 to provide a forum to discuss trash-related
activities, projects and issues that have regional applicability. It meets generally bimonthly, as needed.
Co-permittee and Program staff attend the meetings. Committee agendas in FY 20-21 included the
following topics: 1) MRP 2.0 Section C.10 – trash load reduction requirements; 2) FY 20-21 Annual
Report format for Provision C.10; 3) Implementation of trash control measures; 4) Discussions with
Water Board staff on trash load reduction and MRP 3.0 informational items; 5) Opportunities for
collaboration with Caltrans; 6) Installation and O&M tracking for full trash capture systems; and 7) State
and local trash-related items.
With the dissolution of BASMAA as a non-profit organization near the end of FY 20-21, Co-permittees
and Programs in the Bay Area agreed to continue coordination on stormwater management by forming
an informal group, the Bay Area Municipal Stormwater (BAMS) Collaborative. The Trash Committee of
the BAMS Collaborative began meeting in FY 21-22 on a bimonthly basis and will continue to coordinate
on regionally applicable trash-related projects and requirements.
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Section 11 Mercury and PCBs Controls
■ Introduction

Provision C.11 (Mercury Controls) and C.12 (Polychlorinated Biphenyl Controls) of the MRP requires Copermittees to implement control programs to reduce the stormwater impacts of these pollutants on the
San Francisco Bay. The Water Board has previously determined that the water quality objectives and
associated beneficial uses of the Bay are impacted, partially as a result of stormwater discharges of
these legacy pollutants. The Water Board adopted water quality attainment strategies called Total
Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs), which assign load reductions (through waste load allocations) to Bay
Area municipal stormwater programs that are scheduled for achievement within 20 years of the
adoption of the TMDLs.
The MRP requires that Co-permittees must demonstrate attainment of interim PCBs and mercury
performance criteria (i.e., load reductions) during the term of the MRP. Load reductions can be
demonstrated at the regional, countywide, or Co-permittee level. If choosing to report at the
countywide level, SCVURPPP Co-permittees must collectively demonstrate the following pollutant
reductions:


Mercury:




June 30, 2020 - 16 grams per year (g/yr) via the implementation of Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI);

PCBs:


June 30, 2018 – 160 g/yr via all control measures;



June 30, 2020 - 37 g/yr via the implementation of GSI; and



June 30, 2020 – 940 g/yr via all control measures.

Control measures that Co-permittees may use to address these load reduction requirements and the
methodologies that may be used to calculate load reductions are described in the Interim Accounting
Methodology for TMDL Loads Reduced 1, which was approved by the Water Board’s Executive Officer in
2016.
In addition to implementing control measures to achieve PCBs and mercury load reductions during the
permit term, the MRP also requires Co-permittees to do the following:


MRP 2.0 Control Measures Plan - Develop, submit, and maintain a PCBs and Mercury Control
Measures Plan that includes a list of watershed management areas and the locations and types
of control measures implemented to-date and planned for implementation over the term of the
permit and demonstrates attainment of MRP 2.0 load reductions (C.11/12.a);

Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) 2017. Interim Accounting Methodology for TMDL Loads
Reduced. Version 1.0. Prepared for BASMAA by Geosyntec Consultants and EOA, Inc. September 19, 2016.
1
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Load Reduction Accounting Method - Develop, document, and implement an assessment
methodology and data collection program to quantify PCBs loads reduced through
implementation of control measures (C.11/12.b);



RAA for GSI - Conduct a reasonable assurance analysis (RAA) to demonstrate quantitatively that
PCBs and mercury load reductions will occur through GSI implementation (C.11/12.c);



Quantitative Relationship Between GSI and Load Reductions - Report on the quantitative
relationship between GSI and PCBs and mercury load reductions (C.11/12.c);



Longer-term GSI Reductions Analysis - Develop and report on the estimated amount and
characteristics of land area that will be treated through GSI by 2020, 2030, and 2040 (C.11/12.c);



TMDL Control Measure Implementation Plan and RAA - Prepare and submit a plan and
schedule for PCBs and mercury control measure implementation and reasonable assurance
analysis demonstrating that sufficient control measures will be implemented to attain PCBs and
Mercury TMDL wasteload allocations (C.11/12.d);



PCBs in Storm Drain Infrastructure Evaluation - Evaluate the presence of PCBs in
caulks/sealants used in storm drain or roadway infrastructure (C.12.e);



Managing PCBs during Building Demolition - Manage PCB-containing materials and wastes
during building demolition activities (C.12.f);



Fate and Transport of PCBs - Conduct studies to evaluate the fate and transport of PCBs from
urban runoff to the Bay margins (C.12.g); and



Risk Reduction Program - Continue to implement a risk reduction program for PCBs and
mercury (C.11.3/C.12.h).

With assistance from the Program, Co-permittees have continued to successfully address PCBs and
mercury requirements described in the MRP and TMDL wasteload allocations. In FY 20-21, MRP
requirements were addressed directly by Co-permittees, at a countywide level via SCVURPPP, and at a
regional level via BASMAA. The status of activities conducted at the Co-permittee, Program (SCVURPPP)
and regional (BASMAA) levels to-date to address these requirements are described in this section. PCBs
and mercury requirements are written identically in the permit due to the similarities in the sedimentassociated and legacy nature of their occurrence. Therefore, descriptions of the activities conducted in
compliance with these requirements are grouped in a single section of this report. References to the
applicable MRP provisions are included under each summary of the activity.

■ PCBs and Mercury Control Measure Implementation

As described above, the MRP requires the attainment of PCBs and mercury load reductions during the
term of the permit. Projects to assist with planning for future control measure implementation,
including GSI, are also required. This section provides summaries of control measures implemented todate consistent with MRP provisions C.11 and C.12. Projects currently underway to assist Co-permittees
in planning for additional PCBs and mercury reductions are also described.

PCBs and Mercury Control Measures Plan (2016-2021) – Version 5.0
Consistent with MRP provision C.11.a and C.12.a, PCBs and mercury control measures that are currently
implemented or will be implemented during the term of the permit, and the load reductions calculated
for control measures implemented to-date are documented in the Stormwater Control Measure Plan for
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PCBs and Mercury in the Santa Clara Valley – Version 5.0 (2016-2021), which is included as Appendix 111. Version 4.0 of the Control Measures Plan was submitted by SCVURPPP (on behalf of all SCVURPPP Copermittees) as part of the Program’s FY 18-19 Annual Report. In FY 19-20, information typically included
as part of the annual Control Measures Plan update was submitted as part of the PCBs and Mercury
TMDLs Control Measure Implementation Plan & Reasonable Assurance Analysis for the Santa Clara
Basin, which was submitted on September 30, 2020 to the Water Board. Version 5.0 of the Control
Measure Plan included as Appendix 11-1 to this report should be viewed as a continuing effort to
document current and planned control measures and demonstrate associated load reductions
consistent with MRP 2.0 load reduction requirements. The Version 5.0 Control Measures Plan includes
the following information in compliance with MRP provision C.11/12.a and C.11/12.b.iii(2):


The list of watersheds and management areas where control measures are currently being
implemented or will be implemented during the term of the Permit, along with the specific
control measures currently being implemented and those that will be implemented in these
watersheds and management areas, and an implementation schedule (C.12.a.ii(3)) for these
control measures.



The number, type, and locations and/or frequency (if applicable) of control measures.



A cumulative listing of all sites that are potentially contaminated with PCBs that Co-permittees
have discovered and referred to the Water Board to-date, with a brief summary description of
each site and where to obtain further information.



The description, scope, and start date of PCBs control measures.



For each structural control and non-structural best management practice (BMP), interim
implementation progress milestones (e.g., construction milestones for structural controls or
other relevant implementation milestones for structural controls and non-structural BMPs) and
a schedule for milestone achievement.



Clear statements of the roles and responsibilities of each participating Co-permittee for
implementation of pollution prevention or control measures



PCBs and mercury loads reduced using the Water Board approved Interim Accounting
Methodology for TMDL Loads Reduced and supporting data and information necessary to
substantiate the load reduction estimates.

Version 5.0 of the Control Measures Plan provides an update to the information provided in the Version
4.0 on control measures implemented during MRP 2.0 to address PCBs and mercury. Version 5.0
provides all supporting data and information necessary to substantiate load reduction estimates
presented later in this section in order to demonstrate achievement of load reductions consistent with
MRP 2.0 load reduction requirements.

Source Property Identification and Abatement
PCBs and mercury source properties are those that disproportionately contribute pollutants to Copermittee stormwater conveyance systems. Identification and subsequent abatement of these
properties and/or focused control measure implementation in the public right-of-way (ROW) around
source properties to reduce pollutant release can provide an opportunity for meaningful PCBs and
mercury stormwater load reductions. Source property investigations typically include the following
tasks:
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1. Project Planning and Management;
2. Property Records and Aerial Photography Review;
3. Public Right-of-Way (ROW) Surveys and Property Site Visits;
4. Public ROW and Private Property Soil/Sediment or Stormwater Sampling; and
5. Reporting and Planning/Identifying Control Measures (including referrals to regulatory
agencies).
In recent years, a number of source property investigations have been conducted in the Santa Clara
Valley by SCVURPPP in an effort to identify PCBs and mercury source properties. These include projects
conducted via the Clean Watersheds for a Clean Bay (CW4CB) project during the previous MRP, as well
as all new efforts under the current MRP. The Program’s ongoing source property investigations
conducted during FY 20-21 and all source property referrals submitted to the Water Board during MRP
2.0 are summarized below. Additional details on each of the source investigations that has been
conducted by the Program and Co-Permittees throughout the permit term are provided in the Section 3
of the Version 5.0 Plan (Appendix 11-1).
Ongoing Source Property Investigations During FY 20-21
Early in MRP 2.0, the Program conducted a comprehensive desktop screening and monitoring project
that identified 139 stormwater catchments as WMAs of high interest for mercury and PCBs 2. Sediment
and water screening monitoring conducted by the Program (in collaboration with the BASMAA Regional
Monitoring Coalition) throughout the current permit term have identified specific stormwater
catchments with elevated concentrations of PCBs or mercury. The Program has used these screening
monitoring results to select catchments for targeted source property investigations. The Program has
identified 18 WMAs with elevated PCBs concentrations during screening monitoring to date. During FY
20-21, the Program had ongoing source investigations in 11 of these WMAs. The investigation process
and preliminary outcomes for each of these 11 WMAs are summarized below and in Table 11-1.
For each source investigation, the Program has collected information on all parcels that were
industrialized prior to 1980 (i.e., old industrial). For each of these parcels, the Program then conducted
records and aerial photography review, to further categorize the parcels of interest, followed by public
ROW surveys. Program staff, accompanied by municipal inspectors, conducted site visits at businesses
categorized as high-interest. Information gathered from these efforts was used to identify properties for
follow-up sampling. As part of these investigations the Program has collected more than 160 sediment
samples on-land or within the MS4, and 21 stormwater samples to date. PCBs concentrations in MS4
sediment samples ranged from 0.003 to 12 mg/kg (dry weight) and total mercury concentrations ranged
from 0.004 to 9.9 mg/kg (dry weight). PCBs concentrations in the stormwater samples ranged from
below detection up to 177 ng/L for PCBs.
The Program used PCBs concentrations in samples collected on or adjacent to suspect properties as
evidence to identify ten PCBs source properties in these WMAs (Table 11-1). During FY 20-21, the
Program and Co-permittees continued to gather and review information on each confirmed source

The process used to identify WMAs and next steps were described in the Program’s Progress Report: Identifying Watershed Management
Areas for PCBs and Mercury, which was submitted to the Water Board by the Program on behalf of Co-permittees in March 2016. The progress
report was submitted in compliance with provisions C.11.a.iii / C.12.a.iii of MRP 2.0.
2
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property to identify potential actions and next steps to address the release of PCBs from these
properties to the MS4. The Program anticipates a number of these properties will be referred to the
Water Board in the near future for follow-up abatement actions. Throughout FY 20-21, Program has also
actively investigated PCBs and mercury sources in WMAs in the cities of Mountain View and San Jose.
The Program has developed a sampling plan for these WMAs that will be conducted in early Fall of 2021.
The sampling will include the collection of MS4 sediment samples that will be analyzed for PCBs and
mercury, and used to help identify additional source properties.
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Table 11-1. Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) in the Santa Clara Valley where PCBs/Mercury source investigations were ongoing during FY 20-21.

Permittee

Receiving Water

Old
Industrial
Parcels in
the WMA
(acres)

Records
Review
(parcel
counts)

Site Visit
Completed
(property
count or
public ROW)

Count of Samples
Collected in WMAa
Stormwater

Sediment

Confirmed
PCBs
Source
Properties

Referred
PCBs
Source
Properties

Mountain
View

017PMC600

Permanente Creek

66

0

5

Public ROW

2

0

0

0

Palo Alto

031SCH250

Matadero Creek

68

28

37

Public ROW

3

4

1

0

050GAC020

Guadalupe River

828

102

112

15

3

20

0

0

051CTC275

Coyote Creek

454

138

130

30

1

17

3

0

051CTC400

Coyote Creek

140

77

33

20

1

30

2

0

067CTC250

Coyote Creek

41

26

27

16

1

15

0

0

067SCL080

Lower Silver Creek

42

32

9

3

3

17

1

0

067SCL120

Lower Silver Creek

27

12

19

10

3

8

0

0

083GAC900

Guadalupe River

610

95

114

23

3

23

2

0

050GAC400

Guadalupe River

718

198

115

76

0

33

0

0

066GAC150

Guadalupe River

500

100

44

35

1

16

1

1

3,494

808

645

231

21

168

10

1

San Jose

Santa
Clara
Totals
a

WMA ID

Summary of Investigation Conducted to date and Outcomes

Total
WMA
Area
(acres)

Includes both screening and source investigation sample counts.
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Source Property Referrals Submitted During MRP 2.0
Table 11-2 provides the current listing of all of the source properties that have been identified in the
Santa Clara Valley and referred to the Water Board during the permit term. In total, 3 source properties
comprising 91.25 acres have been referred to the Water Board for abatement. More detailed
descriptions of the investigations and status updates on all source property referrals submitted to the
Water Board to date are provided in Section 3 of the Version 5.0 Plan (Appendix 11-1). This list will
continue to be updated in future annual reports as additional source properties are referred and abated.
Table 11-2. List of PCBs source properties identified in the Santa Clara Valley that have been referred to
the Water Board by MRP Co-permittees.
CoPermittee

WMA

Site Name

083CTC990

Union Pacific
Railroad

Sunnyvale

049SVE900

Westinghouse
Electric
Federal
Superfund

Santa Clara

066GAC150

Brokaw Road
Property

San José

Location/APN
Leo Avenue Cul-deSac Railroad RightOf-Way, San José
401 East Hendy Ave,
Sunnyvale; APNs:
204-47-001, 204-47002, 204-48-028,
204-46-008
335 Brokaw Road,
Santa Clara

Type of
Source
Property

Referral
Date

Abatement
Date

Area
(Acres)

Referral

FY 15-16

TBD

5.00

Referral

FY 17-18

TBD

74.00

Referral

FY 18-19

TBD

12.25

TOTAL ACRES

91.25

Next Steps: The following actions will be conducted during FY 21-22:


The Program will continue to work with the Cities of Palo Alto, Santa Clara, and San José to
identify appropriate next steps for all confirmed source properties, which may include
submitting referrals to the Water Board for abatement.



The Program will continue all ongoing source property investigations in the cities of Mountain
View, San José, and Sunnyvale. The next steps in these investigations will include review and
analysis of all information gathered to date, and collection of additional stormwater and/or
sediment samples to identify and confirm source properties.



The Program will continue to evaluate additional stormwater catchments identified as areas of
high interest for PCBs and mercury to identify WMAs in the Santa Clara Valley where new source
investigations are warranted.

Regional PCBs Sources - Electrical Utility Equipment
In addition to the site-specific source property investigations described above, the Program evaluated
available information in FY 17-18 on electrical utilities, due to their known use of PCBs. Electrical utility
applications are a particularly challenging potential source of PCBs for Permittees to control because of
their quantity, dispersed nature, and general lack of authority over these distributed sources. As a first
step towards addressing electrical utility applications as a potential source of PCBs to stormwater,
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SCVURPPP prepared a report that summarizes Co-permittees’ current state of knowledge about
electrical utility applications and PCBs titled Potential Contributions of PCBs to Stormwater from
Electrical Utilities in the San Francisco Bay Area. That report was submitted with the Program’s FY 17-18
Annual Report as Appendix 11-2. The report provides an overview of electrical utility applications in the
Bay Area, summarizes existing information on the release of PCBs from utility equipment, identifies the
information gaps, and recommends preliminary next steps. The report also recommends that because
electrical utility equipment is widespread and distributed across multiple jurisdictions, addressing PCBs
from this source should be done at the regional level, rather than on a site-by-site basis.
Following up on that recommendation, during FY 18-19 BASMAA developed a work plan for a regional
stressor/source identification (SSID) project to further evaluate the extent and magnitude of electrical
utilities as a source of PCBs to urban stormwater runoff. In compliance with MRP provision C.8.e, the
work plan for conducting the SSID project was included in SCVURPPP’s WY 2018 Pollutant of Concern
Monitoring Report that was submitted to the Water Board on March 31, 2019.
The Work Plan focused on Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), the largest electrical utility
operating in the MRP area, and the only utility that is not owned by a municipality. As the first step in
implementing the work plan, BASMAA submitted a letter to the Water Board late in FY 18-19 requesting
assistance in obtaining information from PG&E. The letter specifically asked the Water Board to use
their regulatory authority under Section 13267 of the Clean Water Act to compel PG&E to provide the
needed data. However, PG&E is currently in bankruptcy proceedings, and the outcomes of that process
have not yet been determined. As such, the Water Board has delayed sending a “13267 letter” to PG&E
and is currently considering other options for moving forward with PG&E on this issue.
In response, BASMAA developed a revised approach to the SSID project, which would implement the
work plan but with a focus on municipally-owned electrical utilities in the San Francisco Bay Area (Bay
Area), rather than PG&E. The Water Board staff agreed 3 to this revised approach at the BASMAA
Monitoring and Pollutants of Concern Meeting held on March 4, 2020. BASMAA then implemented the
work plan with the revised approach during the remainder of FY 19-20. The project gathered data from
municipally-owned electrical utilities on their current and past inventories of PCBs-containing electrical
equipment and current spill response and reporting procedures. These data were used to develop a
source control framework that identified improved management and reporting of PCBs-containing
equipment removals and spill response. The data were also used to estimate the load reductions that
can be achieved through implementing these measures. The final BASMAA project report PCBs from
Electrical Utilities in San Francisco Bay Area Watersheds Stressor/Source Identification Project was
included as an attachment to the Program’s FY 19-20 Annual Report Appendix 11-1.

Enhanced MS4 Operation and Maintenance Controls
Program-wide, Co-permittees continued to implement enhanced operation and maintenance (O&M)
controls in FY 20-21. The Program continued to work with Co-permittees to document the baseline
levels of O&M controls conducted in the Santa Clara Valley, and document all enhancements that are
ongoing in order to calculate the load reductions associated with enhanced actions. Enhancements
include any of the following actions that result in increased sediment removal from MS4 structures:


3

Increased cleaning frequencies at inlet-based full trash capture devices;

Per Jan O’Hara at the BASMAA Monitoring and Pollutants of Concern Committee meeting held on March 4, 2020
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Increased street sweeping frequencies;



Use of improved street sweeper technologies;



Implementation of enhanced parking controls in areas where street sweeping occurs;



Street flushing;



Storm drain line cleanouts;



Increased stormwater pump station or channel maintenance.

The O&M controls implemented in each WMA in FY 20-21 are described in the Program’s Version 5.0
Plan (Appendix 11-1). One type of O&M enhancement that was not reported in the Version 4.0 Plan, but
has been implemented throughout the Santa Clara Valley is the installation and subsequent enhanced
cleaning frequency of small, inlet-based full trash capture (FTC) devices. The use of FTC devices improves
the cleanout efficiency well beyond the improvement achieved through increased cleaning frequency of
inlets that do not contain these devices. Version 5.0 of the Control Measures Plan describes the level of
implementation of these devices across the Santa Clara Valley. However, because the methodologies to
evaluate this enhancement and account for loads reduced were not included in the Interim Accounting
Methodology for TMDL Loads Reduced that was approved by the Water Board’s Executive Office (EO) for
use during MRP 2.0, the Program has not yet accounted for the loads reduced for this type of O&M
enhancement. The Program has continued to participate in an ongoing BASMAA Regional Project to
further update and refine the methods and data inputs for POC load reduction accounting for TMDL
compliance in the future. That project is described later in this section. The methodologies and data
inputs that can be used to account for enhanced cleanouts of inlets with small FTC devices were
presented in the BASMAA Source Control Load Reduction Accounting for RAA report that was submitted
as an attachment to Appendix 11-1 of the Program’s FY 19-20 Annual Report. Based on feedback from
Water Board staff, a revised project report will be submitted to the Water Board for EO approval in early
FY 21-22. Estimates of the associated load reductions for these enhancements will be included in future
reports, once the proposed accounting methodology has been approved by the Water Board EO.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure Planning, Implementation and Tracking
Provision C.3 of MRP 2.0 contains significant new requirements for green stormwater infrastructure
(GSI) planning, early implementation, outreach, tracking and reporting. Additionally, Provisions C.11 and
C.12 set targets for mercury and PCBs load reductions specifically for green stormwater infrastructure.
To assist Co-permittees with meeting these requirements, Program staff developed a GSI Work Plan for
Program activities during the permit term and continued to implement the following tasks in FY 20-21,
which are more fully described in Section 3 of the Program’s Annual Report:


Developed guidance for Co-permittees, including updates to the GSI Resource Library, creation
of a composted wood mulch specification, and development of a GSI Vegetation Guide (in
progress); and



Conducted GSI outreach and education, including municipal staff training, presentations to
individual Co-permittee agencies, and outreach to elected officials and the public.

In FY 15-16, the Program initiated a process to track and report on the implementation of existing and
planned private and public GSI facilities countywide. The Program requested annual updates from Copermittees on GSI facilities and stored the information provided in Excel spreadsheets. The Program
used this information and used Geographic Information System (GIS) software to map the projects. The
Program also used the information to calculate PCBs and mercury load reductions, consistent with the
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Interim Accounting Methodology for TMDL Loads Reduced. The information on the extent of current and
planned GSI facilities is provided in the Program’s Version 5.0 Plan (Appendix 11-1). The associated load
reductions achieved for existing projects in the Santa Clara Valley during MRP 2.0 are reported later in
this section.
The information on GSI facilities in the Santa Clara Valley was also used in the modeling that was done
to prepare the Reasonable Assurance Analysis (RAA) for PCBs and mercury that began in FY 17-18 and
was completed during FY 19-20. The RAA was provided in the PCBs and Mercury TMDL Control Measure
Implementation Plan and Reasonable Assurance Analysis for the Santa Clara Basin that was submitted
with the Program’s FY 19-20 Annual Report.
Tracking GSI Facilities in the Santa Clara Valley
Early in FY 17-18, the Program identified the need for a more sophisticated mechanism for tracking and
mapping GSI facilities in the Santa Clara Valley. To accommodate this need, the Program began
developing a new web-based data management system with a connection to geographic information
system (GIS) platforms for tracking and mapping the extent of GSI implementation, and reporting PCBs
and mercury load reductions for all facilities in the Santa Clara Valley. The primary goals of the new GSI
data management system include the following:


Provide a centralized, accessible platform for Co-permittee staff to efficiently collect, upload,
and store data associated with GSI facilities;



Assist the tracking and mapping of all completed projects in the Santa Clara Valley;



Enhance the Program’s ability to efficiently and confidently calculate and report water quality
benefits associated with GSI; and



Allow the information about GSI facilities to be publicly available in a more user-friendly
manner.

Development of the new GSI information management system began in FY 17-18 and continued through
FY 19-20. The Program released a beta version of the system that Co-permittees began using in FY 1819. The Program revised and updated the system based on input from Co-permittees, and released the
new SCVURPPP GSI Database Version 1.0 to all Co-permittees in spring 2019 (Figure 11-1). The Program
produced a technical guidance manual to accompany the release of the new GSI Database, which
provides users with detailed instructions on its use.
In June 2019, the Program held a training webinar on the use of the new GSI database for all Copermittees. Co-permittees began using the new GSI database for reporting on GSI project updates and
associated PCBs and mercury load reductions in FY18-19. During FY 19-20, Program staff continued to
improve the system, correcting bugs and adding features, and providing user support and guidance to
Co-permittees. The GSI database has been renamed the “Stormwater Treatment Measure Data Portal.”
Public access to the Data Portal is now available at the following link: https://scvurppp.org/gsi/.
The Program will continue to update and improve the system in the future, and plans to include other
types of stormwater treatment controls in addition to GSI facilities.
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Figure 11-1. Screenshots of SCVURPPP Stormwater Treatment Measures Data Portal.
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Managing PCB-Containing Materials/Wastes during Building Demolition
MRP Provision C.12.f. requires that Permittees develop and implement or cause to be developed and
implemented an effective protocol for managing materials with PCBs concentrations of 50 parts per
million or greater in applicable structures 4 at the time such structures undergo demolition, so that PCBs
do not enter municipal storm drain systems. A Permittee is exempt from this requirement if it provided
evidence acceptable to the Executive Officer in its FY 16-17 Annual Report that the only buildings that
existed pre-1980 within its jurisdiction were single-family residential and/or wood-frame buildings. 5
Permittees were required to develop a protocol by June 30, 2019 that includes each of the following
components, at a minimum:
 The necessary authority to ensure that PCBs do not enter municipal storm drains from PCBscontaining materials in applicable structures at the time such structures undergo demolition;
 A method for identifying applicable structures prior to their demolition; and,
 Method(s) for ensuring PCBs are not discharged to the municipal storm drain from demolition of
applicable structures.
By July 1, 2019 and thereafter, Permittees are required to:
 Implement or cause to be implemented the PCBs management protocol for ensuring PCBs are
not discharged to municipal storm drains from demolition of applicable structures via vehicle
track-out, airborne releases, soil erosion, or stormwater runoff; and,
 Develop an assessment methodology and data collection program to quantify in a technically
sound manner PCBs loads reduced through implementation of the protocol for controlling PCBs
during demolition of applicable structures.
On behalf of MRP Permittees, BASMAA conducted a multi-year regional project to assist MRP
Permittees to address Provision C.12.f. The BASMAA project, which began in FY 16-17 and was
completed in March 2019, assisted Permittees in developing local programs to manage PCBs-containing
materials during building demolition. It developed guidance materials, tools and training materials and
conducted outreach.
At the outset of the project, a BASMAA Steering Committee was convened to provide project oversight
and guidance during the project. The Steering Committee included BASMAA Directors, countywide
stormwater program staff, and Permittee staff from various relevant municipal departments. The
Steering Committee met periodically throughout the project. In addition, a project TAG, a small
balanced advisory group formed from industry, regulatory, and Permittee representatives to provide
review and input on selected project work products, was convened. The TAG was comprised of
representatives from industry and state/federal regulatory agencies, and Permittees. Other efforts to
engage key stakeholders included an industry stakeholder roundtable meeting (August 2017) and two
larger stakeholder group meetings (December 2017 and May 2018) that included industry, regulatory
and municipal representatives. During FY 18-19, Permittees tailored the BASMAA products for local use,
adopted the program (e.g., via local policy or ordinance), and trained local staff to implement the new
program starting July 1, 2019.

4 Applicable structures are buildings built or remodeled from January 1, 1950 through December 31, 1980, with the following
exemptions: single-family residential buildings, wood-framed buildings, and partial building demolitions.
5To-date,

the City of Clayton in Contra Costa County has provided acceptable evidence and is exempt from this provision.
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Key BASMAA project deliverables provided to each Permittee to use as appropriate given local
procedures and needs included:
 A protocol for pre-demolition building survey for priority PCBs-containing building materials;
 Model language for municipal adoption (e.g., ordinance) of the new program to manage PCBs
materials during building demolition and model supporting staff report and resolution;
 CEQA strategy and model notice of exemption;
 Supplemental demolition permit model application materials, including forms, process flow
charts, and applicant instructions; and
 An analysis to assist municipalities that pursue cost recovery.
Other project deliverables included:
 A coordination/communication strategy for the project;
 A technical memorandum summarizing any new information & decisions needed by BASMAA at
outset, including an annotated table of regulatory drivers and relevant requirements;
 A technical memorandum with the state of the practice for identifying PCBs-containing building
materials (developed to inform development of the pre-demolition building survey protocol
listed below);
 Industry stakeholder outreach materials and a fact sheet for municipal staff;
 A spreadsheet tool used to develop the prioritized list of potential PCBs-containing building
materials that the demolition program will focus on;
 A conceptual approach for an assessment methodology and data collection program to quantify
PCBs loads reduced through managing PCBs-containing materials during building demolition.
During FY 18-19, the BASMAA project concluded by conducting the following outreach and training
tasks:
 Prepared training materials for municipal staff on adoption and implementation of the new
program;
 Developed outreach materials and a standard presentation to inform industry stakeholders
including developers, planning firms, urban planning non-governmental organizations,
demolition firms, property owners, property managers, and realtors about the new program to
manage PCBs in building materials during demolition;
 Using the above training materials, conducted training workshops (in-person and a webinar) for
key municipal and countywide stormwater program staff;
 Conducted a webinar for industry stakeholders; and
 Developed a list of Bay Area opportunities, including contact information and dates, for
municipal and/or stormwater program staff to conduct additional outreach to industry
stakeholders using the above industry outreach materials.
In addition, during FY 18-19 and FY 19-20, the Program and other MRP Permittees worked together
through the BASMAA Monitoring and Pollutants of Concern Committee (MPC) to develop a framework
to comply with data collection/evaluation and reporting requirements under Provision C.12.f. As
mentioned previously, these requirements include developing an assessment methodology and data
collection program to quantify PCBs loads reduced through implementation of the new program. The
regional process developed includes the following steps:
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1. The municipality informs demolition permit applicants that their projects are subject to the MRP
Provision C.12.f requirements, necessitating, at a minimum, an initial screening for priority
PCBs–containing materials.
2. For every demolition project, applicants complete and submit a version of BASMAA’s model
“PCBs Screening Assessment Form” (Screening Form) or equivalent to the municipality.
3. The municipality reviews the Screening Form to make sure it is filled out correctly and is
complete and works with the applicant to correct any deficiencies.
4. The municipality then issues the demolition permit or equivalent, according to its procedures. 6
5. For Applicable Structures only, the municipality submits completed Screening Forms and any
supporting documents (consultant’s report from PCBs building survey, QA/QC checklist, and lab
reports) to its countywide program; forms for exempt sites need not be submitted. Forms
should be submitted to the countywide programs electronically if feasible, and at a minimum
annually, but quarterly is preferred.
6. The countywide programs compile the completed Screening Forms and any supporting
documents. The countywide program then works with the other MRP countywide programs
through BASMAA to manage and evaluate the data, and to assist Permittees with associated
MRP reporting requirements.
All Co-permittees began implementing the program on or before July 1, 2019. Appendix 11-1,
Attachment B includes a memorandum prepared by Program Staff in compliance with MRP reporting
requirements in Provision C.12.f. iii(4). The memorandum provides documentation of (a) the number of
applicable structures that applied for a demolition permit during the reporting year, and (b) a running
list of the applicable structures that applied for a demolition permit (since the date the PCBs control
protocol was implemented) that had material(s) with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater, with the address,
demolition date, and brief description of PCBs control method(s) used (Program for Management of
PCBs during Building Demolition – Data Summary through FY 2020/21 for Santa Clara Valley MRP
Permittees).

Risk Reduction Program for PCBs and Mercury
The MRP requires that Co-permittees develop and implement or participate in effective programs to
reduce PCBs and mercury-related risk to humans eating Bay fish. Provisions of the Water Board’s
Mercury Watershed Permit covering industrial and municipal wastewater treatment plant discharges to
San Francisco Bay contain a similar requirement to the MRP. A partnership composed of the Bay Area
Clean Water Agencies (BACWA), Western States Petroleum Association, and BASMAA was formed to
develop a regional approach to raise public awareness regarding fish contamination issues in San
Francisco Bay and to encourage fish-consuming populations to reduce their exposure to mercury in
contaminated fish. The partnership engaged the services of the SFEI/Aquatic Sciences Center and the
California Department of Public Health (CDPH), Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment to
manage and develop the project entitled San Francisco Bay Fish Project (SFBFP).

Municipalities should require that applicants fill out and certify a Screening Form for every demolition. For non-Applicable
Structures, applicants simply check the boxes, certify, and submit to municipality. Then the municipality can authorize the
demolition (e.g., issue a demolition permit). In general, municipalities should have a completed and certified Screening Form
before authorizing a demolition, unless they are a small community that is exempt or has some other arrangement with Water
Board staff. Municipalities do not need to track non-Applicable Structures otherwise.

6
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The SFBFP was a two-year project (October 2010 to October 2012) implemented by the CDPH. Project
oversight was provided by the Bay Area Risk Communication and Exposure Reduction Work Group that
included representatives from BASMAA, CDPH, BACWA, Water Board, EPA, and County Health
Departments. CDPH developed several new educational materials under this project. These included a
four-panel brochure, a kiosk flyer, a coloring book for kids, a warning sign, and an educational video. The
brochures were produced in English and 10 other languages. The SFBFP also funded four community
groups to conduct outreach and education projects tailored to the needs of fishing populations and
underserved communities (i.e., communities that consume Bay fish disproportionately to other
populations). Examples of outreach included bilingual workshops for Asian Pacific Islander families with
high fish consumption, outreach to people fishing in Southeast San Francisco, and outreach to school
children that have families fishing in Bay piers.
In FY 12-13, the SCVURPPP Watershed Education and Outreach Ad Hoc Task Group (WEO AHTG)
discussed using the CDPH four-panel brochures titled “Guide to Eating Fish and Shellfish from San
Francisco Bay” for conducting local outreach about health impacts of eating San Francisco Bay-caught
fish. Although the brochures provide guidance specific to the consumption of fish found in San Francisco
Bay, the WEO AHTG agreed that it would be useful to provide these brochures to Santa Clara residents,
regardless of whether consumption of Bay fish was likely. The main reasons for outreaching to a broader
audience included:



Residents could be travelling outside Santa Clara County to fish;



The outreach will make residents fishing in local creeks and reservoirs aware about the
possibility of mercury contamination; and



The brochures contain useful information for residents that purchase fish and/or eat fish at
restaurants.

Based on feedback from the WEO AHTG, an outreach plan was developed to reach residents that are
likely to consume fish that are caught locally or from the San Francisco Bay. As part of that plan,
SCVURPPPP implemented the following outreach activities in FY 20-21 to address MRP requirements
associated with risk reduction:



Point of purchase outreach at fishing supply stores – Program staff worked with the following
fishing supply stores to distribute the “Guide to Eating Fish and Shellfish from San Francisco Bay”
brochures (in English, Spanish, Vietnamese and Chinese) to customers:





Bass Pro Shop – 5160 Cherry Ave., San José, CA 95118
Laine’s Bait - 907 Elizabeth St, San José, CA 95002 (new store added in FY 20-21)
Fishery Supply - 978 Story Rd, San José, CA 95122 (new store added in FY 20-21)



Website and Social media posting – The brochures are posted on the SCVURPPP and Watershed
Watch Campaign 7 websites. A message promoting the safe consumption of SF Bay-caught fish is
in rotation on the home page of the Watershed Watch Campaign website, and promoted on the
Campaign's Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram pages.



Media advertising - The Watershed Watch Campaign conducts significant media advertising
each year. In FY 20-21, messages promoting the “Guide to Eating Fish and Shellfish from San

The Watershed Watch Campaign website www.MyWatershedWatch.org is SCVURPPP’s main public education website. The website is
promoted in all SCVURPPP public outreach materials including media advertisements, giveaways and brochures.
7
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Francisco Bay” brochure were placed online. The advertisements ran for one month in English
and one month in Spanish.
Additional information on media advertising is included in the FY 20-21 Watershed Watch
Campaign Year-End Report, which is included in Appendix 7-2.



Education Programs at the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay Wildlife Refuge – The brochures
continue to be provided to Don Edwards San Francisco Bay Wildlife Refuge staff for
incorporation into outreach conducted through the SCVURPPP-funded Watershed Watchers
Program. The Watershed Watchers program conducts numerous activities and sessions to
educate children about watersheds and urban runoff pollution prevention. SCVURPPP believes
that it is particularly important to educate children about the mercury and PCB contamination
issues in the Bay. The children can in turn educate their parents about these issues. In FY 20-21,
the Watershed Watchers Program conducted 18 programs that included information on human
health and environmental impacts of mercury, with a specific focus on mercury in fish. While
many of these programs were directed at college groups, information on mercury
contamination was also included in some programs for elementary and middle school students.
All of these programs were conducted virtually due to COVID-19 health and safety concerns.

Evaluation of Effectiveness
The following measures indicate the success of the Program’s outreach about health impacts of eating
San Francisco Bay-caught fish:



The “Guide to Eating Fish and Shellfish from San Francisco Bay” brochures placed in local fishing
stores continue to be popular with customers.



A total of 323 adults and children attended programs that included information on mercury in
fish at the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay Wildlife Refuge.



The “Guide to Eating Fish and Shellfish from San Francisco Bay” brochures (in Spanish,
Vietnamese, Korean, and English) were downloaded 120 times from the Watershed Watch
website.

Collection/Recycling of Mercury-Containing Devices and Products
MRP 1.0 Provision C.11.a.i required Co-permittees to promote, facilitate and/or participate in the
collection and recycling of mercury-containing devices and equipment at the consumer level (e.g.,
thermometers, thermostats, switches, bulbs). Although MRP 2.0 does not specifically require Copermittees to address this source of mercury, Co-permittees continued to participate in the Santa Clara
County Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program)
during FY 20-21 to reduce mercury in stormwater. The amount of mercury collected via these activities
is reported below.
The HHW Program offers residents the opportunity to drop-off mercury-containing devices and
equipment and other hazardous wastes at their permanent drop-off facilities every other Wednesday;
and every Thursday, Friday, and Saturdays (except holiday weekends) free of charge, by appointment
only. HHW Program provides an inexpensive hazardous waste disposal option to eligible businesses that
generate less than 100 kilograms of waste per month. It operates by appointment only and charges a
fee to cover the cost of transportation and disposal. During FY 20-21, the HHW Program served 263
small business drop-offs including local governments, Goodwill Industries, Hope Services, and The
Salvation Army. Many Co-permittees promote the availability of the HHW Program on their websites.
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During FY 20-21, the HHW Program collected a total of 78,628 pounds 8 of fluorescent lamps at HHW
Program events and 24 retail drop-off locations within Santa Clara County 9. This equates to 470,279
linear feet of fluorescent lamps (e.g., tubes, circular, and u-shaped) and 72,110 compact fluorescent
lamps. In addition, the HHW Program also collected the following mercury-containing devices and
equipment during FY 20-21:



154,760 pounds of household batteries; and
180 pounds of elemental mercury (including thermostats, thermometers, and other products).

MRP 1.0 Provision C.11.a.ii required Co-permittees to include an estimate of the mass of mercury
collected. To calculate the mass of mercury collected during FY 20-21 by the HHW Program, SCVURPPP
used a spreadsheet entitled “Estimated Mass of Mercury Collected Calculator – 7/30/21.” The estimated
mass of mercury collected is based on the total amount of mercury-containing devices and equipment
collected and calculated using the best available information from manufacturers and trade
organizations regarding the amount of mercury in devices and equipment of interest. The estimated
mass of mercury collected by the HHW Program during FY 20-21 is provided in Table 11-3.
Table 11-3. Estimated mercury mass collected by the Santa Clara County HHW Program in FY 2020-21.
Mercury Containing
Total Amount of Devices
Device/Equipment
Collected
10
Fluorescent Lamps (linear feet)
470,279
CFLs (each) 11
72,110
Thermostats (pounds) 12, 13
90
Thermometers (each) 14, 15
90
Total Mass of Mercury Collected During FY 2020-21:

Estimated Mass of Mercury
Collected (kg)
0.976
0.324
0.48
0.055
1.835

8
Since fluorescent light bulbs come in different sizes, quantities are reported in terms of the total pounds. A new conversion factor for
fluorescent lamps is used beginning in FY 09-10. The new conversion was established by the California Integrated Waste Management Board,
now CalRecycle, in 2009, and is: 1 foot equals 0.125 lbs and 1 CFL equals 0.25lbs. Previously, the conversion used was: 1 foot equals 0.25lbs,
and 1 CFL equals 0.0625lbs.
9
Information regarding the collection of mercury containing products (e.g., fluorescent bulbs, thermostats, thermometers and other products)
during FY 20-21 was obtained from a memorandum entitled Fiscal Year 2020-2021 HHW Program Update (dated July 29, 2021). This
memorandum was prepared by Matthew Burge, Acting Hazardous Materials Program Manager, County of Santa Clara.
10
The average mercury content for a four-foot linear fluorescent lamp is 8.3 milligrams (mg). This is equal to 2.075 mg (2.075 X 10 -6 kilograms
(kg)) per linear foot. Source: NEMA 2005. Fluorescent and Other Mercury-Containing Lamps and the Environment: Mercury Use, Environmental
Benefits, Disposal Requirements. National Electrical Manufacturers Association. March 2005. 14p.
11
The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) announced that under the new voluntary commitment, effective October 1, 2010,
participating manufacturers will cap the total mercury content in CFLs that are under 25 watts at 4 mg per unit, and CFLs that use 25 to 40
watts of electricity will be capped at 5 mg per unit. Each CFL recycled is assumed to have an average mass of 4.5 mg (4.5 X 10 -6 kg). New CFLs
are also assumed to have 4.5 mg on average. Source: NEMA 2010. NEMA Lamp Companies Agree to Reduction in CFL Mercury Content Cap.
Available at http://www.nema.org/media/pr/20101004a.cfm. Accessed April 11, 2012.
12
Each thermostat recycled is assumed to contain approximately 4.0 g (0.004 kg) of mercury. The average weight of one thermostat is 12
ounces. There are 1.3333 thermostats in a pound of thermostats (1 pounds/0.75 pounds = 1.33 thermostats. It is estimated that 0.005333 kg of
mercury is recycled for every pound of thermostat recycled (1.333*0.004= 0.005333). Source: Average weight of thermostat obtained from
retail websites - www.amazon.com.
13
It is estimated that approximately 50 % of elemental mercury collected by household hazardous waste facilities is thermostats. Thermostats
are shipped to the Thermostat Recycling Corporation for recycling. Fifty percent of 450 pounds is 225 pounds. Therefore, 225 pounds of
thermostats were shipped in FY 19-20. Source: personal communication, Dermot Casey, San Mateo County Hazardous Materials Specialist,
August 20, 2012.
14
USEPA reports that glass mercury fever thermometers contain about 0.61 g (0.00061 kg) of mercury. Source: USEPA 2012. Thermometers.
Available at http://www.epa.gov/mercury/thermometer-main.html. Accessed April 11, 2012.
15
It is estimated that approximately 25 % of elemental mercury collected by household hazardous waste facilities is thermometers. Twentyfive percent of 450 pounds is approximately 112.5 pounds. Two thermometers equal one pound. Two thermometers per pound is equal to 225
thermometers. Therefore, 225 thermometers were shipped in FY 19-20. Source: personal communication, Dermot Casey, San Mateo County
Hazardous Materials Specialist, August 20, 2012. Average weight of thermometers obtained from retail websites - www.amazon.com.
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■ Additional PCBs and Mercury Control Measure Planning Projects

In addition to attainment of PCBs and mercury load reductions during the permit term, the MRP also
requires Permittees implement projects to assist with planning for future control measure
implementation, including GSI. This section provides summaries of these additional projects completed
during the permit term or currently underway, consistent with requirements in MRP provisions C.11 and
C.12.

Evaluating PCBs in Storm Drain or Roadway Infrastructure Caulks/Sealants
MRP 2.0 provision C.12.e requires that Co-permittees collect samples of caulk and other sealants used in
storm drains and between concrete curbs and street pavement, and investigate whether PCBs are
present in such material and in what concentrations. Co-permittees are required to collect at least 20
composite samples (throughout the permit area) of caulk and sealants and analyze this material for PCBs
using methods that can detect a minimum PCB concentration of 200 ppb. The results of the
investigation (including all data gathered) must be submitted to the Water Board no later than the 2018
Annual Report.
To achieve compliance with Provision C.12.e, MRP Co-permittees agreed to collectively conduct this
sampling/investigation as a regional study via BASMAA. This effort also contributes to partial fulfillment
of pollutants of concern (POC) monitoring required in Provision C.8.f of the MRP to address source
identification, one of the five management information needs identified in the MRP. Source
identification monitoring focuses on identifying which sources or watershed source areas provide the
greatest opportunities for reductions of POCs in urban stormwater runoff.
In February 2017, BASMAA selected a consultant team to develop a study design for the investigation
and implement sampling under the direction of a project management team (PMT) consisting of
members of the BASMAA Monitoring and Pollutants of Concern (MPC) Committee. The following tasks
were completed as part of the regional study by the end of FY 18-19:

16



Developed a final study design



Developed a final Sampling and Analysis Plan and Quality Assurance Project Plan



Developed screening criteria to inform selection of infrastructure for sampling



Conducted outreach efforts and recruited municipal partners to participate in the project



Collected 54 samples of caulk and sealant materials from ten types of roadway and storm drain
infrastructure throughout the permit area;



Determined how samples would be combined into 20 composites;



Submitted the samples to the lab for compositing and analysis for the RMP-40 PCB congeners 16
using a modified EPA Method 8270C (Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy-Selective Ion
Monitoring, GC/MS-SIM).



Prepared a project report presenting the full details of the investigation, including the PCBs
concentrations of the 20 composite samples.

The 40 individual congeners routinely quantified by the Regional Monitoring Program (RMP) for Water Quality in the San
Francisco Estuary include: PCBs 8, 18, 28, 31, 33, 44, 49, 52, 56, 60, 66, 70, 74, 87, 95, 97, 99, 101, l05, 110, 118, 128, 132,
138, 141, 149, l51, 153, 156, 158, 170, 174, 177, 180, 183, 187, 194, 195, 201, and 203.
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A final project report Evaluation of PCBs in Caulk and Sealants in Public Roadway and Storm Drain
Infrastructure that includes the results and conclusions of the investigative study was submitted as an
Appendix to the SCVURPPP FY 17-18 Annual Report in compliance with MRP Provision C.12.e.

Evaluating the Fate and Transport of PCBs from Urban Runoff
MRP Provision C.12.g requires Permittees to conduct or cause to be conducted studies concerning the
fate, transport, and biological uptake of PCBs discharged from urban runoff to San Francisco Bay margin
areas. The provision states: “the specific information needs include understanding the in-Bay transport
of PCBs discharged in urban runoff, the sediment and food web PCBs concentrations in margin areas
receiving urban runoff, the influence of urban runoff on the patterns of food web PCBs accumulation,
especially in Bay margins, and the identification of drainages where urban runoff PCBs are particularly
important in food web accumulation.” Conceptually, advances in this type of knowledge could allow the
Water Board to explore revising the PCBs TMDL to incentivize implementing PCBs management actions
in such drainages that drain to sensitive Bay margin areas. Prioritizing actions in these drainages could
possibly facilitate reaching TMDL goals more efficiently, though establishing this type of prioritization
process would involve many challenges.
Provision C.12.g. is being addressed through a multi-year project by the San Francisco Bay (Bay) Regional
Monitoring Program (RMP) to identify, model, and investigate embayments along the Bay shoreline
designated “Priority Margin Units” (PMUs). The project:


Identified four PMUs for initial study that are located downstream of urban watersheds where
PCBs management actions are ongoing and/or planned;



Is developing conceptual and PCBs mass budget models for each of the four PMUs; and



Is conducting monitoring in the PMUs to evaluate trends in pollutant levels and track responses
to pollutant load reductions.

The objectives of this effort to model and investigate Bay PMUs include:



Characterizing concentrations and the spatial distribution of PCBs in sediment and food web
biota in PMUs, including establishing baseline data on PCBs concentration and loading;



Evaluating the response of PMU receiving waters over time to load reduction efforts in the
watershed, such as remediation of PCBs-contaminated properties, including tracking PCBs in
sport fish as the ultimate indicator of progress in reduction of impairment; and



Informing the review and possible revision of the PCBs TMDL and the reissuance of the MRP,
both of which were initially tentatively scheduled to occur in 2020 (while the MRP reissuance
process in underway and is anticipated to be completed in 2021, the status of evaluating and
possibly revising the Bay PCBs TMDL remains uncertain at this time).

A general description and multi-year budget for this project is in the “PCBs” section of the RMP MultiYear Plan, 2020 Annual Update, dated January 2020.
The RMP PCBs Workgroup, which includes representatives from BASMAA, the Water Board, and other
RMP stakeholders, provides oversight over the project, including reviewing and commenting on draft
conceptual model reports and plans for PMU-related RMP Special Studies (e.g., PMU monitoring plans).
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In accordance with MRP Provision C.12.g., Permittees submitted a workplan in their FY 16-17 Annual
Reports for meeting the above information needs, which included descriptions of studies proposed or
underway and a preliminary schedule. Permittees then reported on the status of the studies in their FY
17-18 Annual Reports. In their Integrated Monitoring Reports (IMRs), due by March 30, 2020, Permittees
reported the findings and results of the studies completed, planned, or in progress as well as
implications of the studies on potential control measures to be investigated, piloted, or implemented in
future permit cycles.
The four PMUs initially selected were:



Emeryville Crescent (Alameda County)



San Leandro Bay (Alameda County)



Steinberger Slough (San Mateo County)



Richmond Harbor (Contra Costa County)

The PMU conceptual models are intended to provide a foundation for future monitoring to track
responses to load reductions and may eventually help guide planning of management actions. Three of
the selected embayments (all except San Leandro Bay) receive drainage from pilot watersheds that were
included in BASMAA’s Clean Watersheds for a Clean Bay project.
Status of PMU Conceptual Models
The following sections summarize the status of conceptual model development in each of the four
PMUs.
Emeryville Crescent
A final conceptual model report (dated April 2017) is available on the San Francisco Estuary Institute
(SFEI) website.
The report’s key finding, which was based on a simple one-box pollutant fate model and dependent on
assumptions made for the model’s input parameters, was that PCBs concentrations in sediment and the
food web could potentially decline fairly quickly (within 10 years) in response to load reductions from
the watershed.
San Leandro Bay
A conceptual model for San Leandro Bay was developed in three phases, with reports available on the
SFEI website. The Phase 1 report (dated June 2017) presented analyses of watershed loading, initial
retention, and long-term fate, including results of sediment sampling in 2016.
The Phase 2 report (dated December 2017) is designated a data report and documented the methods,
quality assurance, and all of the results of the 2016 field study.
The Phase 3 report was completed in November 2019. This final report incorporates all of the results of
the 2016 field study, and includes additional discussion of the potential influence of contaminated sites
in the watershed and the results of passive sampling by Stanford researchers. It also includes a
comparative analysis of long-term fate in San Leandro Bay and the Emeryville Crescent, a section on
bioaccumulation, and a concluding section with answers to the management questions that were the
impetus for the work. The report included a discussion of the results of mass budget modeling that
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illustrated one type of challenge encountered during the PMU conceptual modeling effort. A wetland
sediment core profile at Damon Slough indicated a substantial reduction in PCBs between the 1970s and
the early 2000s. The simple mass budget model developed during this study suggested continued
reductions in PCBs. However, a comparison of the results of extensive sampling of San Leandro Bay
surface sediment in 1998 and in 2016 suggested minimal decline in PCBs over this more recent 18-year
period. This finding may suggest that continuing PCBs inputs from the watershed are greater than
estimated as part of the mass budget modeling and are slowing the recovery of San Leandro Bay. It is
important to note that numerous uncertainties associated with the model and its parameters influence
projected system response time.
Steinberger Slough / Redwood Creek
A conceptual model for Steinberger Slough / Redwood Creek is currently under development. SFEI staff
released a draft report in February 2020. Like the other conceptual models, it includes results of existing
monitoring efforts in the PMU and watershed, analyses of watershed loading, development of a mass
budget, and long-term fate modeling, including projected PCBs concentrations in sediment and the food
web in response to load reductions from the watershed.
Richmond Harbor
Due to budget limitations and because other RMP efforts were deemed higher priority, a conceptual
model for the Richmond Harbor PMU is not yet under development.
RMP Special Studies Related to PMUs
In addition to ongoing conceptual model development (as described above), and continuing technical
and logistical support for the RMP PCBs Workgroup, various types of RMP Special Studies 17 related to
PMUs are ongoing, including the following:



Shiner Surfperch PCBs Monitoring in PMUs – Shiner surfperch is a crucial indicator of
impairment, due to its explicit inclusion as an indicator species in the TMDL, importance as a
sport fish species, tendency to accumulate high concentrations, site fidelity, and other factors.
The conceptual site models recommend periodic monitoring of shiner surfperch to track trends
in the PMUs, and as the ultimate indicator of progress in reduction of impairment. A
coordinated sampling of PCBs in shiner surfperch in PMUs is being conducted as an add-on to
RMP Status and Trends (S&T) sport fish sampling. A dataset for shiner surfperch will be
developed that is directly comparable across the PMUs and the five locations that are sampled
in S&T monitoring.



Stormwater Runoff PCBs Monitoring in PMUs – This study is collecting information on PCBs
concentrations and particle ratios in stormwater in watersheds draining to the PMUs to better
estimate current PCBs loads into the PMUs (a critical component of the PMU mass budgets) and
to help track the effectiveness of PCBs controls such as remediation of PCBs-contaminated
properties.



Assess Loading and Spatial Distribution of PCBs in Steinberger Slough / Redwood Creek PMU –
This study will address information gaps in the conceptual model for this area and establish
baseline data for evaluating the response of these receiving waters to load reduction efforts in
the watershed. Passive sampling devices (PSDs) will be deployed to assess spatial patterns in

17These

efforts are partly funded by Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs).
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dissolved PCBs in pore water and surface water, providing information on spatial patterns in an
index of current biotic exposure. In addition, analysis of depth profiles of pore water with PSDs,
accompanied by bulk sediment chemistry in cores, will provide information on the chronology of
loading and exposure over the past 50 years. This study is being conducted in collaboration with
Stanford researchers.
Discussion
During FY 19-20, the PMU conceptual modeling and associated special studies continued to progress.
Four PMUs for initial study, characterization, and tracking have been identified, and conceptual models
have been completed for two of the PMUs, the Emeryville Crescent and San Leandro Bay. A draft
conceptual model for a third PMU, Steinberger Slough / Redwood Creek, is under development. In
conjunction with the modeling, RMP Special Studies are characterizing concentrations and the spatial
distribution of PCBs in sediment and food web biota in PMUs and establishing baseline data on PCBs
concentration and loading, and will help evaluate the response of the PMUs to load reduction efforts in
their watersheds.
The efforts to model and investigate the PMUs are generating valuable new data and knowledge that
will inform future revisions of the PCBs TMDL. However, it would be premature to propose major
changes to the TMDL at this time, such as revising the stormwater allocation (e.g., assigning allocations
to watershed areas that vary depending upon the sensitivity of the Bay margin area to which they
drain). Similarly, additional work should be completed before attempting to project any implications of
the modeling and studies on potential control measures to be investigated, piloted, or implemented in
future stormwater permit cycles.
During FY 20-21, BASMAA representatives to the RMP continued to participate in the RMP PCBs
Workgroup and other applicable workgroups to help oversee this work and guide it towards developing
information that will inform implementing controls for PCBs in stormwater runoff and reducing the
Bay’s PCBs impairment.

POC Monitoring to Assist with Prioritization of WMAs
In an effort to continue prioritizing Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) for future control measure
implementation, the Program continued to collaborate with the BASMAA RMC on POC monitoring of
stormwater from WMAs of interest during FY 20-21. However, despite selecting potential sampling sites
and preparing to collect stormwater samples, no stormwater samples were collected in the Santa Clara
Valley during Water Year (WY) 2021 due to overall low rainfall amounts and the lack of sufficiently large
storms at the sites of interest. The Program is currently planning to collect a minimum of 8 sediment
samples during dry weather from priority WMAs that contain industrial areas prior to the end of WY
2021 (i.e., before October 1, 2021). Once data from these sites are available, they will be reviewed and
depending on the results, this monitoring may result in the Program conducting additional source
property investigations in FY 21-22 or future years in these WMAs.

■ TMDL Implementation Plan and Reasonable Assurance Analysis
(RAA)

MRP 2.0 Provisions C.11/12.d requires Permittees to submit a PCBs and Mercury Control Measures
Implementation Plan and corresponding Reasonable Assurance Analysis (RAA) that demonstrates
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quantitatively that the plan will result in PCBs and Mercury load reductions sufficient to attain TMDL
wasteload allocations by 2030 and 2028, respectively. The plan must include the following:


Identify all technically and economically feasible PCBs control measures to be implemented
(including green infrastructure projects); and



Include a schedule according to which these technically and economically feasible control
measures will be fully implemented; and



Provide an evaluation and quantification of the PCBs load reduction of such measures as well as
an evaluation of costs, control measure efficiency and significant environmental impacts
resulting from their implementation.

Provisions C.11/12.c and C.3.i include requirements specific to green stormwater infrastructure planning
and implementation, including development of an RAA to quantitatively demonstrates the following:


Mercury reductions of at least 10 kg/yr and PCBs reductions of at least 3 kg/yr will be realized by
2040 through implementation of GSI projects throughout the permit-area.



Quantify the relationship between the areal extent of green infrastructure implementation and
PCBs load reductions, taking into consideration the scale of contamination of the treated area as
well as the pollutant removal effectiveness of likely green infrastructure strategies.



Estimate the amount and characteristics of land area that will be treated through green
infrastructure by 2020, 2030, and 2040.



Estimate the amount of PCBs load reductions that will result from green infrastructure
implementation by 2020, 2030, and 2040.



Quantitatively demonstrate that PCBs reductions of at least 3 kg/yr will be realized by 2040
through implementation of green infrastructure projects.



Ensure that the calculation methods, models, model inputs and modeling assumptions used to
fulfill C.12.c.ii (2)a-d have been validated through a peer review process.

Co-permittees are required to submit the quantitative relationship between GSI implementation and
PCBs load reductions with their 2018 Annual Reports, including all data used and a full description of
models and model inputs relied on to establish this relationship.
To begin addressing these requirements, the Program and Co-permittees conducted a regional project
via BASMAA to develop the Bay Area Reasonable Assurance Analysis Guidance Document which
establishes a regional framework and provides guidance for conducting PCBs and mercury RAAs in the
San Francisco Bay Area. A regionally representative project management team, consisting of SCVURPPP
Co-permittee, Program staff and staff from other countywide stormwater programs, and a Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC) developed the RAA Guidance Document. The TAC was comprised of Water
Board Staff, USEPA Region 9 staff, and industry experts and served to provide “technical peer review”
for the document from an objective regulatory and/or technical perspective. The Bay Area Reasonable
Assurance Analysis Guidance Document was finalized on June 30, 2017. In late 2017, a BASMAA RAA
Work Group was formed as an outgrowth of the BASMAA RAA Guidance Document. The Work Group
consists of member agency staff and technical consultants to work on RAA development for Bay Area
Programs. The purpose of the Work Group was to help the Bay Area Programs move forward with
consistent RAA approaches and to provide a forum for collaboration by BASMAA Phase I member
agencies in an effort to create transparent and consistent assumptions and approaches to the
development of countywide PCBs and Mercury RAAs.
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During FY 17-18, SCVURPPP created a RAA work plan for addressing all MRP requirements associated
with the RAA, which includes tasks for modeling the baseline PCBs and mercury loads from the Santa
Clara Valley watersheds to the Bay and developing load reduction accounting methodologies used to
demonstrate compliance with TMDL wasteload allocations. The Program also formed a SCVURPPP RAA
Work Group to oversee the development of the RAA for the Santa Clara Valley. Via the RAA Work Group,
the Program evaluated a number of existing hydrologic/hydraulic modeling platforms, water quality
models and stormwater treatment modules that were available to develop baseline loading estimates
and quantify reductions via GSI over time. The Program selected a combination of LSPC (Loading
Simulation Program C++) and SUSTAIN (System of Urban Stormwater Treatment & Analysis Integration).
LSPC is used to simulate baseline hydrology and pollutant loading for characterization of existing
conditions, to compare baseline pollutant loads to TMDL wasteload allocations and pollutant reductions
for GSI required by the MRP, and determine stormwater improvement goals to be achieved by GSI.
SUSTAIN is used to simulate processes within GSI facilities, estimate volume captured and pollutant
loads reduced, and compare load reductions to goals set for determination of the amount of GSI needed
within each municipality. The Program, via its RAA consultant, developed a document identifying the
quantitative relationship between GSI and PCBs load reductions for the Santa Clara Valley, including all
data used and a full description of models and model inputs relied on to establish this relationship. The
memorandum titled Quantitative Relationship between Green Infrastructure Implementation and
PCBs/Mercury Load Reduction was submitted with the SCVURPPP FY 17-18 Annual Report as Appendix
11-4 in compliance with provision C.11/12.c.iii on behalf of all Co-permittees.
During FY 18-19, the Program and Co-permittees continued the RAA development process for the Santa
Clara Valley with ongoing oversight by SCVURPPP RAA Work Group and participation in the BASMAA
RAA Work Group. The Program’s RAA Consultant completed development of the initial baseline
hydrology model and conducted initial baseline water quality modeling for the Santa Clara Valley to
determine the load reduction goals for PCBs and mercury and support Co-permittee GSI Plans.
During FY 19-20, the Program and Co-permittees, in coordination with the BASMAA RAA Work Group,
finalized a control measures implementation plan and corresponding RAA for the Santa Clara Valley,
which included the following tasks:


GSI RAA Modeling – The Program’s RAA Consultant finalized the GSI RAA Modeling for the Santa
Clara Valley, including:


Finalized PCBs and mercury baseline modeling;



Finalized modeling the water quality benefits of existing GSI facilities and GSI projected
to occur by 2040 via redevelopment projects;



Conducted RAA for GSI by quantifying the optimized level of future public GSI projects
needed to achieve MRP PCBs/mercury reduction goals for GSI;



Participated in the Peer Review Process facilitated by the BASMAA RAA Work Group for
the Program’s RAA for GSI; and



Developed Draft and Final RAA Technical Reports for the Santa Clara Valley, including:
the Phase I RAA – Baseline Modeling Report which describes the revised baseline
pollutant modeling used to establish the starting point for measuring progress towards
TMDL WLAs; and the Phase II RAA – GSI Modeling Report that describes the modeling
conducted to identify the extent of GSI needed to achieve PCBs/mercury load
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reductions included in MRP Provision C.11/12.c.ii(2) by 2040. Both reports were
included as attachments to Appendix 11-1 of the Program’s FY 19-20 Annual Report.


TMDL Control Measures Implementation Plan and Reasonable Assurance Analysis – The
Program developed the PCBs and Mercury TMDL Control Measure Implementation Plan and
Reasonable Assurance Analysis for the Santa Clara Basin (the Plan). The Plan demonstrates the
level of control measures needed to attain the TMDL Wasteload Allocations (WLAs) for PCBs and
mercury in urban stormwater runoff in the Santa Clara Basin. The Plan describes current and
planned implementation actions to address PCBs and mercury and quantitatively demonstrates
that those implementation actions will attain TMDL WLAs for PCBs and mercury based on
modeling and load reduction quantification methods that are described in the RAA reports. The
Plan was submitted as an appendix to the Program’s FY19-20 Annual Report.

During FY 20-21, the Program continued to participate in a BASMAA Regional Project to update and
refine the Interim Accounting Methodology for Loads Reduced into methods that will be used to
demonstrate load reductions via control measures in the future. The BASMAAA Source Control Load
Reduction Accounting for Reasonable Assurance Analysis project report, which was initially submitted as
an attachment to Appendix 11-1 of the Program’s FY 19-20 Annual Report, has been revised based on
feedback received from Water Board Staff. The revised project report will be submitted to the Water
Board for EO approval in early FY 21-22. This report describes the revised PCBs and mercury load
reduction accounting methodologies for implementation of source controls and non-GSI stormwater
treatment. The Program anticipates the final report will be approved by the Water Board EO for use
during the next permit term.

■ PCBs and Mercury Load Reductions Achieved During MRP 2.0
MRP 2.0 requires Permittees to develop and implement control measures to reduce PCBs and mercury
in stormwater runoff to the San Francisco Bay throughout the permit area (Table 11-4). For PCBs,
Permittees were collectively required to reduce loads by a minimum of 500 g/yr by June 30, 2018, and
3,000 g/yr by June 30, 2020. At least 120 g/yr of PCBs load reduction must be achieved through
implementation of GSI projects on public and private lands. The June 30, 2020 date was allowed to
extend to December 31, 2020 if Permittees provided documentation that control measures that would
attain the load reduction by that date. For mercury, Permittees were collectively required to reduce
stormwater loads by 48 g/yr by June 30, 2020 through implementation of GSI projects on public and
private lands. These load reduction performance criteria could be met regionally. However, should
regional load reductions not be achieved, MRP 2.0 required each Permittee to achieve load reductions
on a county-wide basis. The Santa Clara Valley load reduction performance criteria for MRP 2.0 are
identified in Table 11-4.
Table 11-4. PCBs and Mercury Load Reduction Performance Criteria Required by the Municipal Regional
Permit (MRP) in 2018 and 2020 for the entire MRP Region and Santa Clara Valley Co-permittees.
PCBs (g/yr)
Responsible
Permittees
Regional

By July 2018

Mercury (g/yr)
By July 2020

By July 2020

All Control Measures

All Control
Measures

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure

500

3,000

120

48
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Santa Clara Valley

160

940

37

16

The PCBs and mercury performance criteria in Table 11-4 can be achieved through implementation of
the following control measures:
1. Source Property Identification and Abatement
2. Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Treatment Controls, including:


Parcel-based new/re-development/Green Streets/Regional Retrofits



Public Large FTC Systems (i.e., HDS Units)

3. Enhanced Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Measures, including:


Street Sweeping or Flushing



Increased storm drain inlet cleanouts (with or without Inlet-based FTC Devices)



Other MS4 Cleaning

4. Managing PCBs-containing Materials/Wastes during Building Demolition
5. Managing PCBs in Infrastructure
6. Diversions to Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs)
7. Source Controls/Other Actions
Beginning with the 2017 Annual Reports, MRP 2.0 Permittees are required to report the annual PCBs
and mercury load reductions achieved due to control measures implemented each year of the permit
term. The accounting methodologies used to calculate the load reductions reported in the following
sections were developed by BASMAA and approved by the Water Board EO for the purpose of load
reduction reporting during MRP 2.0 in accordance with MRP provisions C.11.B.iii(1) and C.12.B.iii(1).
These methods and data inputs are described fully in the Interim Accounting Methodology for TMDL
Loads Reduced that was submitted with the Program’s FY18-19 Annual Report. For Managing PCBContaining Materials/Wastes During Building Demolition, the MRP identifies a stipulated load reduction
of 2,000 g/yr for all Permittees in the region if all Permittees have implemented the required program
by July 1, 2019. SCVURPPP Co-permittees’ portion of this stipulated load reduction is 627 g/yr. Any load
reductions associated with new or updated accounting methods that are described in the BASMAA
Source Control Load Reduction Accounting for Reasonable Assurance Analysis are not included in the
load reductions reported below because these methods have not yet been approved by the Water
Board EO. This includes load reductions achieved via enhanced maintenance of inlet-based full trash
capture devices. The load reductions for these controls will be reported in future annual reports once
the revised accounting methodologies have been approved by the Water Board EO.
For the SCVURPPP Co-permittees, the data needed to calculate the PCBs and mercury loads reduced by
all current (i.e., existing) control measures that have been implemented during MRP 2.0, including the
total acres (and associated land-uses) addressed by each type of control measure are provided in the
Version 5.0 of the Control Measures Plan (Appendix 11-1). The load reductions reported here are based
on the best available information at the time this report was written and may not reflect the most
current accounting of all reductions achieved through all control measures implemented in the Santa
Clara Valley. These data will be updated in future annual reports.
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PCBs Loads Reduced in the Santa Clara Valley
The total PCBs loads reduced in the Santa Clara Valley by each control measure type during the permit
term are provided in Table 11-5. Co-permittees in the Santa Clara Valley have reduced PCBs by 1,027
g/year during MRP 2.0 (i.e., FY 13-14 to FY 20-21). This amount of load reduction exceeds the required
MRP performance criterion of 940 g/yr by 2020. Thus, the Santa Clara Valley Co-Permittees achieved,
and even exceeded, the PCBs MRP performance criterion.
Table 11-5. Total annual PCBs loads reduced by all Santa Clara Valley Co-permittees during the MRP 2.0
reporting term to-date (FY13-14 through FY 20-21).1,2
Control Measure Category

PCB Load Reductions
(g/yr)

Source Property Identification and Abatement

183

Green Stormwater Infrastructure associated with Parcel-Based New/ReDevelopment

117

Green Streets/Regional Retrofits

3.6

Large-Scale Trash Full Capture (i.e., HDS Units)

97

Manage PCBs in Building Materials during Demolition

627

Enhanced O&M Measures

0

Stormwater Diversion to Sanitary Sewer

0
TOTAL - All Control Measures

1027

1 - Loads reduced reported for each control measure are based on the available information provided by the stormwater programs and
municipal agencies at the time this report was written; updates and corrections (if needed) will be provided in future annual reports.
2 - Load Reductions have not yet been calculated for the following control measures: enhanced O&M measures. These will be added as
updates in future annual reports.

Additional information on the accounting methodologies and data inputs used to calculate the PCBs load
reductions presented in Table 11-5, as well as more details on the load reductions achieved by each Copermittee and across fiscal years during the permit term are provided in the Version 5.0 of the Control
Measures Plan (Appendix 11-1). During the next fiscal year, Co-permittees will continue to track new
control measure implementation and gather data needed to account for PCBs loads reduced for controls
implemented in prior fiscal years that were not included in the total reported here. Additional
information will be compiled and presented in future annual reports to update and correct (if needed)
the PCBs load reductions that that are reported here.

Mercury Loads Reduced in the Santa Clara Valley
Co-permittees in the Santa Clara Valley have reduced mercury by 2,346 g/year during MRP 2.0 (i.e., FY
13-14 to FY 20-21). The total mercury loads reduced in the Santa Clara Valley by each control measure
type during the permit term are provided in Table 11-6. clearly demonstrating the substantial progress
Co-permittees in the Santa Clara Valley have made to-date.
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Table 11-6. Total annual mercury loads reduced by all Santa Clara Valley Co-permittees during the MRP
2.0 term to date (FYs 13-14 through 20-21).1,2
Control Measure Category

Mercury Load Reductions (g/yr)

Source Property Identification and Abatement

49

Green Stormwater Infrastructure associated with Parcel-Based
New/Re-Development

1,418

Green Streets/Regional Retrofits

32

Large Full Trash Capture (i.e., HDS Units)

848

Enhanced O&M Measures

0

Stormwater Diversion to Sanitary Sewer

0

TOTAL - All Control Measures

2,346

1 - Loads reduced reported for each control measure are based on the available information provided by the stormwater programs and
municipal agencies at the time this report was written; updates and corrections (if needed) will be provided in future annual reports.
2 - Load Reductions have not yet been calculated for the following control measures: enhanced O&M measures. These will be added as
updates in future annual reports.

Additional information on the accounting methodologies and data inputs used to calculate the mercury
load reductions presented in Table 11-6, as well as more details on the load reductions achieved by each
co-Permittee and across fiscal years during the permit term are provided in the Version 5.0 of the
Control Measures Plan (Appendix 11-1). During the next fiscal year, Co-permittees will continue to track
new control measure implementation and gather data needed to account for mercury loads reduced for
controls implemented in prior fiscal years that were not included in the total reported here. Additional
information will be compiled and presented in future annual reports to update and correct (if needed)
the mercury load reductions that are reported here.
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Section 12 Copper Controls
■ Introduction
Provision C.13 of the MRP is intended to address copper control measures identified in the Basin Plan
that the Water Board has deemed necessary to support copper site specific objectives in San Francisco
Bay. Requirements in the MRP are included in the following sub-provisions:


C.13.a. Manage waste generated from cleaning and treating copper architectural features,
including copper roofs, during construction and post-construction;



C.13.b. Manage discharges from pools, spas and fountains that contain copper-based chemicals;
and



C.13.c. Industrial Sources.

In FY 20-21, activities associated with Provision C.13 were conducted at the Co-permittee and Program
levels. Local actions are documented in each Co-permittee’s section of the annual report. This section
highlights copper control activities conducted at the Program level.

■ Program Activities
C.13.a Manage waste generated from cleaning and treating copper architectural
features, including copper roofs, during construction and post-construction
Provision C.13.a. requires the management of wastewater generated from cleaning and treating of
copper architectural features, including copper roofs, during construction and post-construction. The
requirements include the following:


Establish local ordinance authority to prohibit the discharge of water to storm drains generated
from the installation, cleaning, treating, and washing of the surfaces of copper architectural
features, including copper roofs.



Educate installers and operators on appropriate BMPs to manage wastewater during and post
construction and enforce against noncompliance. Require use of appropriate BMPs when issuing
building permits.

To assist Co-permittees in implementing these requirements, Program staff developed an internal
guidance memorandum that provides:


A description of ordinances related to copper architectural features that have been adopted by
Co-permittees;



Model ordinance language that may be used to develop local ordinances;



A condition added to the SCVURPPP Model Conditions of Approval to address copper source
control in development projects; and



Best management practices (BMPs) for managing wastewater generated from the installation,
cleaning, treating, and washing of the surfaces of copper architectural features.
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Program staff also developed a fact sheet entitled Requirements for Copper Roofs and Other
Architectural Copper - Protect water quality during installation, cleaning, treating, and washing! for use
in educating municipal staff, contractors, and property owners. The fact sheet describes BMPs for
proper disposal of copper-containing wash water. The fact sheet was originally provided (via email) in
2012. Architectural copper BMPs were presented and discussed at the Program’s Construction Site
Stormwater Inspection Workshop on March 3, 2021.

C.13.b. Manage discharges from pools, spas and fountains that contain copper-based
chemicals
Co-permittee efforts to manage discharges from pools, spas and fountains are described in their annual
reports. This copper source is addressed in two ways: 1) through conditions of approval in the
development project review process for new construction; and 2) through outreach to homeowners and
pool maintenance businesses. Program staff assisted with implementation of this permit requirement
by: 1) providing model conditions of approval requiring pools, spas and fountains to be connected to the
sanitary sewer or drained to a nearby cleanout or landscaped area; and 2) continuing to reprint and
distribute the brochure entitled Draining Pools and Spas which provides information on proper methods
of draining, maintaining, and cleaning pools and spas and avoiding use of copper-based algaecides.

C.13.c. Industrial Sources
Co-permittee efforts to manage industrial sources of copper are described in their annual reports. This
copper source is addressed through routine industrial inspections conducted in compliance with
Provision C.4. Educational tools to train industrial inspectors to identify facilities likely to use copper or
have sources of copper and proper BMPs continue to be available on the SCVURPPP website.

Copper (and other pollutant) Loads Removed via Street Sweeping
A summary of street sweeping activities conducted by Co-permittees is provided within the table
entitled Summary of Co-permittee Street Sweeping Activities- FY 2020-2021 (Appendix 12-1). All data
presented within Appendix 12-1 was submitted to Program staff by individual Co-permittees for
inclusion into this Annual Report. 1 During FY 20-21, Co-permittees swept approximately 194,814 miles
of paved streets and removed approximately 54,330 yd3 or 35,288 tons of material 2. Approximately
52,386 yd3 of leaf litter was also removed by Co-permittees who have leaf removal programs other than
routine street sweeping. In addition, approximately 38,770 yd3 and 169,112 tons of yard waste (which
includes large amounts of leaves) was routinely collected by Co-permittees 3.
One way to measure street sweeping effectiveness is to determine what solids and associated pollutants
are collected within street sweeping debris. A typical unit of measure is the total volume of the pollutant
removed by the sweeper relative to the curb length swept (e.g., yd3/curb mile). This unit is typically
Co-permittees who submitted data for inclusion into this Annual Report is provided in Appendix 12-1.
To determine the total volume of material removed in tons, it is necessary to convert cubic yards to tons. It is estimated that the average
density of street sweeping material is 1,299 pounds per cubic yard (0.6495 tons per cubic yard) (Source: EOA, Inc., October 1996, Estimation of
Copper Collected Through Street Sweeping Efforts. Prepared for San Mateo Countywide Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program). A value of
35,288 tons is calculated when 54,330 cubic yards is converted over to tons (54,330 cubic yards* .6495 tons/cubic yard= 35,288 tons).
3
Co-permittees who collect yard waste calculate the total volume in yd3 or total weight in pounds. Yard waste includes leaves. Co-permittees
do not have the ability to separate the volume or weight of leaves from yard waste.
1
2
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referred as the removal rate. In the case of this effectiveness evaluation, the Program uses average
removal rate to show the effectiveness of Co-permittee street sweeping activities within the Program’s
jurisdiction. The average Co-permittee removal rate during FY 20-21 was 0.28 yd3/curb mile (see
Appendix 12-1) with a range from 0.002 yd3/curb mile to 0.88 yd3/curb miles. In comparison, the
average Co-permittee removal rate during FY 19-20 was 0.26 yd3/curb mile.
The removal rate is influenced by several factors including accumulation rates of pollutants, the
relationship between rainfall and sweeping frequencies, particle size, pavement condition and
automobile parking controls 4. As a result, effectiveness (i.e., removal rate) may vary each year
depending on a change to any one of these factors. Many studies have shown that street sweeping
removes significant quantities of dirt and debris from street surfaces 5. However, results also
demonstrate that the coefficient of variation of copper values and other metals (e.g., lead and zinc) in
street sweeping debris is quite high 6. In addition, the estimated pollutant load reduction is dependent
on the volume of material collected (i.e., the more material collected, the greater the pollutant
removal).
To illustrate the effectiveness of street sweeping activities for pollutant removal, Program staff
estimated the mean pollutant reduction for the following four metals: copper, nickel, lead and zinc.
These estimates are provided within the tables entitled Summary of Co-permittee Street Sweeping
Activities and estimated Mean Pollutant Load Reduction for Copper and Nickel- FY 2020-2021 and
Summary of Co-permittee Street Sweeping Activities and estimated Mean Pollutant Load Reduction for
Lead and Zinc- FY 2020-2021. Both tables are provided within Appendix 12-1.
To determine the estimated pollutant load reduction (in pounds), the volume of material collected (in
cubic yards) for each Co-permittee land use type (i.e., residential, commercial, and industrial) was
determined. This value was then multiplied by the mean concentration of trace metal content for street
sweeping samples collected in the study entitled Chemical and Physical Characteristics of Street
Sweeping Sediments in Tampa, Florida, May 1999 and converted to pounds of pollutant removed (mean
concentration values and the algorithm used to calculate the pounds of pollutant removed are provided
in Appendix 12-1). The estimated mean pollutant load reduction values for each land use type were then
summed. Estimated pollutant load reductions for copper, nickel, lead and zinc via street sweeping in FY
20-21 are presented in Table 12-1. Estimated removals for copper, nickel, lead, and zinc because of
street sweeping activities from FY 15-16 through FY 20-21 are presented in Figure 12-1. It is important to
note that there is uncertainty with these estimates since certain assumptions were made regarding the
exact volume of material collected from a particular land use type.

4
Woodward Clyde Consultants, December 1994. Street Sweeping Literature Review/Storm Inlet Modification, Prepared for Alameda County
Urban Runoff Clean Water Program.
5
Sartor, J. and G. Boyd, 1972. Water Pollution Aspects of Street Surface Contaminants. Prepared for United States Environmental Protection
Agency, Washington, DC.
6
EOA, Inc, October 1996. Estimation of Copper Collected Through Street Sweeping Efforts: Final Report. Prepared for San Mateo Countywide
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program.
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Table 12-1. Estimated average pollutant load reduction from street sweeping conducted by Copermittees in FY 20-21.
Estimated Mean Pollutant Load Reduction (Pounds)

Land Use Type

Copper
707
305
489
1,500

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Total

Nickel
1,397
603
95
2,095

Lead
1,317
1,455
459
3,230

Zinc
1,773
1,031
378
3,181

Pollutant Load Reduction in Pounds

Pounds Removed from Street Sweeping

5,000
4,500
4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

Copper
2015-16

Nickel
2016-17

2017-18

Lead
2018-19

Zinc
2019-20

2020-21

Fiscal Year

Figure 12-1. Estimated pollutant load reductions from Co-permittee street sweeping activities (in
pounds) from FY 15-16 through FY 20-21.
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Section 13 Exempted and Conditionally Exempted
Discharges
■ Introduction
Provision C.15 identifies the types of non-stormwater discharges that are exempted from the discharge
prohibitions in Provision A.1 if such discharges are unpolluted and do not violate water quality
standards. Provision C.15 also conditionally exempts certain non-stormwater discharges from the
discharge prohibitions in Provision A.1 if they are identified by the Co-permittee or the Executive Officer
as not being sources of pollutants to receiving waters. Per Provision C.15.b., the following categories of
non-stormwater discharges are conditionally exempted from Provision A.1 if they are either identified as
not being sources of pollutants or if appropriate control measures are developed and implemented prior
to the discharge, and monitoring and reporting occur:








Pumped groundwater from non-drinking water aquifers;
Pumped groundwater, foundation drains, and water from crawl space pumps and footing
drains;
Air conditioning condensate;
Emergency discharges resulting from firefighting activities;
Individual residential car washing;
Swimming pool, hot tub, spa and fountain water discharges;
Irrigation water, landscape irrigation and lawn or garden watering.

This section describes the Program’s activities to assist Co-permittees in reporting compliance with the
requirements of C.15 and implementing appropriate control measures, monitoring, and reporting for
conditionally exempted discharges.

■ Program Activities
Potable Water System Discharges
3BU

The Water Utility Operation and Maintenance Pollution Prevention AHTG was formed to evaluate and
recommend Program strategies for meeting requirements in Provision C.15.b.iii. under Order R2-20090074 (the previous MRP) for planned, unplanned and emergency discharges that apply to water utility
operations. As of January 1, 2016, the reissued MRP no longer contains requirements related to potable
water discharges, as these requirements are now contained in the State General Permit for Drinking
Water Systems Discharges to Waters of the U.S. (Order WQ 2014-0194-DWQ). SCVURPPP Co-permittees
that are also water utilities and may have potable water discharges have filed for coverage under the
State General Permit.
In FY 15-16, the AHTG updated the SCVURPPP Water Utility Operation and Maintenance Discharge
Model Pollution Prevention Plan (WUDPPP), which was approved by the Management Committee in
February 2016, to reflect the State General Permit requirements. The WUDPPP is available via this link.
The AHTG also developed field form templates, Fact Sheets on visual turbidity monitoring, chlorine
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residual false positives, and General Permit requirements, and a guidance memo on identifying annual
representative monitoring locations.
Program staff continue to communicate with the AHTG via email to inform the group of State General
Permit requirement due dates and training opportunities, such as the presentation BMPs for Water
System Flushing given at the August 19, 2020 CA-NV AWWA Water Education Seminar and available
online.
4BU

Other Conditionally Exempted Discharges
In FY 16-17, Program staff updated the SCVURPPP Conditionally Exempted Discharges (CED) Report for
MRP Provision C.15 and obtained approval by the Management Committee in December 2016. The
final CED Report is available via this link.
Public outreach efforts that benefit from Program-wide collaboration are being addressed in the
Program’s Watershed Watch Campaign (see Section 7). The following activities were implemented to
help the Program and Co-permittees comply with the outreach requirements for C.15.b.iv. Individual
Residential Car Washing Discharge, C.15.b.v. Swimming Pool, Hot Tub, Spa, and Fountain Water
Discharges; and C.15.b.vi.(1)(a) Irrigation Water, Landscape Irrigation, and Lawn or Garden Watering:
C.15.b.iv. Individual Residential Car Washing Discharge:


The multilingual “Clean Cars and Clean Creeks” brochure is available for download on the
Watershed Watch website. The brochure includes information in four languages (English,
Spanish, Chinese and Vietnamese). The brochure recommends washing your car at a commercial
car wash and provides pollution prevention BMPs for washing your car at home.



The Watershed Watch Campaign once again partnered with two commercial car washes (Classic
Car Wash and Capitol Premier Car Wash) to conduct discounted car wash events in June 2021.
Customers received 50% off car washes at these events. Due to COVID-19 concerns, a staffed
Watershed Watch booth was not present at the event. Additional details on this promotion are
included in Section 7 of this Annual Report.



The following commercial car washes provided discounts on car washes to residents using the
Watershed Watch Discount Card: Classic Car Wash, Capitol Premier Car Wash, Pacific Car Wash,
Montague Premier Car Wash, Sunnyvale Carwash & Detail, Vikhar Valero, and Sunnyvale Car Spa.
Details on these partnerships and discounts are available via this link.

C.15.b.v. Swimming Pool, Hot Tub, Spa, and Fountain Water Discharges


The “Draining Pools, Spas and Fountain Water” brochure is available for download on the
Watershed Watch website. The brochure provides information on potential pollutants in pool,
spa and fountain discharges; proper methods for maintaining, cleaning, and draining pools, spas
and fountains; and how to find the closest sanitary sewer cleanout.

C.15.b.vi.(1)(a). Irrigation Water, Landscape Irrigation, and Lawn or Garden Watering


The Watershed Watch website continued to include information on water conservation and
proper lawn and garden watering.

Additional details on these activities are included in Section 7 of this Annual Report.
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■ Regional Activities
Program staff continues to participate in the regional Water Agency Task Force (WATF) which serves as a
forum to discuss the implementation of the State General Permit for drinking water systems discharges
and the reissuance of the permit. The Task Force did not meet in FY20-21.
Program and Co-permittee staff actively participated in the BASMAA MRP 3.0 Discharges Associated
with Firefighting Foam Work Group to discuss with Water Board staff issues to be addressed in Provision
C.15.b.iii of MRP 3.0. There were two meetings in September 2020 and March 2021.
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CONFIRMATION OF AUTHORIZATION FOR NPDES PERMIT
SUBMITTALS BY SCVURPPP PROGRAM MANAGER

Date: __12/3/2020___
Name of Co-permittee: __City of San Jose____
Name of Management Committee Representative:

____Rajani Nair____

Email and phone number of Representative:
799-7462 (cell); 408-535-8306 (work)

Rajani.nair@sanjoseca.gov, (408)

Name of Management Committee Alternate (if any): _Jeff Sinclair_
Email and phone number of Alternate Representative: _jeff.sinclair@sanjoseca.gov
(408) 793-5358

This is to confirm that the above referenced individuals have been officially designated and
duly authorized to vote in their capacities as representative and alternate representative to
the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (SCVURPPP)
Management Committee, and that such prior designations and authorizations extend to
casting votes to direct the SCVURPPP Program Manager to provide certain reports to the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region (Regional
Water Board) on behalf of the above referenced co-permittee as required by NPDES permits
adopted by the Regional Water Board and in compliance with the signatory and certification
for such reports in the manner required as specified by the Regional Water Board with
respect to municipal stormwater permit programs in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Signature of Appropriately Delegated Supervisor: _______________________________
Title of Appropriately Delegated Supervisor: Assistant Director

DocuSign Envelope ID: F897FC3C-99CC-4F0D-B2B4-B19410AA4A92

CONFIRMATION OF AUTHORIZATION FOR NPDES PERMIT
SUBMITTALS BY SCVURPPP PROGRAM MANAGER

Date: 12/22/2020

Name of Co-permittee: Santa Clara Valley Water District

Name of Management Committee Representative:

John Bourgeois

Email and phone number of Representative:

jbourgeois@valleywater.org
(408) 630-2990

Name of Management Committee Alternate (if any):

James Downing

Email and phone number of Alternate Representative: jdowning@valleywater.org
(408) 630-2679

This is to confirm that the above referenced individuals have been officially designated and
duly authorized to vote in their capacities as representative and alternate representative to
the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (SCVURPPP)
Management Committee, and that such prior designations and authorizations extend to
casting votes to direct the SCVURPPP Program Manager to provide certain reports to the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region (Regional
Water Board) on behalf of the above referenced co-permittee as required by NPDES permits
adopted by the Regional Water Board and in compliance with the signatory and certification
for such reports in the manner required as specified by the Regional Water Board with
respect to municipal stormwater permit programs in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Signature of Appropriately Delegated Supervisor: _______________________________

Title of Appropriately Delegated Supervisor: Interim Chief Operating Officer

DocuSign Envelope ID: 14B42E27-8229-4A60-823A-D7AA722223FE

CONFIRMATION OF AUTHORIZATION FOR NPDES PERMIT
SUBMITTALS BY SCVURPPP PROGRAM MANAGER

Date: January 12, 2021
Name of Co-permittee: County of Santa Clara
Name of Management Committee Representative:

Vanessa Marcadejas

Email and phone number of Representative:

vanessa.marcadejas@cep.sccgov.org
(408) 690-7602

Name of Management Committee Alternate (if any):

Garik Iosilevsky

Email and phone number of Alternate Representative: garik.iosilevsky@cep.sccgov.org
(408) 282-3186

This is to confirm that the above referenced individuals have been officially designated and duly
authorized to vote in their capacities as representative and alternate representative to the Santa
Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (SCVURPPP) Management Committee,
and that such prior designations and authorizations extend to casting votes to direct the
SCVURPPP Program Manager to provide certain reports to the California Regional Water
Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region (Regional Water Board) on behalf of the above
referenced co-permittee as required by NPDES permits adopted by the Regional Water Board and
in compliance with the signatory and certification for such reports in the manner required as
specified by the Regional Water Board with respect to municipal stormwater permit programs in
the San Francisco Bay Area.
1/13/2021

Signature of Appropriately Delegated Supervisor: _______________________________
Title of Appropriately Delegated Supervisor: Jo Zientek, Director
Consumer and Environmental Protection Agency
County of Santa Clara

CONFIRMATION OF AUTHORIZATION FOR NPDES PERMIT
SUBMITTALS BY SCVURPPP PROGRAM MANAGER

Date: ____03/16/2021____________

Name of Co-permittee: ____City of Milpitas________________

Name of Management Committee Representative:

___Elaine Marshall___________

Email and phone number of Representative:

_emarshall@ci.milpitas.ca.gov___

Name of Management Committee Alternate (if any):

__Roberto Alonzo___________

Email and phone number of Alternate Representative: __ ralonzo@ci.milpitas.ca.gov_

This is to confirm that the above referenced individuals have been officially designated and
duly authorized to vote in their capacities as representative and alternate representative to
the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (SCVURPPP)
Management Committee, and that such prior designations and authorizations extend to
casting votes to direct the SCVURPPP Program Manager to provide certain reports to the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region (Regional
Water Board) on behalf of the above referenced co-permittee as required by NPDES permits
adopted by the Regional Water Board and in compliance with the signatory and certification
for such reports in the manner required as specified by the Regional Water Board with
respect to municipal stormwater permit programs in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Signature of Appropriately Delegated Supervisor: _______________________________
Deputy Public Works Director
Title of Appropriately Delegated Supervisor: ___________________________________
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Municipal Maintenance Stormwater Training
April 29, 2021

MUNICIPAL MAINTENANCE STORMWATER TRAINING

Thursday, April 29, 2021, 9 – 10 am
Zoom Webinar
AGENDA
9:00 AM

Welcome

Kristin Kerr, Program Staff

9:05 AM

Minor Spill and Leak Cleanup

CASQA Video

9:10 AM

Concrete Work and Saw Cutting

CASQA Video

9:20 AM

Stormwater Strategies: Housekeeping

County of San Diego Video

9:35 AM

Surface Cleaning and Pressure Washing

CASQA Video

9:40 AM

Storm Drain Maintenance

CASQA Video

9:55 AM

Adjourn

Kristin Kerr, Program Staff
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

First Name
Ricardo
Nick
Ricardo
Jerry
Daniel
Armando
William
Frankie
Jason
Michael
Brian
Kevin
Joshua
Michael
Jared
Jared
Hermilo
Justice
Adam
Emil
John
Diego
Aaron
Paul
James
John
Ursula
Shawn
William Buck
Travis
Jonathan
Alex
Peter
Adrian
Emiko
Christopher
Kaela
Joe
Todd
Laura
Richard
William
Moses
Anjali

Last Name
Acevedo
Alvarez
Alvarez
Anderson
Barone
Barragan
Bridge
DeLeon
Fauth
Garcia
Gathers
Greene
Ilnicki
Kimball
Lopez
Lopez
Nava
Patterson
Picard
Quan
Ramos
Rodriguez
Saiz
Sapudar
Silva
Stiehr
Syrova
Tognetti
Tomlinson
Warner
Williams
Wykoff
Arnst
Sanchez
Ancheta
Fujimoto
White
Albayalde
Allen
Almaguer
Anaya
Anton
Arroyo
Athavale

Municipality
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
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City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
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City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino Public works
City of Los Altos
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
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First Name
Juan
Randy
Alex
Adrian
Danielle
Sue
Dalen
Paul
Stephen
Eduardo
Danilo
Mike
Daniel
Daniel
RAMON
Brandon
Adriel
Raul
Edward
Mike
Manuel
Tony
Jeff
Daljit
Tony
Xavier
Victor
Leticia
horacio
Edward
Kevin
Enrique
Kyle
Alberto
Pete
Jeffrey
Melody
Diviel
Joseph
Scott
Scott
Patrick
Joe
Mathew

Last Name
Avila
Barron
Bermudez
Berumen
Bone‐Hayslett
Bowling
Breazeale
Calderon
Cameron
Carranza
Carrasco
Carrasco
Carrillo
Carrillo
CARVAJAL
Casper
Castro
Chairez
Chaparro
Cortez
Cota
Daly
Daniels
Dhindsa
Diaz
Diaz
Duenes
Espino
estrella
Fedelin
Gainor
Galindo
Garcia
Gaxiola
Godoy
Gomez
Goodwin
Guerrero
Guerrero
Hamilton
Hamilton
Hernandez
Hernandez
Hori

Municipality
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
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City of San Jose
City of San Jose
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First Name
Sean
Elisabeth
Luis
Huy
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Joe
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Joseph
Valeria
Adrian
Mathew
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Eddie
Shane
Shaun
Adam
Robert
Ben
Steven
Joel
Joel
Torie
Esteban
Jesus
Arpit
Gary
Frank
Marcos
Vincent
Rudy
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Lukas
Albert
Becky
Miles
Marcus
Gary
Gary
Eric
David
Luz
Jonathan
Pamela
Ian

Last Name
Kanemoto
Krienke
Lizaola‐Garcia
Mac
Mao
Mara
Marchi
Martinez
Martinez Sanchez
Mendez
Mendriski
Moran
Moreno
Morrow
Morrow
Munoz
Narvaz
Nguyen
Noriega
Nortman
Nortman
OReilly
Orozco
Parra
Patel
Patellaro
Penninger
Quinonez
Revino
Reyes
Rivera
Rivera
Rodriguez
Romero
Rudy
Ruiz
Ryan
Ryan
Sanchez
Sanchez
Sanchez Jimenez
Santos
Savage
Scanlan

Municipality
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
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City of San jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
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133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

First Name
Brian
Jennifer
Mary
Brayan
Alfredo
Darryl
Angel
Isaiah
Humberto
Eduardo
Chris
Ron
Ron
Jonah
David
Jesse
Victor
Emmanuel
David
Simret
Joe
Joseph
James
Dan
Javier
Antonio
Eddie
Mark
Gino
Mike
Stacy
MIGUEL
Damaris
Jaime
Rinta
Phillip
Rick
Jessica
Victor
Jim
Nick
Dan
Nathan
Matt

Last Name
Schultz
Seguin
Simonis
Solano
Solis
Tapaha
Tovar
Trujillo
Valerio
Vargas
Von Rueden
Zarate
Zarate
Zepeda
Barba
Esquiel
Ocanas
Reyes
Salazar
Yigzaw
Nguyen
Chang
Mistretta
Greeley
Ibanez
Lopez
Lopez
Schmale
Valletta
Arlia
Williams
CAMPOS
Han
McAvoy
Perkins
Willkomm
Torres
Kahn
Alvarez
Harbin
Kalpin
Keller
Kruschke
Lash

Municipality
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose
City of San Jose ‐ Parks
City of San Jose PMD 2
City of San Jose Police Department
City of San Jose PRNS
City of San Jose PRNS
City of San Jose PRNS
City of San Jose PRNS
City of San Jose PRNS
City of San Jose PRNS
City of San Jose Public Works
City of San Jose Public Works
City of San Jose Public Works Fleet
City of Santa Clara
City of Santa Clara
City of Santa Clara
City of Santa Clara
City of Saratoga
Monte Sereno
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
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177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184

First Name
Dean
Sherrie
Zach
Beau
Kevin
Suyesh
Steve
Sheila

Last Name
Mitchell
Olsen
Orozco
Sauve
Selfridge
Shrestha
Souza
Tucker

Municipality
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
West Valley
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MUNICIPAL MAINTENANCE STORMWATER TRAINING
EVALUATION SUMMARY
Number of Evaluations: 62
Number of Attendees: 184
Zoom Webinar

Thursday April 29, 2021

1. Minor Spill and Leak Cleanup – CASQA Video
Very Useful

46

Somewhat Useful 15

Not useful 1

Comments:
• Good videos (3)
• Good simple video
• Informative (6)
• Clear cut and concise
• Showed stopping the leak but not actually cleaning up that leak from the barrel
• Great review
• Not applicable to my line of work
• Good information, very simple. Could use information on different types of absorbant.
• A lot of things I know already but can be helpful to other folks.
• Could have used a little bit slower delivery of steps, but still good.
• Informative but should tell what constitutes a large spill vs a minor one.
• Good knowledge of handling spill and leak clean up with right PPE and tools.
2. Concrete Work and Saw Cutting – CASQA Video
Very Useful

40

Somewhat Useful 20

Not useful 2

Comments
• Interesting
• Not applicable for my position (3)
• I don’t do concrete work
• Not part of my daily tasks but interesting.
• Good videos
• Good, simple video
• Informative
• Useful knowledge
• Useful tips
• I didn’t think kiddie pools were best practice anymore. Good depiction of street guys.
• Good review
1

•
•
•
•
•

Things many don’t know
Good to know different times of needing water when cutting
A bit confusing on BMPs
Should be more comprehensive
Good to know all safety tips and right directions to do a good job.

3. Municipal Use of Compost and Mulch for Stormwater and Zero Waste – Peter Schultze-Allen,
SCVURPPP Program Staff
Very Useful

41

Somewhat Useful 10

Not useful 3

Comments:
• Very informative
• Very informative! Nice pictures in the presentation
4. Stormwater Strategies: Housekeeping – County of San Diego Video
Very Useful

51

Somewhat Useful 10

Not useful 1

Comments:
• Good videos (2)
• Informative
• Always good to keep up on housekeeping
• Did not know much about housekeeping
• I think this video, while a little cheesy, should be shown to every corporation yard. Very thorough.
• Good, simple video.
• Thorough
• Very well done
• Good review
• Where is our spill kits?
• I will discuss it with my supervisor
• The storm water strategies are very similar to our process but useful.
• Describe different types of absorbant.
• Helped to better understand how the housekeeping works.
• Lots of good varied information.
• Noticed PPE (gloves) were not being used while patting oil spill on the ground with napkins. Also
notices workers were not wearing gloves while moving hazmat drum into storage area.
• Good knowledge of handling water so it does not got to storm drain.
5. Surface Cleaning and Pressure Washing – CASQA Video
Very Useful

52

Somewhat Useful 9

Comments:
• Good videos (2)

2

Not useful 1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good, simple video
Informative
Good to know when washing down picnic areas
Good review
Home and park usage application
Good to know how to dispose of the water
Useful video
A lot of stuff I already knew but definitely helpful for those who don’t or need a refresher.
This was well put together.
Good knowledge of how to take care of wastewater and flow to drain.
Thank you
Not applicable

6. Storm Drain Maintenance – CASQA Video
Very Useful

43

Somewhat Useful 14

Not useful 5

Comments:
• Good video
• Informative (2)
• Not part of my daily task but interesting
• Not applicable (3)
• Very informative for vactor operations
• We usually clean with a shovel
• Did not understand the uphill and down stream explanation. Needed more graphics.
• It was good. Got a better understanding of how it works.
• Good knowledge of pipe map reading and cleaning storm basin
17. General Comments
• Good
• Please work on the presentation as I was not able to watch any of the videos.
• Great information
• Videos were entertaining and got the point across. Simple, straightforward and easy to understand.
• Good information
• Great job.
• Good review.
• This was a great training. Useful information paced into an hour which was an appropriate amount
of time.
• I prefer to read training material.
• The training was very helpful and provided clear guidance for each topic.
• I think it was a good training due to the professional production mixed in with the actual crews
performance. Well done.
• Creek spill and flood cleanup would be nice.
• It would be useful to see more videos on different methods of storm drain maintenance.

3

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Great stormwater prevention strategies.
Great training. Very informative and easy to understand and follow.
I think a discussion with the participants would be helpful, especially to hear of real life experiences,
challenges, or best practices at their municipality. A video on BMPs when finding illicit discharge in
full trash capture devices would be helpful as well. I liked the polls. I think having follow up
questions/polls about the videos would be great or asking a question live and asking participants to
type in the chat box the answer - any way to have the training more interactive.
Keep this valuable training.
I like the online training format. Please offer it again in the future.
Pressure washing playgrounds.
Thank you (2)

Poll Question: What type of training would you prefer in the future?
In-person training: 33
On-line training: 23
Either in-person or on-line: 57
Poll Question: How many years of experience do you have?
Just starting: 22
2-5 years:
21
5-10 years
36
>10 years
29
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Annual C.3 Workshop: Moving Forward with Green Stormwater Infrastructure Implementation – June 10,
2021






Workshop Announcement
Workshop Agenda
Attendance List
Workshop Evaluation Summary

FY 20-21 Annual Report

September 30, 2021

Annual C.3 Workshop
Moving Forward with Green Stormwater
Infrastructure Implementation

June 10, 2021

ANNUAL C.3 STORMWATER WORKSHOP:
Moving Forward with Green Stormwater Infrastructure Implementation
Thursday, June 10, 2021
9:00 AM - 12:30 PM

Zoom Webinar

Who should attend this workshop: Municipal stormwater program coordinators, and planning and
public works staff who:
•

Review and approve private development projects

•

Plan, design, and construct public projects

•

Manage stormwater programs and oversee regulatory compliance

Workshop topics:
•

Potential new requirements in the Municipal Regional Permit Provision C.3

•

New SCVURPPP Stormwater Treatment Measure Data Portal features and tools

•

Local and regional Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) projects

•

Innovative approaches to GSI implementation

•

Design, construction, and maintenance considerations for stormwater tree wells with
suspended pavement systems

•

City of San Jose’s GSI Maintenance Field Guide

•

New SCVURPPP GSI products
There will be no charge for the workshop.
Please pass this flyer to appropriate staff within your organization.

CLICK BELOW TO REGISTER FOR THE WORKSHOP
https://annualc3workshopjune10.eventbrite.com
Registration Deadline: Friday, June 4, 2021
Questions? Call Lynn at 510-832-2852 ext. 101 or email lpinell@eoainc.com

Annual C.3 Workshop
Moving Forward with Green Stormwater Infrastructure Implementation
Thursday, June 10, 2021
9:00 AM - 12:30 PM
Zoom Webinar
WORKSHOP AGENDA

9:00 AM

Welcome
• Review Agenda
• Webinar Logistics

Jill Bicknell
SCVURPPP

9:05 AM

What to Expect in MRP 3.0
• Update on Upcoming Stormwater Permit Requirements

Jill Bicknell
SCVURPPP

9:20 AM

SCVURPPP Stormwater Treatment Data Portal
• Demonstration of Data Portal

Kristin Kerr
SCVURPPP

9:40 AM

Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) Project Implementation
•

Caribbean Drive Green Street, City of Sunnyvale

•

GSI Projects in Los Altos

Andrea Trese
City of Los Altos

•

Orange Memorial Park Regional Project, South San
Francisco

Rob Dusenbury
Lotus Water

•

San Pablo Avenue Stormwater Spine Project

10:30 AM

BREAK

10:40 AM

Suspended Pavement Systems for Stormwater Treatment
•
•
•

Applications/constraints
Examples of local projects
Long-term maintenance needs

Nupur Hiremath
City of Sunnyvale

Josh Bradt
SFEI

Rachel Roberts
Deeproot

** Attendance at the workshop is acceptable for 3.5 PDUs toward maintaining CPESC, CESSWI
and/or CPSWQ certifications. **

WORKSHOP AGENDA, CONTINUED

11:10 AM

Innovative Approaches to GSI Implementation
•

GSI Implementation along Development Project Frontage

Peter Schultze-Allen
SCVURPPP

•

Marketplace Alternative Compliance Project, City of
Emeryville

Peter Schultze-Allen
SCVURPPP

•

City of Campbell’s Community Facilities District

11:45 AM

City of San Jose’s GSI Maintenance Field Guide

12:10 PM

New SCVURPPP GSI Products
•
•
•

12:30 PM

GSI Vegetation Guide
Biotreatment Mulch Specifications
Ward Street Pervious Concrete Fact Sheet

Adjourn
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Roger Storz
City of Campbell
Brad Hunt
City of San Jose
Peter Schultze- Allen
SCVURPPP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

First Name
Roger
Amy
Arlyn
Syed
Shanta
Lauren
Alex
Winnie
Lori
Ursula
Brianne
Ryan
Lisa
Andrea
Vency
Victor
Thanh
Harun
Jose
Chris
Brad
Shayan
Tiffany
Sebastian
Chris
Alex
Joe
Joshua
Hanlei
Trinh
Mark
MIKE
Chris
Leila
Kendra
Tiffany
Jose
William
Jin
Bichson
Musa
Payman
Sarah
Jeff
David
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List of Attendees
Last Name
Agency
Storz
City of Campbell
Olay
City of Campbell
V
City of Campbell
Wahidi
City of Campbell
Dominguez
City of Campbell
Sagun
City of Campbell
Wykoff
City of Cupertino
P
City of Cupertino
Baumgartner
City of Cupertino
Syrova
City of Cupertino
Reyes
City of Cupertino
Do
City of Cupertino
C
City of Cupertino
Trese
City of Los Altos
Woo
City of Los Altos
Chen
City of Los Altos
Nguyen
City of Los Altos
Los Altos
City of Los Altos
Gomes
City of Mountain View
Fujimoto
City of Palo Alto
Hunt
City of San José
Serajeddini
City of San José
Ngo
City of San José
Ortiz
City of San José
Hernandez
City of San José
Wong
City of San José
Devito
City of San José
Kenton
City of San José
WANG
City of San José
Le
City of San José
Saturnio
City of San José
Pruitt
City of San José
Mastrodicasa
City of San José
Correa
City of San José
Mann
City of San José
Pong
City of San José
Oropeza
City of San José
T
City of San José
Ko
City of San José
Nguyen
City of San José
Tarin
City of San José
Ebrahimi
City of San José
Castellanos
City of San José
Sinclair
City of San José
Brasil
City of San José

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

First Name
Erica
Mahmoud
Yongdan
David
Leanna
Paul
Jose
Sandy
Peter
Sara
Jane
Hoa
Ellen
Jeffrey
Paul
Huimin
Randy
Ron
Brandon
Phillip
Paul
Johnfavour
Jose
Vivian
Dilraj
stacey
Francis
Elias
Shoko
Yoshi
Vanessa
Matthew
R
Al
Steven
Ryan
H
Ajmal
J
Darrell
Brandon
Noel
Annie
David
Nupur
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List of Attendees
Last Name
Agency
Bravo
City of San José
Jillo
City of San José
Chunyu
City of San José
Simonis
City of San José
Huynh
City of San José
Duran
City of San José
Avalos
City of San José
Steele
City of San José
Ding
City of San José
Hedayati
City of San José
Wu
City of San José
Tran
City of San José
Yuen
City of San José
Jackson
City of San José
Garcia
City of San José
Mu
City of San José
Ouyang
City of San José
Cheung
City of San José
Massey
City of San José
Ody
City of San José
Prange
City of San José
Ng
City of San José
Avalos
City of San José
Tom
City of San José
Goraya
City of San José
palomar
City of San José
Guevarra
City of San José
Kauders
City of San José
Hoang
City of San José
Yano
City of San José
Lindores
City of San José
Spina
City of San José
Gutierrez
City of San José
Smith
City of San José
Forster
City of San José
Santos
City of San Jose
Nguyen
City of Santa Clara
Puyehgar
City of Santa Clara
Deng
City of Santa Clara
Wong
City of Santa Clara
Coco
City of Santa Clara
Lozano
City of Santa Clara
Shi
City of Santa Clara
Dorcich
City of Saratoga
Hiremath
City of Sunnyvale

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

First Name
Lauren
Julie
Melody
Jerry
Thien
Quynh
Blake
Jay
Ermias
Peter
Michael
Felix.
Jason
Ed
Jamil
Paul
Julianna
Nora
Clarence
Shelly
Herbert
Yu‐Wen
Rikti
Jess
Solomon
Peter
Ray
Chris
David
Jim
Barni
Christine
Eric
Garik
Gavin
Rocelia
Herbert
Gilbert
Mick
Stacy
Mark
Stephen
Tesfu
Brian
Stanley

SCVURPPP Annual C3 Workshop
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List of Attendees
Last Name
Agency
Sagun
City of Sunnyvale
Choun
City of Sunnyvale
Tovar
City of Sunnyvale
Barajas
City of Sunnyvale
Pham
County of Santa Clara
Vo
County of Santa Clara
Kloczl
County of Santa Clara
Johnson
County of Santa Clara
Gizaw
County of Santa Clara
Perez‐Hernandez
County of Santa Clara
Schaut
County of Santa Clara
Lopez
County of Santa Clara
Props
County of Santa Clara
Duazo
County of Santa Clara
Salas
County of Santa Clara
Pascoal
County of Santa Clara
Martin
County of Santa Clara
Chung
County of Santa Clara
Salim
County of Santa Clara
Theis
County of Santa Clara
Naraval
County of Santa Clara
Huang
County of Santa Clara
Dalal
County of Santa Clara
Tanciangco
County of Santa Clara
Tegegne
County of Santa Clara
Cruz
County of Santa Clara
Castro
County of Santa Clara
Freitas
County of Santa Clara
Boyd
County of Santa Clara
Schramm
County of Santa Clara
Roncal
County of Santa Clara
Li
County of Santa Clara
Gonzales
County of Santa Clara
Iosilevsky
County of Santa Clara
Finley
County of Santa Clara
Kmak
County of Santa Clara
Naraval
County of Santa Clara
Garcia
County of Santa Clara
Dalessio
County of Santa Clara
Ball
County of Santa Clara
Damey
County of Santa Clara
J. Koren
County of Santa Clara
Medhin
County of Santa Clara
Manning
Stanford University
Gu
Stanford University

136
137
138

First Name
WooJae
Mike
Elisabeth

SCVURPPP Annual C3 Workshop
June 10, 2021
List of Attendees
Last Name
Agency
Kim
Town of Los Gatos
Weisz
Town of Los Gatos
Wilkinson
Valley Water

SCVURPPP Annual C.3 Workshop
Evaluation Form Summary
Number of Attendees: 138
Number of Evaluations: 58
Zoom Webinar

Thursday, June 10, 2021

1. Update on coming Stormwater Permit Requirements ‐ Jill Bicknell, SCVURPPP
Very Useful 46

Somewhat Useful 10

Not useful 1

Did not Attend 1
2. Demonstration of Data Portal ‐ An Overview ‐ Kristin Kerr, SCVURPPP
Very Useful 39

Somewhat Useful 14

Not useful 3

Did not Attend 1
3. Caribbean Dive Green Street, City of Sunnyvale ‐ Nupur Hiremath, City of Sunnyvale
Very Useful 41

Somewhat Useful 14

Not useful 2

Did not Attend 1
4. GSI Projects in Los Altos ‐ Andrea Trese, City of Los Altos
Very Useful 38

Somewhat Useful 15

Not useful 4

Did not Attend 1
5. Orange Memorial Park Regional Project, South San Francisco ‐ Rob Dusenbury, Lotus Water
Very Useful 39

Somewhat Useful 16

Not useful 2

Did not Attend 1
6. San Pablo Avenue Stormwater Spine Project? Josh Bradt, SFEP
Very Useful 40

Somewhat Useful 16

Not useful 2

Did not Attend 0
7. Suspended Pavement Systems for Stormwater Treatment ‐ Rachel Roberts, Deeproot
Very Useful 37

Somewhat Useful 19

Did not Attend 1
1

Not useful 1

8. GSI Implementation along Development Project Frontage ‐ Peter Schultze‐Allen, SCVURPPP
Very Useful 43

Somewhat Useful 13

Not useful 1

Did not Attend 1
9. Marketplace Alternative Compliance Project, City of Emeryville ‐ Peter Schultze‐Allen,
SCVURPPP
Very Useful 38

Somewhat Useful 18

Not useful 1

Did not Attend 1
10. City of Campbell’s Community Facilities District ‐ Roger Storz, City of Campbell
Very Useful 41

Somewhat Useful 15

Not useful 1

Did not Attend 1
11. City of San Jose’s GSI Maintenance Field Guide ‐ Brad Hunt, City of San Jose
Very Useful 47

Somewhat Useful 7

Not useful 3

Did not Attend 1
12. New SCVURPPP GSI Products ‐ Peter Schultze‐Allen, SCVURPPP
Very Useful 40

Somewhat Useful 15

Not useful 1

Did not Attend 2
13. Did this workshop meet your expectations?

Yes: 52

No: 6

14. What parts of the workshop were most useful to you?
 Great case studies and good topic about the funding aspects.
 Visual aid photos of various BMPs properly deployed.
 Status/updates of MRP 3.0.
 Ways to require ROW GSI from developers along frontage
 Examples of small projects explaining best practices, lessons learned.
 The suspended pavement is useful since our municipality is very new to those.
 Caribbean Dive Green Street.
 The project case studies.
 Some good examples and ideas.
 All.
 Construction photos
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Updated MRP 3.0.
Pictures showing what is considered a healthy C.3 treatment area, plant palette is
useful.
All the different projects one can see.
Maintenance guide.
CSJ GSI Maintenance Field Guide.
Practical applications related to implementation (Campbell CFD, maintenance
guide/documents).
Permit update info, case studies, references to existing guides, policies.
Appreciated seeing different sites with their challenges and successes.
Loved hearing about the data portal. Also found the Campbell CFD to be interesting.
Great to see all the different types of bioswales.
It was great to hear about the different initiatives colleagues are pursuing around the
Bay Area. Everyone is solving the same problem in different ways, and it was inspiring to
see their efforts.
Demonstration of Data Portal.

15. What would have made this workshop more useful?












Workshop needs to be focused in three parts. First, at the political level so they see
what's being promoted and costs long term to agencies. Second, Planning and
Engineering Staff to show implementation costs and methods that may be developed
and utilized. Third, Construction Inspection and Compliance, to note what installation
should be and how its installed during construction.
A bit more explanation of how silva cells actually work would have been helpful and
focusing on maintenance issues pertinent to the Bay Area.
In‐person would be best for the interactive aspect, but considering the current
conditions, this was great. One of the better C.3 workshops in the past few years.
A one‐hour session.
More humor?
I was expecting the presentation to be similar to the suspended pavement systems part
of the presentation. Where the various treatment systems are discussed, explained, and
lessons learned are shared.
Maybe discussions on proper design? This might be handled internally by the local
governments though.
Show how storm water design specifically applies to a variety of disciplines. Landscape
architect would use this method when designing, civil engineers would focus on these
components, etc..
In‐person.
GSI guidelines.
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Explain how this presentation affects our day‐to‐day work as CIP project managers and
designers.
If we had more time for questions.
No comments.
Better pacing, either more time or less presentations.
Maybe do more to include standard info on all projects, such as cost, size treated, size of
features?
Being in‐person would help facilitate networking (of course). But being virtual also
allowed more people to attend and share information.

16. What topics would you recommend for a future workshop?

















Case studies and more on alternative compliance and tactics to share the burden with
private development for GI.
Again, break into parts and focus on each group.
BMP designs for all applications (abbreviated).
Explaining all the different LID and non‐LID systems. Particularly the non‐typical
systems, outside of flow through planters and bioretention planters.
Maybe just keeping us up to date with new and upcoming technologies.
Same.
I would like future workshops to address inspections of pervious pavers.
When to replace soil media and when is an item a violation during C3 inspections. For
example, sparse plants. Is the bioretention still functioning, would you call that a
violation.
More constructed projects, such before and 1 or 2 years after. Maintenance issues and
lessons learned.
Is this presentation regarding policy or implementation? I am in charge of implementing
CIP projects, and find this a bit over my head. A useful technical toolkit that can be used
by designers and CIP project managers, to guide future CIP park and trail projects
towards compliance would have been more suitable for me. Perhaps walking through
the key points of C.3 provision and providing examples of how to comply would be more
helpful. The projects presented were great projects, but how did they comply with
specific provisions of the C.3?
Inspection and enforcement if applicable.
Large storm water projects. Possibly more innovative technology.
No other recommendation.
More extensive discussion on alternative compliance, in particular relating to public
works projects where the project area may not have room (e.g., constrained right‐of‐
way).
I would like to hear from more academics and from professionals outside of the area on
how they are solving similar issues with similar climates (South Africa, Mediterranean,
Chile, etc.).
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Discuss factors which make a particular street/area optimal for a stormwater treatment
system.

17. General Comments?
















Thank you, always very professional and thoughtful sessions.
Thanks, SCVURPPP.
Great presentation, very informative. Not 100% what I was expecting but still very
informative and glad I attended because it helped me understand the SCVURPPP to a
greater degree.
Interesting projects covered, thanks!
I really liked the Caribbean Drive presentation.
Excellent presentation.
I am not sure what is expected of me based on this whole discussion as a CIP project
manager. Honestly, I did not take away much info other than the C.3 threshold reducing
from 10,000 to 5,000 sf.
Useful info. Thank you!
The more in‐depth presenters can go on the topic (project, upcoming changes,
approaches, etc.), the better. Overviews of projects or products that just provide basic
information that can otherwise be found on a website don't seem to be the most
effective use of time.
Thank you!
Great workshop with an interesting selection of speakers.
Everyone is on their game with presentations at this point in virtual meeting land. The
presentations were full of great photos, were well organized, and had excellent flow.
Virtual webinars are also better for repackaging content for later viewing and sharing
within my org. We need to figure out hybrid to get the best balance of both. Thank
you!
Great job by all involved.
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MRP Regional Supplement for New Development and Redevelopment
Annual Reporting for FY 2020-2021
INTRODUCTION
This Regional Supplement has been prepared to report on regionally implemented
activities complying with portions of the Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (MRP),
issued to 79 municipalities and special districts (Permittees) by the San Francisco Bay
Regional Water Quality Control Board (Water Board). The Regional Supplement covers
new development and redevelopment activities related to the following MRP provision:
•

C.3.j.iii. Participate in Processes to Promote Green Infrastructure.

These regionally implemented activities were conducted under the auspices of the Bay
Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA), a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization comprised of the municipal stormwater programs in the San Francisco Bay
Area. 1 Most of the 2020-21 annual reporting requirements of the specific MRP Provision
covered in this Supplement were completely met by BASMAA Regional Project
activities, except where otherwise noted herein or by Permittees in their reports.
Scopes, budgets and contracting or in-kind project implementation mechanisms for
BASMAA Regional Projects followed BASMAA’s Operational Policies and Procedures as
approved by the BASMAA Board of Directors. MRP Permittees, through their program
representatives on the Board of Directors and its committees, collaboratively authorized
and participated in BASMAA Regional Projects or Regional Tasks. Depending on the
Regional Project or Task, either all BASMAA members or Phase I programs that were
subject to the MRP shared regional costs.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION
C.3.j.iii. Participation in Processes to Promote Green Infrastructure
This provision requires:
(1) The Permittees shall, individually or collectively, track processes, assemble and
submit information, and provide informational materials and presentations as
needed to assist relevant regional, State, and federal agencies to plan, design, and
fund incorporation of green infrastructure measures into local infrastructure projects,
including transportation projects. Issues to be addressed include coordinating the
timing of funding from different sources, changes to standard designs and design
criteria, ranking and prioritizing projects for funding, and implementation of
cooperative in-lieu programs.
This section describes activities and accomplishments during FY 20-21. The BASMAA
activities described in this section provide compliance for MRP Permittees with this
provision.

In late FY 20-21, BASMAA dissolved as a formal non-profit organization and its members
continued to meet as an informal organization under the name Bay Area Municipal Stormwater
Coalition (BAMSC). BAMSC members jointly prepared this Regional Supplement for FY 20-21.
1
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Activities and Accomplishments during FY 20-21
Grant – Urban Greening Bay Area
Urban Greening Bay Area was a large-scale, grant-funded effort to re-envision Bay
Area urban landscapes to develop stormwater-friendly dense, green urban
infrastructure that addresses challenges associated with climate change, infiltrates or
captures stormwater and pollutants near their sources, and in turn, promotes improved
water quality in San Francisco Bay. Urban Greening Bay Area was funded by an EPA
Water Quality Improvement Fund grant awarded to the Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG), a joint powers agency acting on behalf of the San Francisco
Estuary Partnership (SFEP), a program of ABAG. The term of the Urban Greening Bay
Area grant project was July 1, 2015, to June 30, 2018, but the term was extended to
December 31, 2020, and additional funding provided to support follow-up
implementation.
BASMAA was one of the subrecipients of the grant and took the lead on two of the
grant project tasks – a Regional Green Infrastructure Roundtable process and a Design
Charrette, both of which were implemented between May 2016 and May 2018.
The Regional Roundtable was a two-year process, with work groups as needed, to
identify and develop a list of recommendations for integrating GI and stormwater
management funding and investments with future climate change and transportation
investments within the region. The Roundtable included convening meetings with local,
regional, and state stakeholders, agencies, elected officials, and staff to produce draft
and final task reports that identified and recommended possible legislative fixes,
agency agreements, consolidated funding mechanisms, and other means and actions
as appropriate. The Roundtable used innovative participatory processes that included
key experts, regulators, decision-makers, and other stakeholders to share information,
solicit and discuss ideas and solutions, and to identify next steps (i.e., develop a
“roadmap”). The Final Roadmap of Funding Solutions for Sustainable Streets was
completed in April 2018. Following completion of the Roadmap, BASMAA and SFEP
formed a Roadmap Committee to guide future implementation of the Roadmap.
The Design Charrette task involved coordinating with the cities of San Mateo and
Sunnyvale to conduct a Bay Area design charrette to develop cost-effective and
innovative “typical” designs for integrating GI with bicycle and pedestrian
improvements at roadway intersections. The overall goal of developing standardized,
transferable designs was to make progress in addressing the high cost of design,
implementation, operations, and maintenance that inhibits the widespread use of GI
and LID features.
Work products of the Urban Greening Bay Area grant are posted on the
SFEP website. The “Planning” section includes documents related to the Regional
Roundtable and the “Implementation” section includes documents related to the
Design Charrette.
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During FY 20-21, BASMAA’s participation in activities to implement the Roadmap of
Funding Solutions for Sustainable Streets included:
•

Continued coordination with transportation agencies – including the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) and the California Transportation
Commission (CTC) – to clarify GI eligibility in regional and state transportation
grant programs (Roadmap Specific Actions 1-2 and 1-3).

•

On July 29, 2020, BASMAA representatives met with staff from MTC to receive
and discuss comments on the One Bay Area Grant (OBAG) regional fact sheet,
which focuses on the eligibility of GI in projects funded by the Surface
Transportation Block Grant Program (STP) and the Congestion Mitigation and Air
Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) through the OBAG program
administered by MTC. The draft regional fact sheet was subsequently reviewed
by the Roadmap Team, revised, and finalized (see Attachment 1).

•

The Roadmap Team reviewed, revised, and completed a final draft SB 1 fact
sheet – a statewide fact sheet that focuses on the eligibility of GI in projects
funded by Senate Bill 1 (see Attachment 2). The Roadmap Team was unable to
meet with CTC staff to review and finalize the fact sheet before the grant period
expired.

•

The Roadmap Team developed an outreach PowerPoint slide deck summarizing
the Roundtable process and the final Roadmap of Funding Solutions for
Sustainable Streets that can be used by SFEP or stormwater program
representatives to educate elected officials or policy makers on the importance
of integrating transportation and stormwater investments (Attachment 3).

Other Participation and Comments
In addition to the Urban Greening Bay Area grant efforts described above, Countywide
Program representatives participated in the following forums related to GI promotion (in
chronological order):
•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP) and Jill Bicknell and Vishakha
Atre (EOA, representing SCVURPPP) participated in meetings of the organization
Transportation Choices for Sustainable Communities (TCSC), a research and policy
institute that supports “sustainable transportation as an essential component of
livable communities and cities”, and helped plan a "Green Streets for Sustainable
Communities" Symposium. The purpose of the symposium was to bring together
elected officials, city staff leaders, stormwater experts, complete
street/transportation experts, environmental activists, tree and urban ecology
experts, and other stakeholders to explore how to better fund, design, build,
manage and maintain streets to optimize performance for people and nature. The
symposium, originally scheduled for March 2020 but postponed due to COVID-19,
was held as three half-day virtual sessions on September 10, September 25, and
October 8, 2020. Overall, the symposium attracted approximately 445 unique
viewers over the three sessions. Details can be found on the TCSC website.
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•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP), along with a consultant team,
presented a two-hour training workshop at the 2020 CASQA conference
(September 16, 2020) on “How to Create a Sustainable Streets Master Plan
Linking Stormwater Goals with Transportation Planning.”

•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP) presented approaches to
using GIS to prioritize Sustainable Streets opportunities at the Green Infrastructure
Leadership Exchange in October 2020 and May 2021, with a focus on the San
Mateo Countywide Sustainable Streets Master Plan.

•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP) and Jill Bicknell (EOA,
representing SCVURPPP) continued to participate in meetings of the TCSC Green
Streets Work Group during November 2020 – June 2021. The Work Group continued
to meet to conduct follow-up actions to the Symposium, including: 1) developed
draft language for Sustainable Streets legislation (building on existing State
Complete Streets legislation); 2) met with State Senator Josh Becker and his staff
several times to promote sustainable streets and encourage introduction of new
legislation; 3) developed a presentation to elected officials on the need for and
benefits of sustainable streets; and 4) developed a template comment letter
promoting integration of sustainable streets goals and strategies into the
MTC/ABAG draft Plan Bay Area 2050.

•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP) presented to the EPA Region 9
Stormwater Integration Workgroup on November 19, 2020 on stormwater
infrastructure and Sustainable Streets in San Mateo County.

•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP), along with a consultant team,
met with Kara Oberg of MTC on January 13, 2021 to discuss ways MTC could
incorporate Sustainable Street concepts in its upcoming regional Active
Transportation Plan. He subsequently presented on the San Mateo Countywide
Sustainable Streets Master Plan at MTC’s January 21, 2021 Active Transportation
Working Group and March 18, 2021 Local Streets and Roads Project Delivery
Workgroup (Joint Partnership Working Group).

•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP and BASMAA), presented as
part of a panel to the Bay Area Regional Collaborative on January 15, 2021 on
reissuance of the Municipal Regional Permit and focus on resilient green
infrastructure. The panel included Keith Lichten from the Water Board, Josh Bradt
from SFEP, and Robin Grossinger from SFEI.

•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP) provided comments regarding
the importance of Sustainable Streets and green infrastructure for adapting
roadways to the impacts of climate change in C/CAG’s May 19, 2021 letter to
the California Transportation Agency on the State’s draft Climate Adaptation
Plan for Transportation Infrastructure.

•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP), presented on stormwater
capture and use at the June 9, 2021 US EPA and Water Environment Federation
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webinar “Achieving Multiple Benefits through Stormwater Capture and Use,”
focusing on the regional stormwater capture project under construction at
Orange Memorial Park in South San Francisco.
•

Matthew Fabry (C/CAG, representing SMCWPPP and Bay Area municipalities)
was invited to participate in a Green Infrastructure Funding Academy, cosponsored by American Rivers, Corona Environmental, and the WaterNow
Alliance, during which innovative approaches to funding and financing green
infrastructure were presented. He presented on stormwater credit trading
marketplace considerations for San Mateo County. C/CAG was subsequently
selected to receive additional pro-bono support from American Rivers/Corona
Environmental to explore the feasibility of a stormwater credit trading
marketplace in San Mateo County and the WaterNow Alliance to look at
innovative funding and financing approaches for implementing green
infrastructure in San Mateo County. The outcomes of these analyses will be
available and potentially relevant for all MRP permittees.

•

A comment letter promoting integration of sustainable streets goals and strategies
into the MTC/ABAG draft Plan Bay Area 2050 was submitted by Jill Bicknell
(EOA/SCVURPPP) to MTC/ABAG on July 20, 2021.
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Attachment 1
Fact Sheet
How to Navigate Federal Eligibility for Sustainable Streets
(aka One Bay Area Grant (OBAG) Program)

How to Navigate Federal Eligibility for Sustainable Streets
Learn how federal funding considerations relate to Bay Area complete/green streets projects
What Are Sustainable Streets?
Sustainable Streets are projects that integrate safety and
mobility improvements of Complete Streets1 with
environmental benefits of Green Streets that utilize green
stormwater infrastructure to manage runoff.
Why Sustainable Streets Are Important
Sustainable Street projects cost-effectively achieve multiple
local and regional priorities, including:

1

•

Transportation safety – Providing landscaped areas
between pedestrians and traffic (Photos 1 and 2) or
between bicycle facilities and motor vehicles (Photo 3).

•

Climate change mitigation – Providing bicycle and
Photo: San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution Prevention Program
pedestrian improvements to help reduce vehicle miles
traveled and incorporating landscaping that provides carbon sequestration and reduces urban heat-island effects.

•

Drainage management – Green street facilities such as rain gardens or stormwater planters absorb stormwater runoff
and can address common drainage challenges in bulb-out and curb extension designs (Photos 1 through 3).

•

Alleviation of localized flooding and drainage issues – Green street facilities, such as stormwater planters or rain
gardens, can be designed to help alleviate existing problems with localized flood control and storm drainage (Photo 4).

•

Regulatory compliance – Most Bay Area municipalities are required to build green stormwater infrastructure into
projects under the Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (MRP).

•

Local planning goals – Many Bay Area municipalities and agencies have adopted Green Stormwater Infrastructure
Plans, Complete Streets Plans, Bicycle and Pedestrian and/or Active Transportation Plans, which may prioritize
Sustainable Streets projects.

Photo 1. Bulb-out with raingarden in Burlingame, CA

Terms in italics are defined in hover text in the electronic file of this fact sheet, available at www.sfestuary.org/urban-greening-bay-area/.

Re-envisioning urban landscapes for a greener Bay Area

Sustainable Streets = Complete Streets + Green Streets
The illustrations below include examples of both a Complete Street, which aims to ensure safe and convenient
transportation options for all users, as well as a Sustainable Street, which integrates water quality and environmental
benefits, in addition to safety measures and mobility options.

Example of Complete Street:
Common features of Complete
Streets include improved access
for bicyclists and bus stops,
pedestrian safety measures, and
streetscape enhancements that
help to encourage pedestrian
activity such as landscaping,
seating areas, and pedestrianscale streetlights.

Example of Sustainable Street:
Additional features commonly
included in Sustainable Streets
are bioretention features for
stormwater infiltration and
improved drainage (such as, rain
gardens or stormwater planters,
pervious medians and
pavements) as well as large
canopy trees to retain rainfall,
and cool the urban landscape.
Images: Bottomley Urban Design

Re-envisioning urban landscapes for a greener Bay Area

What Types of Sustainable Street Improvements May Receive
Federal Funding through OBAG?
Some federal surface transportation funding, such the One Bay Area
Grant (OBAG) program, can be used by cities and counties for
Sustainable Streets by including complementary green stormwater
infrastructure in eligible transportation projects. Examples of
Sustainable Streets improvements that can be eligible for OBAG
funding include:
• Safe Routes to School projects with bulb-outs that include rain
gardens or stormwater planters, which can address drainage
challenges, buffer pedestrians from traffic, and shorten
pedestrian crossing distances (see Photo 1, below).
• Pedestrian safety improvements to the streetscape can include
landscape enhancements that also provide stormwater
management benefits (see Photo 2, below).
• Road diet projects that include bicycle lanes and stormwater
planters or rain gardens beautify streetscapes and may be
designed to provide a buffer between bicyclists and motor
vehicle traffic (see Photo 3, below).
• Pervious pavement incorporated into a street rehabilitation or
improvement project can address local drainage issues and
provide aesthetic enhancements (see Photo 5, below).
When Can OBAG Funding Be Used for Sustainable Streets?
All projects – including projects with green stormwater infrastructure
elements – must be consistent with overall OBAG policies and must be
recommended by the sponsor’s County Transportation Agency after a
competitive prioritization process to be awarded funding by MTC.
Proposed projects are limited to the requirement of OBAG’s federal
funding program sources: Surface Transportation Block Grant Program
(STP) and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program
(CMAQ). Green Street features may be an eligible component of an
OBAG project; however, please note the following:
• The project’s overall purpose and need must focus on
transportation.
• Green Street features need to enhance or complement the
transportation-based project.
• The Green Street share of the project budget should be
appropriate as a project enhancement or complement.

One Bay Area Grant Program The
OBAG program is one of the primary
mechanisms by which the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC)
implements the vision laid out in Plan Bay
Area 2040, the region’s long-range
transportation and land use plan. A key
component of OBAG is the County
Program, which links transportation
funding with key regional policy goals
such as focusing growth to reduce vehicle
miles traveled and greenhouse gas
emissions and incentivizing the
production and preservation of
affordable housing. Working with County
Transportation Agencies, MTC invests
OBAG County Program funding in local
priorities for bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure, Safe Routes to School,
Transportation for Livable Communities
projects, road diets, and transit
improvements in support of
implementing Plan Bay Area. The current
cycle of the OBAG County Program
(OBAG 2) provides nearly $400 million in
federal transportation funds to local
transportation projects over a five- year
period; the next cycle of funding
(OBAG 3) is anticipated in 2023.

Photo 2: Stormwater planter, Latham Square, Oakland
Photo: CD+A

Re-envisioning urban landscapes for a greener Bay Area

OBAG Limitations and Other Funding Sources
Please note that this fact sheet is provided for informational
purposes only. MTC does not endorse any specific project type
nor guarantee OBAG funding to any specific project or project
type.
Local agencies developing Sustainable Streets projects may
consider various types of funding sources, such as the Senate
Bill 1 (SB 1) Local Streets and Roads Program and the Active
Transportation Program. More information about these
funding programs is available at the San Francisco Estuary
Partnership’s Sustainable Streets webpage, at the link shown
below.

Photo 3: Stormwater planter, Harrison Street, Oakland
Photo: CD+A

Resources for More Information
Visit San Francisco Estuary Partnership’s Sustainable Streets
webpage: www.sfestuary.org/urban-greening-bay-area/ or
contact Josh Bradt, josh.bradt@sfestuary.org for more
information, including:
• Case Studies.
• Information on Sustainable Streets facilities.
• Information on funding options for Sustainable Streets.
For questions specific to MTC’s OBAG program, please contact
Mallory Atkinson by emailing matkinson@bayareametro.gov.

Photo 4. Rain garden and stormwater planters in curb extensions,
Donnelly Avenue, Burlingame
Photo: City of Burlingame

About Urban Greening Bay Area
Urban Greening Bay Area is a collaborative effort, led by the
San Francisco Estuary Partnership, to re-envision Bay Area
urban landscapes with widespread green infrastructure that
improves water quality, reduces local flooding, and helps
mitigate anticipated climate change impacts. This fact sheet
was prepared in partnership with the Bay Area Stormwater
Management Agencies Association, with funding from the
United States Environmental Protection Agency.

Photo 5. Allston Way pervious pavement, Berkeley
Photo: Friends of Five Creeks
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Attachment 2
DRAFT Fact Sheet
How to Build Sustainable Streets with SB 1 Funding

DRAFT 4

How to Build Sustainable Streets with SB 1 Funding
Learn how to create integrated Complete/Green Streets using Senate Bill 1 (SB 1) Funding
What Are Sustainable Streets?
Sustainable Streets are projects that integrate safety and
mobility improvements of Complete Streets1 with
environmental benefits of Green Streets that utilize green
stormwater infrastructure to manage runoff.
Why Sustainable Streets Are Important
Sustainable Street projects cost-effectively achieve multiple
local and regional priorities, including:

1

•

Transportation safety – Providing landscaped areas
between pedestrians and traffic (Photos 1 and 2) or
between bicycle facilities and motor vehicles (Photo 3).

•

Climate change mitigation – Providing bicycle and
Photo: San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution Prevention Program
pedestrian improvements to help reduce vehicle miles
traveled and incorporating landscaping that provides carbon sequestration and reduces urban heat-island effects.

•

Drainage management – Green street facilities such as rain gardens or stormwater planters absorb stormwater runoff
and can address common drainage challenges in bulb-out and curb extension designs (Photos 1 through 3).

•

Alleviation of localized flooding and drainage issues – Green street facilities, such as stormwater planters or rain
gardens, can be designed to help alleviate existing problems with localized flood control and storm drainage (Photo 4).

•

Regulatory compliance – Municipalities throughout the State are required to build green stormwater infrastructure
into projects under their municipal stormwater permits.

•

Local planning goals – Many municipalities and agencies have adopted Stormwater Management Plans, Watershed
Plans, Green Infrastructure Plans, Water Quality Improvement Plans, Complete Streets Plans, Bicycle and Pedestrian
and/or Active Transportation Plans, which may prioritize Sustainable Streets projects.

Photo 1. Bulb-out with raingarden in Burlingame, CA

Terms in italics are defined in hover text in the electronic file of this fact sheet, available at www.sfestuary.org/urban-greening-bay-area/.

Re-envisioning urban landscapes for a greener California

Sustainable Streets = Complete Streets + Green Streets
The illustrations below include examples of both a Complete Street, which aims to ensure safe and convenient
transportation options for all users, as well as a Sustainable Street, which integrates water quality and environmental
benefits, in addition to safety measures and mobility options.

Example of Complete Street:
Common features of Complete
Streets include improved access
for bicyclists and bus stops,
pedestrian safety measures, and
streetscape enhancements that
help to encourage pedestrian
activity such as landscaping,
seating areas, and pedestrianscale streetlights.

Example of Sustainable Street:
Additional features commonly
included in Sustainable Streets
are bioretention features for
stormwater infiltration and
improved drainage (such as, rain
gardens or stormwater planters,
pervious medians and
pavements) as well as large
canopy trees to retain rainfall,
and cool the urban landscape.
Images: Bottomley Urban Design
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What Types of Sustainable Street Improvements Are Eligible
For SB 1?
Cities and counties may use their formulaic Senate Bill (SB) 1 Local
Streets and Roads Program funds for Sustainable Streets projects ranging
from road maintenance and streetscape enhancements, to bicycle and
pedestrian improvements. Examples include:

•

•

•

•

Safe Routes to School projects with bulb-outs that include rain
gardens or stormwater planters, which can address drainage
challenges, buffer pedestrians from traffic, and shorten
pedestrian crossing distances (see Photo 1, below).
Pedestrian safety improvements to the streetscape can include
landscape enhancements that also provide stormwater
management benefits (see Photo 2, below).
Road diet projects that include bicycle lanes and stormwater
planters or rain gardens beautify streetscapes and may be
designed to provide a buffer between bicyclists and motor
vehicle traffic (see Photo 3, below).
Pervious pavement incorporated into a street rehabilitation or
improvement project can address local drainage issues and
provide aesthetic enhancements (see Photo 5, below).

Are There Other SB 1 Funding Programs where Sustainable
Street Projects May be Eligible?
Sustainable Street projects may be eligible for the following SB 1 Funding
Programs, in addition to the Local Streets and Roads Program.
• Active Transportation Program
• Local Partnership Program

SB 1 Funding Program Highlights
SB 1 provides transportation funding
through various programs, including:
Local Streets and Roads Program – This
program dedicates approximately $1.5
billion per year in new formula
revenues apportioned by the State
Controller to cities and counties for
basic road maintenance, rehabilitation,
and critical safety projects on the local
streets and roads system.
Active Transportation Program – The
State Legislature created this program
in 2013 to encourage increased use of
active modes of transportation, such as
biking and walking. SB 1 directs $100
million annually to this program, to
augment other available funding.
Local Partnership Program – This
program benefits local and regional
transportation agencies that have
passed sales tax measures, developer
fees, or other imposed transportation
fees. It provides a continuous
appropriation of $200 million annually
to fund road maintenance and
rehabilitation, sound walls, and other
transportation improvement projects.

For more information about these programs, visit the California
Transportation Commission’s website: https://catc.ca.gov/.
When Can SB 1 Funding Be Used for Sustainable Streets?
All projects – including projects with green stormwater infrastructure
elements – must be consistent with the California Transportation
Commission’s policies governing the applicable SB 1 Programs. Green
Street features may be an eligible component of an SB 1-funded
project; however, please note:


The project’s overall purpose and need must focus on
transportation.



Green Street features need to enhance or complement the
transportation-based project.



The Green Street share of the project budget should be appropriate as a project enhancement or complement.

Photo 2: Stormwater planter, Latham Square, Oakland
Photo: CD+A
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SB 1 Limitations and Other Funding Sources
Please note that this fact sheet is provided for informational
purposes only. SB 1 funding is not guaranteed for any specific
project or project type. Local agencies developing Sustainable
Streets projects may consider various types of funding sources,
such as federal funding administered by county transportation
agencies under the Federal Highway Administration’s Surface
Transportation Block Grant Program (STP) and Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ).
More information about funding sources for Sustainable
Streets is available at the San Francisco Estuary Partnership’s
Sustainable Streets webpage, at the link shown below.

Photo 3: Stormwater planter, Harrison Street, Oakland
Photo: CD+A

Resources for More Information
Visit San Francisco Estuary Partnership’s Sustainable Streets
webpage: www.sfestuary.org/urban-greening-bay-area/ or
contact Josh Bradt, josh.bradt@sfestuary.org for more
information, including:
• Case Studies.
• Information on Sustainable Streets facilities.
• Information on funding options for Sustainable Streets.
For questions specific to SB 1 funding programs, please contact
[CTC staff name] by emailing [CTC staff email address].
Photo 4. Rain garden and stormwater planters in curb extensions,
Donnelly Avenue, Burlingame
Photo: City of Burlingame

[[==Roadmap Team: We could potentially fill up this
blank space by adding another section – which
would go above the “Resources for More
Information” section, rather than below it. One
potential topic could be a summary of the results of
the statewide survey. Another possibility would be
to increase the amount of information on the three
SB 1 programs described in the callout box on page
3. ==]]

Photo 5. Allston Way pervious pavement, Berkeley
Photo: Friends of Five Creeks
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Presentation
Funding Solutions for Sustainable Streets:
Regional Roundtable and Roadmap – Status Update

Funding Solutions for
Sustainable Streets
Regional Roundtable and Roadmap – Status Update
May 27, 2021

Overview
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

What are Sustainable Streets?
Challenges and opportunities
Roundtable on funding solutions
Roadmap and specific actions
Implementing the Roadmap
Next steps

Sustainable Streets =
“Complete Streets”
▪ Provides safe access for
pedestrians, bicyclists,
motorists, and transit
riders
▪ Enhances public health
▪ Reduces greenhouse gas
emissions

+

Green stormwater
infrastructure
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Reduces air pollution
Reduces water pollution
Reduces the urban heat island
Sequesters carbon
Reduces localized flooding

Sustainable Street Examples

Cutaway view (Source: San Mateo

City of San Mateo

Countywide Water Pollution
Prevention Program)

Humboldt St
City of San
Mateo

Humboldt St
City of San
Mateo

Sustainable Street Examples

Oakland
(Photo credit: CD+A)

Sustainable Street Examples

Beverly Hills
(Photo credit: Kevin Robert Perry)

Sustainable Street Examples

Sacramento

Challenges
▪ Some funding criteria do not encourage
multi-benefit projects, even though these
projects can reduce overall costs
▪ Assembling both transportation and
resource grants adds challenges and costs
▪ Substantial investment required to remove
pollutants from stormwater runoff in urban
areas of California

Opportunities
▪ Sustainable Streets are designed to cost effectively
deliver multiple benefits, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation safety
Health benefits of active transportation
Climate change mitigation
Air quality improvement
Water quality improvement
Drainage management and localized flood control
Local planning goals

▪ USEPA grant funding for Roundtable and Roadmap

Regional Roundtable
▪ Convened 3 meetings of leaders from federal, state,
regional, and local agencies, and NGOs
▪ Topics included:
• Presentations on priorities for relevant grants, by agencies such as
— Caltrans and the California Transportation Commission
— California Strategic Growth Council
— California Natural Resources Agency
• Case studies of projects encountering funding obstacles
• Facilitated discussions on potential solutions and priorities
• Review/comment on Draft Roadmap of Funding Solutions

Regional Roundtable
▪ More than 40 agencies and NGOs attended, including
Federal Highway Administration

State Water Resources Control Board

Federal Transit Administration

California Strategic Growth Council

Federal Emergency Management Agency

Metropolitan Transportation Commission

US Environmental Protection Agency

Association of Bay Area Governments

California Transportation Commission

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Caltrans

Bay Conservation and Development Commission

California Department of Water Resources

Regional Water Quality Control Board

California Natural Resources Agency

Trust for Public Land

State Coastal Conservancy

Natural Resources Defense Council

Roadmap of Funding Solutions
▪ Based on information from Roundtable
▪ Identifies 24 Specific Actions, including actions to:
• Prioritize Sustainable Streets in funding sources
• Improve conditions for projects funded by multiple grants
• Improve Sustainable Streets funding with a range of options

▪ Implementation timeframes
• Immediate, short-term, long-term

▪ Tasks assigned to applicable Roundtable participants
▪ San Francisco Estuary Partnership leads implementation

Progress on Specific Actions
Specific Action

Timeframe

Status

1-1 Clarify GSI Eligibility in Federal
Transportation Grants

Immediate

In progress

3-1 Provide Guidance on a Range of Funding
Options
3-2 Improve the Existing Web Presence for the
Roadmap
3-6 Coordinate with Local Agency Staff to Share
Information

Immediate

Initial guidance provided / ongoing

Immediate

In progress

Short-term

Initial Bay Area meetings conducted
Planning Bay Area, SoCal meetings

Short-term

Finalizing second fact sheet
Distribution in 2021

3-7 Prepare and Distribute a Roadmap Fact
Sheet

One Bay Area Grant (OBAG) Fact Sheet
▪ Describes how to navigate eligibility
of Sustainable Streets projects for
OBAG funding
▪ Developed in partnership with
Metropolitan Transportation
Commission staff
▪ Approved in December 2020
▪ Target audience:
• Local transportation staff,
stormwater staff in Bay Area

Senate Bill 1 Fact Sheet
▪ Describes how to navigate eligibility
of Sustainable Streets projects for
funding under SB 1
▪ Developed in partnership with
California Transportation
Commission staff
▪ Approval pending
▪ Target audience:
• Local transportation staff,
stormwater staff – statewide

Next Steps
▪ Distribute fact sheets in coordination with partners
• California Transportation Commission
• Metropolitan Transportation Commission
• County Transportation Authorities

▪ Complete Specific Actions in progress
▪ Work with partners to
• Offer training on obtaining grants for Sustainable Streets
• Develop targeted outreach strategy
• Identify funding for further implementation of Roadmap
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IND/IDDE Training Workshop
Industrial, Commercial and Illicit Discharge
Stormwater Inspections
June 30, 2021

Campbell • Cupertino • Los Altos • Los Altos Hills • Los Gatos • Milpitas • Monte Sereno • Mountain View • Palo Alto
San Jose • Santa Clara • Saratoga • Sunnyvale • Santa Clara County • Santa Clara Valley Water District

IND/IDDE TRAINING WORKSHOP
Industrial, Commercial and Illicit Discharge Stormwater Inspections
Wednesday, June 30, 2021
Zoom Meeting

AGENDA
9:00 AM

Welcome and Introductions

Kristin Kerr, SCVURPPP

9:10 AM

Performing Stormwater Inspections Part 1:
Preventing Stormwater Pollution

WVCWA Video

9:15 AM

Performing Stormwater Inspections Part 2:
Understanding the Permit

WVCWA Video

9:20 AM

Performing Stormwater Inspections Part 3:
Inspecting a Facility

WVCWA Video

9:35 AM

Performing Stormwater Inspections Part 4: Facility
Inspection Debrief

WVCWA Video

9:40 AM

Illegal Dumping Case Study

Garik Iosilevsky, Santa
Clara County

10:00 AM

Grocery Kitchen Grease Illicit Discharge Case
Study

Ryan Sommers, City of San
Jose

10:20 AM

Break

10:30 AM

Multiple Responsible Parties Illicit Discharge Case
Study

Alex Pinon, City of San
Jose

10:50 AM

Newby Island Resource Recovery Park Refuse
Systems Case Study

Rachel Hussey, City of San
Jose

11:10 PM

Pool Service Companies Chemical Enclosures
Case Study

Chris Donaldson, City of
San Jose

11:30 PM

Summary Remarks, Adjourn

Kristin Kerr, SCVURPPP

Attendance at this training is acceptable for 2.25 Contact Hours toward maintaining CWEA
certifications.
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First Name
Lori
Ursula
Alex
Emiko
Cedric
Thanh
Andrea
Vency
Kelly
Matt
Jose
Carrie
Pam
Samantha
Christopher
Dominic (Cuong)
Stephanie
Brian
Diego
Ryan
Nicklaus
Laila
Joanna
Julie
Isabel
Maria
Chris
Sarah
Ricardo
Bahar
Hugo
Rachel
Laura
Mary
Alexander
Maile
Nancy
Ryan
Eric
Alexandra
Damaris
Rinta
Garik
Martha
Jay

Last Name
Agency/Municipality
Baumgartner City of Cupertino
Syrova
City of Cupertino
Wykoff
City of Cupertino
Ancheta
City of Los Altos
Chan
City of Los Altos
Nguyen
City of Los Altos
Trese
City of Los Altos
Woo
City of Los Altos
Carroll
City of Milpitas
Lambert
City of Milpitas
Gomes
City of Mountain View
Sandahl
City of Mountain View
Boyle Rodriguez City of Palo Alto
Engelage
City of Palo Alto
Fujimoto
City of Palo Alto
Hoang
City of Palo Alto
Hughes
City of Palo Alto
Jones
City of Palo Alto
Martinez Garcia City of Palo Alto
Mayfield
City of Palo Alto
Menge
City of Palo Alto
Mufty
City of Palo Alto
Tran
City of Palo Alto
Weiss
City of Palo Alto
Zacharczuk
City of Palo Alto
Begiebing
City of San José
Donaldson
City of San José
Emerson
City of San José
Fernandez
City of San José
GHofraniha
City of San José
Hernandez
City of San José
Hussey
City of San José
Markel
City of San José
Morse
City of San José
Piñon
City of San José
Pujalet
City of San José
Solorio
City of San José
Sommers
City of San José
Uldrick
City of San José
Ulrich
City of San José
Han
City of Santa Clara
Perkins
City of Santa Clara
Iosilevsky
County of Santa Clara
Wien
County of Santa Clara
Gonzales
CSG Consultants
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Nick
Kylie
Koby
Tanya
Jonathan
Michael
Lindsay
Jillian
Heather
Paul
Olivia
Elisabeth
Sheila

Zigler
Kammerer
Nguyen
Carothers
Rubingh
Benjamin
Morgado
Allison
Malanog
Thomas
Trevino
Wilkinson
Tucker

CSG/Milpitas
EOA, Inc.
EOA, Inc.
Morgan Hill / Gilroy
Santa Clara County Department of Environmental Health
Santa Clara County Fire Department
Santa Clara County Fire Department
Santa Clara Valley Water District
Santa Clara Valley Water District
Santa Clara Valley Water District
Santa Clara Valley Water District
Santa Clara Valley Water District
West Valley Clean Water Program Authority
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IND/IDDE STORMWATER INSPECTOR WORKSHOP
EVALUATION SUMMARY
Number of Evaluations: 40
Number of Attendees: 58
Zoom Meeting

Wednesday, June 30, 2021

1. Performing Stormwater Inspections Part 1: Preventing Stormwater Pollution – WVCWP DRAFT
video
Very Useful

34

Somewhat Useful 6

Not useful 0

2. Performing Stormwater Inspections Part 2: Understanding the Permit – WVCWP DRAFT video
Very Useful

32

Somewhat Useful 8

Not useful 0

3. Performing Stormwater Inspections Part 3: Inspecting a Facility – WVCWP DRAFT video
Very Useful

38

Somewhat Useful 1

Not useful 0

4. Performing Stormwater Inspections Part 4: Facility Inspection Debrief – WVCWP DRAFT video
Very Useful

33

Somewhat Useful 7

Not useful 0

5. Comments on the Draft Videos:
• Could inspect facilities with more issues such as a recycling facility.
• I liked how Videos 3 and 4 made the inspection process less intimidating for a new inspector. Seems
like video 2 could go into the regulations a bit more - the MRP requirements and types of topics of a
business inspection plan and industrial permit.
• I know that for stormwater only rain is allowed down the drain, but I think I missed the reason as to
why even clean water isn't allowed.
• The first video switched between "stormwater" and "storm water". It would look cleaner if the
videos used one of these terms consistently, preferably "stormwater" per MRP.
• Perhaps advise inspectors to be cautious of directly addressing facility employees. In the video the
inspector was working with an easy going facility representative, however, as an inspector I would
not directly address a facility employee if I was working with a difficult representative. Seems like
an easy way to start conflict.
• It would be great to show the completed inspection form after the inspection.
• There is a section where the video takes place while in the inspection space, but it is difficult to hear
over the traffic and noise in the background. Is there a way to reduce or delete that background
noise?

1

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain why the BMPs are required. e.g.: don't wash mats outside because the polluted runoff gets
into the storm drain, pollutes creeks, gets you an enforcement action, etc.
I thought the videos were great! I liked the music in the background, and appreciated how so much
of it was filmed outside in front of a pretty body of water. Closed captions should be added (if
they're not already) to increase accessibility of the videos.
Very informative. Maybe show example inspection form?
I was not clear who the audience was since there were several references to reporting to the
Authority (WVCWP?) for follow up. Looks like it was targeting new inspectors and from that
perspective, was very helpful. If the audience is not new inspectors, maybe go deeper on more
complex violations and how to handle partial or non-compliance, enforcement response plan
overview. The performance, scripting, background music, and editing was very impressive- I was
surprised it was a draft. Very polished.
The videos were very good. Maybe one with an upset operator, with tools on how to handle with deescalation techniques.
The videos are all very well produced. Most of the information was not new to me, but would be
helpful for new inspectors. I especially liked the walk through inspection video. And enjoyed
listening to the birds.
Good choice with the smooth jazz.
No suggestions for improvements. They seemed like high quality videos with good audio and cover
stormwater inspections very well.
Good quality training aids. Well Done.
Great video
I though they did a great job! I'm new so not much feedback.
They were high quality and not boring! Very informative.
I really liked the presenter's presence.
All the videos were great!

5. Illegal Dumping Case Study – Garik Iosilevsky, Santa Clara County
Very Useful

37

Somewhat Useful 3

Not useful 0

Comments:
• Great example for partnering with other agencies and finding grant options.
• Very insightful to learn about the grants available for illicit discharges.
• Awesome presentation! The visuals were great. Very cool to hear about the grant element of this
presentation.
• Garik did a great job explaining how he worked with the property owners to resolve the issue and
not just come in with a heavy hand. Really appreciate the looking for results approach vs. hard
enforcement.
• Great solution-oriented response, handled with compassion.
• Great presentation of a very non-routine stormwater issue.
• That was a really great presentation! Very good storytelling, and it was awesome to hear about the
opportunities you looked into and all the collaboration involved with addressing this. It is a
hopeful story, and a case I think you handled really well, especially with limited capacity! Best of

2

•
•
•
•
•
•

luck with the rest of the case, hope that it's all cleaned up sooner than expected! And cheers to
John for doing all that work!
Great idea to use a scenario that was not a "typical" type situation. Great job explaining
coordination with other departments and agencies to get assistance and to scratch out resources to
aid with the resolution.
WOW great presentation, great photos, great job.
Like the pictures, it help with the presentation.
It was very interesting! I learned a lot and thought it was inspiring.
Great Work!
Awesome job, Garik!!

6. Grocery Kitchen Grease Illicit Discharge Case Study – Ryan Sommers, City of San Jose
Very Useful

37

Somewhat Useful 3

Not useful 0

Comments:
• It really helped me visualize how illicit discharges can escalate as I haven't encountered that
myself as an inspector.
• Great job on getting timely response!
• I like the idea of having a pre-inspection report.
• Great job Ryan. I appreciated you mentioning keeping other agencies and stakeholders updated.
• Very detailed.
• Overall well done, but there were a lot of abbreviations thrown around, and there was sort of the
assumption everyone knows how San Jose is structured (inspections are split up in groups IND,
STM, FOG, etc.) This is not consistent with many programs so maybe try to clarify that for people.
• Great job! So glad to hear it was addressed quickly, particularly during the holidays. Thank you for
your time and work!
• Good overview and explanation. Would suggest reviewing the photo layout on the slides- they
were difficult to see the impact and might also be helpful to see the source of the overflow and
even a site map showing the proximity to the creek from the source. Good explanation though, so
I was able to track what happened and what was done by the inspector.
• Very thorough.
7. Multiple Responsible Parties Illicit Discharge Case Study – Alex Pinon, City of San Jose
Very Useful

33

Somewhat Useful 5

Not useful 0

Comments:
• It does showcase how it may be hard to find the responsible party.
• Great Work!
• Well done Alex showing how difficult it can be locating the correct responsible party.
• Great formatting: showing the decisions made along the way
• Great job! It was particularly useful hearing how you narrowed down the responsible parties, and
were able to navigate the vendor's responsibility despite any agreements they have with a
subcontractor

3

•

Learned new things.

8. Newby Island Resource Recovery Park Refuel Systems Case Study – Rachel Hussey, City of San Jose
Very Useful

38

Somewhat Useful 2

Not useful 0

Comments:
• Well done!
• Great presentation
• Very informative and unique case study. Great presentation.
• Excellent job Rachel. You did a great job taking a lot of information and presenting it in a way
that is useful and easy to understand.
• Amazing work
• Great job Rachel! That seems like a really complex inspection, but you handled it so well!
• Great explanation of a complicated site- good use of photos and exhibits. Very clear and easy to
follow.
• Detailed but not too detailed. Was very well presented.
9. Pool Service Companies Chemical Enclosures Case Study – Chris Donaldson, City of San Jose
Very Useful

36

Somewhat Useful 1

Not useful 0

Comments:
• Well Done!
• Great job Chris. This inspection showed how "simple" issues can take a long time to resolve.
• Should pool service companies get IND inspections as a rule, or is IDDE enough to control this
source?
• Great job! That was a really interesting and complex case that seemed like it required a lot of
patience and persistence, cheers to everyone involved in resolving it!
• Unfortunately, I missed this one! If this training was recorded, I'd love to view it again.
• Excellent overview and photos. Good description of how other departments were involved.
• Gave good perspective on having to be persistent.
10. Did this training meet your expectations?

Yes

39

No 0

11. What topics would you recommend for future trainings?
• Storm related stuff.
• More of these case studies…so interesting and helpful!
• The topics you always have are perfect.
• How to handle an angry Responsible Party? How to find new businesses? How to handle sites that
have multiple overlapping jurisdictions? When we can meet in person again, maybe do breakout
discussions of case studies?
• How to deal with bad C3 design in the field.
• Case studies are always great.
• Continue with the case studies please!
4

•
•
•

More case studies! That was great!
Continue to share case studies. Interested in learning how other municipalities deal with long-term
RVs.
Case studies are always useful and I also really like the administrative permit overview. A deep dive
in to the IGP would be good, I'm in a small city and we do not have any regulated facilities, so I
don't really understand this. A few years ago I found a presentation on-line from Laurel Waldripp
explaining the IGP and it was very interesting to me.

12. General Comments
• I love how the workshop was interactive with the polls/quizzes.
• I would love to see this as an annual training and/or to have those videos available for use in annual
trainings.
• Great training session. Was able to learn a lot from the different experiences of other stormwater
inspectors.
• Great training, thank you!
• Excellent job Kristin moderating this training on the Zoom platform. I miss the in person training
and the opportunity to interact with staff from other municipalities. This surpassed my expectations.
Thank you
• Thought it was super interesting! I loved hearing about the different case studies- they helped
contextualize what storm water regulation is all about.
• Thanks for organizing this training! Great to see everyone, even if it's virtually. The videos were
excellent
• Another great training event by SCVURPPP, thanks.
• Hope we can do the next one in person! But it was nice using zoom features like the polls
• Loved the combination of videos, pictures and live presentations with case studies. Very interesting
and applicable.
• This was a great training- the best in the last few years. I really appreciate all the time EOA staff
and the presenters put into making this a good use of my time.
• Would like to see presentations from other municipalities. City of San Jose seems to present every
year.
13. Poll Question: What type of inspections do you perform?
Commercial Business Stormwater Inspections
30
Industrial Stormwater Inspections
27
Illicit Discharge Investigations
25
14. Poll Question: How long have you been performing stormwater inspections?
New (< 1 yr)
10
2 years
7
2-5 years
13
5-10 years
6
> 10 years
6

5

15. Poll Question: Have you attended a SCVURPPP IND/IDDE Training before?
First training
13
1-2 trainings
5
2-5 trainings
15
> 6 trainings
10

6
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Construction Site Municipal Stormwater
Inspector Workshop
March 3, 2021

CONSTRUCTION SITE MUNICIPAL STORMWATER INSPECTOR WORKSHOP

Wednesday, March 3, 2021
Zoom Webinar
AGENDA
9:00 AM

Welcome

Kristin Kerr, Program Staff

9:15 AM

Regulatory Basics

Peter Schultze-Allen,
Program Staff

9:40 AM

Compost-based BMPs and Specifications

Ron Alexander, R. Alexander
Associates, Inc.

10:20 AM Municipal Use of Compost and Mulch for Stormwater
and Zero Waste

Peter Schultze-Allen,
Program Staff

10:35 AM Best Management Practices (BMPs) Introduction

Kristin Kerr, Program Staff

10:40 AM Stormwater Strategies: Erosion and Sediment Control

County of San Diego Video

10:50 AM Stormwater Strategies: How to Protect Storm Drains

County of San Diego Video

11:00 AM BREAK
11:10 AM BMP Case Study

Hugo Hernandez, San Jose

11:25 AM Steep Hillside Case Study

Wanda Wong, San Jose

11:40 AM

Construction Site Inspection Procedures During
COVID-19

Rina Laxamana, San Jose

11:50 AM

Construction Site Inspection Procedures During
COVID-19

Uday Mandlekar, Valley
Water

12:05 PM Q&A: Inspections During COVID-19

Panel

** Attendance at this workshop is acceptable for PDUs toward maintaining CPESC, CESSWI and/or
CPSWQ certifications. **

WORKSHOP AGENDA, CONTINUED

12:15 PM Stormwater Strategies: How to Install Fiber Rolls

County of San Diego Video

12:25 PM SWRCB Construction General Permit Introduction

SWRCB Video

12:35 PM Adjourn

Kristin Kerr, Program Staff
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First Name
Dustin
Lori
Kevin
Alex
Cedric
Victor
Harun
Thanh
Vency
Gerardo
Weston
Gary
David
Carol
Tessa
Lorin
Vern
Richard
Jessica
Jose
Carrie
Jim
Pam
Chris
Brian
Diego
Isabel
Morteza
Jose
Armand
Maria
David
Ottavio
Jose
Jose
Jordan
Pedro
Carl
Paul
Ruben
Paul
Justin
Chris
Hugo

Last Name
Burch
Baumgardener
Rieden
Wykoff
Chan
Chen
Musaefendic
Nguyen
Woo
Amador
Gray
King
Lucero
Martin
Myers
Preston
Sanders
Whalen
Kahn
Gomes
Sandahl
Olson
Boyle Rodriguez
Fujimoto
Jones
Martinez Garcia
Zacharczuk
Aghaebrahim
Alcazar
Alviar
Begiebing
Brasil
Camara
Campos
Campos
Ciprian
Colin
Dinga
Duran
Flores
Garcia
Hall
Hernandez
Hernandez

Agency/Company
City of Campbell
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Los Altos
City of Los Altos
City of Los Altos
City of Los Altos
City of Los Altos
City of Milpitas
City of Milpitas
City of Milpitas
City of Milpitas
City of Milpitas
City of Milpitas
City of Milpitas
City of Milpitas
City of Milpitas
City of Monte Sereno
City of Mountain View
City of Mountain View
City of Mountain View
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
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79
80
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First Name
Kevin
Rina
Scott
Laura
Greg
Frank
Tiffany
Alexander
Steve
Gary
Ryan
Matthew
Jose
Yvonne
Wanda
Jose
Damaris
Jaime
Phillip
David
Austin
Bennett
Robert
Richard
Nupur
Nick
Phillip
Chelsea
Beverly
Raymond
Marlon
Stacy
Brian
Brian
Steve
Ector
Peter
Anthony
Chris
Aioub
Tran
Garik
Warren
Troy

Last Name
Ho
Laxamana
Lomeli
Markel
Martinez
Moreno
Ngo
Piñon
Pletsch
Sangha
Sommers
Spina
Uribe
Williams
Wong
Zacarias
Han
McAvoy
Willkomm
Dorcich
Bondy‐Villa
Chun
Estrada
Gutietrez
Hiremath
Krell
Lanides
Laxa
Peders
Qi
Quiambao
Ball
Barron
Barron
Beams
Ceja
Cruz
Fanucchi
Grove
Hashemi
Ho
Iosilevsky
Krause
Parker

Agency/Company
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of Santa Clara
City of Santa Clara
City of Santa Clara
City of Saratoga
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
City of Sunnyvale
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
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99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

First Name
Jason
Jim
Paul
George
Kylie
Stanley
Gilbert
Erica
Brian
Christine
Roy
Bobby
Noal
Mark
Nigel
Luis
Luis
Heather
Kevin
Robert
John
Uday
Alen
Jonathan
David
M.
Christian
Christian
Amandeep
AvinShel
Olivia
Andy
Elisabeth
Eric
Julie
Sheila
Rafles

Last Name
Props
Schramm
Soltero
Yamaichi
Kammerer
Gu
Hernandez
Kudyba
Manning
Hoffmann
Alba
DeHerrera
Grover
Hillabrandt
Bullock
Cast
Castillo
Ernst
Gonzales
Ladine
Luna
Mandlekar
Masic
Nelson
Raposo
Rivera
Ruiz
Ruiz
Saini
Shelopal
Trevino
Trinh
Wilkinson
Zozaya
Schaer
Tucker
Warnars

Agency/Company
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara County
SCVURPPP
Stanford University
Stanford University
Stanford University
Stanford University
Town of Los Altos Hills
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Town of Los Gatos
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
Valley Water
West Valley Clean Water Program Authority
West Valley Clean Water Program Authority
West Valley Clean Water Program Authority
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CONSTRUCTION SITE STORMWATER INSPECTOR WORKSHOP
EVALUATION SUMMARY
Number of Evaluations: 56
Number of Attendees: 125
Zoom Webinar

Wednesday, March 3, 2021

Poll Question: How many years of inspection experience do you have?
Just starting: 13
1-2 years:
13
2-5 years:
18
5-10 years
16
>10 years
30
1. Construction Site Stormwater Inspections – Regulatory Basics – recorded presentation by Peter
Schultze-Allen, SCVURPPP Program Staff
Very Useful

44

Somewhat Useful 12

Not useful 0

Comments:
• Add handbook to BMP training. This is a repeat request. With changes or newer inspectors, it is
helpful to provide this information instead of skipping it.
• Very informative
• The information was very well presented and easy to understand
• Every bit of information was great. Thank you
• Great information as always and presentations were great
• Always good to have the basics covered for background.
• More detailed information on installation instructions
• Clear, easy to understand video.
• The good amount of photos help with visual coordination
• Great job everyone.
• Speaking for the County of Santa Clara, very well done, as most, if not all Building Inspectors do
not understand the MS4 C.6 MRP. I'm the primary gate keeper of the County's C.6 tracking to our
Clean Water group and Peter's presentation was very well done. Thank you!
2. Compost-based BMPs and Specifications – Ron Alexander, R. Alexander Associates, Inc.
Very Useful

44

Somewhat Useful 10

Comments
• Very interesting content (2)

1

Not useful 2

•
•
•
•
•
•

Very informative and useful (3)
Composting methods ok to know but not necessarily part of Building Inspectors job to determine
methods.
I was unaware of this and it appears it will be how BMP's are used in the future when needed.
Would like to have learned more about the relationship between high water retention of compost,
saturation point, potential failure/risks related to use especially following application on slopped
areas before germination. Will the compost become part of the sediment transport?
Would be helpful to have someone with local installation experience to share a site where
compost-based BMPs were utilized.
More detailed information on installation instructions

3. Municipal Use of Compost and Mulch for Stormwater and Zero Waste – Peter Schultze-Allen,
SCVURPPP Program Staff
Very Useful

41

Somewhat Useful 10

Not useful 3

Comments:
• Very informative
• Very informative! Nice pictures in the presentation
4. Stormwater Strategies -Erosion and Sediment Control – County of San Diego video
Very Useful

43

Somewhat Useful 12

Not useful 0

Comments:
• I enjoyed the videos but think they are for new inspectors. But always helpful to have a refresher.
• Professionally produced and time appropriate made it easy to watch/follow for all the San Diego
County videos.
• These were really good videos. We should produce some SCVURPPP ones!
• Well done videos! I like that they are around 10 minutes, easy to follow.
• Very interesting
5. Stormwater Strategies -How to Protect Storm Drains – County of San Diego video
Very Useful

41

Somewhat Useful 14

Not useful 0

Comments:
• Well done videos! I like that they are around 10 minutes, easy to follow.
6. BMP Case Study – Hugo Hernandez, City of San Jose
Very Useful

32

Somewhat Useful 21

Not useful 2

Comments:
• Shows City of San Jose commitment to excellence!
• Didn't realize violations remain with the property and new owner assumes responsibility.
2

•
•

Always appreciate a good case study!
Could have utilized more time/content. Maybe have a "lesson learned" to close.

7. Steep Hillside Case Study – Wanda Wong, City of San Jose
Very Useful

34

Somewhat Useful 20

Not useful 1

Comments:
• Shows City of San Jose commitment to excellence!
• Great presentation, just don't have a lot of hillsides in our flat city.
• Nice pictures, well presented.
• Great job Wanda.
8. Construction Site Inspection Procedures During COVID-19 – Rina Laxamana, City of San Jose
Very Useful

29

Somewhat Useful 23

Not useful 3

Comments:
• Shows City of San Jose commitment to excellence!
• Great to hear how other agencies are coping during these crazy times.
• No new information was really given.
• Great Job Rina.
9. Construction Site Inspection Procedures During COVID-19 – Uday Mandlekar, Valley Water
Very Useful

30

Somewhat Useful 22

Not useful 3

Comments:
• Shows Valley Water's commitment to excellence! Uday was excellent
• What a great speaker! Not easy to be so engaging via Zoom but Uday was and the perspective was
very useful.
• I don't think COVID-19 procedures were covered very well.
10. Stormwater Strategies – How to Install Fiber Rolls – County of San Diego video
Very Useful

34

Somewhat Useful 20

Not useful 1

Comments:
• Need to show this to the contractors we work with!
• Well done videos! I like that they are around 10 minutes, easy to follow.
• Good to see the process.
11. Construction General Permit Introduction – State Water Resource Control Board video
Very Useful

32

Somewhat Useful 21

3

Not useful 1

Comments:
• Bit dated but always good to have refresher.
• Thank you for providing the SWRCB video, very informative.
• Good information
12. Have you attended previous C.6 in-person workshops?

Yes

13. Do you prefer online training or in-person workshops?
In Person 17
Online 24

No Preference 14

14. Did this training meet your expectations?

Yes

52

42

No 13

No 3

15. What did you find the most valuable from the webinar?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The poll questions helped to break up the time and engage participants.
Compost sock details
I found the compost presentations to be the most valuable.
I enjoyed learning more about Compost products! Also, good reminders regarding BMPs from the
County of San Diego videos.
I personally found the information on compost, mulch and hydro seed useful. I also liked the socks
vs fiber rolls for certain applications.
Information regarding the hydro mulch.
The use of new methods for BMPs.
BMP alternatives.
All the photos and videos
The excellent "show & tell"
Having people from all different agencies sharing their experiences in the field. It showed what you
would really expect.
Just to see how other local agencies handle their projects.
I was learning everything for the first time, so I was surprised that I understood most of it, or it was
explained at a level I could understand, despite the fact that I am not an inspector.
I am new to project inspections so all information was very valuable.
Very easy helpful and informative information to follow
There was a lot of new information that will help me in my occupation.
SB 1383
Review of the permit and the C6 requirements
It's a good refresher.
Impressed by the flow/efficiency of online training.
The online experience.
The efficiency of the online format.
Ease of access
I really enjoyed Uday's presentation, and the San Diego County videos.
Information about the fiber rolls
Update information for Construction General Permit
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•
•

Very informative and helpful information
The SWRCB video

16. What would you like to see in future workshops?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

More interaction
More engagement with attendees/audience participation.
Videos updated from 2013.
Case studies
Continue with the examples, photos and videos.
More videos of on-site applications for prevention as well as violations gone wrong and means of
repair/ replacement
More new products
Add BMP handbook training in the basic BMP installation requirements. This should be part of
every training.
More from RWQCB and recent problem jobs and what was done to correct.
More construction site specific stormwater solutions.
More C6 focused instruction
I feel similarly to Uday in that we need to take advantage of all technologies feasible to get
information and resources to folks who need it. It would be awesome to cobble together some really
slick videos in English and Spanish to send to contractors at the beginning of jobs, to provide for
remedial training/compliance options for folks. I do think that field visits are an important part of
trainings, but other than that, I think a lot of these trainings can be effectively delivered virtually.
This webinar was good. I would like to see something similar to this one.
More information about track out
Patterns/trends for future compliance
Would like to see more information on construction of stormwater control measures and erosion
control inspection procedures.
Lunch again and to see Kristin again along with fellow municipal inspectors in person :)
More demonstrations for SMARTS entries and NOT submissions.

17. General Comments
• First time not attending an in-person workshop. Having workshop via Zoom went really well.
• This was my first SCVURPPP workshop attended online on Zoom, and it went better than I thought
it would. Thanks!
• I am not an inspector, just an administrative aide that was recommended to attend in order to
understand more about construction practices. This may affect my answers, so you should know.
• Add "Other" option for question related to professional role. Can help the Program assess noninspector attendance.
• Have people on video, or worst case have them upload a picture, to have a connection to the
presenter
• The volume on the videos was low. Is there a way to turn that up on your end? Other than that,
everything was great. Thank you!
• Great training, would love to attend this training or something similar in the future when it is safe to
do so.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add BMP basic installation from handbook. Review in-depth requirements of C.6 requirements.
Really enjoyed the training with the mix of videos and presentations.
Good workshop. It may be worth evaluating the effectiveness of a 3.5 hour online session versus
transitioning to shorter (possibly more) sessions designed for the online experience. Having a
moderator and surveys during workshops is a great way to engage audience and keep it interactive.
Would like to see online workshops/training videos developed for C2.
All the information was very well presented. More detailed information would be helpful.
Thank you. Are the slide show and videos being sent out the participants?
This was very helpful training and we can use for CEU also.
I like the online attendance option. Note: I was participating on my iPad and the audio was spotty.
However, I decided to call in on my cell and then the audio was perfect! You might want to let the
participants have that option or explain at the start how to use both devices.
Thank you again to all for the time you spent preparing and delivering such a great training class.
See you next year or sooner.
Thank you to everyone who presented - well done.
Thank you for an excellent webinar!!
Great job!
Thank you.
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SCVURPPP WATERSHED EDUCATION AND OUTREACH STRATEGY, June 2021
INTRODUCTION
Since 2000, the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (SCVURPPP)
has been conducting its public education and outreach activities under the umbrella of the
Watershed Watch Campaign (Campaign). This multi-year, multi-faceted outreach campaign is
dedicated to raising awareness about protecting watersheds and preventing urban runoff
pollution. Campaign activities include public outreach events, media advertising, social media
outreach, school assemblies, and more. Campaign outreach is augmented by local outreach
conducted by Co-permittees.
Campaign activities are guided by the requirements in the Municipal Regional Permit, and the
goals and objectives defined by the Watershed Education and Outreach Strategy, developed in
1999, and revised in 2004 and 2016.
Approximately every five years, SCVURPPP conducts an evaluation to gauge effectiveness of
its public outreach activities. Generally, the evaluation incudes a telephone survey of Santa
Clara Valley residents. Survey results are used to measure progress toward the goals defined in
the Strategy, and to revise the goals, if needed. SCVURPPP conducted telephone surveys in
1999, 2003, 2009, 2014, and 2020. Results of the evaluation conducted in 2020 were analyzed
to develop the 2021 Watershed Education and Outreach Strategy.
GOALS/MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES
The Strategy includes goals and measurable objectives to track how audiences are responding
to the Campaign. Having measurable objectives ensures that progress, toward or away from
those goals, can be determined. Objectives have been set based on an analysis of 2020 public
opinion survey results.. Meeting Strategy objectives will depend on available outreach resources
each year. Depending on available outreach resources, and requirements in the next Municipal
Regional Permit (MRP 3.0), the goals and objectives of the Strategy may be modified to add
new objectives focusing on emerging pollutants of concern (e.g., bacteria, microplastics, singleuse-products). It is recommended that Campaign planners explore areas where savings can be
achieved by partnering with other agencies.
Goals
1. Build resident awareness of watershed and urban runoff pollution issues
Objectives:
In 2026, 80% of residents will know that water that flows into storm drains is not treated. (In
2014, 75% of residents knew that water that flows into storm drains is not treated compared
to 81% in 2009. In 2020, 80% of residents knew that water that flows into storm drains is not
treated.)
2. Inform audiences that indoor and outdoor daily activities impact our watershed
Objective:
In 2026, 80% of residents will recognize that their daily actions contribute to water pollution.
(In 2014, 75% of residents recognized that their daily actions contribute to water pollution. In
2020, 75% of residents recognized that their daily actions contribute to water pollution.)
3. Change behaviors that negatively impact the watershed
Objective:
By 2026, 35% of Santa Clara Valley residents will take at least two stormwater pollution
prevention actions. (In 2014, 18% of residents were taking between 1- 3 actions. In 2020,
22% of residents were taking at least two stormwater pollution prevention actions.)
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SCVURPPP WATERSHED EDUCATION AND OUTREACH STRATEGY, June 2021
4. Encourage behaviors that protect, preserve, and restore the watershed
Objective:
1) By 2026, 20% of residents will report using watershed-friendly, sustainable techniques
(such as rain gardens, and removing paved surfaces) in their yard or garden to reduce
runoff. (In 2014, 14% of residents reported using these techniques. In 2020, 10% of
residents reported using these techniques)
2) By 2026, 67% of residents will report throwing litter in garbage cans and not in the street.
(In 2014, 57% of residents reported throwing litter in garbage cans and not on the street.
In 2020, 33% of residents reported throwing litter in garbage cans and not on the street)
5. Build business partnerships that support sound watershed management, principals
and approaches
Objectives:
By 2026, there will be an increase in the number of business partnerships (includes
businesses that have offered resources to the Campaign and businesses that have
participated in other ways, e.g., by publishing articles) based on the FY 2019-2020 partnership
list. (14 business/community partners in FY 15-16 and 17 in FY 19-20)
6. Deliver messages to students designed to encourage personal responsibility and
actions that benefit the watershed.
Objective:
By 2019, there will be an increase in the number of K-12 students reached by school
outreach programs conducted by the Program and its Co-permittees, compared to the
numbers reported in the FY 15-16 Annual Report. (50,359 in FY 15-16; 38,890 in FY 18-19;
31,996 in FY 19-20)
7. High school students will make educated choices about behaviors that benefit the
watershed.
Objective:
In 2026, 85% of high school students will take at least two watershed pollution prevention
action (e.g., proper disposal of trash, picking up and properly disposing pet litter, taking their
car to a commercial car wash or washing it on an unpaved surface). (In 2014, 68% of high
school students reported taking at least one pollution prevention action. In 2020, 85% of high
school students reported taking at least one pollution prevention action, and 80% took two
pollution prevention actions.)
SANTA CLARA BASIN TARGET AUDIENCES
The Campaign audiences have been divided into two groups: primary and secondary. The
primary or short-term audience has a higher awareness stormwater issues and is more willing to
make the desired behavior changes. Messages to this groups should focus on the need to take
responsibility for protecting creeks and the Bay and emphasize how pollution prevention
activities lead to improved neighborhood and community vibrancy and increased property
values.
The secondary or long-term audience consists of groups that have traditionally been difficult to
reach with behavior change messages and may not consider pollution prevention a high priority
due to considerations such as income, language barriers, and cultural differences. Messages to
these groups should focus on increasing the awareness of water quality issues, include simple
tips on pollution prevention behaviors that they can take, and focus on the health of children and
family. This audience should also be provided incentives for encouraging the right behavior.
Primary (short-term) Audiences
• Residents/ household decision makers age 35 and over
• Homeowners
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SCVURPPP WATERSHED EDUCATION AND OUTREACH STRATEGY, June 2021
Secondary (long-term) Audiences
• Residents age 15-34
• Spanish speaking residents
• Lower income households
• K-12 students
• Businesses
Key Messages
The table below describes the key outreach messages needed to achieve the goals described
in this Strategy. Each year, messages will be evaluated and modified as necessary (e.g., based
on pollutants included in MRP 3.0) . Efforts will be made to ensure that these messages are
consistent with regional messages on the same subjects and cover TMDL pollutant outreach
requirements wherever possible.
Goal

Audience

Pollutant/Issue

1. Build resident
awareness of
watershed and
urban runoff
pollution issues

All

2. Inform
audiences that
indoor and outdoor
daily activities
impact our
watershed.

All

•

3. Change
behaviors that
negatively impact
the watershed

All

• Pesticides
• Mercury
• Automotive

• What is a

watershed

• Storm drains
flow straight
to local
creeks and
the Bay

Indoor and
outdoor
pollutants
that have
the potential
to end up in
the creeks
and Bay

pollutants

• Litter
• Sediment

Example Messages

• A watershed is the land area that

drains to a creek, river, or other body
of water
• Understand the watershed concept
and know the difference between the
storm drain and the sanitary sewer
systems
• Build awareness of water quality
problems in creeks and the Bay

• Some pollutants found in household

products are being found in San
Francisco Bay. These products
impact water quality
• Both indoor and outdoor practices
can impact water quality.
• It’s not just big industry’s job to
protect the environment
• Personal actions and choices will
affect the watershed for generations
Personal choices and actions, at home
and at work, affect local creeks and the
Bay. Be a watershed steward (e.g.):
• If you change your own oil, recycle at
the curb or take it to an HHW event
• Wash car in unpaved area or take it
to a commercial car wash
• Do not allow automotive fluids or
other household products to enter a
storm drain (i.e., via streets or
driveways)
• Do not litter
• Pick up litter
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SCVURPPP WATERSHED EDUCATION AND OUTREACH STRATEGY, June 2021
Goal
4. Encourage
behaviors that
protect, preserve,
and restore the
watershed

Audience
All;
homeowners;
high school
students

Pollutant/Issue
Personal
responsibility
for your
watershed

Example Messages

• Participate in an activity that protects
or enhances the watershed

• For more than 50 ways to be a

•
•
•

•
5. Build business
partnerships that
support sound
watershed
management,
principals and
approaches

Businesses

• Adopt

6. Deliver
messages to
students designed
to encourage
personal
responsibility and
actions that benefit
the watershed

Teachers,
education
professionals
and/or
students

Teach our
children about
stormwater
pollution
prevention and
personal
choices that
benefit the
watershed

practices that
protect and
preserve our
watershed
• Partner with
the
Watershed
Watch
Campaign to
promote
watershedstewardship
behaviors

watershed steward, call or go online
for the Watershed Watch public
education opportunities list
Handle and dispose of pollutants
correctly. Take HHW to a HHW
disposal facility
Practice IPM and use less toxic pest
controls to protect the health of your
family and pets
Use Low Impact Development
techniques (e.g., rain gardens,
pervious paving) etc. in your yard and
garden. Improve neighborhood and
property value
Prevent litter

• The Santa Clara Basin is the

watershed that drains to South Bay
creeks and the Bay
• Your actions and decisions affect
local creeks and the Bay
• Implement Best Management
Practices to protect the Santa Clara
Basin watershed, creeks and the Bay
• Demonstrate environmental
responsibility to improve public
perception of your business

• Teach that personal actions and

choices at home and at school affect
the watershed for generations
• Contents of our curriculum offerings
are aligned to California State
Content Standards (e.g., Common
Core)
• Water that enters storm drains flows
to local creeks and the Bay. It can
carry pollutants that harm fish and
other wildlife.
• Conduct fundraising carwashes in a
manner that protects the storm drain
system, creeks and Bay (e.g. using
car wash kits)
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SCVURPPP WATERSHED EDUCATION AND OUTREACH STRATEGY, June 2021
Goal

7. High school
students will make
educated choices
about behaviors
that benefit the
watershed

Audience

High school
students

Pollutant/Issue

• Wastewater
and stormwater paths
• Stormwater
pollution
prevention

Example Messages

• Participate in activities that promote

cleaner creeks:
• Do not litter
• Pick up litter
• Creek-friendly car washing
• Participating in creek clean-ups
• Model behaviors for your peers that
benefit the watershed
• Keep you school and neighborhood
clean
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FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign Work Plan
BACKGROUND
The primary goals of the Watershed Watch Campaign (Campaign) are to:
1. Change behaviors that negatively impact the watershed.
2. Encourage behaviors that protect, preserve and restore the watershed.
3. Inform audiences about activities that impact the watershed.
4. Build awareness of watershed issues in general.
In fiscal year FY 19-20, the Watershed Watch consultant AdManor, Inc.:
• Implemented the FY 19-20 Watershed Watch Campaign work plan, including
multi-media outreach
• Maintained and developed partnership relationships that benefit the Program
• Maximized campaign resources through value-added development and effective
media implementation
• Coordinated campaign activities in consultation with the Watershed Education
and Outreach Ad Hoc Task Group (WEO AHTG)
• Adapted plans in response to the COVID-19 pandemic
The Campaign’s FY 19-20 media buys balanced radio, broadcast television, targeted
mobile digital media, and boosted social media posts. The Campaign was also
represented in transit, stadium and digital ads placed by City of San José in a campaign
(partially funded by SCVURPPP) with the Earthquakes professional soccer team and
Sharks professional hockey team.
Campaign messages included less-toxic pest control choices, hiring a pest control
professional trained in IPM, Green Gardener program, anti-litter messages, volunteer /
cleanup event promotion, safe fish consumption, hazardous waste disposal, LID/green
infrastructure, mobile cleaning services, and event-specific messages for car wash
promotions. A wider variety of messages, tips, resources and community partnerships
was promoted via social media posts.
Each year, the campaign effectiveness has been measured through:
• Hits on the www.MyWatershedWatch.org website
• Interactions via social media
• Requests for information and comments on the hotline and website
• Media gross impressions
• Attendance at Watershed Watch promotional and community events
• Added-value resources obtained through partnerships
2020 Pubic Opinion Survey Findings
In FY 19-20, SCVURPPP conducted a formal public opinion survey to measure progrees
toward the Goals and Objectives described in the SCVURPPP Watershed Education
and Outreach Strategy and assess resident attitudes and opinions about water pollution,
water quality, the watershed, and related issues,
An evaluation of survey findings indicates the following:
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•

There is an increased concern (and with higher levels of intensity) about pollution
of the San Francisco Bay and of local creeks compared to the 2014 study, as
well as concerns about hazardous waste disposal and litter issues.

•

While 80% of respondents understood that storm water flows to creeks and the
Bay untreated, more than half also responded they believed the sewer and storm
drains were part of the same system.

•

Unaided recall of pollutants to the Bay included trash, automotive fluids,
chemicals and pesticides as the top responses.

•

Respondents indicated a higher preference for receiving information about
environmental issues via email, television, and social media. Desire for printed
materials is trending consistently downward.

FM3, the firm that conducted the survey, recommended the following:
• Continue the following messaging:
o Connect pollution prevention actions to protecting the Bay
o Inform that storm water flows to creeks and the Bay untreated
o Promote www.MyWatershedWatch.org as a resource
• Utilize electronic media (television, digital, social, email) for delivering messages
• Focus efforts on volunteering to youth audiences for greatest success
The consultant will work with the WEO AHTG to identify whether any changes to
messages are needed to Campaign messages and tactic1s based on survey results and
recommendations.
FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign Work Plan
The FY 20-21 Work Plan is based on a campaign budget of approximately $140,000. If
additional funds become available, they will be allocated according to the prioritized
needs of the Campaign and feedback from the WEO AHTG.
To meet the requirements in the Municipal Regional Permit (MRP), the current priorities
of the Campaign include public education on pollution potential from pesticides,
alternatives to conventional pesticides, anti-litter messages and general storm drain
awareness. Additional or secondary messages include proper disposal of household
hazardous waste, guide to eating San Francisco Bay caught fish, car wash / automotive
maintenance messages, proper discharge of pool and spa water, promotion of
LID/Green Streets, responsible mobile cleaning services, and water conservation.
The Campaign will help the Program and Co-permittees comply with the following MRP
Provisions:
• C.7.b. Outreach Campaigns
• C.7.c. Stormwater Pollution Prevention Education
• C.7.d. Public Outreach & Citizen Involvement Events
• C.9.e.ii (2) Pest Control Contracting Outreach (outreach to residents who use or
contract for structural or landscape pest control)
• C.9.e.ii (3) Outreach to Pest Control Professionals
• C.15.b.iv. Individual Residential Car Washing Discharge
• C.15.b.iv. Swimming Pool, Hot Tub, Spa, and Fountain Water Discharges
FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign Work Plan
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•

C.15.b.vi. Irrigation Water, Landscape Irrigation, and Lawn or Garden Watering
(messages on promoting water conservation, proper irrigation, use of less-toxic
pesticides, and use of drought tolerant, native vegetation).

Where applicable, Campaign activities will be coordinated with activities of other local
and regional outreach programs (e.g. San Jose’s litter/recycling campaign with the
Earthquakes and Sharks teams, South Bay Green Gardens, Santa Clara County
Household Hazardous Waste Program, WMI Zero Litter Initivative, Valley Transit
Authority and Caltrans) to promote the goals of the Campaign while maximizing regional
campaign resources.
AdManor Inc. (“consultant”) will adapt this Work Plan as needed upon the development
and release of information about these other programs, and the ongoing community
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. After evaluating their strategies and creative, the
consultant will recommend effective ways to support them and align Watershed Watch
strategies and tactics with them, in order to benefit SCVURPPP.
Campaign activities will be evaluated on an ongoing basis, and changes made as
required for effectiveness. Additional information on effectiveness evaluation is included
under each task.
In FY 20-21, the consultant will implement the following tasks to achieve the goals of the
Campaign.
TASK 1: Creative Development
The Campaign will utilize existing IPM and litter TV, digital and radio ads as applicable to
the FY 20-21 media plan, for visual and thematic continuity for the Campaign.
Additional creative needs will be determined by the WEO AHTG as dictated by the
priorities of the Campaign, an analysis of the public opinion survey resutls, current
events and social implications, production needs applicable to selected media, and new
messages needed to fulfill outreach messaging requirements of the MRP.
Considering the cancellation of events through calendar year 2020 and a high level of
uncertainty facing 2021, video production and/or online broadcasts may be helpful in
replacing face-to-face interactions typical to the implementation of SCVURPPP
programs throughout the year. Depending upon the priorities determined by the WEO
AHTG, the Consultant may develop videos for:
•

Our Water Our World Field Training –
o

•

Training for store personnel regarding maintenance and display of shelftags for OWOW recommended (less-toxic) pest control and landscaping
products, and integrated pest management fact sheets.

Green Streets Program –
o

Demonstration / instructional video for installing low impact design
features such as rain barrels, permeable paving, and rain gardens.

o

Virtual tour of public installations of water harvesting, green roofs,
bioretention areas, trenches and permeable paving.
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TASK 1 DELIVERABLES:
Final deliverables are contingent upon media plans and WEO AHTG agreement about
the message focus for each campaign flight. Dictated by priorities and as budget allows,
deliverables may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio
o Recorded messages for new themes where needed
o Time-sensitive public service announcements and promotional activities
Collateral / Display
o Graphics for outreach event table display/booth
o Interactive booth activity
Digital media advertisements and sponsorship messages
(internet, opt-in email, social media, mobile, video adaptation for pre-roll, etc.)
Discount Card revisions and printing
Video production(s) for training and audience engagement
Other needs as dictated and discovered through response to the COVID-19
pandemic

TASK 1 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
The following metrics will be used to measure effectiveness:
• Number of outreach pieces / messages developed
• Number of outreach pieces requested on the website, distributed at events and
by partners
• Number of downloads from the website
• Number of website visits following the media placement of an outreach piece
• Amount of audience engagement with online messages
TASK 1 BUDGET: $14,000
TASK 2: Media Advertising
The FY 20-21 media plan will be developed through review of media options and
proposals from local radio, television, and digital media companies.
Outdoor, point of sale, print, transit and movie theater ads have been reviewed in prior
years and deemed cost prohibitive.
Sports sponsorships, movie ads, pick-up print publications and outdoor/transit
advertising may not be effective or applicable with current COVID-19 restrictions that
impact the audience’s activities.
Multilingual media outlets will be explored as deemed appropriate by market
demographics, the needs of the community, resources available, and outreach goals for
the Campaign. Currently Spanish is prioritized based on the these criteria.
The consultant reviews all media opportunities that are presented to the Watershed
Watch campaign throughout the year and evaluates their viability and cost effectiveness
for achieving the Campaign goals.
The consultant will develop media partnerships, schedules / flight plans and budget
allocations in a comprehensive media plan. In developing these plans, the consultant will
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work with the WEO AHTG to clearly identify and define their media goals and
preferences, and obtain their approval.
Requests for proposals (RFPs) will be developed to educate the media regarding the
goals of the campaign, the prospective media schedule(s)/plan, budget levels, and the
criteria on which proposals will be judged.
RFPs will be distributed to media serving the geographic target area, defined as Santa
Clara County geographic area, also known as the area of dominant influence (ADI). San
Francisco media may also be invited to prepare proposals, with the condition that
comparative data (cost-effectiveness) is based on coverage of Santa Clara County
audiences.
Media Allocation
The consultant will allocate the media budget proportionate to language/population of
the target audiences identified in the SCVURPPP Outreach Strategy, and the media’s
effectiveness in delivering audiences and added-value to the campaign.
The consultant will create an appropriate balance based on the goals, budget for the
campaign, any timely circumstances and/or other campaign partner activities relevant to
Watershed Watch goals and messages.
Media Selection
Measured results of the FY 19-20 campaign (such as media impacts on website activity,
responses to direct-response media), trends in audience media usage such as Over-theTop (OTT) streaming TV on demand, changes in the media market, lifestyle
impacts/media habits resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, and relevant activities in
other regional advertising/outreach campaigns may impact media selection.
Compared to recent past campaigns, radio with an emphasis on on-site promotional
events to support car wash partnership activities may be reduced in priority, or modified
to support on-air contests, virtual events and leveraging their opt-in email and social
media audiences.
Media will also be evaluated for its: effective reach in the ADI (ratings); efficiency based
on cost per thousand, reach and frequency to target audience(s), added value,
partnership opportunities, creativity, promotional support, and overall appropriateness of
the proposal.
Media will be selected to create a desirable balance of reach and frequency; limited
duplication in programming and formats for maximum reach to targeted audiences;
maximum impact weighing rating points and impressions; and adequate frequency to
create impact. Media firms will also be encouraged to bring in third-party promotion
opportunties and contests (all subject to approval).
News programming, program sponsorships and other broadcast media have consistently
generated measurable interest and response for the campaign. News and digital media
have been experiencing a higher than normal level of audience engagement since the
onset of the pandemic, and mainstream broadcast news has found new/renewed
audiences in younger adults who previously did not tune in on a regular basis.
Digital ads have generated direct and specific measurable response as viewers clicked
through the ads to related content MyWatershedWatch.org indicating interest in the ads,
including Spanish-language digital targeted to Spanish-language mobile users. Direct
links to relevant information engage the audience and provide information about each
message and medium’s effectiveness.
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Content-driven media opportunities can allow distribution of expanded information in an
editorial-style format that appeals to audiences on a different level than traditional
advertising. Interviews have potential to engage the audience and allow for more
information to be delivered in a conversational format compared to recorded advertising.
Selection will consider the proportion of media in English and Spanish relative to the
population, effectiveness in delivery of the message, the messages the Campaign wants
to deliver (appropriate to any medium), partnerships and value-added media and
promotions.
Media Schedule
The FY 20-21 media schedule will strive for continuous presence of pollution prevention
messages, and support for Campaign special interests such as car wash partnership
promotions, Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener Program, etc.
When feasible, Campaign messages will not compete with regional messages for the
same digital audiences. When Campaign schedules run concurrently with regional
messages, we will strive to use different messages/pollutant focus for better measure of
our media results vs. impacts of the other campaign.
2020 is a presidential election year. The General Elecdtion will be held November 3,
2020, and political advertising rates and regulations may impact our scheduling in
September and October (60 day period prior to election) for commerical broadcast
media; political advertising rules do not apply to digital or public broadcasting media.
The consultant will present the recommended detailed media plan to the WEO AHTG for
approval. The media plan will be revised as needed based on comments received. The
plan includes a calendar to indicate the media placement and flow, messages, and
events (when known); updated to reflect any changes as the year progresses.
Upon approval of the media plan, the consultant will confirm schedules with the media
and secure contracts, including written commitments of added value and promotions. All
creative materials and traffic instructions/insertion orders will be distributed to the media
to ensure deadlines and Campaign goals are met.
Message Scheduling
Messages in summer and spring will focus on Integrated Pest Management as
alternative to toxic pesticides and chemicals that can contribute to urban runoff pollution
and harm the watershed.
Messages regarding automotive pollutants and car washing messages will accompany
car wash promotions scheduled in spring and summer. Events will be postponed
indefinitely, pending the safety of public gatherings, however other promotional
opportunities to promote commercial car washing will be explored.
Home improvement / yard improvements are also prevalent in the spring, summer and
fall, creating opportunities to promote LID features (e.g. rain gardens, pervious paving,
etc.).
Fishing in the Bay may be a year-round activity when weather permits, but fishing
season is roughly defined within the months of April – September, making those
potentially peak months for educational messages about eating fish from the Bay
(mercury in fish).
Messages promote hiring Green Gardeners will be placed during the spring, summer
and fall periods when landscaping activities are most relevant. When Green Gardener
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classes are held (online or in person), the Consultant will adapt the media plan and
messaging schedule to promote class registration, and potentially adjust “hire a Green
Gardener” message to coincide with graduation.
Messages in fall and winter will focus on litter prevention and general storm drain
awareness messages, with some specific IPM messages as appropriate with weatherrelated issues/reminders.
Messages may also promote the Watershed Watch website and social networking
opportunities as a means to develop new social media audiences, thus expanding our
direct-messaging audience(s).
Digital ads and social media messages benefit from more frequently changing
messages, as the pace of social / digital media moves and changes rapidly.
Task 2 DELIVERABLES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RFPs to Media/Media Negotiation
Media Recommendations (media mix options)
Media Plan (calendar of selected media schedules)
Media Buy/Placement
Traffic (creative and scheduling instructions)
Billing/Reconciliation/Documentation (record-keeping)
Media Campaign Summary (report)

TASK 2 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
The following metrics will be used to measure effectiveness:
•
•
•
•

Number of impressions made by advertising
Added-value resources provided by the media
Number of direct-responses to digital advertising (click-throughs, etc.)
Increases in website visits and social media interactions as a result of advertising

Task 2 BUDGET: $95,000
Task 3: Added- Value + Partnership Development and Coordination
Developing partners has proven successful in expanding campaign resources and
generating incentives for the public. Partners have distributed Watershed Watch
materials and messages through targeted events, educational and promotional activities,
website links, and other added-value resources. The consultant will continue to work
with existing partners to ensure that they continue to promote the Campaign to their
customers/membership.
The consultant will target like-minded businesses and organizations in development of
additional partnerships that present opportunities to increase audience reach,
awareness and messaging impact, such as:
•
•
•

Community and neighborhood organizations; like-minded non-profits
Outdoor (especially water-related) events, recreational venues, sporting goods
and active lifestyle retailers
Home improvement
o Hardware, garden and home improvement retailers and wholesalers
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Home service providers (pest control, permeable paving, rain harvesting,
lawn substitution, sustainable landscape design and maintenance)
Gardening / IPM
o Programs and groups, including Green Gardeners who wish to expand
their relationships with the Campaign
o Pest control providers / operators
Automotive-related retailers, oil change / service centers, car washes (targeting
expansion in northern and eastern areas of the County)
o

•

•

The consultant will distribute partnership tools to all new partners and potential partners,
which present partnership benefits and opportunities, provide ways to display their
support of WW, and thank them for their partnership. In pursuing new partners, when
appropriate, the consultant will develop customized proposals with specific benefits and
creative partnering opportunities, developing mutually beneficial relationships and
activities.
The support of these relationships includes coordinating outreach materials or
messages, promoting the partner’s interests that are shared with the Program,
participating in key activities and events, suggesting or developing win-win opportunities,
and including added-value to the Campaign.
The media offers excellent value added opportunities. The consultant will negotiate with
the media for added media exposure (including news and editorial opportunities), prizes
for contests, and request innovative partnerships and sponsorship opportunities with the
media and their advertisers.
Existing and new partnerships (non-media) will also be explored for added-value
opportunities. Opportunities include but are not limited to:
• Donations of merchandise or services to be used as incentives for increased
participation, impact and awareness among audiences
• Discount Card offers
• Signs or space to provide prompts, distribute Campaign materials
• Public Service Announcements / donated airtime, space and impressions
• Events (TBD) in-kind Campaign participation in events, promoting the Campaign
as a sponsor/participant for added exposure, and on-site hosting for Campaign
events and/or messaging
• Educational public workshops or video opportunities for LID and IPM home and
garden improvements
• Media programming or content sponsorships
• Cross-promotions, contests
• Web links and online features; social networking
• News and editorial opportunities (e.g., interviews)
• Production of creative related to media partnership
Partnerships will be promoted through social media activities and on the Campaign
website, at a minimum.
The Watershd Watch Discount Card offers will be further developed as well as Card
distribution options (distribution by other partners, media and through Campaign events
and outreach), and the Campaign will promote the offers and partnerships using the
Campaign website, social media, etc.
Discount Card layout and production may be reimagined to accommodate more
FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign Work Plan
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partners/offers, and to include acceptance of Discount Card via mobile device (show the
card on your smartphone, get the discount), Discount Card App, etc.
As needed, the consultant will help the WEO AHTG review other local and regional
campaigns (e.g., South Bay Green Gardens, SJ Earthquakes, VTA, CalTrans, etc.), and
provide feedback.
TASK 3 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
The following metrics will be used to measure effectiveness:
•
•
•
•
•

Number of new and continuing partners
Number of discounts provided by car wash partners to customers during
promotions, and, when available, using the Watershed Watch discount card
Participation and outreach materials distributed by partners
Added-value resources provided by media and non-media partners
Comparison of added-value with actual funds spent on media buys

Task 3 DELIVERABLES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ongoing contact with partners; work with existing partners and renew previous
partners
Watershed Watch Discount Card offer expansion and enhancement
Partnership tools (ongoing; currently sent via email instead of hard copy)
Maintain updated contact data and partnership details
Development of new creative partnership opportunities / scenarios
Monthly written report of results or activities
Two new community/business partnerships
Three third-party or partnership promotions, e.g. car wash promotions,
community event sponsorship, contest, etc.

Task 3 BUDGET: $3,000
Task 4: Website Maintenance
The consultant will maintain the Watershed Watch website on an ongoing basis,
encouraging partners to provide updates, and creating more ways and reasons for the
public to frequent the site via inbound marketing.
The consultant will update it regularly and frequently with the latest news, creative,
partnership links, and events/announcements, including removal of expired or past
events and news in a timely manner.
The Campaign will post appropriate news and events provided by Campaign partners
and related organizations such as City of San José with San José Earthquakes and
Sharks (if applicable), South Bay Green Gardens, Creek Connections Action Group,
Master Gardeners, Watershed Watchers at Don Edwards Wildlife Refuge Education
Center, and more.
The consultant will track web activity and comment on any potentially relevant trends
observed, trouble-shoot any issues, and develop new content (e.g., pertaining to LID,
virtual learning opportunities, etc.) as needed to meet Campaign goals and promote
Campaign activitites, partnerships and programs, and promote public interaction.
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New content and page programming may be needed to support “virtual” events and
online promotions, taking place of in-person events and activities until 2021 (and until
further notice, pending COVID-19 status). Funding has been shifted from the “Events”
Task 6 to the website to support these needs.
Task 4 DELIVERABLES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ongoing and on-demand maintenance to website
Updates to news, events, downloadable content
Build up new web content and seek frequent updates to virtual events and other
online offerings
Security and software updates
New page development as needed
Monthly written report of results or activities

TASK 4 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
The following measures will be used to measure effectiveness:
•

Measuring website visits and downloads. The consultant will track website visits
and impacts from media campaigns and outreach events.

Task 4 BUDGET: $6,000
Task 5: Social Media + Networking
Social media can be an effective tool to engage the audience with the Campaign
mission, messages and resources and give the audience a voice to interact directly with
the Campaign.
The current strategy uses Facebook,Twitter and Instagram. Facebook no longer offers
the option to post automatically to Twitter, so a Hootsuite account may be engaged to
ensure regularly scheduled posting to all platforms.
While considered “free media” it requires a high level of attention (labor) to be effective,
and benefits from paid “boosts” or sponsored post to ensure key messages are delivered
more widely to desired audiences.
The consultant will implement the Campaign’s social networking outreach strategy,
develop and post new messages, monitor and share partner postings and related
campaign posts, and regularly evaluate and adjust the social networking strategy as
needed.
Message goals include:
•

Promote the Campaign website as a leading content provider for pollution
prevention resources in the Santa Clara Valley

•

Promote events, participation and social engagement with the client’s followers,
partners and programs

In order to ensure timely postings of key messages throughout the year, and to meet our
goal of minimum one new post per week, consultant will:
• Continually, develop posts with original content, promoting the branding and
messages using existing creative and assets of the campaign; excerpts from
FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign Work Plan
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•
•
•
•

existing productions in brochures, web pages, TV and Radio commercials, digital
ads, displays, posters, bus ads, etc.
Schedule pre-approved messages for delivery
Post timely messages, tips and programs related to current events and news
Build and use photo assets: Take new photos, use existing photos,
search/acquire stock photos, encourage sharing of event/local photos from copermittees
Build and use video assets: Use royalty-free stock footage, new footage and
existing footage to create messages with movement to engage audiences

Social media is a two-way and interactive media, that also requires constant contact with the
audience and other groups. In addition to posting our own Watershed Watch content,
activities will also include:
• Monitoring feeds; frequently share relevant and interesting content
• Interaction and responses to posts on our page, comments, retweets, etc.
• Like and share posts by:
o Co-permittees
o Campaign Partners
o Local not-for-profit groups, other organizations
o Followers / Fans / Followed
Task 5 DELIVERABLES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Post and interact on accounts regularly
Engage with other posts
Monitor responses to promotions
Develop original content (new messages); goal of 52 new messages
Scheduled posts for timely distribution of key campaign messages; minimum 3x
weekly (1x new and 2x shared)
Monthly (12) Contests with prizes/incentives for engagement
Boosted/sponsored (paid) posts for increased exposure (media/ad investment)
Identify potential trends and adjust strategy as needed; includes adjusting to ad
delivery policies/trends

TASK 5 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
The following metrics will be used to measure effectiveness:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of messages delivered and shared
Overall engagement
Engagement for specific posts (response rates)
Reach / Impressions
Participating audience demographics
Cost per engagement and cost per thousand efficiency for paid posts

Task 5 BUDGET: $12,000
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Task 6: Outreach Event Coordination + Staffing
By February 2021, a determination will be made whether COVID-19 restrictions will
impact Spring 2021 events. If events will be held, the consultant will work with the
Program to register for relevant events and provide necessary staffing support.
If the 2021 spring event season is postponed or cancelled, the consultant will shift the
budget toward other ways to engage with the community such as additional online
events and activities, and promotional contests.
The consultant will strive to present a variety of community event opportunities in Santa
Clara Valley that reach a large number and broad demographic range of SCVURPPP
target audiences. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Earth Day and other environmental sustainability themed events
Health & Wellness related events
Santa Clara County Parks & Recreation events and venues
Outdoor events/activities that take place in a watershed recreation area
Wildlife and nature awareness and educational events
Family and/or student related events
Multicultural themed events
Watershed Watch Partner Car Wash Events

The consultant, Program staff and Co-permittees will provide staffing for the community
events. Program staff will coordinate the staffing schedule, compile outreach materials
for distribution, and prepare the post-event summary report.
For public information, a calendar of Campaign and Campaign Partner events will be
published online through the Campaign website.
Task 6 DELIVERABLES:
•
•
•
•

Event calendar development and maintenance (website).
Coordination of events with Program staff (applications and registration fees).
Staffing the Watershed Watch booth at events (TBD).
Online contests, virtual events developed, promoted and/or sponsored by the
Campaign.

TASK 6 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
The following metrics will be used to measure effectiveness for physical events:
•
•
•
•
•

Number of events staffed and coordinated
Number of outreach materials distributed
Staff feedback
Event attendance
Increased traffic to website immediately following the event

The following metrics will be used to measure effectiveness for virtual events:
•
•
•

Number of events coordinated and implemented
Number of participants
Surveys of participants

Task 6 BUDGET: $2,000
FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign Work Plan
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Task 7: Media and Public Relations
Public and press relations, both proactive and reactive, will be utilized to increase
audience awareness and understanding of current events and activities that affect the
watersheds. The consultant will implement the following tasks:
•
•
•
•

Promote Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener class training schedules (TBD, if
needed).
Develop and distribute new stories as needed for the Campaign.
Support relevant local news and Campaign stories for local media outreach.
Coordinate speaking opportunities with our media partners, when provided as added
value with media buys; schedule interviews, coordinate with spokesperson, provide
talking points and translations, and any props relevant to the story.

Task 7 DELIVERABLES:
•
•
•

Ongoing maintenance of press contact data.
Publicize the Green Gardener class and certified Green Gardeners training
programs (budget has been modified based on current postponement of inperson classes and related registration outreach).
Coordinate interviews for earned media and negotiated added value with paid
media.

TASK 7 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
The following metrics will be used to measure effectiveness:
•
•
•

Number of press releases developed/modified
Number of media placements/mentions
Number of interviews conducted

Task 7 BUDGET: $1,000
Task 8: FY 21-22 Work Plan Development + FY 20-21 Reporting
The consultant will compile and submit monthly, mid-year and year-end campaign
activity reports for all applicable tasks. Details will include descriptions of deliverables by
task, messages, measurable results of campaign activities and estimated added-value
amounts.
The consultant will assist the WEO AHTG in updating the WEO Strategy, analyzing and
applying findings from the 2020 Market Study and additional market/demographic
information.
The consultant will develop the FY 21-22 Work Plan and Media Plan adapting to the
measured results of the FY 20-21 campaign.
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Task 8 DELIVERABLES:
•
•
•
•
•

FY 21-22 Work Plan
FY 20-21 mid-year and year-end reports
WEO Strategy consulting
Monthly reports
WEO AHTG meeting reports and presentationas as needed

Task 8 BUDGET: $7,000

BUDGET SUMMARY:
BUDGET SUMMARY:
TASK 1 Creative Development

$14,000

TASK 2 Media Advertising

$95,000

TASK 3 Added-Value + Partnership
Development

$3,000

TASK 4 Website Maintenance

$6,000

TASK 5 Social Media

$12,000

TASK 6 Event Coordination + Staffing

$2,000

TASK 7 Media/Public Relations

$1,000

TASK 8 FY 21-22 Work Plan + FY 20-21
Reports

$7,000

TOTAL CONSULTANT BUDGET

$140,000

FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign Work Plan
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FY 20-21 MEDIA PLAN
Watershed Watch Campaign

This FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign Media Plan is the product of an in-depth examination of the 2020 Market Study
results, the FY 19-20 Campaign results, soliciation and review of leading media in the market, and the input of WE&O AHTG
decision-makers. The consultant developed multiple media mix options designed to help the Campaign achieve its strategic
communication goals, and modified as needed to meet WE&O AHTG preferences.
Target Audiences
As defined by the SCVURPPP Watershed Education and Outreach Strategy (June 2016) the primary target audiences for the
Campaign are:
•
•
•

Residents/ household decision makers age 35 and over
Homeowners
High school students

Secondary target audiences::
•
•
•
•
•

Residents age 15-34
Spanish speaking residents
Lower income households
Elementary and middle school students
Businesses

The Campaign has consistently focused our media campaigns to the primary audience of educated homeowners 35+,
Spanish-speaking adults for most messages, and youth 16-24 for cleanup/volunteer messages. While our media plans do not
exclude the other audiences, they are developed to effectively reach these particular audiences.
FY 19-20 Media Strategy Recap
Our FY 19-20 media investment included Spanish broadcast TV (KSTS), English and Spanish radio (KBAY, KEZR, KOIT, KUFX,
KRTY, KSOL) and targeted digital in English & Spanish, with emphasis on mobile delivery, providing messages throughout the
year. We introduced YouTube as a digital strategy replacing English broadcast TV, and included Pandora (audio/digital) for
two months.
The expanded radio station strategy was intended to reach a more diverse radio audience as well as support additional car
wash events (50% off car wash promotions). Spring events were not possible because of COVID-19 pandemic safety
restrictions, limiting public gatherings. In lieu of these events, the stations supported a Car Wash Giveaway on-air and online
2

promotion to give away car wash gift cards contributed by a Watershed Watch car wash partner.
Typical to previous years, the response to radio and TV was indicated by increased traffic to the website during media
schedules. Radio and TV provide additional media (editorial, digital impressions, public service announcements, etc.) as
added value to our campaign, increasing reach and stretching funding.
The digital campaign provided direct response measurement by clicks to ads and traffic to specific areas of our website. For
example, in September our volunteering-related messages in digital (along with paid social and PSA radio) resulted in the
Volunteer page being the 3rd most visited page, and Volunteer Opportunties being the #1 downloaded item for the month.
We had similar impacts (messages directly resulted in increased website activity and related downloads) throughout the
year.
Digital ads proved to be effective overall with an average click-through rate (CTR = clicks vs. impressions) at 0.09% compared
to the industry average of 0.05%. 1,125,535 impressions targeted to Spanish audiences delivered 1,008 clicks (0.090%
average CTR) and 2,030,0073 impressions targeted to English audiences delivered 1,871 clicks (0.092% CTR).
Our highest performing targeted digital messages were:
• “LID Green Streets” rotation of 3 GIF messages (October) – 306 clicks from 303,085 impressions (0.101% CTR)
• “HHW Disposal” (January) – 283 clicks from 303,012 impressions (0.093% CTR)
• “IPM Pests Bugging You?” (Mar-June) – 1,260 clicks from 1,285,644 impressions (0.098% CTR overall; 0.103% CTR from
English audiences)
YouTube skippable video strategy (via Google Ads) also performed well, delivering 634,013 impressions, resulting in a 25%
video completion rate (VCR), 2,055 clicks (avg 0.32% CTR) at an average cost of $7.89 per thousand impressions. Most
popular and engaging videos were:
•
•
•

“Hire an IPM Pro“ – 277 clicks from 51,310 impressions (0.54% CTR) and 47.51% VCR
“IPM DIY – Choose Less Toxic” – 659 clicks from 222,336 impressions (0.30% CTR)
“Smoked Salmon” (Cigarette Litter) – 742 clicks from 158,267 impressions (0.47% CTR)

Media Strategy Recommendations
• Use DIGITAL MEDIA for immediate and measured results, and unwasted reach (geo-targeted to SCVURPPP areas).
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•
•
•

o Provide a distinct call to action and/or useful offering for best results.
o Link directly to the related content on our website.
o Use a clear and single-focus message targeted to a specific group.
o Engage a variety of platforms for video, audio, static, scrolling and animated GIF message delivery
RADIO & TV deliver large audiences; they have been effective in stimulating activity to the website.
RADIO is effective in generating traffic for Car Wash events and engaging audiences with promotional activities.
Focus media investment to reach educated homeowners and parents for general awareness, IPM / pest control messages
and HHW, as messages are likely most relevant to these individuals. Green Streets improvement messages apply
primarily to a homeowner, property owner or developer.

COVID-19
COVID-19 has impacted typical events and programs. Messaging and scheduling approaches will be adjusted in response to
stay-at-home orders, physical distancing impacts on public events and outreach, and other impacts such as media
consumption, home schooling, and home improvement activities.
As community events continue to be cancelled, the Watershed Watch Campaign will be looking for virtual events and other
ways to engage with the community, and promoting these through our media campaigns. Green Gardener training programs
may be postponed or held virtually, and promoted accordingly. Coastal Cleanup is now a month-long and self-lead activity
instead of a 1-day coordinated volunteer event. Carwash promotions may be postponed until Spring 2021 for onsite events,
and/or conducted as online contests to giveaway car wash gift certificates. Virtual ZunZun presentations and events by the
Watershed Watchers program at Don Edwards San Francisco Bay Wildlife Refuge Environmental Education Center at Alviso
may be best promoted through digital outreach, providing direct response and engagement with these activities.
New litter issues with personal protective equipment (PPE) have become evident. Outreach about PPE litter is being
conducted by City of San Jose in partnership with the Watershed Watch Campaign featuring Earthquakes personalities.
Additional messaging may be developed or promoted by the Watershed Watch to bring more attention to this issue.
Advertising with IPM tips and promoting online fact sheets may be increased as interests in gardening and home
improvement are increasing, and OWOW store outreach is on hold.
Scheduling Considerations
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Typical recurring seasonal considerations for messaging and media scheduling include: Gardening and home improvement
messaging in summer, fall and spring; car washing in summer and fall; volunteerism/public service targeting youth during the
school year; and litter and storm drain messages year round, particularly approaching rainy season(s). We will schedule
media to achieve a consistent presence with the audience, timed to support seasonal messages such as IPM and gardening,
time-sensitive events like Green Gardener class recruitment, and Campaign car wash events.
Election Year Considerations
2020 is an election year so broadcast media scheduling may be scheduled outside the political window 60-days prior to the
November general election; September and October may be unavailable for some added value and lowest rates.
Partnership Considerations
City of San Jose / San Jose Sharks and Earthquakes co-sponsorship campaign (partially funded by SCVURPPP) shifted in the
spring 2020 to include digital ads which had a noticable impact on our website activity. Their October 2020 litter campaign
will also include digital, so Watershed Watch will pull back on our digital outreach when they are conducting the campaign to
invest our resources in other time periods and other required messaging. Additional digital outreach is pending for March
and May 2021, so we will adapt the Watershed Watch digital investment accordingly.
If applicable, we will also coordinate with other regional and local campaigns, such as a Reuse/Single-Use Disposable joint
effort with the County of Santa Clara.
Message delivery will also be coordinated with other campaign tasks: Events, Web, Public Relations + Social.
Creative Strategy
The creative strategy is to utilize existing productions, and develop new creative as needed to support permit requirements,
requirements for selected media, Campaign goals and general awareness of the Watershed Watch.
Most of the Campaign’s existing messages are applicable to the adult head-of-household and homeowner target audience,
with regard to hiring contractors and making decisions that impact the home/family (pest control choices, proper disposal of
hazardous household waste).
To target high school students, we will utilize “Volunteer” messages to encourage participation in cleanups or other COVID5

safe volunteer activities presented by the Campaign, and to create awareness about litter (including PPE litter) as a social and
environmental problem.
We currently have three :30-second lntegrated Pest Management (IPM) messages for television (English & Spanish) that
were produced in 2013. These messages promote hiring a Green Gardener, choosing less-toxic pest control, and hiring a pest
control professional trained in lntegrated Pest Management. A new :30-second animated litter video (TV/Digital) was
developed in 2019 (English & Spanish).
The IPM Radio :60s ads that were developed to match the newer TV spots in 2013, and edited to :30s in 2018. HHW
(mercury in fluorescent bulbs) in English/Spanish exists from 2006. In 2015 we developed new Litter radio, and in 2016 we
developed new car wash event spots in :30s and :15s to meet our radio scheduling needs.
The Campaign also has a number of existing digital messages produced (static images in standard sizes), including IPM, car
washing, litter, volunteerism, mercury in fish, green streets, etc. plus CalTrans “Protect Every Drop” images/messages in
static format. Other resources such as tips from IPM Fact Sheets can be used to create new messages. Static digital is
relatively inexpensive to create.
Budget and Resources
The total media budget for the fiscal year is $95,000, with target allocations of approximately:
• $25,000 to Spanish-language media
• $70,000 to general market media
Budget allocated to Spanish is based on proportion of County population with Spanish language preferences (2010 Census).
Paid social media campaigns are budgeted in the Social Media task of the Watershed Watch media plan.
Added Value Considerations
In determining the final media recommendations, the consultant requested and weighed proposed added value media and
communications opportunties that expand our resources and the impacts of our media investments.
Examples of added value include:
• Production services
• Public Service Announcements (PSAs) or other bonus air time
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Branding / co-sponsorship of produced media messages or programs
Branding / co-sponsorship of community or station events
Interviews / produced segments
Editorial
Digital impressions / web ads
Onsite and onair promotional support for events

GENERAL MARKET (ENGLISH) MEDIA
General market media is targeted to the primary desired audience of Santa Clara Valley Basin college educated homeowners
aged 35+. Wherever available, efficiency data is based on the 35+ (or 35-54) age demographic. There are estimated
1,064,400 persons 35+ in Santa Clara County.
The secondary target audience is all other adults (18+), and students for volunteer/community service messages. Some
media offers opportunties to reach these additional audiences, including targeting for specific goals, and general broadcast
reach.
RADIO
Primary benefits of radio are our abilities to target
audiences while achieving a relatively broad reach. It is a
passive companion medium, accompanying audiences while
they go about their lives (not requiring active engagement).
Radio is community-oriented and active at the grassroots
level. Station promotional appeal and impact help support
Campaign events and create event opportunities for the
Campaign. Most stations have opt-in subscribers for e-mail
newsletters, online and mobile app versions of their
stations.
Although car travel (a popular spot for radio listening)

Figure 1 – Top 10 stations for Santa Clara County weekly audiences aged
35+ (May 2020) for primetime.
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dipped dramatically during the March-May 2020 period when shelter in place orders were at their strictest, the current
trends indicate vehicle travel is bouncing back, and radio audiences have remain tuned in (listening through a radio signal
and streaming on the internet). As daily life and habits continue to evolve and change in response to market conditions,
audiences have nearly returned to pre-pandemic levels.
ALPHA MEDIA GROUP
KBAY 94.5 “Bay FM” and KEZR 106.5 “Mix 106” FM
KBAY 94.5 “Bay FM” Radio
With a format of popular hits from the past KBAY remains the #1 top ranked station in Santa Clara County with
target audiences 35+ and homeowners 35+ for weekly share of audience in Santa Clara County.
KBAY offers a 3-week combo approach. For every 2 weeks we purchase, they include 1 add-on low cost week. Weeks 1+2
include the on-air talent Jona Hamilton delivering our 60-second message in her own words, as a spokesperson for
Watershed Watch (no talent fees) each weekday during her mid-day show.
•

•

Week 1 + 2 – 40 Spots per week Monday – Sunday
o 20x :30-second spots in prime + weekend
o 5x :60-second Jona Hamilton influencer message 10a-2p weekdays
o 5x :15-second spots M-F prime rotation
o 10x :30-second PSAs in broad rotation (added value)
o $2,050 per week
Week 3 – 35 Spots Monday – Sunday
o 20x :30-second spots in prime + weekend
o 5x :15-second spots M-F prime rotation
o 10x :30-second PSAs in broad rotation (added value)
o $250 per week
KEZR 106.5 “Mix 106” FM
KBAY’s sister station KEZR “Mix” 106 ranks consistently high with our target audience with their Adult Top 40
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format, has a younger audience in general. They are also one of the top-rated stations with Spanish-speaking adults 18+ in
our target area.
KBAY offers a 3-week combo approach. For every 2 weeks we purchase, they include 1 add-on low cost week. Weeks 1+2
include the on-air talent Jona Hamilton delivering our 60-second message in her own words, as a spokesperson for
Watershed Watch (no talent fees) each weekday during her mid-day show.
•

•

Week 1 + 2 – 40 Spots per week Monday – Sunday
o 20x :30-second spots in prime + weekend
o 5x :60-second Marc Acton influencer message 10a-2p weekdays
o 5x :15-second spots M-F prime rotation
o 10x :30-second PSAs in broad rotation (added value)
o $1,775 per week
Week 3 – 35 Spots Monday – Sunday
o 20x :30-second spots in prime + weekend
o 5x :15-second spots M-F prime rotation
o 10x :30-second PSAs in broad rotation (added value)
o $250 per week

Added value:
• 10x :30-second PSAs per station per week
• KBAY Spokesperson: KBAY provides top ranked personality, Jona
Denz-Hamilton to act as spokesperson for SCVURPPP/Watershed
Watch for 60-second on-air announcements during her show.
Jona is the lead personality in Santa Clara County 10a-3p, A35+
• KEZR Spokesperson: KEZR provides top ranked personality, Marc
Acton to act as spokesperson for SCVURPPP/Watershed Watch for
60-second on-air announcements during his show. Marc is #2
ranked commercial personality in Santa Clara County 10a-3p,
A35+
• Quarterly Carwash Giveaway Contests
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KBAY and KEZR: Clean Bay Clean Car register to win carwash giveaway. Loop Carwashes may be able to provide the
carwashes in partnership with these promotions.
Supporting Media:
• One per Quarter
• 25x :30 Promos per station per week
• Email Campaign to station opt-in subscribers
• Website Landing Page
BONNEVILLE RADIO GROUP
KUFX “KFOX” 98.5 FM, KOIT 96.5 FM, KMVQ “NOW!” 99.7 FM AND KBLX R&B 102.9 FM
KUFX “KFOX” 98.5 FM / 102.1 FM
This classic rock station is popular with the target audience of South Bay adult homeowners 35+. It
consistently holds a high ranking position with audiences 18+, men, persons and homeowners 35+,
and eco-motivated adults. The station also has a strong Hispanic audience (speaking Spanish at home) to help us reach a
broad segment of our target audience.
KFOX SCHEDULE
24x :30-second spots per week for 12 weeks, plus 2 FREE weeks in December
• 9x :30-second spots in M-F prime
• 9x :30-second spots in rotation
• 3x :30-second PSAs in rotation (added value)
• 3x :15-second PSAs in rotation (added value)
• $835 per week
Added value:
• KUFX 3x :30s per week
• KUFX 3x :15s per week
• KUFX 24x :30s per week for 2 weeks (48x) in December
Carwash Promotion(s)
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Up to 3x Car wash promotions on KFOX and KFOX.com
• Onsite promotional team
• 15x promotional/event announcements each event/week
• Event calendar listing on 2-week listing station websites
• (Request e-mail newsletter listing to 50K listeners)
Contest in lieu of onsite event OK.
ENTERCOM RADIO
KCBS 740 AM | 106.9 FM

Top-rated news station ranks #3 for weekly audience reach among our target audience. Schedule
focuses on weekend (Wednesday-Sunday) schedules to reach homeowners when decision-making
for weekend and home improvement.

Radio Schedule
• 26x :30-second commercials per week in designated prime W-F, Saturday and Sunday
o 8x :30-second spots W-F 5A-8P
o 8x :30-second Sat-Sun 6A-7P
o 10x :30-second Weds-Sun in rotation PSAs
• $2,320 per week
Weekly reach of 342,600 (32%) of target audience 2x
Added Value
• 10x per week 30-second Weds-Sun in rotation PSAs
• 1x per months on-air (2) inclusion in email newsletter
• Radio Analytics: Will track our spots vs. web activity to identify when web hits spike in relation to the times that spots
aired; identifies which day-parts were most effective for response as well as creative/messages.
• Does not do promotional events.
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TELEVISION MEDIA
Television engages both audibly and visually. Broadcast stations are “free” to anyone within their signal, plus included in
Cable, as well as Satellite subscriber packages. Cable stations are subscriber-only and can be targeted to their specific
“zones.”
Market research indicated television is one of the top ways our audience wants to receive their environmental news, and
broadcast TV has experienced a spike in ratings since the onset of COVID-19.
KNTV NBC 11
Plan is based on a combination of selected broadcast news programming in morning and evening local news,
weekend news.
Broadcast Schedule:
• NBC Bay Area News at 11 AM M-F
• Days of our Lives (M-F 1-2P)
• Today In The Bay Sat/Sun 7-8A
• Early News M-F 5-7P + Bonus spots 5:30-6P
• Weekday Rotation 10A-3P
• Weekend News at Saturday-Sunday 5-5:30P and Sundays 4:30-5P
For added value, we can request public affairs interview segments pending Campaign spokesperson, or “Bay Area Proud”
feature. TBD
DIGITAL MEDIA
Described herein are several digital media options. Several are site-specific, where the user visits the site via desktop
website or mobile media app (for example Pandora, radio station websites, etc.). These reach only the users of the selected
site/app, so potential audiences are visitors to those sites.
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We also sought non-site-specific media in order to expand our reach and achieve specific messaging goals. Often referred to
as “programmatic” they use cookies, key words and other targeting tools to find our desired audience and deliver our ads to
them wherever they are on the internet.
Programmatic offers a variety of targeting options including:
Behavioral – target people with characteristics defined to match our strategic target (age, gender, location, etc.; may include
language of preference based on browsing activity)
Contextual – target people based on their actions online to deliver ads in sites that relate to our messages
Geo-Fencing / Geo-Conquesting – target locations set to reach the audience when they enter a zone/area; we define the
type of business or geographic location, and a radius of space for those locations (e.g. within 100 feet of a local creek)
Location-Based Retargeting – target people based on where they have recently visited
Key Words – target people based on the words they search and interests indicated by web activity (including editorial
content)
KQED 88.5 FM National Public Radio (NPR) MOBILE APP SPONSORSHIP
The mobile app is available free via iPhone and Android app stores. The total number
of impressions will depend on the actual use of the app, which includes areas outside
of the Watershed Watch Campaign area.
Ads are clickable and do not hold the same restrictions as on-air sponsorship messages.
• Available as $2,000 per month
• Estimated 2,022,600 impressions per month
• 320x50 banner ads on rotation every 30-seconds during app use
• 3 available per month; offered contingent upon availability
HEARST MEDIA – COREAUDIENCE
Hearst CoreAudience is a programmatic digital media buying service. It uses real-time bidding to place ads
in brand-safe websites (they screen out potentially questionable sites) and apps based on targeting parameters. We do not
choose the sites; we choose the audiences we want to reach. Sites include a variety of news, entertainment and reference
content.
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Cost proposal:
• $7 per thousand impressions (CPM) for basic targeting (geographic, key word, homeownership) with clickable ads.
• $20 per thousand for video ads.
There is a minimum of $2,000 per month (any month) for CoreAudience, and that can include more than one audience and
message (for example, $1000 in English and $1000 in Spanish).
Added value may include production. The consultant meets with CoreAudience monthly to review campaign performance
and discuss any adjustments needed to targeting and/or messaging for maximum optimization.
Over the Top “OTT” TV
OTT is digital on-demand television/recorded programming through connected devices, using streaming through apps like
Hulu, Crackle, etc. via devices like Roku and Apple TV, computers and mobile devices. OTT is popular with younger audiences
and those who have “cut the cable” no longer wanting to pay for cable or satellite subscription-based TV services.
Typical cost is $50 per thousand impressions. The more specific the targeting (behaviors, zip codes, etc.) the higher the cost
per thousand.
Unlike typical video pre-roll ads, OTT TV ads are not clickable, so the primary measurement is total minutes of viewing time
for our video ads.
YOUTUBE

Video ads on YouTube content are available via Google Ads. With similar targeting and pricing strategies
as Google Ads, we set up the campaign, and our video(s) are attached to video content related to key
words or themes. YouTube is a highly popular platform with 18-34 year olds, with older adults increasing
usage every year.

Google Ads is a pay-up-front program and requires hands-on maintenance, evaluation and adjustment to consistently
monitor and fine-tune campaigns. It is not commissioned media, so AdManor will charge a percentage markup or hourly fee
for placing and managing these services, so for example, a $5,000 investment in YouTube or Google Ads may result in $4,250
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in ads and $750 in agency ad management. Our ads in FY 19-20 proved to have an effective placement and creative strategy,
delivering cost effective cost-per-thousand impressions, and 0.32% click-through rate.

SPANISH LANGUAGE MEDIA
Spanish language media is targeted to the audience of Spanish-speaking adults 18+ (or 18-49), though some proposals are
geared toward the 35+ audience.
SPANISH RADIO
KSOL Estero Sol 98.9 / 99.1 FM
Mexican Regional format, this station is #2 in the market for Spanish listeners 18+; 68% male audience.

•
•
•

13x per week with 8x :30-second prime + weekend spots + 5x added value rotators
$1,440 per week
Reaches 8.8% of 35+ Spanish-speaking audience 1.6x per week (6 week schedule estimates 27% reach)

Added value:
• 5x :30-second PSAs supplement the paid schedule
• 3x 2-minute “Despierta Area de la Bahia” interview segments production and air time
SPANISH TELEVISION

KSTS Telemundo 48
Schedule is targeted to Santa Clara County Spanish-speaking adults 35+.

•

On-Air
• 30-second spots
Un Nuevo Dia M-F 7-11A
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•
•
•
•
•

La Ley De Corazon M-F 1-2P
Caso Cerrado M-F 2-2:30P
Mid-day news + early evening news M-F
Weekend early news
Bonus rotation

Added Value
• :30-second PSAs in flight weeks
• Additional 40x PSAs have been offered as added value to schedule as desired, outside of the political period
• Interviews on KNTV and KSTS community affairs program “Comunidad del Valle”will be requested
SPANISH DIGITAL
Hearst CoreAudience Spanish Targeting – See English Digital
• Banner Ads (mobile, desktop, tablet) – 300x250, 320x50 and 728x90

MEDIA MIX SUMMARY
The following page exhibits the selected media mixes. We use cost-per-thousand impressions (CPM) to help us compare the
relative cost-efficiency of similar media. Ratings for radio and television estimate the number of viewers/listeners we might
expect to reach in the audience, whereas digital buys are often based on purchased / guaranteed impressions. Although they
tell us similar information, we look at gross impressions instead of rating points to compare all media, because we report
media gross impressions as a measure of campaign success.
Added value is not always evident in the CPM. Some added value is contingent upon the level(s) of purchased media, and
therefore will be negotiated and adjusted in the final buys, and according to the preferences of the WE&O AHTG regarding
relevance and appropriateness for the Campaign.
SPANISH MEDIA
Combines Telemundo TV, KSOL Radio and targeted Spanish digital, similar to FY 19-20.
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Provides a large reach with broadcast media; digital offers measurement of engagement.
ENGLISH MEDIA
Our selected media mix includes broadcast television, a mix of radio formats (classic rock, old/new hits, news) that provides
large reach and some promotional support, and targeted digital to help measure engagement and reach specific audiences.
Our radio selections include 4 of the top 5 stations ranked for our audience, and the 5th is KQED which we are reaching
through their Mobile App.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KNTV NBC 11 has been effective for the Campaign in the past; can request editorial added value.
KBAY is a consistent market leader; has proven effective, offers wide reach and significant added value.
KEZR is on par with KBAY for reaching our target audience.
KUFX “KFOX” has proven effective and offers promotional support as added value.
KCBS Radio has large audiences, and offers some added value email opportunities for engagement.
PROGRAMMATIC DIGITAL helps us reach a lot of people regardless of where they browse. Hearst CoreAudience was
selected for best pricing, accountability and service.
VIDEO ads offer eye-catching messages to targeted mobile audiences.
OTT TV helps us reach the elusive audience who prefers TV programming on-demand (particularly ages <35)
KQED MOBILE APP allows a call to action where KQED radio does not; highly engaged audience.
YOUTUBE provides featured video messages attached to related or targeted content. Performed well in FY 19-20.
THANK YOU!
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Watershed Watch Campaign
20-21 Fiscal Year Media

20-21 FINAL ENG-SPAN

SPANISH MIX - RADIO, TV + DIGITAL
Station

Weeks

Spots/

Sponsor/

Total

Cost

GI's

GI's

Week

PSA's

Spots

Week

Week

Total

Total
CPM

Cost

Radio
KSOL "Estero Sol" 98.9 FM / 91.9 FM

30s

6

8

5

78 $ 1,440

28,000

168,000 $

51.43

$

8,640

30s & news, weekend

8

7

1

62 $ 1,185

68,460

547,680 $

17.31

$

9,480

999,950 $

7.00

$

7,000

Television
Telemundo KSTS 48

Digital

Months

Hearst CoreAudience - Target Spanish-speakers- BANNER

300x250 standard banner

Monthly
7

Monthly

$ 1,000

142,850

TOTAL SPANISH - Radio, TV, Digital

1,715,630 $ 14.64

$

25,120

ENGLISH MIX - RADIO, TV + DIGITAL
Station

Weeks

Spots/

Sponsor/

Total

Cost

GI's

GI's

Week

PSA's

Spots

Week

Week

Total

Television

Total
CPM

Cost

35+

KNTV NBC 11

30s on air

6

16

4

120 $ 2,213

461,875

TELEVISION TOTAL

Radio

2,771,250 $

4.79

$

13,275

2,771,250 $

4.79

$

13,275

35+

KBAY 94.5 BAY FM - 3 weeks packages (6 weeks total)

15s + 30s, w/60 Jona

2

85

30

230 $ 4,350

681,500

1,363,000 $

6.38

$

8,700

KEZR "MIX 106" 106.5 FM - 3 weeks packages (6 weeks total)
15s + 30s, w/60 Marc

2

85

30

230 $ 3,800

404,000

808,000 $

9.41

$

7,600

KCBS 740 AM | 106.9 FM (OR KQED 15s)

30s on air

4

16

10

104 $ 2,320

696,800

2,787,200 $

3.33

$

9,280

KUFX "KFOX" 98.5

30s on air

12

18

835

45,800

549,600 $

15.63

$

10,020

-

45,800

91,600 $

-

$

-

$

35,600

KUFX "KFOX" 98.5 2 weeks free 30s

2

6

288 $

20

40 $

RADIO TOTAL

5,599,400 $

Digital Media
KQED MOBILE APP

4-week
320x50

Rate
2

Impressions Total Impressions

6.36

CPM

$ 2,000

2,022,600

4,045,200 $

Total Cost
0.99

$

4,000

YOUTUBE

Video 15s or 30s

3

$ 1,000

100,000

300,000 $

10.00

$

3,000

Hearst CoreAudience - target English

Video 15s or 30s

2

$ 1,000

50,000

100,000 $

20.00

$

2,000

Hearst CoreAudience - target English

300x250 standard

6

$ 2,000

285,715

1,714,290 $

7.00

$

12,000

6,159,490 $

3.41

$

21,000

DIGITAL TOTAL

TOTAL ENGLISH - TV, RADIO, DIGITAL
TOTAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

14,530,140 $ 4.81
16,245,770

$ 5.85

$

69,875

$

94,995

18

28

5

12

19

16

23

30

7

14

21

28

4

11

18

25

1

22

1

SJ Sharks / Quakes LITTER

8

15

22

29

5

12

19

10

17

24

31

MAY '21

26

3

SJ LITTER

JUN '21

Fathers Day

15

Cesar Chavez/Easter

8

St Patrick's

MLK Jr Day

9

New Years

2

Christmas

26

Memorial Day

21

Memorial Day Weekend

14

September 4-November 3
SJ LITTER

GENERAL ELECTION - POLITICAL AD WINDOW

APR '21

National River Cleanup Day

7

Thanksgiving

31

Columbus Day

24

MAR '21

Earth Day

17

FEB '21

Taxes

10

JAN '21

Presidents Day

3

DEC '20

Valentines

27

America Recycles

20

NOV '20

ELECTION

13

OCT '20

Halloween

6

Labor Day

29

SEPT '20

Labor Day Weekend

AUG '20

Independence Day

JULY '20

Mothers Day

FY 20-21 MEDIA

7

31

7

14

21

28

14 21
JUN '21

28

SJ LITTER

TELEVISION
KSTS Telemundo 48
KNTV NBC 11
RADIO
KSOL "Estero Sol" 98.9 FM / 91.9 FM
KBAY 94.5 BAY FM
KEZR "MIX 106" 106.5 FM
KCBS 740 AM | 106.9 FM
KUFX "KFOX" 98.5
DIGITAL
CoreAudience - Spanish Banners

2x

CoreAudience - English Banners
CoreAudience - Video Pre-Roll
KQED MOBILE APP (NPR)
YOUTUBE Video
SOCIAL MEDIA - PAID
FACEBOOK QUIZ
PROMOTIONAL
29

AdManor, Inc.
(866) 444-2623

6
13
JULY '20

20

27

3

10 17 24
AUG '20

31

7 14 21
SEPT '20

28

5

12 19 26
OCT '20

2

9 16 23
NOV '20

30

7

14 21
DEC '20

28

4

11 18
JAN '21

25

1

8 15
FEB '21

22

1

8

15 22
MAR '21

29

5

12 19
APR '21

26

3

10 17
MAY '21

24
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9/21/202:31 PM

August 6, 2021
To:

Jill Bicknell, SCVURPPP
Vishakha Atre, SCVURPPP

From: Sandi Manor
Re:

FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign
Annual Campaign Report – July 1, 2020-June 30, 2021

Campaign Summary
Throughout the fiscal year, the consultant worked with SCVURPPP to implement the FY 20-21
Watershed Watch Campaign (Campaign) Work Plan, which had been developed to
accommodate the COVID-19 restrictions that impacted outreach events.
Tasks performed included creative production, events, partnership relations, negotiating and
executing the media plan, social networking and website updates. The consultant attended
virtual meetings and provided virtual event staffing, consulting, reporting and support as
needed.
Pollution prevention messages were implemented in the frequency-based multi-media
campaign, leveraging social, paid and negotiated add-value media to keep the Campaign
messages continually present with local audiences.
Media messages were scheduled for seasonality and to achieve the messaging goals for using
less toxic pest control, hiring IPM-trained professionals, car wash promotions, promoting the
Green Gardener program, installing low-impact design features, household hazardous waste
(HHW) disposal, mercury in fish caught in the Bay, and preventing and cleaning up litter.
This report summarizes completion of tasks, activities, and effectiveness of the campaign year.
Summary of Tasks
Task 1: Creative Development
The consultant worked with Program staff and the Scripts Review Work Group to develop the
following creative:
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NEW CREATIVE
MARVELL “GO GREEN” VIRTUAL EVENT
Wrote script and produced a 45-second video promoting
WW Virtual Booth to invite participation (video, graphics
and audio). Created graphics for the virtual booth and a
custom brackground for Zoom. Also edited and recorded
a presentation for event attendees, using slides
developed by Program staff.
GSI FEATURES VIDEO
The consultant drafted a script for a video to introduce
the public to GSI features in the community and for
consideration in their own homes. Following a thorough
review process, the script was edited, and video,
animation and image assets were compiled, including
video shoots in San Jose, Campbell and Palo Alto, and
developing a wide-screen formatted animation of the
Rain Barrel illustration. The video was edited and
presented for review; final production/edits will be
completed early in FY 21-22.
UPDATES TO EXISTING CREATIVE
CREEK MAP ART
Backpack art revised for City of San José use.
IPM “PESTS BUGGING YOU” SPANISH DIGITAL
Revisions to Spanish digital ad translation.
GREEN GARDENER FLYER
Flyer format fine-tuning.
GREEN GARDENER TRAINING PROGRAM RADIO
30-second Spanish radio spots were updated with new class
information.
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LID GREEN STREETS “RAIN BARREL” SPANISH DIGITAL
Spanish digital ad translation and production.
WATERSHED WATCH DISCOUNT CARDS
Card layouts were updated with new 2021 expiration dates and
revised partner offers, and printed in English & Spanish.
CAR WASH EVENT RADIO FOR WESTGATE CLASSIC CAR WASH
30-second radio spot was edited to promote a Watershed Watch 50%
off car wash event on Tuesday, June 22nd at Westgate Classic Car Wash in Campbell (existing
spot promoted Wednesday events).
Consultant also provided scripts/talking points to the radio stations for their promotional
announcements for all events.
CAR WASH EVENT RADIO FOR MONTAGUE PREMIER CAR WASH
30-second radio spot was edited to promote a Watershed Watch
50% off car wash event on Wednesday, June 30th at Montague
Premier Car Wash in San Jose (existing spot promoted a 2-hour
event; event was expanded to 4 hours).
CAR WASH FLYERS
The event flyers were updated for three scheduled events.
HHW “SAFE DISPOSAL” DIGITAL
Revisions to English digital, and new Spanish digital ad versions.
Task 2: Media
The FY 20-21 Media Plan was developed to include broadcast television, broadcast radio, and
digital advertising. Target audiences for the media campaign included college-educated Santa
Clara County homeowners aged 35-54 and Spanish-speaking adults aged 18-49.
Media was scheduled to begin in November 2020 following the general election, and digital
media was scheduled outside of the dates planned by City of San José for their Earthquakes and
Sharks team sponsorship campaigns (originally scheduled for October, March and May).
MEDIA BUDGET
The annual FY 20-21 media budget for the Watershed Watch Campaign was $95,000. The actual
media investment for the year was $93,136. (Facebook ad budget was separate, with
expenditures reported in Task 5 Social Media.).
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MEDIA SELECTIONS
Media selections for the fiscal year included:
RADIO
• KBAY “THE BAY” 94.5 FM top-rated general market (English language) adultcontemporary/classic hits format radio with added value media, promotions and
partnership support.
• KEZR “MIX 106” 106.5 FM top-rated general market hot-hits format radio with added
value media, promotions and partnership support.
• KUFX “KFOX” 98.5 / 102.1 FM top-rated general market (English language) classic-rock
format radio with added value media and promotions. The station also ranks well with
Hispanic young males, providing broad coverage for our target audience.
• KCBS 740 AM / 106.9 FM top-rated news radio (English language) with added value
media.
• KSOL “ESTERO SOL” 98.9 / 91.9 FM Spanish broadcast radio with regional Mexican music
format, including added value media.
DIGITAL
• Hearst AnyScreen (formerly CoreAudience) Behaviorally targeted digital campaign
delivers ads to geographically and demographically defined audiences on their mobile
and tablet devices and desktop web browsers within “brand safe” apps; ads include
banner ads and video ads. Separate campaigns are targeted to English-preference and
Spanish-preference web users.
• YouTube Digital video advertising, targeted by geography, key words (searched
content), age and lifestyle demographics.
• KQED Mobile App Banner ads on the popular NPR radio mobile app, serving the greater
Bay Area.
TELEVISION
• KSTS TELEMUNDO 48 Spanish broadcast television, including PSAs.
• KNTV NBC 11 English broadcast television including PSAs.
MEDIA SERVICES
Media services provided by the consultant include the following:
• Received and reviewed media proposals, ratings data and contracts; conferred/met with
digital, radio and TV media reps
•

Developed final media plans including media mix options for English & Spanish

•

Negotiated final media buys and added-value

•

Developed and maintained a media calendar with planned media dates and
corresponding creative messages

•

Sent traffic orders and all creative to fulfill media buy according to the approved plan
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•

Received, reconciled, processed and paid invoices

•

Resolved issues and schedule changes (make goods) as needed

•

Managed fulfillment of all added-value media / creative

SUMMARY OF MEDIA MESSAGES AND PLACEMENT
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT
• 30-second announcements promoting becoming a trained
Green Gardener (class registration) ran in Spanish on
KSOL;
•

“Hire a Green Gardener” 30-second video ran in English
on YouTube and KNTV; Spanish on KSTS TV;

•

“Hire a Green Gardener” 30-second radio and 15-second
PSA ran in English on KUFX, KCBS; Spanish on KSOL;

•

30-second radio spot “Choose less toxic” ran on KSOL in
Spanish, and ran on KEZR, KBAY, KUFX and KCBS in English;

•

30-second TV spot “Choose less toxic” ran in English on targeted digital AnyScreen and
KNTV and in Spanish on KSTS;

•

30-second TV spot “Hire an IPM-trained pest control professional” ran in Spanish on
KSTS and ran in English on targeted video AnyScreen and KNTV;

•

30-second radio ads promoting “Hire an IPM-trained pest professional” ran in English on
KCBS and KUFX;

•

“Pests Bugging You?” IPM messages ran on targeted digital in English and Spanish
through AnyScreen and in English on KQED Mobile App;

•

15-second radio ad promoting IPM for pest control ran in English on KEZR, KBAY, KUFX
and KCBS; and

•

60-second messages about choosing less-toxic pest control were delivered by Jona
Hamilton (in English) during her show on KBAY.

CAR WASHING + AUTO CARE
•

15-second + 30-second radio spots ran on KBAY, KEZR, KRTY,
KOIT and KUFX radio promoting car wash promotional
events and giveaways

•

Digital ads and car wash event calendar postings on KBAY,
KEZR and KRTY web pages, KFOX.com

•

AnyScreen digital ads in English and Spanish ran for one
month

•

60-second messages on car washing were delivered by Marc Acton during his program
on KEZR
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LITTER
• 30-second cigarette litter “Smoked Salmon” Spanish TV ads ran on KSTS; English
versions ran on KNTV
•

“Litter” 30-second Spanish radio ads ran on KSOL; 15-second and 30-second radio
messages ran on KUFX, KEZR and KBAY

•

60-second messages about litter were delivered on-air by Jona Hamilton and Marc
Acton during their programs on KBAY and KEZR, respectively.

LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT/GREEN STREETS
• AnyScreen targeted mobile campaign featuring rain barrel
animated GIFs ran for one month in English and Spanish
HHW DISPOSAL
• 30-second radio and 15-second PSAs promoting proper
disposal and hhw.org ran on KUFX and KCBS; :30 Spanish on
KSOL
Targeted digital ads promoting proper disposal of HHW were
placed via AnyScreen in English and Spanish, and KQED Mobile
App in English.
STORM WATER / STORM DRAINS
• Jona Hamilton aired messages during her program on KBAY
•

MERCURY IN FISH
• Targeted digital ads in English and Spanish were placed via
AnyScreen
SUMMARY OF MEDIA DELIVERED
The paid media schedule delivered included the following:
657 Radio ads:
• 160 paid spots on KBAY
• 170 paid spots on KEZR
• 216 paid spots on KUFX
• 63 paid spots on KCBS
• 48 paid spots on KSOL
229 Television ads:
• 114 paid spots on KSTS
• 115 paid spots on KNTV
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Digital Media 1:
• KQED MOBILE APP – 3,877,952 impressions
o “”Pests Bugging You?”– one month
o “Safely Dispose” HHW Mercury/Pesticides – one month
• Hearst AnyScreen – 3,134,153 impressions
behaviorally-targeted mobile banners 300 pixels wide x 250 pixels tall and 320 pixels x
50 pixels, desktop and tablet 728 pixels x 90 pixels and clickable video – resulted in
2,235 clicks to the web (0.07% average CTR); 36,632 video completions (36.391% VCR)
o ENGLISH – 2,015,524 impressions

“Pests Bugging You?” two months

“Rain Barrels”– one month

“Safely Dispose HHW”– one month
“Before You Eat” (Mercury in Fish) – one month

“Car Washes 50% off” – one month
o SPANISH – 1,019,381 impressions

“Pests Bugging You?” two months

“Rain Barrels”– one month

“Safely Dispose HHW”– one month

“Before You Eat” (Mercury in Fish) – one month

“Car Washes 50% off” – one month
o TARGETED VIDEO (ENGLISH) – 99,248 impressions

“Hire an IPM-trained pest control professional”– 2 weeks

“Choose Less Toxic Pest Control”– 6 weeks
• YOUTUBE – 167,889 impressions
o “Hire a Green Gardener” – 2 months
Added-value advertisements and promotions that the Campaign received free from the
Campaign’s media partners include the following:
• KRTY, KBAY, KEZR and KUFX – continuation of FY 19-20 car wash promotion
1 week on-air car wash promotional event on each station including PSAs, station callins, and station website pages, and certfiicate distribution to 40 winners.
• KUFX “KFOX”
 60x 15-second PSAs
 60x 30-second PSAs
 30x 20-second car wash event promotional announcements
• KCBS Radio
 40x 30-second PSAs (our recorded spots)
 20x 15-second PSAs
 “1-Thing” 1-week sponsorship announcements
• KBAY Radio
 62x 30-second PSAs
1

Please see Glossary on last page for definitions.
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•
•
•
•
•

 15x 20-second car wash event promotional announcements
KEZR Radio
 60x 30-second PSAs
 15x 20-second car wash event promotional announcements
KSOL Radio
 45x 30-second PSAs
KSTS Telemundo 48 Spanish TV
 67x 30-second PSAs
KNTV NBC 11 TV
 22x 30-second PSAs
Hearst AnyScreen Targeted Mobile/Digital
 319,913 banner ad impressions

The following table shows estimated gross impressions for the Campaign year:
Media Gross Impressions
MEDIA

Type

Impressions*

KBAY 94.5 FM

Radio

1,363,000

KEZR 106.5 FM

Radio

808,000

KUFX 98.5 / 102.1 FM

Radio

641,200

KCBS 740 AM / 106.9 FM

Radio

2,787,200

KSOL 98.9 / 91.9 FM

Radio

168,000

KNTV NBC 11

Television

2,771,250

KSTS Telemundo 48

Television

547,680

Digital Video

167,889

Digital

3,877,952

Digital Banners

3,034,905

Digital Video

99,248

YOUTUBE
KQED MOBILE APP
Hearst AnyScreen (Mobile on various apps/sites)
Hearst AnyScreen
TOTAL

13,327,074

*Data represents paid media and verfied digital impressions.
• Does not include unverified gross impressions on radio station websites, non-invoiced bonafide PSAs and
posts earned via Task 7: Public Relations
• Does not include paid or organic social impressions on Facebook and Twitter (Task 5: see Social Media)
•

Radio and TV based on Santa Clara County demographic (relevant) market impressions; total broadcast
reach is greater
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The table below describes the media costs and conservative estimated value-added media advertising:
Media Buy
MEDIA

TOTAL COST

ADDED VALUE (minimum)

TOTAL VALUE

KBAY 94.5 FM

$8,750

$5,903

$14,653

KEZR 106.5 FM

$7,600

$5,063

$12,663

KUFX 98.5 / 102.1 FM

$10,020

$12,300

$22,320

KCBS 740 AM / 106.9 FM

$9,280

$10,800

$17,738

KSOL 98.9 / 91.9 FM

$8,640

$8,100

$16,740

KNTV NBC 11

$13,275

$3,247

$16,522

KSTS Telemundo 48

$9,440

$5,345

$14,785

$1,630.51

-

$5,005

KQED MOBILE APP

$4,500

-

$4,500

Hearst AnyScreen (Banner Ads)

$18,000

$2,239

$20,239

Hearst AnyScreen (Video)

$2,000

-

$2,000

$93,135.51

$52,997

$146,133

YOUTUBE

TOTAL
Creative Messages Breakdown
IPM

IPM
PCO

34
10
1

IPM
GG*

42
30
2

Litter
**

Radio - Paid
Radio - PSA
Digital Paid
Digital – PSA***
TV - Paid
TV – PSA

272
148
7

142
55

99
40

30
13

37
12

63
24

Total

566

88

123

284

Car Wash
***

HHW

134
212
2
4

23
68
3

352

94

MERCURY IN
FISH

GSI/LID

2

2

2

2

GENERAL
Stormwater -

Total

10

657
523
19
4
229
89

10

1,521

* Digital includes banner/tile display ads, video ads. Ads are counted as 1 each but may
represent thousands of impressions. Does not include social media ads: See Task 5.
** Creek cleanup and volunteer promotions are counted in Litter.
*** A portion of car wash promotions were a carryover of added value earned with the FY 1920 Media Campaign
Task 3: Added-Value + Partner Development
The consultant worked at maintaining relationships with existing partners, creating new
partnerships, and updated and maintained partner contact information.
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New Partnership:
• BlueBarrel Rain Barrel Systems
o Discount Card partner; offered 10% off recycled rain barrel systems
Existing partnership and related added-value activities included:
• Happy Hollow Park & Zoo
o Discount Card partner; provided $2 per person admission discount with WW
Discount Card.
• Capitol Premier Car Wash
o Discount Card partner; through 2020, provided ongoing discounts of $2 off
Premier Wash, $3 off Supreme Wash and $4 off Works Wash to customers with
the WW Discount Card. Discontinued for 2021 due to their new point-of-sale
system. They do not have “dollars off” discounts/coupons anymore.
• Pacific Car Wash
o Discount Card partner; provided $3 discounts to customers with WW Discount
Card.
• Classic Car Wash
o Discount Card partner; provided discounts to customers at all four locations with
the WW Discount Card. They no longer have the capability to track the discounts
provided for the Discount Card since they changed point of sale systems. They
conservatively estimate that 300 $4 discounts were given ($1,200 value).
o Hosted two on-site events;
 57 discounted washes (50% off) for June 15th event at Delta Queen
($570 minimum value)
 46 discounted washes (50% off) for June 22nd event at Westgate
($460 minimum value)
• Sunnvyvale Carwash & Gas
o Discount Card partner; offered $3 discount on Premium Wash
• Sunnyvale Car Spa, Inc. (E. Duane Ave location)
o Discount Card partner; offered $5 discount on all car washes
• EarthBaby Compostable Diaper Service
o Discount Card partner; offered free pack of diapers and wipes with new service
subscribers
• Montague Premier Car Wash
o Discount Card partner; offered $3 off Premier Wash, $5 off The Works, $10 off
any detail over $50
o Hosted a 50% off car wash event June 30th, providing labor and overhead plus 23
discounted car washes with minimum total value of $230
• Vikhar Valero
o Discount Card partner; offered $1 off any car wash (drive through washes)
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•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Jiffy Lube
o Discount Card partner; offered $10 off Signature Oil Change service with WW
Discount Card.
SprinklerTimes.com
o Discount Card partner; provided $4 discount on annual subscription with
Watershed Watch Discount Card. (Out of business in 2021.)
Capitol Wholesale Nursery
o Featured WW, Green Gardener Program and South Bay Green Gardens on their
webpage. Consistently generates referrals to our website.
South Bay Clean Creeks Connection / Friends of Los Gatos Creek
o Cross posting on Facebook.
o Features WW on their Partners webpage.
City of San José ESD – Earthquakes and Sharks Media Sponsorship/Partnership
o SCVURPPP provided funding for transit shelter advertisements on litter. The City
of San José coordinated the partnership with team, creative and media buy. The
advetisements directed viewers to the Watershed Watch website for
information on creek cleanup events
o Consultant posted the creative on the Watershed Watch website home page and
featured Volunteer for Cleanups page
Bass Pro Shops (mutliple locations)
o Stocked the “Guide to Eating Fish & Shellfish from the San Francisco Bay”
brochures.
KBAY
o In addition to added-value media advertising, KBAY provided production of
promotional announcements for one car wash event
KEZR
o In addition to added-value media advertising, KEZR provided production of
promotional announcements for one car wash event
KUFX “KFOX” + KOIT
o In addition to added-value media advertising, KUFX provided production of
promotional announcements for two car wash events
Yamagami’s Nursery
o Web link on “helpful links” page on Yamagamisnursery.com.
Creek Connections Action Group
o Campaign promoted the Coastal Cleanup Day/Month events by posting
information on the Watershed Watch website, social media.
o Utilized Facebook boosted posts to promote Coastal Cleanup Day

Minimum measurable estimated value-added provided to the Campaign from media and
community partners is $56,957.
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Task 4: Website Maintenance
The consultant performed ongoing functional tuning and content updates to keep
myWatershedWatch.org current. Functional repair and maintenance keeps the site current
with security, SEO, and mechanics. Updates this year included improving site speed and adding
SSL (secure socket layer) to show users that our site is secure.
Content updates keep information current and applicable to the new creative, partnerships and
Co-permittee news and events, primarily through slideshow graphics and “What’s New”
featured links. Linked files / downloadable items were added and replaced as new versions
became available. Green Gardener class information and Green Gardener lists were updated.
The website was promoted in television, radio and online (including social media), as well as on
Campaign materials and promotional items handed out at community events.
The consultant reported monthly on page views (gross impressions), visitors (people visiting the
site) and popular content.
The consultant reported monthly on page views (gross impressions), visitors (people visiting the
site) and popular content, noting corresponding media and other campaign activity.
A very high number of visits were detected from Peru, and at times, from Mexico. Starting in
September an uptick in activity was observed, which jumped to thousands of hits per day on
November 30th which is is apparent in the graph below.

Figure 1 - Spike in web activity during December primarily from visits originating in Peru

In the first half of the fiscal year, Peru accounted for 70,597 visits (54% of all visits to the site),
resulting in 86,128 page views (compared to 3,823 visits and 4,588 page views from Peru in the
same period, prior year) . In December, the webmaster blocked visits from Peru so that our
analytics and website performance would not be adversely impacted by foreign activity.
We have adjusted the numbers below to remove activity from Peru in order to reflect more
relevant website activity, however we were not able to separate technology reporting or
content consumed because of limitations in Google Analytics.
The site had 150,976 visits resulting in 184,176 page views (average of 504 page views per
day):
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Total Visits: 150,976; compared to 122,723 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+23%)
Unique Visitors: 118,882; compared to 104,292 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+14%)
California Visits: 26,627; compared 26,060 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+2.18%)
Total Page Views: 184,176; compared to 155,325 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+18.6%)
Average Daily Page Views: 504; compared to 424 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+19%)
Of the total 150,976 visits, 26,627 (17.6%) were from California. Shown in top 10 ranking order,
California visitors came from:
1. San Jose
2. San Francisco
3. Santa Clara
4. Oakland
5. Los Angeles
6. Sacramento
7. Sunnyvale
8. Mountain View
9. San Diego
10. Cupertino
Other SCVURPPP areas:
13. Palo Alto
16. Los Altos
20. Los Gatos
22. Saratoga
23. Milpitas
24. Campbell
Visitors arrive at the site via three different ways:
1. Direct traffic – entering the URL directly into their
browsers
2. Referring sites – external links to
www.mywatershedwatch.org from other sites,
online ads, mobile applications and emails; Google
Analytics reports referrals from Social Media
referrals as “Social” and from Google Ads as “Paid
Search”
3. Search engines – key word searches resulting in
hits to the site
Sources of traffic / visitors to site:
1. Search Engines / Organic Search 137,953
(73.5%)
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Social
1%

Referrals
1%
Paid
Searches
8%

Web Traffic

Direct
17%

Organic
Searches
73%

2.
3.
4.
5.

Paid Search 15,224 (8.1%) Google Ads
Direct Traffic 31,039 (16.5%)
Referral 1,862 (2%)
Social 1,634 (0.9%)

Top search engines:
1. Google
2. Bing
3. Yahoo
Top search terms / key words:
1. Importance of watershed/watershed important to humans/why are watersheds
important?
2. Stormwater pollution
3. Prevent litter/water pollution
Top 10 referring sites were:
1. Google (cost per click)
2. Ad links (our ads appear on hundreds of sites; combined, these are the top sources for ad
referrals)
3. Facebook
4. capitolwholesalenursery.com (and .net)
5. mgsantaclara.ucanr.edu
6. cuencashidfrograficaskim1.blogspot.com (River Basins of Venezula, links Importancia de
las cuencas hidrogràficas to www.mywatershedwatch.org/es/about-watersheds/)
7. ci.milpitas.ca.gov
8. classroom.google.com
9. cleanbay.org
10. markmccablelandscape.com
Top 10 pages:
1. mywatershedwatch.org/es/about-watersheds/why-are-watersheds-important/
(Spanish About Watersheds)
2. mywatershedwatch.org/es/pollution-prevention-tips/ (Spanish Pollution Prevention
Tips)
3. mywatershedwatch.org/ (Home page)
4. mywatershedwatch.org/es/ (Spanish Home page)
5. mywatershedwatch.org/residents/how-to-dispose-of-household-hazardous-waste/
(English HHW disposal page)
6. mywatershedwatch.org/residents/less-toxic-gardening/ (English IPM page)
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7. mywatershedwatch.org/es/about-watersheds/frequently-asked-questions/ (Spanish
FAQs page)
8. mywatershedwatch.org/about-watersheds/why-are-watersheds-important/ (About
Watersheds)
9. mywatershedwatch.org/residents/where-does-your-water-go/ (English “Where Does
Your Water Go?” Stormdrain vs. Sanitary Sewer page)
10. mywatershedwatch.org/es/residents/prevent-mercury-pollution/ (Spanish Prevent
Mercury Pollution)
50% of the top 10 pages were English, 50% were Spanish.
Total events (video views, downloads, outbound referrals/links clicked, etc.): 7,955 (+52.83%
from 5,205 in previous year).
Total downloads: 1,735 (-20.45% from 2,181 in previous year). Increase in overall events was
primarily in outbound link clicks 2, up 113% from prior year.
Top 10 downloads:
1. Mercury / CFL Disposal
2. How Trash Gets Into Creeks (Single Family Residence version)
3. Green Gardener List
4. Where Does Your Water Go
5. Mercury in Fish Caught in SF Bay (English)
6. Volunteer Opportunities List
7. Rain Garden Fact Sheet
8. Green Gardener Training Flyer
9. Preventing Storm Drain Pollution Commercial Booklet
10. How Trash Gets Into Creeks (Schools Residence version)
Technology
Mobile activity accounted for 55.1% of all visits, desktop users were 42.5% and tablet users
2.4% of all visits. Tablet users decreased from prior year, while mobile and desktop both
increased.

2

This means clicks from our site to other sites that take them away from our site, but good to know as an indication of
engagement with our site (users didn’t just visit, they did something).
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Website Visits - Online Behavior
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0
FY 14-15

Desktop
9,427

Mobile
1,982

Tablet
619

FY 15-16

11,143

5,172

914

FY 16-17

15,640

9,995

1,514

FY 17-18

23,385

26,867

2,311

FY 18-19

28,428

30,000

2,605

FY 19-20

44,843

71,178

6,702

FY 20-21

79,339

102,997

4,513

Outreach Event Impacts on Web Activity
There was one (1) community event from July to Decemeber 2020 with potential to impact the
campaign website activity: Marvell Virtual Go Green Event on November 17. The event
coincided with the media campaign which had noticable impacts on the website, but alone did
not appear to have an impact on website activity around and on days of events where
Watershed Watch Campaign was present.
There were three (3) Watershed Watch promoted car wash events in June 2021 but Campaign
staff was not at any of the events. Increases in web activity are credited to the advertising
campaign to promote the events.
Media Campaign Impacts on Web Activity
There was a lift in website activity directly related (and relatively sustained) during the addedvalue radio car wash promotion in July 3, and again when the paid media campaign began in
November (including radio, digital, television).
Because the Campaign website began experiencing extreme influxes of visitors from Peru and
Mexico starting in September, the best indicator of Campaign efforts on website activity is the
tracking of local visitors (California). During the months of July-October, the website averaged
363 local monthly visitors, which increased to 5,960 in November, 1,012 in December and shot
up to 7,121 in January. The primary differences in November and January were the KQED
3

July media promotion was a carryover from the FY 19-20 media campaign, in which we placed
paid media for the promotion at the end of June, and all added value media placed in the first
week of July.
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mobile app advertising in November and January, television and radio ads in November, and
YouTube and radio ads in January. May 2021 had 15,368 visits from California, which coincided
with an increase in radio and television ads, as well as the City of San José’s digital litter ad
campaign.
Because the radio and television campaigns promote the home page
www.MyWatershedWatch.org, much of the “direct” traffic to the site is attributed to the
broadcast media campaign, though some may be from other sources that Google Analytics
does not identify or categorize.
Promoted Facebook quizzes and ads that provided links to related content had noticeable
impact on the website activity that can be directly attributed to the ads. For example:
• In September, boosting the Facebook quiz featuring Coastal Cleanup Day led to the
Coastal Cleanup Guidance and Volunteer Opportunities webpages being the top 3rd and
4th most downloaded items.
•

In January and February, Event promotion ads for the Green Gardener Training course
resulted in the Flyer being the #3 top most downloaded item for both months.

Digital ads linked to relevant content gave us greater opportunity to track ad effectiveness,
such as:
• In November, advertising featured less-toxic pest control, and the Less-Toxic Pest
Control webpage was the 3rd (English) and 4th (Spanish) most visited for the month.
•

December digital advertising featured rain gardens and pervious paving, and resulted in
the Green Streets page in English being the 3rd most visited page, and the Spanish being
the 10th. The Rain Garden Fact Sheet, Pervious Paving Fact Sheet, and Green Streets Fact
Sheet were among the most downloaded items for the month.

•

In January, radio and digital ads about mercury in fish and safe disposal of HHW resulted
in the English How to Dispose of Hazardous Waste page being the #1 most visited page
for the month, the Spanish HHW page was #6, and CFL Drop-off Locations was one of
the most downloaded items.

•

In January and February, “Hire a Green Gardener” videos on YouTube and broadcast TV
contributed to the Green Gardener List being the #1 most downloaded item both
months.

•

In April, IPM messaging on radio, TV and digital campaigns put the English Less-Toxic
Gardening page as the 3rd most visited for the month, and Spanish the 5th. IPM fact
sheets for Aphids and Weeds were among the most downloaded items for the month.

The English-language targeted digital banner ad campaign with Hearst AnyScreen delivered
2,015,524 impressions which resulted in 1,486 clicks on our ads (0.074% average click-through
rate or CTR, vs. current industry average of 0.04% CTR). Click-through rate is calculated by
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number of clicks divided by number of impressions.
Top 3 Messages receiving most CLICKS:
1. English “Rain Barrels” 300x250 gif (December) 343 clicks; 299,380 impressions (0.112% CTR)
2. English “Safe Disposal (HHW)” 300x250 jpg (January) 176 clicks; 167,373 impressions
(0.077% CTR)
3. English “Pests Bugging You?” 300x250 jpg (November) 167 clicks; 177,356 impressions
(0.095% CTR)
Top 3 Messages delivering the highest CLICK-THROUGH RATE:
1. English “Rain Barrels” 728x90 gif (December) 38 clicks; 37,291 impressions (0.137% CTR)
2. English “Safe Disposal (HHW)” 728x90 jpg (January) 57 clicks; 43,876 impressions (0.117%
CTR)
3. English “Rain Barrels” 300x250 gif (December) 343 clicks; 299,380 impressions (0.112% CTR)
The Spanish-language targeted digital ad campaign delivered 1,019,381 impressions which
resulted in 733 clicks on our ads (0.072% CTR).
Top 3 Messages with the most CLICKS:
1. Spanish “Rain Barrels” 300x250 gif (December) 129 clicks; 152,154 impressions (0.093%
CTR)
2. Spanish“Pests Bugging You?” 300x250 jpg (April) 97 clicks; 152,223 impressions (0.045%
CTR)
3. Spanish “Safe Disposal (HHW)” 300x250 jpg (January) 84 clicks; 94,902 impressions (0.088%
CTR)
Top 3 Messages delivering the highest CLICK-THROUGH RATE:
1. Spanish“Pests Bugging You?” 728x90 jpg (April) 31 clicks; 37,941 impressions (0.101% CTR)
2. Spanish “Rain Barrels” 300x250 gif (December) 129 clicks; 152,154 impressions (0.093%
CTR)
3. Spanish “Safe Disposal (HHW)” 300x250 jpg (January) 84 clicks; 94,902 impressions (0.088%
CTR)
Our digital ads appeared most frequently (most impressions delivered) on:
1. cnn.com
2. mercurynews.com
3. ESPN – iOS
4. USA Today for iPhone (iOS)
5. businessinsider.com
6. usatoday.com
7. TheScore: Sports & Scores
8. thedailybeast.com
9. CBS Sports for iPhone (iOS)
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10. CNN App for iPhone
Top performing sites or apps where our messages received the highest number of clicks:
1. cnn.com
2. USA Today for iPhone (iOS)
3. mercurynews.com
4. CNN App for iPhone
5. ESPN – iOS
6. msn.com
7. usatoday.com
8. TheScore: Sports & Scores
9. nbcnews.com
10. businessinsider.com
Digital video tactics included skippable in-stream 30-second videos:
•

AnyScreen targeted video (english) on various sites – 99,248 impressions; 36,632 video
completions (36.39% VCR) resulting in 16 clicks (0.044% CTR)

•

YouTube – 167,889 impressions; resulted in 256 clicks (0.15% CTR); 30,515 views to
completion (18.18% VCR)

Task 5: Social Media + Networking
Social Media Campaign
Posts to Facebook and Twitter promoted Watershed Watch Campaign resources, programs and
partners. Posts included events, links to news, partner and program updates, Discount Card,
IPM tips, HHW disposal information, green infrastructure/LID information, media (videos,
photos), IPM hiring, car washing, volunteerism, litter reduction, storm drain awareness, and
more.
Paid post promotions on Facebook also included Instagram when available. Instagram ads
appear in feeds of those selected through our targeting but are not posted automatically on our
Instagram page. Therefore we limit adding post promotions to Instagram when they require
engagement monitoring, such as Quiz Contests.
The Campaign made unique posts, plus engaged via comments, shares/retweets (RT), and
likes/favorites to other posts (including but not limited to members of SCVURPPP and Campaign
Partners).
Using a list of approved urban runoff polluton prevention messages, sharing relevant content
from other pages, and promoting timely messages/news from the Campaign, the consultant
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posted photos, videos, tips, contests, resources and volunteer opportunities.
All posts made to the social media accounts are publicly available at the links below:
www.twitter.com/watershed_watch
www.facebook.com/mywatershedwatch
www.instagram.com/watershed_watch
Facebook
The Campaign’s Facebook page is www.facebook.com/mywatershedwatch.
The period ended with 1,583 fans; 30 net gain from 1,553 July 1, 2020 (+2%).
Fan / Page Demographics:
• Male 46% / Female 52% / Undisclosed 2%
• Age breakdown is:
13-17 0%
18-24 8%
25-34 32%
35-44 19%
45-54 16%
55+ 22%
Largest group of followers is Male 25-34 (17% of followers)
94 Posts (average 1 post every 3.5 days)
• 186,221 Total Post Reach
• 291,993 Total Post Impressions
• 7,692 Engaged Users
• 1,912 Video Views
• 10,538 Clicks
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Facebook Activity

4000
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0

Posts
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(000)
410.147

Impression
s(000)
595.133

Engaged
Users (0)
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FY 15-16

214
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FY 16-17

170

449.646

484.777

1388.5

1,328

FY 17-18

153

318.809

421.006

3614.7

1,480

FY 18-19
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333.75

432.747

1618

1,529

FY 19-20

119

388.814

440.368

1876.6
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94

186.221

291.993

769.2

1583
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Promoted Posts
The Campaign utilized paid promotions to boost post reach for key messages and stimulate
engagement with Facebook and Instagram users. In November 2020, Facebook placed a ban
on running any “political”advertising until further notice. Under Facebook’s ad policy, ads
related to the environment and education fall under the political ad category, which impacts
the majority of our content. We found a work-around for the Green Gardener Training Program
by promoting it as an Event. The ban was lifted in early March 2021.
The following table offers an overview of 14 promoted posts, budgets and engagement results.
Total paid reach of 246,129 resulted in 439,393 impressions and delivered 15,212
engagements; 3.46% average engagement rate.
Facebook.com
Boosted Post
1. Quiz –
Coastal
Cleanup

Dates

Cost

9/109/17

$300

2. Quiz – Autos

10/21- $300
10/28
12/23- $500
2/24

3. GG Training

Reach &
Impressions
5,364
17,665

Engagements
118

Engagement
Rate
0.67%

12,370
27,302
46,660
83,870

511

1.87%

511

0.61%
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Facebook.com
Boosted Post
4. Quiz – HHW

Dates

Cost

1/282/4
3/93/17
3/314/9

$300

806

Engagement
Rate
0.79%

368

4.66%

824

5.3%

$400

9. Quiz – Green
Gardener

4/214/28
5/105/16
5/316/7

5,881
11,712
11,509
24,318
11,065
18,425

516

4.4%

436

1.8%

4,411

23.9%

10. Quiz – Car
Washing

6/116/18

$400

12,088
18,626

5,902

31.7%

11. Quiz – Rain
Garden

6/216/28

$400

8,730
20,365

182

0.9%

12. Car Wash
Event 6/15

6/86/14

$500

15,697
32,919

284

0.9%

13. Car Wash
Event 6/22

6/166/21

$500

15,976
31,078

187

0.6%

14. Car Wash
Event 6/30

6/226/29

$500

14,776
27,668

156

0.6%

$5,500

246,129
439,393

15,212

3.46%

5. Quiz – Litter
6. Quiz –What’s
a Watershed
7. Quiz - Litter
8. Quiz - Runoff

14 Boosted
Posts

$300
$300

$400
$400

Reach &
Impressions
75,649
102,004
3,674
7,890
6,690
15,551

Engagements

An additional Quiz related to hiring an IPM professional was posted on Facebook in November
but we were unable to boost it because of the political ad ban.
Twitter
@watershed_watch currently has 533 followers; net loss of 2 follows since July 1, 2020.
28 Tweets during the fiscal year
6,308 organic impressions
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124 engagements
Instagram
@watershed_watch currently has 406 followers (net gain of 141 followers since July 1, 2020).
12 new posts in the fiscal year
1,223 impressions
147 engagements
Task 6: Outreach Events
The consultant sought outreach events, however all fall 2020 and spring 2021 events were
cancelled because of the COVID-19
pandemic and resulting health and safety
restrictions for public gatherings.
In lieu of in-person events the Program
adapted to provide onine events. The
consultant gathered webinars, virtual events,
and online learning opportunities and posted
on the website “Events” page.
A virtual Watershed Watch Campaign booth
was present at the following event:
Marvell “Go Green” Virtual Event –
Tuesday, November 17, 2020
• Held via Zoom 10AM – 12 PM
• The consultant staffed the event along with Program staff, and provided the Zoom meeting
link
• 10-12 visitors came to the Watershed Watch booth
Many COVID-19 restrictions impacting in-person gatherings in California were lifted effective
June 15, 2021. The Watershed Watch Campaign sponsored following events at car wash partner
locations, but did not attend in person:
Watershed Watch 50% Off Car Wash Event –
Delta Queen Classic Car Wash, Campbell, Tuesday, June 15, 2021
• Watershed Watch sponsored and promoted this event with KBAY Radio.
• Attendance at this event was estimated at 57 customers.
Watershed Watch 50% Off Car Wash Event –
Westgate Classic Car Wash, Saratoga, Tuesday, June 22, 2021
• Watershed Watch sponsored and promoted this event with KEZR Radio.
• Attendance at this event was estimated at 46 customers.
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Watershed Watch 50% Off Car Wash Event –
Montague Premier Car Wash, San Jose, Wednesday, June 30, 2021
• Watershed Watch sponsored and promoted this event with KUFX Radio.
• Attendance at this event was estimated at 23 customers.
Task 7: Earned Media / Public Relations
Public Relations (PR) efforts are described below:
• Green Gardener Training Program – Winter 2021 class registration outreach
o Updated news release, Spanish radio commercial
o Submitted media news sites; requested sharing by Campaign Partners
o Media coverage radio Public Service Announcements on KSOL in February 2021
Task 8: Report + Workplan Development
Work completed by the consultant includes:
• Completed all media plans including establishing calendar of media schedules,
corresponding messages and events.
• Provided annual report of FY 19-20 Watershed Watch Campaign activities and results.
• Provided mid-year report of FY 20-21 Watershed Watch Campaign activities and results.
• Provided monthly activity reports, media summaries, invoices, partnership updates, and
web statistics.
• Prepared PowerPoint Presentations and delivered reports for meetings of the WEO AHTG.
• Examined outcomes of FY 20-21 and goals set forth in the Strategy; applied to Work Plan
developed for FY 21-22.
Task 9: Meetings & Communications
The consultant attended and/or participated in WEO AHTG meetings as needed. Time was not
billed for attendance or travel/expenses; participation was donated to the campaign as addedvalue.
Campaign Evaluation:
The following is a summary of the measurable results of the FY 20-21 Campaign:
•

Media advertising delivered a minimum of 13,327,074 targeted and general audience gross
impressions.

•

The media partners provided a minimum added value package of benefits and resources of
$52,997 in addition to the $93,136 spent on advertising.

•

14 paid social media campaigns delivered 439,393 impressions and 15,212 engagements.

•

Social media delivered 299,524 organic impressions.

•

Total (measured/realized) Value Added Resources from media and community partners:
$56,957.

•

The Campaign was present at one virtual community event.

•

Car washes and discounts minimum (measured / reported) value $2,460
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WEBSITE ACTIVITY
(Adjusted to remove Peru visits)
•

Total Visits: 150,976; compared to 122,723 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+23%)

•

Unique Visitors: 118,882; compared to 104,292 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+14%)

•

California Visits: 26,627; compared 26,060 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+2.18%)

•

Total Page Views: 184,176; compared to 155,325 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+18.6%)

•

Average Daily Page Views: 504; compared to 424 in July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 (+19%)

•

Total Events (video views, downloads, outbound referrals/links clicked, etc.): 7,955
(+52.83% from 5,205 in previous year).

•

Total downloads: 1,735 (-20.45% from 2,181 in previous year).

•

Requests on the website for materials (brochure, discount card, etc.): 18

•

Number of IPM or other queries via the website: 5

ASSESSMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the consultant’s evaluation of Watershed Watch activities in FY 20-21, the following
new tactics will be implmented as part of the FY 21-22 Work Plan to improve Watershed Watch
Campaign effectiveness and maximize newly developed assets.
•

Seek virtual event sponsorship opportunities with media and community partnerships
(webinars, etc.) in lieu of in-person events.

•

Schedule WW media and events outside of San José’s planned sports partnership(s) media
to help our resources go farther, not overlap with their efforts; confirm San José schedule
before finalizing media plans.

•

Finalize GSI/LID Video and promote through digital media; create shortened versions of
video for use in social media.

•

Leverage GSI/LID video promotion in pitching new Watershed Watch Partners who provide
goods and services related to GSI/LID in Santa Clara Valley.

•

Divert some social media advertising/promotions investment from Facebook to Twitter and
Instagram to build larger followings and reach potentially different social media audiences.
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GLOSSARY:
General Media Definitions:
•

Reach refers to unique audience members to whom the ad was delivered.

•

Impressions refers to the Reach x Frequency of messages appearing in feeds (some people may be
delivered the ad more than once)

•

CPM – Cost per one-thousand impressions; a measure of cost-efficiency of ads to reach a specific
audience relative to other media

•

PSAs – Public Service Announcements; ads run free of charge as community service by the media
station, and added value to the Campaign

Digital Definitions:
•

CTR – Click-through rate; number of clicks divided by impressions

•

Views – Those who viewed the ad to completion (did not skip at any point)

•

VCR – Views to completion rate; number of views divided by impressions

•

CPC – Cost per click; total cost divided by number of clicks, measuring effectiveness/response

•

Engagements are the interactions with social media posts. Engagements may include post
likes/reactions, video plays, comments, post shares, page likes, link clicks and/or photo clicks.
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WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

JUL 20

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day
331

Total Visits
CA Visits

Top pages

No. of Top
Pages

Total
Visits:
8,377

1. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
2. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important/
3. / (home page)
4. /es/residents/preventmercury-pollution/
5. /about-watersheds/whyare-watershedsimportant/
6. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions/
7. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
8. /es/aboutwatersheds/stormwaterpollution/
9. /residents/greengardener-program/finda-green-gardener/
10. /es/about-watersheds/

English-4
Spanish-6

1. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important/
2. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
3. / (home page)
4. /es/residents/preventmercury-pollution/

English-4
Spanish-6

Visits from
California:
380

AUG
20

308

Total
Visits:
7,762
Visits from
California:
364

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals
Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo
10.7% direct
0.5% referral
0.9%% paid
search
87.8% search
engines
0.7% social
Referral sources:
1. Google ads
2. Facebook
3. Capitol
Wholesale
Nursery

Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo
11.9% direct
0.8% referral

Most Downloaded

Contact Form

Comments

Mobile Cleaner Fact Sheet
IPM Rats & Mice Fact Sheet
Restaurant Fact Sheet
Storm Drain Pollution Brochure
Spill Response Fact Sheet
Car Wash Brochure
How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
Volunteer Opportunities
Where Does Your Water Go
TIE: Pools Brochure
WW Discount Card
WW Solutions Brochure
CFL Drop off Locations

Requests /
Comments:
English – 1
Spanish – 0

Media and
events:

Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 0
Spanish – 1

105 downloads

How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
K-12 Watershed Ed Resources
CFL Drop off Locations
Green Gardener List
GG Assessment Tool
IPM Rats & Mice Fact Sheet
WW Solutions Brochure
Where Does Your Water Go

Requests /
Comments:
English – 0
Spanish – 0
Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:

continuation
of Car Wash
Giveaway
radio
promotions
(traffic
down 31%
from prior
month with
media
campaign,
but up 300%
from prior
year July)

Media and
events:

WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

SEP 20

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day

612

Total Visits
CA Visits

Total
Visits:
15,313
Visits from
California:
389

Top pages

5. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
6. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions/
7. /residents/greengardener-program/finda-green-gardener/
8. /about-watersheds/whyare-watershedsimportant/
9. /es/aboutwatersheds/stormwaterpollution/
10. /es/ (Spanish home)
1. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
2. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important/
3. /about-watersheds/whyare-watershedsimportant/
4. / (home page)
5. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
6. /es/residents/preventmercury-pollution/
7. /es/aboutwatersheds/stormwaterpollution/

No. of Top
Pages

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals
0.4%% paid
search
86.6% search
engines
0.3% social
Referral sources:
1. Google ads
2. Facebook
3. Master
Gardeners

English-3
Spanish-7

Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo
12.7% direct
0.3% referral
0.4%% paid
search
86.4% search
engines
0.5% social
Referral sources:
1. Facebook
2. Google ads

Most Downloaded

Contact Form

TIE: GG Renewal
Volunteer Opportunities
IPM Spiders Fact Sheet
Spill Response Fact Sheet
SF Bay Mecury In Fish Brochure

English – 0
Spanish – 0

Comments

103 downloads

How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
CFL Drop off Locations
Coastal Cleanup Guidance
Volunteer Opportunities
Water Beat Book
WW Solutions Brochure
Rain Garden Fact Sheet
How Trash Gets into CreeksSchools
K-12 Watershed Ed Resources
TIE: Green Gardener List
Discount Card
GG Assessment Tool

107 downloads
310 outbound links

Requests /
Comments:
English – 0
Spanish – 0
Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 0
Spanish – 0

Media and
events:

WW Quiz
about
Coastal
Cleanup
5442 visits
from Peru

WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

OCT 20

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day

Total Visits
CA Visits

621

Total
Visits:
16,096

Top pages

No. of Top
Pages

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals
3. Master
Gardeners

Most Downloaded

Contact Form

Comments

English-4
Spanish-6

Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo

How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
Where Does Your Water Go
Green Gardener List
WW Solutions Brochure
Storm Drain Pollution Brochure
Keep Family Safe from Mercury
Volunteer Opportunities
TIE: How Trash Gets into
Creeks- Schools
Pools Brochure
Saw Cut Slurry
IPMProperty Manager
Brochure
WW Discount Card
CFL Drop off Locations

Requests /
Comments:
English – 1
Spanish – 0

Media and
events:

8. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions/
9. es/residents/how-todispose-of-hazardouswaste/
10. /es/about-watersheds/

Visits from
California:
373

1. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
2. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important/
3. /about-watersheds/whyare-watershedsimportant/
4. /es/residents/preventmercury-pollution/
5. / (home page)
6. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
7. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions/
8. /residents/preventlitter/
9. /es/aboutwatersheds/stormwaterpollution/
10. /es/ (Spanish home)

10.95% direct
0.33% referral
0.05%% paid
search
88.57% search
engines
0.09% social
Referral sources:
1. ecosia.org
2. Master
Gardeners
3. Facebook

122 downloads
312 outbound links

Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 1
Spanish – 0

WW Quiz
about Auto
Pollution
5,882 visits
from Mexico

WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

NOV
20

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day
923
(761
thru
11/29)

Total Visits
CA Visits

Top pages

No. of Top
Pages

Total
Visits:
23,040

1. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important/
2. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
3. /residents/less-toxicgardening/
4. /es/residents/less-toxicgardening/
5. / (home page)
6. /about-watersheds/whyare-watershedsimportant/
7. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions/
8. /about-watersheds/
9. /residents/preventlitter/
10. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/

English-6
Spanish-4

Visits from
California:
5,960
TOTAL
USERS:
5,590 US
5,109 Peru
3,406Mexi
co

DEC 20

2,376

Total
Visits:
59,951

1. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important/
2. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals
Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo
31.6% direct
1.5% referral
0.01%% paid
search
66.9% search
engines
0.09% social
Referral sources:
1. Paid ads
2. ecosia.org
3. Master
Gardeners
4. Facebook

English-6
Spanish-4

Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo

Most Downloaded

Contact Form

Comments

How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
CFL Drop off Locations
Rain Garden FS
Green Gardener List
Volunteer Opportunities
Where Does Your Water Go
How Trash Gets into CreeksSchools
K-12 Watershed Ed Resources
ZunZun Flyer
TIE:
Controlling Aphids FS
Storm Drain Pollution Brochure
(IPM) Less Toxic Products List

Requests /
Comments:
English – 3
Spanish – 0

Media and
events:
IPM “less
toxic pest
control”
Eng/SP
Digital;

Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 1
Spanish – 0

Hire a GG /
Hire IPM
PCO Radio &
TV
WW Quiz
about IPM
PCO (not
boosted)

154 downloads
536 outbound links

5,610 page
views from
Peru on
11/30/20

How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
Where Does Your Water Go
Restaurant Fact Sheet
Water Beat Book
Rain Barrel Fact Sheet

Requests /
Comments:
English – 0
Spanish – 0

Marvell Go
Green
Virtual Event
11/17/20
Media and
events:
Green
Streets (LID)

WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

JAN 21

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day

529

Total Visits
CA Visits

Top pages

No. of Top
Pages

Visits from
California:
1,012

3. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions/
4. /es/about-watersheds/
TOTAL
5. /es/ (Spanish home)
VISITS:
6. /residents/green2,288 US
streets/
52,599 Peru 7. /about-watersheds/why2,269Mexi
are-watershedsco
important/
8. /about-watersheds/
9. /residents/less-toxicgardening/
10. /es/residents/greenstreets/

Total
Visits:
13,922

1. /residents/how-todispose-f-householdhazardous-waste/

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals
10.8% direct
1% referral
88% search
engines
0.02% social
Referral sources:
1. Paid ads
2. Capitol
Wholesale
Nursery
3. Master
Gardeners

Most Downloaded

Contact Form

Comments

Watershed Watch Brochure
TIE:
Pervious Paving Fact Sheet
Green Streets Fact Sheet
Green Gardener List
Volunteer Opportunities
CFL Drop off Locations
Saw Slurry Cut Fact Sheet
IPM Property Manager
Brochure

Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 0
Spanish – 0

Eng/SP
Digital;
Hire IPM
PCO Radio,
Spanish TV,
Video Ads
IPM DIY
Video Ads

88 downloads
2,429 outbound links

Mercury/HH
W Radio
WW GG
training
registration
event
boosted on
Facebook

English-6
Spanish-4

Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo

Green Gardener List
How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
2021 Green Gardener Training
Flyer

Requests /
Comments:
English – 0
Spanish – 0

BLOCKED
PERU to
help keep
analytics
relevant +
aid site
speed
Media and
events:
Mercury/HH
W Radio,

WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

FEB 21

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day

341

Total Visits
CA Visits

Top pages

Visits from
California:
7,121

2. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
3. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important
4. / (home page)
5. /about-watersheds/
6. /es/residents/how-todispose-f-householdhazardous-waste/
7. / aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important
8. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
9. /residents/preventlitter/
10. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions/

Total
Visits:
7,701

1. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
2. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important
Visits from
California: 3. /residents/preventmercury-pollution/
917
4. /es/residents/prevent(Approx 24%
mercury-pollution/
lift in overall
visits over

No. of Top
Pages

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals
64% direct
1% referral
32.9% search
engines
2.4% social
0.37% paid search
Referral sources:
1. HHW paid ads
2. Facebook
3. YouTube

Most Downloaded

Volunteer Opportunities
Green Streets Fact Sheet
Where Does Your Water Go
CFL Drop off Locations
TIE:
10 Most Watned Bugs
How Trash Gets into CreeksSchools
Mobile Cleaner Fact Sheet
OWOW Pocket Guide
Restaurant Fact Sheet
Business Storm Drain Pollution
Brochure
WW Solutions Brochure
Landscape Dispersion Fact
Sheet

Contact Form

Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 0
Spanish – 0

Comments

Digital,
KQED
Mobile app
Ad, boosted
FB Quiz
WW GG
training
registration
event
boosted on
Facebook
Hire a GG
video ads on
YouTube

155 downloads
327 outbound links

English-6
Spanish-4

Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo
22.2% direct
1.7% referral
72.2% search
engines
3.1% social
0.68% paid search

Green Gardener List
SF Advisory – Mercury in Fish
2021 Green Gardener Training
Flyer
How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
TIE:
Green Streets Fact Sheet
WW Brochure
Where Does Your Water Go
TIE:

Requests /
Comments:
English – 6
Spanish – 0

Media and
events:
Mercury in
Fish Digital

Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 0
Spanish – 1

Hire a GG /
Mercury/HH
W Spanish
Radio

WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

MAR
21

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day

459

Total Visits
CA Visits

Top pages

Feb 2020;
+60%
California)

5. /residents/how-todispose-of-householdhazardous-waste/
6. / (home page)
7. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
8. /about-watersheds/whyare-watershedsimportant
9. /residents/preventlitter/
10. /es/aboutwatersheds/stormwaterpollution/

Total
Visits:
11,966
Visits from
California:
471

1. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
2. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important
3. / (home page)
4. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
5. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions/
6. /residents/prevent-litter/

No. of Top
Pages

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals
Referral sources:
1. paid ads
2. Facebook
3. Capitol
Wholesale
Nursery

Most Downloaded

Contact Form

Outdoor Sensory Scavenger
Hunt
Volunteer Opportunities
Business Storm Drain Pollution
Brochure
Water Beat Book
WW Litter Ad (2010)
CFL Drop off Locations

Choose Less
Toxic IPM
Spanish TV
Choose Less
Toxic IPM,
Litter
English
Radio,

125 downloads
215 outbound links

English-5
Spanish-5

Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo
12.2% direct
1% referral
86.5% search
engines
Referral sources:

How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
Where Does Your Water Go
Green Gardener List
How Trash Gets into Creeks
SFR
Volunteer Opportunities
GSI Rain Garden Fact Sheet
GSI Pervious Paving Fact Sheet
GSI Landscape Dispersion FS
Green Gardener Training Flyer
GSI Green Streets Fact Sheet

Comments

WW GG
training
registration
event
boosted on
Facebook

Requests /
Comments:
English – 1
Spanish – 0
Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 0
Spanish – 0

Hire a GG
video ads on
YouTube
Media and
events:
Litter
English &
Spanish TV
Litter
English
Radio
Litter MiniQuiz

WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

APR 21

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day

402

Total Visits
CA Visits

Total
Visits:
10,247
Visits from
California:
759

Top pages

7. /about-watersheds/whyare-watershedsimportant
8. /es/aboutwatersheds/stormwaterpollution/
9. /residents/greengardener-program/find-agreen-gardener/
/es/residents/preventmercury-pollution/
1. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
2. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important
3. /residents/less-toxicgardening/
4. / (home page)
5. /es/residents/less-toxicgardening/
6. /about-watersheds/whyare-watershedsimportant
7. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
8. /residents/preventlitter/
9. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions/

No. of Top
Pages

English-5
Spanish-5

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals
1. Facebook
2. Capitol
Wholesale
Nursery
3. Master
Gardeners

Most Downloaded

Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo

How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
IPM FS Controlling Aphids
Where Does Your Water Go
Volunteer Opportunities
Watershed Watch Brochure
Green Gardener Training Flyer
Green Gardener List
How Trash Gets into Creeks
Schools
Outdoor Sensory Scavenger
Hunt
TIE:
HHW Fluorescent Lamp
Dropoff
IPM FS Controlling Weeds
Don Edwards Coloring Page
Less Toxic Products List

14.6% direct
2% referral
82.9% search
engines
0.6% social
Referral sources:
1. Ad referrals
2. Facebook
3. Capitol
Wholesale
Nursery

Contact Form

boosted on
Facebook

121 downloads
261 outbound links

168 downloads
244 outbound links

Comments

Requests /
Comments:
English – 1
Spanish – 0

Media and
events:
IPM English
+ Spanish TV

Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 0
Spanish – 0

IPM English
+ Spanish
Radio
IPM English
+ Spanish
Digital
Watershed
Mini-Quiz
boosted on
Facebook
Litter MiniQuiz

WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

MAY
21

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day

Total Visits
CA Visits

1,288

Total
Visits:
31,231

645

No. of Top
Pages

/es/residents/preventmercury-pollution

Visits from
California:
15,368

Jun 21

Top pages

Total
Visits:
15,967
Visits from
California:
2,178

1. / (home page)
2. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
3. /es/ (Spanish home)
4. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important
5. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
6. /residents/preventlitter/
7. /residents/events/
8. /es/aboutwatersheds/stormwaterpollution/
9. /residents/greenstormwater-features/
/about-watersheds/why-arewatersheds-important

English-6
Spanish-4

10. /es/residents/pollutionprevention-tips/
11. / (home page)
12. /es/aboutwatersheds/why-arewatersheds-important
13. /residents/events/

English-6
Spanish-4

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals

Most Downloaded

Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo

Keep Your Family Safe from
Mercury (May 11)
Where Does Your Water Go
How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
Mercury in Fish – Lakes
OWOW Pocket Guide
Mercury in Fish - trifold
TIE: Green Gardener List
Kid’s Guide to Backyard Bugs
TIE:
GIS Rain Garden FS
IPM Controlling Aphids FS
IPM Less Toxic Products FS
Volunteer Opportunities
WW Discount Card

61.5% paid search
6.3% direct
0.4% referral
30.7% search
engines
1.2% social
Referral sources:
1. Facebook
2. Ad referrals
3. Capitol
Wholesale
Nursery
Search Engines:
Google (+mobile)
Bing
Yahoo
12.3% paid search
19.5% direct

Contact Form

Comments

boosted on
Facebook
Requests /
Comments:
English – 1
Spanish – 0
Requests for
Discount Card /
Brochure:
English – 1
Spanish – 0

IPM English
+ Spanish TV
IPM English
+ Spanish
Radio
Litter MiniQuiz
boosted on
Facebook

322 downloads
722 outbound links

Mercury in Fish - trifold
Mercury in Fish - Vietnamese
Where Does Your Water Go
Mercury in Fish - Englsih
How Trash Gets into CreeksSFR
TIE: Green Streets Fact Sheet
Volunteer Opportunities

Media and
events:
San Jose
Sharks
Google Cost
Per Click
campaign:
19,210

Requests /
Comments:
English – 0
Spanish –
0
Requests for
Discount Card /

Media and
events:
San Jose
Quakes
Google Cost
Per Click
campaign

WATERSHED WATCH CAMPAIGN WEBSTATS - FY 20-21
Month

Avg.
Page
Views/
Day

Total Visits
CA Visits

Top pages

14. /es/ (Spanish home)
15. /es/residents/events/
16. /residents/where-doesyour-water-go/
17. /es/aboutwatersheds/stormwaterpollution/
18. /about-watersheds/whyare-watershedsimportant
19. /es/aboutwatersheds/frequentlyasked-questions

No. of Top
Pages

Sources:
Top Search
Engine Top
Referrals
2% referral
62.7% search
engines
3.4% social
Referral sources:
1. Google CPC
2. Facebook
3. Ad referrals

Most Downloaded

Contact Form

TIE: Rain Garden Fact Sheet
GG Renewal English
GG List
Keep Your Family Safe from
Mercury
WW Discount Card

Brochure:
English – 4
Spanish – 0

165 downloads
313 outbound links

Comments

Litter
English +
Spanish
Radio
Car Wash
Event
English
Radio
Car Wash
Event
English +
Spanish
Digital and
Social Media
Rain
Garden, Car
Wash +
Green
Gardener
MiniQuizzes
boosted on
Facebook

Appendix 7-3
Program Contact Lists




Management Committee Representatives/Attendees
SCVURPPP Construction, Illegal Discharge, and Industrial Inspection Contacts

FY 20-21 Annual Report

September 30, 2021

Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (Management Committee Representatives*/Alternates)
Organization

Contact
*Sheila Tucker

Address
70 North First Street
Campbell, CA 95008-1423

Cupertino

*Ursula Syrova
Alex Wycoff

10300 Torre Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014

Los Altos

* Andrea Trese
Thanh Ngyuen

One North San Antonio Road
Los Altos, CA 94022-3087

Los Altos Hills

*Avery Lai
John Chau

26379 Fremont Road
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022

* Sheila Tucker

41 Miles Ave or P.O. Box 949
Los Gatos, CA 95031

tel 408-354-5385

*Elaine Marshall
Roberto Alonzo

455 East Calaveras Boulevard
Milpitas, CA 95035

tel 408-586-2603
tel 408- 609-1452

*Sheila Tucker

18041 Saratoga-Los Gatos Rd.
Monte Sereno, CA 95030

tel 408-354-5385

Campbell

Los Gatos
Milpitas
Monte Sereno
Mountain View

* Carrie Sandahl
Eric Anderson

Palo Alto

*Karin North
Pamela Boyle Rodriguez
Michel Jeremias

San José

*Rajani Nair
Jeff Sinclair

Santa Clara

*Rinta Perkins
Dave Staub

Santa Clara
County
Valley Water
Saratoga
Sunnyvale
West Valley
Communities

* Vanessa Marcadejas
Garik Iosilevsky

tel 408-777-7603
tel 408-777-3255

UrsulaS@cupertino.org

tel 650- 947-2646
tel 650-947-2624
tel 650-947-2541
tel 650- 947-2510

stucker@wvcwp.org

alexw@cupertino.org

atrese@losaltosca.gov
tnguyen@losaltosca.gov
alai@losaltoshills.ca.gov
jchau@losaltoshills.ca.gov
stucker@wvcwp.org
emarshall@ci.milpitas.ca.gov
ralonzo@ci.milpitas.ca.gov
stucker@wvcwp.org
carrie.sandahl@mountainview.gov
eric.anderson@mountainview.gov

250 Hamilton Ave., 6th Floor, Palo Alto, CA 94301
City of Palo Alto, PO Box 10250, Palo Alto, 94303
2501 Embarcadero Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303
Environmental Services Department
Watershed Protection, City of San Jose
200 East Santa Clara Street, 7th Floor
San Jose, CA 95113

tel 650-329-2104
tel 650-329-2421

karin.north@cityofpaloalto.org
Pamela.BoyleRodriguez@cityofpaloalto.org
michel.jeremias@cityofpaloalto.org

tel 408.535.8306
tel 408.793.5358

Rajani.Nair@sanjoseca.gov
Jeff.Sinclair@sanjoseca.gov

CSC Street Corp. Yard
1700 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95050

tel 408-615-3081
tel 408-6282-3186

rperkins@santaclaraca.gov
dstaub@santaclaraca.gov

Clean Water Program
1553 Berger Drive, Bldg. 1
San Jose, CA 95112

tel 408-918-4684
tel 408-282-3186

Vanessa.marcadejas@cep.sccgov.org
garik.iosilevsky@cep.sccgov.org

5750 Almaden Expressway
San José, CA 95118

*Sheila Tucker

13777 Fruitvale Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070
City of Sunnyvale
P.O. Box 3707
Sunnyvale, CA 94088

*Sheila Tucker

E-mail

tel 650-903-6225
tel 650-903-6821

500 Castro Street, City Hall, 4th Floor
Mountain View, CA 94041

* John Bourgeois
James Downing

*Melody Tovar
Nupur Hiremath

Phone/Fax
tel 408-354-5385

West Valley Clean Water Program
One West Campbell Avenue, H-73
Campbell, CA 95008-1039

tel 408-630-3138
tel 408- 314-8859
tel 408-354-5385
tel 408-730-7740

tel 408-354-5385

* Current Voting Members
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JBourgeois@valleywater.org
jdowning@valleywater.org
stucker@wvcwp.org
mtovar@sunnyvale.ca.gov
nhiremath@sunnyvale.ca.gov
stucker@wvcwp.org

SCVURPPP Construction, Illegal Discharge, and Industrial Inspection Contacts
Agency
Campbell

Construction Inspection
John Burchfiel
Public Works
408-866-2150
johnb@campbellca.gov

Randy Sweet
Code Enforcement Officer
408-866-2760
randys@campbellca.gov
Bob Lennen
Acting Building Official
408-866-2130
bobl@campbellca.gov

Cupertino

Peri Newby
Environmental Programs Specialist
408-866-2150
perin@campbellca.gov
Kevin Rieden

Public Works Inspector
408-777-3104
KevinR@cupertino.org

Ursula Syrova
Environmental Programs Manager
(408) 777-7603
UrsulaS@cupertino.org

Chad Mosley
Assistant Public Works Director/City
Engineer
408-777-7604
ChadM@cupertino.org
Revised: August 2020

Illegal Discharge

Industrial Inspection

Rafles Warners
West Valley Clean Water Program
(408) 354-4734
rwarners@wvcwp.org

Rafles Warners
West Valley Clean Water Program
(408) 354-4734
rwarners@wvcwp.org

Alex Wykoff
Environmental Programs Specialist
408-777-3255
AlexW@cupertino.org

Alex Wykoff
Environmental Programs Specialist
408-777-3255

Manny Barragan

Manny Barragan

Peri Newby
Environmental Programs Specialist
408-866-2150
perin@campbellca.gov

Ursula Syrova
Environmental Programs Manager
(408) 777-7603
UrsulaS@cupertino.org

IND/IDDE Inspector
408-472-9907
ManuelB@cupertino.org

Michael Benjamin
SCC FD, Haz Mat
408-378-4010
michael.benjamin@sccfd.org

AlexW@cupertino.org

Ursula Syrova
Environmental Programs Manager
(408) 777-7603
UrsulaS@cupertino.org

IND/IDDE Inspector
408-472-9907
ManuelB@cupertino.org
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SCVURPPP Construction, Illegal Discharge, and Industrial Inspection Contacts
Agency
Los Altos
Hills

Los Altos

Los Gatos

Construction Inspection
John Chau
650- 947-2510
jchau@losaltoshills.ca.gov

Kirk Ballard
650-947-2634
kirk.ballard@losaltosca.gov

John Chau
650- 947-2510
jchau@losaltoshills.ca.gov

Industrial Inspection
Los Altos Hills does not have any
industrial or commercial sites

Andrea Trese, P.E.
Phone: (650) 947-2602
atrese@losaltosca.gov

Andrea Trese, P.E.
Phone: (650) 947-2602
atrese@losaltosca.gov

Robert Gray
CBO
408-354-6815
rgray@losgatosca.gov

Rafles Warners
West Valley Clean Water Program
(408) 354-4734
rwarners@wvcwp.org

Rafles Warners
West Valley Clean Water Program
(408) 354-4734
rwarners@wvcwp.org

Sharon Goei
Building & Housing Director
408-586-3260
sgoei@ci.milpitas.ca.gov

Parks & Public Works General Line
7am-4pm (Mon thru Fri)
408-399-5770
Albert Zamora
Fire Marshall
408-586-3370
azamora@ci.milpitas.ca.gov

Albert Zamora
Fire Marshall
408-586-3370
azamora@ci.milpitas.ca.gov

Andrea Trese, P.E.
Phone: (650) 947-2602
atrese@losaltosca.gov

Eric Christianson
Engineering Inspector
408-395-6824
echristianson@losgatosca.gov

Milpitas

Illegal Discharge

Gary King
Building Permit Manager
408-586-3262
gking@ci.milpitas.ca.gov
Revised: August 2020

Dan Keller
Facilities & Environmental Programs
Manager
408-395-5310 (Mon thru Fri)
dkeller@losgatosca.gov

Valerian Catunao
Hazardous Materials Inspector
408-586-3372
vcatunao@ci.milpitas.ca.gov

Los Altos does not have any industrial
sites (the City inspects its commercial
sites)

Michael Benjamin
SCC FD, Haz Mat
408-378-4010
benjamin@cnt.sccgov.org

Valerian Catunao
Hazardous Materials Inspector
408-586-3372
vcatunao@ci.milpitas.ca.gov
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SCVURPPP Construction, Illegal Discharge, and Industrial Inspection Contacts
Agency
Monte
Sereno

Mountain
View

Construction Inspection

Industrial Inspection

Jessica Kahn
City Engineer
408-354-7635
jessica@cityofmontesereno.org

Rafles Warners
West Valley Clean Water Program
(408) 354-4734
rwarners@wvcwp.org

City of Monte Sereno does not have any
industrial or commercial sites

Eric Anderson
650-903-6378 main
650-903-6821 direct
eric.anderson@mountainview.gov

Eric Anderson
650-903-6378 main
650-903-6821 direct
eric.anderson@mountainview.gov

Eric Anderson
650-903-6378 main
650-903-6821 direct
eric.anderson@ci.mtnview.ca.us

Jose Gomes
650-903-6378 main
650-903-6815 direct
jose.gomes@mountainview.gov

Jose Gomes
650-903-6378 main
650-903-6815 direct

Carrie Sandahl
650-903-6378 main
650-903-6224 direct
carrie.sandahl@mountainview.gov
Jose Gomes
650-903-6378 main
650-903-6815 direct

jose.gomes@mountainview.gov
Palo Alto

Illegal Discharge

Chris Fujimoto
650-329-2430
christopher.fujimoto@cityofpaloalto.org
Watershed Protection
650-329-2122

Revised: August 2020

Jessica Kahn
City Engineer
408-354-7635
jessica@cityofmontesereno.org

Carrie Sandahl
650-903-6378 main
650-903-6224 direct
carrie.sandahl@mountainview.gov

City of Mountain View Police
Department

(after hours) 650-903-6395
Watershed Protection
650-329-2122

Palo Alto Police Department
650-329-2413 (after hours)

Carrie Sandahl
650-903-6378 main
650-903-6224 direct
carrie.sandahl@mountainview.gov

jose.@mountainview.gov
James Stuart
650-329-2292
James.Stuart@CityofPaloAlto.org
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SCVURPPP Construction, Illegal Discharge, and Industrial Inspection Contacts
Agency
San José

Santa Clara

Construction Inspection

Illegal Discharge

Industrial Inspection

Jeff Sinclair
408-793-5358
Jeff.sinclair@sanjoseca.gov

No Dumping Hotline
408-945-3000
http://casanjose.civicplus.com/FormCenter/Environ
ment-13/Storm-Drain-DischargeComplaint-Form-71

Chris Donaldson
408-793-5374
Chris.Donaldson@sanjoseca.gov

Jaime McAvoy
408-615-3092

Jaime McAvoy
408-615-3092

Jaime McAvoy
408-615-3092

Rinta Perkins
408-615-3081
rperkins@santaclaraca.gov

Rinta Perkins
408-615-3081
rperkins@santaclaraca.gov

Rinta Perkins
408-615-3081
rperkins@santaclaraca.gov

jmcavoy@santaclaraca.gov

Revised: August 2020

jmcavoy@santaclaraca.gov

Mary Morse (restaurants only-FOG)
408-793-5300 (hotline)
Mary.Morse@sanjoseca.gov

jmcavoy@santaclaraca.gov
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SCVURPPP Construction, Illegal Discharge, and Industrial Inspection Contacts
Agency
Santa Clara
County

(Unincorporated)

Construction Inspection
Steve Beams
Senior Construction Inspector
408-299-6867
Steve.Beams@pln.sccgov.org

Illegal Discharge
Discharge Reporting Hotline
408-918-4609
CleanwaterSCC@cep.sccgov.org

Martha Wien
Environmental Health Program Manager
Land Use & Solid Waste depts.
408-918-3409
Martha.Wien@cep.sccgov.org

Industrial Inspection
Garik Iosilevsky
Clean Water Program
408-282-3186
Garik.Iosilevsky@cep.sccgov.org

Department of Environmental Health
(DEH)
408-918-3400
Jennifer Kaahaaina
HazMat Program Manager
408-918-4795
Jennifer.Kaahaaina@cep.sccgov.org

Rochelle Gaddi
Consumer Protection Division (CPD)
Director
408 918-3449
Rochelle.Gaddi@cep.sccgov.org

Santa Clara
Valley
Water
District
(Valley
Water)

Uday Mandlekar
408-630-2732
umandlekar@valleywater.org

Pollution Hotline
1-888-510-5151

Beatrice Santiago
CPD Program Manager
408-918-4725
Beatrice.Santiago@cep.sccgov.org
Not Applicable

Pollution Hotline
1-888-510-5151

Revised: August 2020
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SCVURPPP Construction, Illegal Discharge, and Industrial Inspection Contacts
Agency
Saratoga

Construction Inspection
David Dorcich
Associate Civil Engineer
408-868-1232
ddorcich@saratoga.ca.us

Skylar McLean
Grading / Land Development Inspections
408-868-1237
skyelarm@saratoga.ca.us

Sunnyvale

Richard Gutierrez
408-730-7459
rgutierrez@sunnyvale.ca.gov

Revised: August 2020

Illegal Discharge

Industrial Inspection

Rafles Warners
West Valley Clean Water Program
(408) 354-4734
rwarners@wvcwp.org
Mainini L. Cabute
Public Works Analyst
408-868-1258
mcabute@saratoga.ca.us

Rafles Warners
West Valley Clean Water Program
(408) 354-4734
rwarners@wvcwp.org

Julie Choun
408-730-7282
jchoun@sunnyvale.ca.gov

Julie Choun
408-730-7282
jchoun@sunnyvale.ca.gov

Rick Torres
Streets Maintenance Supervisor
408-868-1244
408-857-6545 cell
rtorres@saratoga.ca.us

Michael Benjamin
SCC FD, Haz Mat
408-378-4010
michael.benjamin@sccfd.org
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Appendix 7-4
Watershed Watchers: Keeping Our Waterways Clean: FY 20-21 Fourth Quarter Report April – June
2021

FY 20-21 Annual Report

September 30, 2021

WATERSHED WATCHERS:
Keeping Our Waterways Clean
FY20-21
4th Quarter Report
April - June 2021

Image for advertising our very first Virtual Special Event, Virtual Bird Fest!

Prepared for:
Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program
San Francisco Bay Wildlife Society
Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge
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A. Program Title and General Focus:
This partnership program between the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention
Program (SCVURPPP), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Don Edwards San Francisco Bay
National Wildlife Refuge Environmental Education Center (EEC), and the San Francisco Bay
Wildlife Society (SFBWS) provides services and programming that interpret the message of the
Watershed Watchers program. The purpose of the Watershed Watchers program is to increase
the surrounding communities’ knowledge of urban runoff pollution and how to reduce its
harmful effects through personal behavior changes.

B. Program Team:
• Hope Presley is a current graduate student at Prescott College, working towards a Master

of Science in Resilient and Sustainable Communities. She completed her undergraduate work
at the University of North Carolina, Wilmington, earning a B.S. in Environmental Science and
Conservation. She has also completed the Sustainability and Behavior Change Certificate
program through UC San Diego. Hope’s experience includes endangered species
management, plastic pollution education, habitat restoration and environmental education.
Hope started as the Watershed Watchers Coordinator on January 24, 2017 after two
internships with Don Edwards SF Bay National Wildlife Refuge. She works to develop
programs, partnerships, and unique learning opportunities that will strengthen the
Watershed Watchers Program.
• Rachel graduated from the University of California, Berkeley in 2019 with a Bachelor’s
Degree in Society & Environment. Rachel started working at Don Edwards SF Bay National
Wildlife Refuge as an environmental education volunteer in 2015 and served with the
Student Conservation Association as the Marsh-In Summer Camp Coordinator Intern in 2017.
She looks forward to advancing environmental and climate literacy in local communities.
• Olivia Poulos was born and raised in the South Bay and graduated from the University of
Oregon in 2019 with a Bachelor's degree in Sociology, and two minors in Environmental
Studies and City Planning, Public Policy & Nonprofit Management. In her current role, she
has contributed to outreach and educational programs and helped to write the Refuge’s
Visitor Service plan. She loves hiking and getting outside as much as possible and is looking
forward to exploring all the refuge's trails.
• San Francisco Bay Wildlife Society, established in 1987, is a not-for-profit friends group that
has supported education, interpretation and other public use programs at the Don Edwards
San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge. The San Francisco Bay Wildlife Society
administers the Watershed Watchers Program.
• Volunteers are vital and are often very involved with the Watershed Watchers Program by
assisting with interpretive programs, field trips, special events and restoration efforts.
2

C. Highlights
Virtual Bird Fest
‘Sing, Fly, Soar – Like a Bird!’ was the theme of this
year’s World Migratory Bird Day (WMBD). The
annual event is a global campaign to raise awareness
of migratory birds and the need for an international
cooperation to conserve birds and their flyways.
SFBWS partnered with the San Francisco Bay Bird
Observatory (SFBBO) to host a week-long event with
live programs, self-guided activities, crafts,
educational videos, informational social media posts
and a photo contest. This was a successful virtual
event with a total of 97 registrants! There was a
Artwork by Sara Wollman
consistent number of registrants and engagements
throughout the week-long virtual event. Partnering with SFBBO was also an opportunity to extend our
reach, increase our online presence, and promote our organization. We hope to partner with SFBBO
again for future events and programs.
Teen Environmental Art Show: Celebrating Earth Day 2021!

Group Project |Louise Rault

We Are the Earth |Caroline Zhang

The Earth Day Teen Environmental Art Show features and
celebrates the artistry of local students in grades 6-12. The
theme of the Art Show follows the theme of Earth Day,
which was fittingly designated as, ‘Restore Our Earth’.
From April 15th to June 30th, 10 art submissions were
showcased on the Don Edwards website and were printed
and displayed on the visitor service kiosks at the Fremont
and Alviso Refuge locations. This yearly event is a great
way to support out local artists and reflect on the
concerns and aspirations of our community members in
regards to the health of our people and planet.
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D. Fourth Quarter Summary (April - June)
Total Number of Program/Activity/Posts Summary
Program Type
# Proposed # Offered
Virtual live Programs
Pre-recorded Videos
At-home Activities
Virtual Special Event
Virtual Outreach
Stewardship & CS
Coordinating Volunteers
Summer Camp
Mercury Outreach
TOTAL

5
4
2
1
6
3
2
4

6
4
4
1
9
3
2
5

27

34

# Conducted

Total # of
Hours

Proposal
Met?

6
4
4
1
9
3
2
5
34

8.5
3
2
7.5

Exceeded
Met
Exceeded
Met
Exceeded
Met
Met
Exceeded

21

Exceeded

Adult

Total #

33

80
50
97
26
29
76
282

Total Number of Participants Summary: Known Participation*
Program Type
Pre-K
Elem
Middle
Virtual live Programs
At-Home Activities
Virtual Special Event
Stewardship & CS
Coordinating Volunteers
Summer Camp
Mercury Outreach**
TOTAL

3
50
10
6
1
3
70

1
1
2

High

4
4

1
1
-

1
8

2

*Known Participation: Individuals signed up and participated in program
**Not included in overall total
Total Number of Participants Summary: Engagement*

Program Type

Pre-recorded Videos
At-home Activities
Virtual Outreach
TOTAL

Social Media
Engagement
43
4209
4252

Website
Engagement
42
42

81
4
26
32
144

Total #
43
42
4209
4294

*Engagement: Individuals participated in the program/activity/video by engaging in the content through views,
downloads, or social media engagements.
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E. Program Details:
Virtual LIVE Programs

Virtual live programs are held on a variety of virtual platforms such as Facebook, YouTube,
GoToMeeting, and Zoom. Programs connect people with nature, foster connections to wildlife and
habitats, and focus on each individual’s role in caring for the Bay habitats, plants and animals.
Participants will learn ways they can be a part of the solution to protect the Bay by preventing urban
runoff pollution. (See Appendix A for program descriptions)
Goal – 5
Date

Programs

4/18/21

Drawbridge Tour

4/19/21

WV Intro to Park
Management
Drawbridge Tour
Zeta Phi Beta
Drawbridge Tour
Middle School:
Biodiversity

5/2/21
5/15/21
6/5/21
6/26/21
Offered:
Conducted:

Proposal:

Hours

Pre
K

Middle

High

Adult

Total #

1.5

14

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

3

1

5
6

8.5

___Met ___Not Met

Elem

3

15

15

1

17

18
21
8

3

1

4

4

33

80

_ X_ Exceeded

Pre-recorded Videos
Pre-recorded videos are filmed on-Refuge and offer people the opportunity to experience the Refuge
virtually if they are unable to visit. They can also offer an introduction to the Refuge for new visitors.
Goal – 4

Date
4/18/21
5/7/21
6/2/21
6/21/21
Offered:
Conducted:

Proposal:

_X_ Met

Video
Drawbridge Tour recording
Draw with a Ranger: Snowy Plover
Rachel Carson Day
Pollinator Video
4
4
___Not Met

Total #
8
12
11
12
43

___ Exceeded
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Virtual Special Event

These open house style events are designed to attract at least 100 people to the EEC for various
activities educating about the wildlife that use the wetland habitats. This year’s event was hosted
virtually, through various platforms. We hosted live events, shared videos, activities, and educational
materials. Participants could participate in all activities or select which ones they’d like to do.
Goal – 1

Date

Activity

5/6-5/9/21

Virtual Bird Fest
1
1

Offered:
Conducted:
Proposal:

_X__ Met

___Not Met

Total #

Pre-K

Elem

Middle

High

Adult

1

10

4

1

81

97

1

10

4

1

81

97

__ Exceeded

At-Home Activities

At-home activities are offered to the public, groups, and schools as alternative activities for families
sheltering in place. Activities focus on wildlife viewing, endangered species conservation, and how
individual behaviors cause urban runoff pollution and affect wildlife habitat in our watershed. (See
Appendix A for descriptions)
Goal – 2
Date
4/22/21
4/22/21
5/6/21
5/8/21
Offered:
Conducted:
Proposal:

Activity

Website
(Downloads)

Earth Day Packets: Alviso Boys & Girls Club
Earth Day Packets: Public version
Wildflower Walk
Bird Window Decals
4
4
_X__ Met

___Not Met

13
18
11
42

HandDelivered
50

Total #

50

92

50
13
18
11

__ Exceeded
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Virtual Outreach

Virtual Outreach connects existing and potential Refuge visitors to our local wildlife, habitats, and watersheds via
photographs, videos, and narratives shared on the SFBWS Facebook page and/or the website. Topics include
information about local endangered species, how important watersheds are to our natural and urban worlds,
history of our local community, and other conservation topics. Posts also include advertisements for activities,
at-home or virtual. (See Appendix A for descriptions)

Goal – 6
Date

Post

4/6/21
4/22/21
5/8/21
5/19/21

California Poppy Day
Earth Day
World Migratory Bird Day
Asian American & Pacific Islander
Heritage Month
Endangered Species Day
Rachel Carson (2 posts)
World Environment Day
World Oceans Day
Pollinator Week (4 posts)
9
9

5/21/21
5/27/21
6/5/21
6/8/21
6/21/21

Offered:
Conducted:
Proposal:

Met

_Not Met

Facebook Engagement
(Views, Likes,
Comments, Shares, etc)
412
454
479

Paid
Boosted
FB Post?
No
No
No

925

Yes

483
368
287
280
521

No
No
No
No
No

4209

_X_ Exceeded

Stewardship and Community Science at the EEC

Stewardship activities encourage and inspire visitors to create wildlife habitats and use chemical-free
garden techniques in their own backyards. Habitat clean-up days help participants connect their trash
habits with their effects on the environment and wildlife. The community science programs monitor the
effects of climate change and the results of the stewardship activities on plants andwildlife.

Goal – 3

Date

5/7/21
5/8/21

Programs
Backyard Bird
Observations WMBD
National River Cleanup

Hours

Pre
K

Elem

Middle

High

Adult

1
1

Total
#
16

6

2

8

7

5/15/21

Offered:
Conducted:
Proposal:

National River Cleanup
3
3
_X__ Met

1
3

___Not Met

6

2

2

4

26

__ Exceeded

Coordinate Refuge Volunteers for Programs and Projects

To maintain and grow a volunteer program that aids the Watershed Watchers programs and projects.
Goal – 2

Date

5/6/21
5/20/21

Programs

Hours

Enrichment: Sulphur
Creek
Volunteer Meeting
2
2

Offered:
Conducted:

Proposal:

_X_ Met

1

Elem

1

1

1
2

___Not Met

Pre K

1

1

Middle

High

Adult

Total #

8

10

1

18

19

1

26

29

___ Exceeded

Marsh-In Summer Camp
This week-long camp, Marsh-In Summer Camp, is designed to provide opportunities for young campers
to learn about and connect with the wetland habitats, animals and plants. Summer Camp 2021 will be
offered in a virtual online format, although self-guided activities are encouraged to be done on the
Refuge if families are comfortable.
Goal – Planning
Proposal:

_X_ Met

___Not Met

___Exceeded

Family Story Walk Program
In addition to the Marsh-In Summer Camp program, on-site activities are being prepared for with the
introduction of a self-guided Story Walk at the Refuge site in Alviso. Visitors can enjoy reading a book
and the outdoors. Pages from a children’s book are posted on signs and installed along Refuge trails. An
educational booklet with observation and reflection activities accompanies the Story Walk as an
interactive component of the program. We will also set up an information table to interact with visitors,
answer questions, and provide them with an activity booklet.
Goal – Planning
Proposal:

_X_ Met

___Not Met

___Exceeded
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Mercury Outreach

Provide information for college groups and the public in regards to human health and environmental
impacts of mercury, with specific focus on mercury in fish.

Goal – 4
Date

4/18/21
4/19/21
5/2/21
5/15/21
6/5/21

Offered:
Conducted:
Proposal:

Programs

Hours

Drawbridge Tour
WV Intro to Park
Management
Drawbridge Tour
Zeta Phi Beta
Drawbridge Tour
5
5
__ Met

Pre K

Elem

Middle

1.5
1.5

___Not Met

High

Adult

Total #

14

14

15

15

1.5
1.5
1.5

3

1

18
17
8

18
21
8

7.5

3

1

32

76

_X__ Exceeded
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F. Public Outreach – The Audience and How it was Reached
This project involves public outreach encompassing a wide variety of groups and individuals in
Santa Clara County. The audience varies in age, ethnicity, interest, occupations, and income
levels. The following programs offer an opportunity for public outreach:
•The Environmental Education Center in Alviso offers trails and access to wildlife
viewing for the public to gain first-hand knowledge of the value of our Bay habitats.
Visitors who tour the Environmental Education Center have an opportunity to use the
interactive kiosk with Watching Our Watershed and other interesting modules, speak
with the interpretive specialist about the salt marsh, have access to “things to see,” as
well as learn about current threats to wildlife of the salt marsh. The “audience” is as
diverse as the population in the Bay Area, including people from varied ethnic
backgrounds and socioeconomic status. Due to shelter in place protocol, the EEC has
been closed to the public during the FY20-21 fiscal year. Visitors can not access the
welcome kiosk or talk to staff. As a result, we have increased our efforts to post social
media outreach and host virtual programs and events.
•The Watershed Watchers programs are primarily held at the Environmental Education
Center. Visitors attending these programs are given informational flyers produced by
SCVURPPP “You are the Solution to Water Pollution”. The Guide to Fish and Shellfish
from San Francisco Bay is provided by the California Department of Health. Watershed
Watchers is continually trying to reach new and different audiences.

G. Outreach and Partnerships
Organization

SFBBO

Contact
Method
Email/Zoom

Contact
Sirena Lao, Environmental
Education and Outreach
Specialist

Outcome
Partnered to host Virtual
Bird Fest in celebration of
World Migratory Bird Day
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H. Making the Project Known to the Community at Large
•
•
•
•
•
•

GovDelivery (monthly email newsletter, USFWS)
Tide Rising (the SFBWS quarterly newsletter)
San Francisco Bay Wildlife Society website and Facebook
Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge website and Facebook
Eventbrite.com
Volunteermatch.org

San Francisco Bay Wildlife Society Facebook Page
The SFBWS continues to be an effective tool for public outreach and engagement. Our
Facebook page has garnered 245 followers this past fiscal year and we are currently at 702
followers. We use Facebook to keep community members connected to the Refuge and to
advertise public virtual programs and special events such as Virtual Bird Fest, Pollinator Week.
Virtual Marsh-In Summer Camp. This past year we made a concerted effort to post more
frequently in order sustain the interest of our followers and attract new followers. This quarter
alone we reached 5,963 people through organic (unpaid) and boosted (paid) post engagements.
Post engagements include link clicks, photo clicks, likes, comments, and shares. We are
confident that our engagements and followers will continue to increase.
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I. Watershed Watchers: 2020-2021 Grant Year in Review
Program Numbers
Program Type

# Proposed

# of Conducted

# of Participants

# of Hours

14

22

579

30.5

12

13

-

-

8

10

50

-

1

1

97

24

31

-

-

10

10

70

8.5

8

12

194

16

1

1

336

26.5

12

18

323

15

90

113

1573

98

Virtual Live Programs
Pre-Recorded
Programs/Videos
At-home Activities
Virtual Special Event
Virtual Outreach
Stewardship & CS
Coordinating
Volunteers
Virtual Summer Camp
Mercury Outreach*
TOTAL

*5 programs and 76 Mercury Outreach Participants overlapped with Virtual Live Program Participants in Quarter 4 and are not
included in the overall total # of Participants

Participant Numbers
Quarter

Pre K

Elem

Middle

High

Adult

Total #

Quarter 1

2

340

19

72

93

526

Quarter 2

0

0

0

10

198

367

Quarter 3

0

0

0

0

353

474

Quarter 4

2

67

7

2

111

206

TOTAL

4

407

26

84

756

1573

Totals include participants who did not indicate age

J. Watershed Watchers: 2020-2021 Grant Year in Review
Total # Reached: 1,573 (participants) + 54,373 (engagements) = 55,946
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2020 – 2021 Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watershed Watchers had 1,573 participants for virtual programs and at-home activities, and
reached 55,946 people through social media outreach efforts.
Successfully hosted the first Virtual Marsh-In Summer Camp program with 52 campers and 20
Habitat Heroes
Created new programs and educational videos to improve virtual programs
Partnered with SFBBO to host Virtual Bird Fest, a week-long event to celebrate Migratory Bird
Day
Developed new programing with partners such as Bay Area Older Adults, Grassroots Ecology and
the South Bay Salt Pond Restoration Project.
Continue to present virtual programs for local colleges such as De Anza, SJSU, and West Valley
Made preparations for introductory Family Story Walk Program that will be hosted in Alviso
WW Interpretive Associate, Olivia Poulos, worked with us during FY20-21; and will continue into
FY21-22.
WW Interpretive Associate, Rachel Caoili, worked with us during FY20-21 and served as the
Interim Interpretive Specialist and WW Coordinator
Continued and increased virtual programming opportunities and planned for the following fiscal
year.

Photos from left to right: Camper participates in Marsh-In Summer Camp. Hope Presley presents virtual tour of DESFBNWR for Bay Area Older
Adults

K. Attachments
Appendix A: Program Descriptions
Appendix B: Watershed Watchers Proposed Work Plan for July 2020 – June 2021
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Appendix A: Program Descriptions
Bird Identification & Reporting Activity
This activity involves making your own sustainable bird feeder in order to attract and observe birds in
your own backyard or patio. Participants learn about resources and tools to use in order to identify bird
species, as well as report their observations to eBird. Contributing to eBird allows people to participate
in a global citizen science activity which is used to monitor climate change effects through bird migration
patterns.
College Programs
Virtual college programs incorporate the standard PowerPoint presentation with new additions in order
maximize the virtual experience, such as pre-recorded on-site videos showcasing each habitat.
Drawbridge Tour – Virtually
Ceal Craig, a volunteer, gives a presentation about the historic town of Drawbridge. Urban runoff
pollution is mentioned as one reason people abandoned the town. People are reminded that urban
runoff starts at their homes and techniques to reduce runoff pollution are suggested.
Family Story Walk
Self-guided opportunity where visitors can enjoy reading a book and the outdoors at the same time.
Pages from a book are posted on signs that are place along Refuge trails. An educational booklet with
observation and reflection activities accompanies the Story Walk as an interactive component of the
program.
History & Mystery of the Refuge and the Bay
Larry Rosenblum, a volunteer, gives a presentation about the rich history of the Refuge and the San
Francisco Bay, answering a few mysterious questions along the way!
Spring Cleaning
This activity gives local residents an easy and fun how-to guide for Spring Cleaning their home in a
responsible and sustainable way that helps keep our local watersheds clean and reduces the impact on
landfills.
King Tides
Self-guided volunteer opportunity that takes people out to the Refuge in order to document the King
Tide events and see how sea level rise could impact our shoreline in the future.
Rails and Tales
Larry Rosenblum, a volunteer, gives a presentation with stories from the past and present about the
Refuge and surrounding/impacting industries.
Virtual Bird Fest
A week-long event celebrating World Migratory Day, global campaign to raise awareness of migratory
birds and the need for an international cooperation to conserve birds and their flyways.
14

Virtual Outreach
Virtual outreach is conducted on social media and web-based platforms, such as Facebook and the
SFBWS Blog. Various topics are introduced to viewers that educate them, update them on Refuge
activities, or provide fun and inspirational ways to connect with nature!
Wetland Restoration in the South Bay
This partnership program between us and the South Bay Salt Pond Restoration Project allowed for a
project overview and update for our audience. This restoration project will contribute to a more
sustainable and resilient future for South Bay residents. Urban runoff pollution prevention was
discussed heavily throughout the program as a way to protect watersheds and ultimately wetlands.
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Appendix B: Work Plan FY20-21
PROGRAM TITLE AND
GOALS

JULY –
SEPTEMBER 2020

OCTOBER – DEC.
2020

JANUARY – MARCH
2021

APRIL – JUNE
2021

QUANTITY

QUANTITY

QUANTITY

QUANTITY

Virtual LIVE Programs

2 programs

3 programs

4 programs

5 programs

Virtual Pre-recorded
Programs/Videos

2 programs

3 programs

3 programs

4 programs

At-home Activities

2 activities

2 activities

2 activities

2 activities

Virtual Special Event

Plan and Conduct 1 Virtual Special Event

Virtual Outreach

6 outreach posts

6 outreach posts

6 outreach posts

6 outreach posts

Stewardship and
Citizen Science

2 programs

2 programs

3 programs

3 programs

Visitor Enrichment and
EEC Maintenance

Ongoing Activity

Advertising and
Promotion

Ongoing Activity

Developing and
Maintaining
Partnerships
Coordinating Refuge
Volunteers

Establish at least 2 new partnerships

2 opportunities

2 opportunities

2 opportunities

2 opportunities

Virtual Marsh-In
Summer Camp
Program Research,
Development and
Documentation

Implemented this
quarter

N/A

Conduct Planning
for 2021 Camp

Conduct Planning
for 2021 Camp

Mercury Outreach

2 programs

Ongoing Activity
2 programs

4 programs

4 programs
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WATERSHED WATCHERS
PROGRAM TITLE AND GOALS
JULY 2020 – JUNE 2021
Virtual LIVE Programs
Goal: Interpretive programs offered to the public,
groups, and schools in an online virtual platform,
focusing on how individual behaviors cause urban
runoff pollution and affect wildlife habitat in our
watershed.

METHODS AND OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAMS

The interpretive specialist will coordinate with
docents and the associate to offer a variety of
programs for adults and children of the public, as well
as groups such as scouts, youth groups, and senior
groups. School groups include students from Pre-K
through College. These programs can include but are
not limited to nature walks, activities, and other
interpretive programs that introduce visitors to the
habitats, plants and animals of the refuge. Ideas for
creating virtual programming include setting up a
studio for staff to use inside the Environmental
Education Center, or from outside on the trails. As
permitted by the US Fish and Wildlife Service
guidance. These programs will increase visitors’
awareness of Bay habitats and will provide
opportunities for visitors to connect to them. Program
offerings vary by season and availability of volunteer
docents.
Potential Virtual Platforms: Zoom, Facebook, Google
Classroom, etc.
Objective: Participants will state various ways they
can protect the refuge, such as reducing litter by
properly disposing of their trash, reducing their own
trash output through using less packaging, and
recycling. They can also reduce urban runoff by using
fewer pesticides or using alternatives at home or
work.

Virtual Pre-Recorded Programs/Videos
Goal: Interpretive programs offered to the public,
groups, and schools in a pre-recorded video platform,
focusing on how individual behaviors cause urban
runoff pollution and affect wildlife habitat in our
watershed. Participants will learn ways they can be a
part of the solution to protect the Bay by preventing
urban runoff pollution.

These programs will be pre-recorded and shared with
the public via our public platforms such as Facebook
and the San Francisco Bay Wildlife Society website.
They will be shared with community and school
groups directly with group leaders. Videos will
highlight various habitats and wildlife at the Refuge,
what a watershed is and how they can reduce urban
runoff pollution at home or work. Ideas for creating
virtual programming include setting up a studio for
staff to use inside the Environmental Education
Center, or from outside on the trails. As permitted by
the US Fish and Wildlife Service guidance.
Potential Virtual Platforms: YouTube channel
operated by the San Francisco Bay Wildlife Society.
Facebook, Website, etc.
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WATERSHED WATCHERS
PROGRAM TITLE AND GOALS
JULY 2020 – JUNE 2021

METHODS AND OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAMS

Objective: Participants will state various examples of
actions they will try at home to prevent urban runoff
pollution. I.e. Litter reduction, recycling and pick up,
utilizing less toxic pest management alternatives, etc.
Self-guided Activities
Goal: These self-guided activities could be done at
home in a participant’s backyard, in a neighborhood
park, a school yard, or at the Refuge. They will
promote outdoor discovery and engagement with
nature.

These activities will be available to the public,
community groups, and school classrooms. They will
focus on connecting people to nature and encourage
discovery through observations. Activities can focus
on topics such as birding, creating art from natural
objects, and urban runoff prevention techniques. They
will be shared with the pubic via our virtual platforms,
and directly with community and school group
leaders. We can also provide mailed copies of the
activities to groups if needed.
Potential Virtual Platforms: Facebook, website, etc.
Objective: Participants will engage and discover the
nature around them through observational and/or
hands-on activities. They will learn how to prevent
urban runoff pollution prevention to protect wildlife.
(i.e. less litter, and less toxic pest management).

Virtual Special Event
Goal: Provide an event-type program which attracts
approximately 50-100 people in participating in a
virtual event.

The interpretive specialist and associate will work
with FWS staff and other partner organizations to
coordinate a virtual event where participants can
interact online and do activities or challenges at
home. For example, the Wheels & Wildlife Bike Tour
could be held virtually and encourage participants to
ride their bikes through their neighborhoods, or on
the Refuge, while observing nature and wildlife
around them. We are also considering developing
signage with QR codes that bicyclists can scan and get
more information at designated stops at the Refuge.
Potential Virtual Platforms: Zoom, Facebook,
website, etc.
Objective: Participants will be able to identify how
nature, wildlife, the Refuge, and our local watersheds
benefit us and steps they can take to protect and
enhance them. I.e. Ride their bike instead of driving
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WATERSHED WATCHERS
PROGRAM TITLE AND GOALS
JULY 2020 – JUNE 2021

METHODS AND OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAMS

when possible, pick up trash, and use less toxic pest
management.
Virtual Outreach
Goal: Create virtual outreach opportunities that
increase public awareness about the refuge, habitats
and wildlife, local watersheds, and the urban runoff
pollution prevention program.

The interpretive specialist and associate will create
outreach opportunities for the community which
increase their awareness, connection, and education.
Outreach activities include Facebook and website blog
posts. Facebook posts can be “boosted” to reached a
wider audience within Santa Clara County that do not
already follow our page. Posts and blogs could include
photographs, videos, graphics, etc., along with
narrative text.
Potential Virtual Platforms: Facebook, website,
partner organizations, etc.
Objective: Provide opportunities to spread the word
about the refuge and provide information for people
to learn about the effects of litter and how to prevent
urban runoff pollution in the watershed.

Stewardship and Community Science at-home
and/or in permitted public spaces
Goal: Stewardship activities encourage and inspire
visitors to create wildlife habitats and use chemicalfree garden techniques in their own backyards.
Clean-up days help participants connect their trash
habits with the effects on the environment and
wildlife.
Service learning field trips for grades 5-12 offer the
opportunity for students to learn about the Refuge
and its role in mitigating the effects of urban runoff.
Students will participate in stewardship activities and
habitat clean up. Alternate opportunities will be
provided to school groups, as permitted by the school
district, local health agencies, and USFWS.
The community science programs monitor the effects
of climate change and the results of the stewardship
activities on plants and wildlife.

The interpretive specialist and associate will work on
developing opportunities for the public to participate
in stewardship and community science activities athome or in public spaces as allowed. They will also
implement stewardship messaging and resources into
virtual programs, outreach, and activities.
Options for school groups could include planting
native plants/seeds at their school and participating in
a phenology and/or pollinator project. As we are
allowed back on-site and schools allow field trips, we
could host small groups of students on-site for more
traditional stewardship activities.
Public work days could potentially resume once we
are allowed back on-site and groups of people are
allowed to gather (as permitted by county health
officials). Groups could be restricted to family units, or
existing volunteers.
Potential Virtual Platforms: Zoom, Facebook,
YouTube, website, community science apps, etc.
Existing Objectives from FY19-20:
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WATERSHED WATCHERS
PROGRAM TITLE AND GOALS
JULY 2020 – JUNE 2021

METHODS AND OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAMS

1. As permitted by the US Fish and Wildlife Service:
Garden work days emphasizing chemical-free and low
water use gardening techniques.
Objective: Through the upkeep of the native plant
demonstration gardens, visitors can replicate native
plant and chemical free gardening techniques in their
home gardens.
2. As permitted by the US Fish and Wildlife Service:
Habitat clean-up days that allow visitors to take action
to clean up the local environment.
Objective: These programs provide volunteer’s a firsthand experience to see the effects of trash from
urban runoff on coastal environments and wildlife.
We will continue to incorporate the use of iPads with
the #Litterati app to gather data about the type of
trash and trash hot spots.
3. As permitted by the US Fish and Wildlife Service:
Service-learning field trips for grades 5-12 provide
learning and volunteer opportunities.
Objective: This field trip program will provide
students with the opportunity to learn more about
the Refuge’s habitats and wildlife, while also
volunteering to help improve these habitats. Students
will learn about chemical free gardening practices and
their connection to the watershed. Stewardship will
include habitat restoration and trash pickups.
4. As permitted by the US Fish and Wildlife Service:
Citizen science programs provide visitors and
volunteers an opportunity to take action to monitor
and observe the changes and effects of climate and
habitat restoration of the native plant garden.

Virtual Marsh-In Summer Camp

Objective: The opportunity to observe plants and
wildlife closely provides a chance for visitors to
develop a deeper understanding and appreciation of
the wildlife and plants that can be affected by urban
runoff pollution.
The interpretive specialist will assist with Summer
Camp through the planning/organization and
supervision of the Summer Camp Associate. The one-
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WATERSHED WATCHERS
PROGRAM TITLE AND GOALS
JULY 2020 – JUNE 2021
Goal: This week long virtual camp program is
designed to provide opportunities for young campers
to learn about and connect with the wetland habitats,
animals and plants.

METHODS AND OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAMS

week annual summer camp is being converted to a
virtual format for 2020. It will consist of virtual LIVE
activities, virtual pre-recorded activities, and selfguided at-home activities.
We encourage participation of students from the local
elementary school in Alviso, but it is open to all
students in the local area.
Planning for this program begins 6 months in advance.
Potential Virtual Platforms: Zoom, YouTube, website,
etc.
Objective: This camp provides an opportunity to
introduce young students to how individual behaviors
cause urban runoff pollution and effect wildlife
habitat in our watershed.

Coordinate Refuge Volunteers for Programs and
Projects
Goal: To maintain and grow a volunteer and intern
program that aids the Watershed Watchers programs
and projects.

Work with and maintain ongoing relationships with
volunteers at the Refuge that assist with Watershed
Watchers programs and projects.
Provide necessary trainings and educational
opportunities for volunteers to spread the Watershed
Watchers and Refuge’s messages.
Since on-site volunteer opportunities are not currently
allowed, maintaining our volunteer base will include
volunteer meetings via Zoom, providing virtual
learning opportunities for volunteers, and
encouraging virtual volunteer opportunities such as
leading virtual programs.
Potential Virtual Platforms: Zoom, etc.

Visitor Enrichment and Maintenance of
Environmental Education Center

Objective: By building and maintaining a highly
trained volunteer core, volunteers will help provide a
variety of programs and help reach diverse audiences.
In addition, they will increase capacity of the
Watershed Watchers program.
As permitted by the US Fish and Wildlife Service:
Design and implement tangible communication
materials, such as a rotating set of interpretive
signage that changes quarterly/seasonally and shares
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WATERSHED WATCHERS
PROGRAM TITLE AND GOALS
JULY 2020 – JUNE 2021
Goal: Enrich visitor experiences on-site of the
Environmental Education Center trails through
tangible communication materials, such as new onthe-trail signage, that shares urban runoff pollution
prevention messages.
Maintain the Environmental Education Center and
trail aesthetics in order to provide visitors with a
welcoming and safe environment.
Assists with quality visitor services by working with
FWS staff to provide a clean and safe environment for
visitors, staff and volunteers.
Advertising and Promotion of Programming
Goal: Create and distribute advertisements about the
Watershed Watchers programs to the public, groups,
partners, and local media resources.

METHODS AND OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAMS

messaging related to the prevention of urban runoff
pollution and protection of local habitats.
As permitted by the US Fish and Wildlife Service:
Maintaining a welcoming and safe environment for
Refuge visitors could include removing weeds
surrounding buildings and along trails, picking up
trash, and stocking outdoor brochure racks.
Objective: Provide a quality, safe, and welcoming
environment for visitors to the Refuge at the
Environmental Education Center site through tangible
communication materials and a presentable and safe
outdoor recreation site.
Create and distribute advertisements for programs on
a regular basis to provide the public, groups, and
schools with information on available program
offerings.
Potential Virtual Platforms: Facebook, Eventbrite,
website, partner organizations, etc.
Objective: To reach existing and new audiences
through programming with the Watershed Watchers
messages (i.e. urban runoff, trash prevention, less
toxic pesticide alternatives, and mercury education)
and refuge messages.

Developing and Maintaining Partnerships with Local
Community Organizations
Goal: Maintain and create partnerships with local
community organizations via phone calls, emails, and
virtual meetings with groups.

The interpretive specialist will reach out to new
audiences to break down barriers and invite these
groups to participate in the available program
experiences. The specialist will reach out to groups
that have traditionally not used the Refuge as a
resource, such as but not limited to, groups for
children and adults with special needs, League of
United Latino Citizens, and Outdoor Afro, etc. During
the year, relationships will be cultivated and
maintained through the exchange of information and
collaboration on issues related to urban runoff
pollution prevention and wildlife with local
collaborative groups and consortiums. Groups will be
invited to participate in virtual education and
interpretive programs.
Objective: Connect with new and diverse audiences to
share urban runoff pollution prevention messaging
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WATERSHED WATCHERS
PROGRAM TITLE AND GOALS
JULY 2020 – JUNE 2021

METHODS AND OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAMS

and support the longevity, effectiveness and
relevance of the Watershed Watchers program.
Program Research, Development, and
Documentation
Goal: Research and development time is necessary
for the creation of new urban runoff pollution
prevention programs and learning new information to
supplement and expand existing programs. This also
includes time spent planning and scheduling future
programs. Documentation includes writing scripts,
lesson plans and quarterly and annual reports.

Time spent reviewing historical program offerings and
analyzing the results of evaluations to plan future
programs to maximize attendance and the variety of
programs. This includes researching programs, and
participating in program development trainings (in
house or local) to expand knowledge of the subject,
create and develop new ideas for programs. As well as
time spent learning information for specific programs
by reading and researching topics, and communicating
with knowledgeable staff and volunteers for
additional information related to the program topic.
Objective: Support the longevity, effectiveness,
relevance and efficiency of the Watershed Watchers
program.

Mercury Risk Reduction Outreach
Goal: Provide information for college groups and the
public in regards to human health and environmental
impacts of mercury, with specific focus on mercury in
fish.

The interpretive specialist and associate will offer and
develop virtual programs and messaging for college
groups and the public. Programs will provide historical
information about mercury contamination, guides to
safely eating fish and shellfish from the San Francisco
Bay, as well as current research projects on the
Refuge relating to the impacts of mercury on wildlife
and the Bay.
Objective: Provide information for the public about
the impact of mercury on human health and the
environment by incorporating the information in to
existing programming. This message will be
incorporated into all college programs.
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Appendix 7-5
Zun Zun School Assemblies for Watershed Watch FY 20-21



Memorandum‐End of Year Evaluation of the FY 20-21 School Assembly Program, August 26,
2021



ZunZun Assembly Programs for Watershed Watch‐Final Report FY 2020-2021 School Year July
23, 2021

FY 20-21 Annual Report

September 30, 2021

MEMORANDUM

Campbell • Cupertino • Los Altos • Los Altos Hills • Los Gatos • Milpitas • Monte Sereno • Mountain View • Palo Alto
San José • Santa Clara • Saratoga • Sunnyvale • Santa Clara County • Valley Water

TO:

Schools and Youth Outreach Work Group

FROM:

Program staff

DATE:

August 26, 2021

SUBJECT:

End-of-Year Evaluation of the FY 20-21 School Assembly Program

The school education assembly program is in its nineteenth year of implementation. In FY 20-21,
during the shelter-in-place mandates, ZunZun replaced in-person assemblies with livestream
virtual assemblies and asynchronistic (distance-learning) videos and resources. Distance-learning
activities consisting of pre-recorded videos of the assembly, an online memory game to familiarize
students with watershed vocabulary (available in both Spanish and English), and take-home
science activity kits. After the shelter-in-place order was lifted, ZunZun resumed in-person
assemblies.
In FY 20-21, ZunZun conducted 54 livestream and in-person assemblies, reaching students from
35 schools. The recorded distance learning videos were provided to teachers via Vimeo and
Google Forms. The videos have received a total of 6,156 views so far.
To track effectiveness, teachers were asked to complete an online survey. A total of 42 surveys
were received. Of these, 16 were from grades K-2 teachers and 23 from grades 3-6 teachers.
There were also three surveys where the grade was not indicated. As requested by the Work
Group, results are presented as “Grades K-2”, “Grades 3-6” and “overall”.
In addition, students were asked to complete a quiz to track their understanding of the assembly
content. A summary of quiz results is included in this memo.
The list of schools that received livestream and in-person assemblies and videos is provided at
the end of this memo.

1

End-of-Year Survey Results 1
1. What percentage of your students know what a watershed is? (Check one)
25%
50%
75%
100%
Grades K-2 results (#)

5

2

4

3

Grades K-2 results (%)

36%

14%

29%

21%

Grades 3-6 results (#)

2

5

9

6

Grades 3-6 results (%)

9%

23%

41%

27%

Grades not marked (#)

0

0

3

0

Grades not marked (%)

0%

0%

100%

0%

Total
Responses
14

22

3

2. What percentage of your students can name a way to prevent pollution in the watershed?
(Check one)
25%
50%
75%
100%
Total
Responses
Grades K-2 results (#)

0

2

5

7

Grades K-2 results (%)

0%

14%

36%

50%

Grades 3-6 results (#)

1

1

10

10

Grades 3-6 results (%)

5%

5%

45%

45%

Grades not marked (#)

0

1

1

1

Grades not marked (%)

0%

33%

33%

33%

14

22

3

3. How would you characterize the content of the assembly? (Check one)
Educational

Balanced

Entertaining

Neither

Total
Responses

Grades K-2 results (#)

2

12

2

0

16

Grades K-2 results (%)

12.5%

75%

12.5%

0%

Grades 3-6 results (#)

7

11

5

0

Grades 3-6 results (%)

30%

48%

22%

0%

Grades not marked (#)

0

1

0

2

Grades not marked (%)

0%

33%

0%

67%

1

23

3

All teachers do not respond to all questions, so the count under “total responses” can differ for each
question.

2

Sampling of Comments:
Grades K-2
Comments
• Really enjoyed with my class. Thank you!!
• They loved your singing and dance moves!
• I love you guys! I am so glad that you made the assembly so interactive and engaging
for the kids! Great job!!
• I absolutely loved this assembly, the use of music to teach is phenomenal!
• My students are in Special Education, but I’m sure they enjoyed the movements with the
information. It was fun, but educational.
• It was really fun, and it seems like most of the students were engaged throughout. Thank
you for the experience!
• Please don't be discouraged that only 25% knew what watershed was. I teach
Kindergarten. They loved the singing, dancing and the instruments. The instruments
were what they wanted to talk about the most. They were excited to make their own!
• Students enjoyed the balance of learning and participating.
• Students did great!
• We are so happy you could provide this distance learning assembly!!!
• You were wonderful. Great info. Thank you.
• Both of you were fun, energetic, and engaging! I learned a lot and I know my students
did, too!
Suggestions
• If you have any videos or info on using recycled material to make instruments, I know
our kids would love that. Thank you!
• Real photos might have been helpful too.
Grades 3-6
Comments
• They love the music!!
• You’re so good.
• Students enjoyed your virtual presentation. Given the restrictions of being able to be
present in person I felt that this was a great presentation. Involving music and showing
students how to make instruments from found items was a highlight.
• It was educational and very engaging assembly!
• Thank you. I am looking forward to our in-person assembly for EL Summer School.
• The assembly was nice and fun and entertaining for me.
• So interactive, too! Thank you for including the children and saying their name when
addressing their comment or question. Keep up the great work!
Suggestions
• Please require videos to be on for students.

3

Summary of Responses to Online Student Quiz
Total Responses - 859
Question 1 : Where does water flowing into storm drains go?

12%

To the creeks,
San Francisco
Bay or ocean
To the
wastewater
treatment
plant

88%

Question 2 : True or False? A watershed is a land area that drains water into creeks,
rivers, bay, ocean, or other body of water.

33%

Don't
know
False

57%
True

9%

4

List of Schools that Received Livestream and In-person Assemblies, FY 20-21
Assembly
Format

City

1
4
2
2
2
4
3

Estimated
Number of
Students
419
1,106
263
579
596
657
681

Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream

San Jose
Sunnyvale
Campbell
San Jose
San Jose
San Jose
San Jose

3

440

Livestream

San Jose

3
3
3
3

493
407
491
560

Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream

San Jose
Santa Clara
Mountain View
Palo Alto

2

386

Livestream

Milpitas

1
2
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

33
742
456
369
157
420
136
423
32
126

Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream

Cupertino
San Jose
Santa Clara
Campbell
Milpitas
San Jose
Campbell
San Jose
Milpitas
Santa Clara

Arbor Day**

2

1,200

Livestream

Santa Clara

Date

School

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

10/22/2020
10/23/2020
11/6/2020
11/6/2020
11/5/2020
11/20/2020
11/24/2020

8

11/24/2020

9
10
11
12

12/10/2020
1/5/2021
1/5/2021
2/3/2021
3/1/2021

Sanders
Stocklmeir
Village
Lynhaven
Leitz
Forest Hill
Stonegate
Windmill
Springs
McAuliffe
Hughes
Landels
Ohlone
Alexander
Rose
Regnart
Matsumoto
Sutter
Castlemont
Sinnott
Laneview
Old Orchard
Montgomery
Curtner
Laurelwood

13

Number of
Assemblies

24

3/1/2021
3/8/2021
3/8/2021
3/9/2021
3/10/2021
3/11/2021
3/13/2021
3/15/2021
3/17/2021
4/9/2021
4/23/2021,
4/30/2021

25

6/23/2021

Summerdale

1

80

In-person

San Jose

26

6/23/2021

Majestic Way

1

75

In-person

San Jose

TOTAL

54

11,327

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

**Students from the following Santa Clara schools attended Arbor Day - Briarwood Elementary,
Central Park Elementary, Don Callejon School, Kathryn Hughes Elementary, Millikin Elementary,
Pomeroy Elementary, Ponderosa Elementary, Scott Lane Elementary, George Mayne Elementary,
Monticello Academy, St. Justin School, Westwood Elementary

5

List of Schools that Viewed the Recorded Videos using Google Forms, FY 20-21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

School
Regnart
Ohlone
Carolyn Clark
Lincoln
Braly
Escondido
Foothill
Lynhaven
Stonegate
Briarwood
Kathryn Hughes
Franklin McKinley
Montgomery

City
Cupertino
Palo Alto
San Jose
Cupertino
Sunnyvale
Palo Alto
Saratoga
San Jose
San Jose
Santa Clara
Santa Clara
San Jose
San Jose

6

PO Box 2951 | Santa Cruz, CA 95063
Tel: 831-426-0684 | Fax: 831-426-0634
email: zunzun@zunzuntunes.com
website: www.zunzuntunes.com

ZunZun Assembly Programs for Watershed Watch
FINAL REPORT 2020-2021 School Year
July 23, 2021

This year's final report is, for obvious reasons, different than in previous years. Due to
COVID-19 shelter-in-place order, in-person assemblies at schools were not possible.
Therefore, we developed a virtual outreach program to continue offering Watershed
Watch assemblies to local schools. These activities included the following:
•
•
•

Livestream assemblies presented using virtual platforms (e.g., Zoom)
Asynchronous (distance-learning) videos and other resources.
In-person assemblies after the shelter-in-place order was lifted

In an effort to explain the many hours that went into providing livestream performances,
asynchronous resources, and take-home materials we will break the report into the
following sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Section 1: Summary of numbers of students, teachers and schools reached
Section 2: Livestream and In-person performances
Section 3: Asynchronous (distance-learning) video resources
Section 4 : Summary of feedback received
Attachments - List of Schools that Received Assemblies, Outreach Materials

Please note that both the livestream and asynchronous learning performances have the
same content and state standards, and they are only explained in the Livestream
performances section.

SECTION 1: SUMMARY OF STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND SCHOOLS REACHED
Livestream Assemblies:
Number of Livestream Assemblies:
Number of Schools that Received Livestream Assemblies:

52
35 1

In-person Assemblies
Number of In-person Assemblies:
Schools Receiving In-person Assemblies:

2
2

Asynchronistic (Distance Learning) (DL) Videos:
Views 2 of Recorded Videos on YouTube
Views of Recorded Videos on Vimeo
Number of times the Google Form with Videos was Used
Number of Schools that Used the Google Form with Videos

4,016
2,140
151
13

Estimated Students Reached by In-person and Livestream
Assemblies:
Estimated Teachers Reached by In-person and Livestream
Assemblies:

11,327
424

SECTION 2: LIVESTREAM AND IN-PERSON ASSEMBLIES
ZunZun performed 52 livestream assemblies on watershed education and pollution
prevention. The assemblies were held on Zoom, and were presented either to the
whole school or to individual classrooms. Two of the 52 livestream assemblies were
held at the City of Santa’s Arbor Day event which was attended by students from 12
elementary schools in Santa Clara. In-person assemblies were conducted at two
schools.
The assemblies were in held Spanish and/or English, depending on the language
spoken by audience members. All assemblies included California State Education
standards in Science (Next Generation Science Standards), Math, History-Social
Science, Language Arts and English Language Development, and Fine Arts so that
they were easily tied into the classroom curriculum. All assemblies had lots of student
participation. All of the information was geared to be solid, hands-on ideas that
students could take home and share with their families to save water.
1
2

Includes 12 schools that attended the City of Santa Clara’s Arbor Day event.
Each “view” or “used” of a form or video means either a single family or student used the materials, or a
teacher has shared his or her screen with the whole class. This is true especially in younger grades.
See more details in section 3, "Distance Learning Summary". Therefore each “view” or "use" means 125 people were present when the form was “used” or “viewed” .

Outreach
This year we advertised the assemblies via email, and phone. This was a paper-free
way to advertise and seems most effective. Each school contacted us directly to
schedule the date and performance times at their school. On an ongoing basis, we
provided SCVURPPP staff with an updated performance schedule.
We confirmed our school engagements three times at each school. One month prior to
the scheduled assembly, we sent a confirmation letter via email to the school’s contact
person, and requested a response. We also contacted each school office prior to
assemblies to again confirm times. We have found it is important to confirm not only
with the school assembly coordinator, but the school as a whole as well to make sure
the assembly is expected!
State Content Standards-Common Core
We are always continuing to update our content to meet NGSS and common core
curriculum goals. As Common Core standards are designed to encourage critical
thinking and holistic learning, they are greatly addressed in the water assemblies
provided.
In addition to being an extremely fun water education experience, ZunZun assemblies
cover a large number of California State Content Standards for grades K-8. Because
we use music and musical instruments, they meet many Visual and Performing Arts
Standards. As the assemblies are about water issues, they cover Science Content
Standards. Students are learning new vocabulary and words, so they are meeting
many Language Arts and English Language Development Standards.
We introduce instruments from around the world, which meet many standards in
History- Social Science Standards. Finally, we use both Spanish and English which
meets English Language Development Standards and World Language Content
Standards. Most importantly, the assemblies are designed to help students feel
empowered to make changes in their daily lives and the lives of their families that help
prevent wasting water. The assemblies encourage being proactive about water
conservation.
A few specific examples of State Content Standards in Science, Language Arts, and
Visual and Performing Arts met in our shows are as follows:
Science: Water education for all grade levels is included in every assembly. (i.e.:
Grade 3 physical science 1.e, 1.f.; Grade 5, earth sciences 3a, 3b, 3c) Education
standards regarding water on earth, evaporation, properties of a solid, liquid and a gas,
water present in the form of salt and freshwater, etc. is addressed.
Language Arts: Use of rhythm, rhyme and song lyrics to remember a concept.
Learning new words such as “adaptations” and “watershed” and seeing/ hearing a
description while repeating a lyric or rhyme that reiterates the definition. (See CA

Content Standards, Reading Standards- Craft and Structure, Key Ideas and Details
Integration and Knowledge of Ideas. Also, Speaking and Listening Standards for
grades K-6).
Visual and Performing Arts: As students sing and perform with us in the assembly,
they are not only hearing music (All grades, Music Standards 1.1-1.5), but performing it
(Grade 2, Music Standards, 2.1, 2.2 for example).
Because all students learn differently, ZunZun strives to use as many different types of
learning tools as possible in the assemblies, so students are learning visually,
musically, physically, scientifically, mathematically, and verbally. Students are thinking
things through, using movements and singing throughout. So many standards are
contained in the assemblies it would be a very long list to include them all here.
Assembly Content
Introduction: We introduce ourselves, Watershed Watch, and what we expect from
the audience in our show. We also present our backdrops, which illustrate forms and
movements of water and our connections to water sources and watersheds.
1) Rainstorm/ Filling up the Watershed- We let students know that music and
movement are major parts of our program, so to get started with our show about
watersheds, we make a rainstorm of music and movement using sounds from the
South American Andean mountains. We create sounds of wind, thunder, wildlife
finding shelter, rain and rivers using unique folkloric instruments of South America
(Charango –stringed instrument , bombo drum, zampona and quena flute, chak’jas
rattles). Students are asked to help with movements that coincide with the sounds
throughout the segment. We talk about droughts and atmospheric rains that play an
increasing role in our climate-changing world.
2) Storm Drains/Sewage-We show with aid of our colorful backdrops, the difference
between sewer pipes and storm drains, and we talk about keeping trash off our
streets as they often find their way into storm drains and out to the greater
watershed, becoming unsightly and dangerous to wildlife.
3) Water Protecting Dances- using Brazilian percussion (berimbau), we demonstrate
through three different movements (dances), how to protect watersheds. 1) The
jellyfish/plastic bag dance -prevent plastic pollution as it leads to hazards and
choking to wildlife such as sea turtles and seabirds, 2) Car Wash dance-pollutants
such as soap and paint down storm drains change chemistry of flowing water and
can make wildlife sick, Oil/rainbow dance- make sure family car is not leaking oil,
where it can create a rainbow like sheen when combined with water, as it flows into
storm drains. We give alternatives (reusable containers, car wash centers, oil
recycling programs, pans under leaky cars) to keep our watersheds clean and safe
for all creatures.
4) Polluted Water Dance- Through a series of movements accompanied by ukulele
and an original song, we follow polluted water (oil, soap, trash) down a storm drain
where it ends up in the sea making fish sick. Students are asked to perform
movements with us.

5) Birds of the Watershed- We celebrate birds of the watershed and common to the
area, by illustrating the adaptations that help them survive in and around water
through a series of movements accompanied by ukulele. Students do these
movements along with us as well.
6) Garbage Percussion- We talk of the importance of recycling and trash clean up to
keep our neighborhoods and watershed healthy for all to enjoy- humans and wildlife.
We demonstrate how to make instruments from trash that we found on a beach
clean up. Played together, these recycled instruments create a percussion sound
based on batucada music from Brazil, which we demonstrate. We introduce the
concept "tap into tap" by introducing the idea that tap water used in reusable
containers are a much more ecofriendly way of drinking water on the go (better
choice then plastic bottles).
7) Water Languages From Around the World- We mention words for water we have
learned from students, and from our travels, and give examples of 12 of them. We
ask kids to mention other names in our “question and comment” session at the end
of the program.
8) H2O-Go With the Flow- We sing this popular original song with accompanying
movements as a review of all that we have learned. This song also demonstrates the
water cycle and properties of water. It’s a great way to celebrate the movements of
the watershed around us!
9) End Comments/Questions- We thank WW, and teachers involved in setting up the
program and then offer ten minutes of questions and comments from students. We
also remind teachers of their follow up materials.
SECTION 3 ASYNCHRONOUS (DISTANCE LEARNING) RESOURCES
This year we worked with a professional videographer to record our assembly and
develop a showcase of ten videos that covered the content of our assembly. A flyer
advertising the video showcase was distributed to all of our school contacts. The videos
covered the following topics:
Watershed Watch Video Showcase
1) Watershed watch intro
2) Water Words of the World
3) Watershed Definition
4) Polluted Water Dance
5) Jellyfish Dance
6) Basura batucada:Recycled Instruments
7) Water Birds
8) H2O Go with the Flow
9) Hola Ola
10) The Waterbeat Sequence
In addition to the videos, we developed an online memory game to educate students on
watershed vocabulary. The game is available in English at
https://matchthememory.com/watershedwatchgame and in Spanish at

https://matchthememory.com/watershedwatchgamespanish. We also purchased take
home science activity kits, and delivered 1,428 activity kits to five local schools upon
requests from teachers.
The video showcase was provided in two formats:
•

Vimeo - Each video is posted on the Vimeo website at
https://vimeo.com/showcase/7560780 , and teachers choose when to show
them, either as individual teaching tools or as a complete program

•

Google Form - The videos are posted on a Google Form along with questions
attached to the videos, (Spanish Language available as well). The Google Form
is available at https://forms.gle/fYfVAsRkn5wD7W22A . We added a “school
name” as one of the questions on our Google form. Upon doing so we learned
which schools were using the form and when a teacher used the form as
opposed to a single student, as well as school names. The list of schools that
accessed the video on Google Forms in included in the Attachments.

The video showcases on Vimeo were watched throughout the year by participating
schools sometimes as pre-show activities, or as a good way to remember and review
segments after our livestream presentation. Many teachers informed us that the videos
were very helpful as they reinforced what their classes learned in a very entertaining
fashion. We spent a lot of time making the videos as professional as possible during this
strange ‘COVID year’ where recording video studios were not very accessible. We
thought the video creation segment of this year’s program was a success, and a great
way to feature our music and movement oriented water education for audiences that
needed something “alive” in their Zoom oriented school day, and a resource they could
use multiple times during their school year.
SECTION 4 - SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK RECEIVED
This school year’s outreach program was highlighted by much adapting, patience and
creativity for all involved. We so appreciated everyone helping us to make our year as
productive and fulfilling as it turned out to be. With all of the challenges faced, we also
had many positive surprises, none more than the ability to have a much more dynamic
way of getting student and teacher feedback. Teachers were requested to complete an
online evaluation to provide feedback. Students were asked to take an online quiz to
track their understanding of the concepts presented in the assembly. SCVURPPP staff
will summarize the feedback received in a separate document.
Question and Answer Sessions: We were never able to have question and comment
times during in-person school assemblies, as there wasn’t the time and it is also difficult
to regulate. With our online performances we were able to have a time to highlight
individual students' comments and questions. The questions and comments given were
positive, thoughtful and always inspiring. Students told us of what they had been doing

at home to save water and prevent pollution, as well as what wildlife they had seen
around their neighborhoods. They told us of the many ways they say water in their own
languages, and even showed us unique musical instruments they played at home.
Questions were focused and very much related to the program, and we tried to answer
as best we could. We could have gone on with this segment of the program for another
hour, but we usually limited it due to the teacher's schedule.
Parent and Extended Family Outreach: Another very positive aspect of these on-line
performances, was that it was not just the students who watched the
presentation/performance, but also other members of the family. We often saw adults
(parents, grandparents, relatives) and siblings watching programs with their students,
on a couch or on the floors of their living rooms. They were also participating, even in
the dances, which was just wonderful to witness! Households become alive with music
and movement, and the messages of water conservation and watershed protection
have never been so widely distributed, as they had in this year's programs. A very
positive end product of such a tough scholastic year!
We also received many positive comments:
•

Below is the link to a slideshow to student feedback from Mrs Mazzuco’s 4th
grade class at Laurelwood:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1xRzs5w7p7YCiZ4DRxbRDrCAudvWsnjYediqNxVdvek/edit?usp=sharing

•

Thank you for taking the time to create and present the session to the Lietz
students today!! You folks are amazing, so full of energy!! Kids enjoyed them
while learning about making better choices for the environment. Thanks for your
time and all the work you do with this regard. Preeti Agarwal - Lietz Elementary

•

Thank you so much for this morning. Your presentation is fabulous! We had a
great time and learned a lot about making good choices for the health of our
watershed and all that's affected by it. Keep up the valuable work..you're in the
right arena! Cathy Fararjeh, st grade teacher - Sutter Elementary

ATTACHMENTS:
•
•
•

List of Schools that Received Livestream and In-person Assemblies, FY 20-21
List of Schools that Viewed the Recorded Videos using Google Forms, FY 20-21
Outreach Materials

List of Schools that Received Assemblies, FY 20-21
Assembly
Format

City

1
4
2
2
2
4
3

Number
of
Students
419
1,106
263
579
596
657
681

Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream

San Jose
Sunnyvale
Campbell
San Jose
San Jose
San Jose
San Jose

3

440

Livestream

San Jose

3
3
3
3

493
407
491
560

Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream

San Jose
Santa Clara
Mountain View
Palo Alto

2

386

Livestream

Milpitas

1
2
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

33
742
456
369
157
420
136
423
32
126

Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream
Livestream

Cupertino
San Jose
Santa Clara
Campbell
Milpitas
San Jose
Campbell
San Jose
Milpitas
Santa Clara

Arbor Day**

2

1,200

Livestream

Santa Clara

Date

School

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

10/22/2020
10/23/2020
11/6/2020
11/6/2020
11/5/2020
11/20/2020
11/24/2020

8

11/24/2020

9
10
11
12

12/10/2020
1/5/2021
1/5/2021
2/3/2021
3/1/2021

Sanders
Stocklmeir
Village
Lynhaven
Leitz
Forest Hill
Stonegate
Windmill
Springs
McAuliffe
Hughes
Landels
Ohlone
Alexander
Rose
Regnart
Matsumoto
Sutter
Castlemont
Sinnott
Laneview
Old Orchard
Montgomery
Curtner
Laurelwood

13

Number of
Assemblies

24

3/1/2021
3/8/2021
3/8/2021
3/9/2021
3/10/2021
3/11/2021
3/13/2021
3/15/2021
3/17/2021
4/9/2021
4/23/2021,
4/30/2021

25

6/23/2021

Summerdale

1

80

In-person

San Jose

26

6/23/2021

Majestic Way

1

75

In-person

San Jose

TOTAL

54

11,327

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

**Students from the following Santa Clara schools attended Arbor Day - Briarwood Elementary,
Central Park Elementary, Don Callejon School, Kathryn Hughes Elementary, Millikin Elementary,
Pomeroy Elementary, Ponderosa Elementary, Scott Lane Elementary, George Mayne Elementary,
Monticello Academy, St. Justin School, Westwood Elementary

List of Schools that Viewed the Recorded Videos using Google Forms, FY 20-21
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

School
Regnart
Ohlone
Carolyn Clark
Lincoln
Braly
Escondido
Foothill
Lynhaven
Stonegate
Briarwood
Kathryn Hughes
Franklin Mckinley
Montgomery

City
Cupertino
Palo Alto
San Jose
Cupertino
Sunnyvale
Palo Alto
Saratoga
San Jose
San Jose
Santa Clara
Santa Clara
San Jose
San Jose

Outreach Letter to Schools

Email Describing Asynchronous Assembly and Activities
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Landscape IPM Workshop – May 25, 2021






Workshop Announcement
Workshop Agenda
Attendance List
Workshop Evaluation Summary

FY 20-21 Annual Report

September 30, 2021

Landscape IPM Workshop
May 25, 2021

Landscape Integrated Pest Management Webinar
Tuesday, May 25, 2021
8:30 am – 12:00 pm
This is a free webinar.
Participants will be eligible for Continuing Education Hours from the
California Department of Pesticide Regulation
WHO SHOULD ATTEND:
•

Municipal landscape maintenance staff

•

Landscape contractors working for municipal agencies

WORKSHOP TOPICS:
•

Principles of Integrated Pest Management (IPM)

•

Alternative management strategies for outdoor nuisance cockroaches in California

•

IPM for controlling rats in parks

•

IPM for weed management in urban areas

•

Remediating landscapes with compost to reduce herbicide use

•

Biopesticides and reduced-risk pesticides

•

Regulatory updates

REGISTER AT THE LINK BELOW:

https://landscape_ipm_webinar.eventbrite.com
A link to the webinar will be sent to you by May 21, 2021

Registration Deadline: Wednesday, May 19, 2021
Questions? Call Lynn at 510-832-2852 ext. 101 (Monday to Thursday, 9 am - 3 pm) or email
lpinell@eoainc.com

Landscape IPM Workshop
Tuesday, May 25, 2021
8:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Zoom Webinar
WORKSHOP AGENDA
8:30 AM

Welcome

8:35 AM

Regulatory Update - Pesticides Toxicity Control Requirements in
the Municipal Stormwater Regional Permit

8:45 AM

Integrated Pest Management - An Overview

9:00 AM

Alternative Management Strategies for Outdoor Nuisance
Cockroaches in California

Dr. Andrew Sutherland
UC Cooperative Extension

9:35 AM

IPM Techniques for Controlling Rats in Parks

Dr. Carolyn Whitesell
UC Cooperative Extension

10:00 AM

Continuing Education Quiz

10:15 AM

IPM Techniques for Weed Management in Urban Areas - Case
Studies

10:45 AM

Remediating Landscapes with Compost to Reduce Herbicide Use

11:00 PM

Pesticide Application Decisions to Protect Stormwater

11:45 AM

Continuing Education Quiz

12:00 PM

Adjourn

-

Jill Bicknell
SCVURPPP
Vishakha Atre
SCVURPPP
Naresh Duggal
County of Santa Clara

Lauren Galanes
Gachina Landscaping

Peter Schultze-Allen
SCVURPPP

David Moore
Neudorff

SCVURPPP Landscape Integrated Pest Management Webinar
May 25, 2021
List of Attendees
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

First Name

Last Name

Agency/Company

Clinton
Jarod
Alfredo
Alfredo
Paul
Ricardo
Richard
Roberto
Sean
Travis
Victor
William
William
Jonathan
Michael
Ramsey
Robert
Todd
Andrea
Thanh
Dillon
Darin
Eleazar
Eric
Jose
Shannon
Gregory
Chris
Joanna
Mark
Oscar
Brian
Dominique
Arturo
Adele
Adriel
Alex
Brian
Chris
Christian
Dan
Daniel
Danilo
David

Pugh
Smith
Alegria
Alegria
Sapudar
Alvarez
Banda
Montes
Filbeck
Warner
Espinoza
Bridge
Tomlinson
Perez
Pedalino
Smith
Eastman
Seeley
Trese
Nguyen
Silva
Smith
Cortez
Dixon
Gomes
Willis
Tarver
Fujimoto
Tran
Ribeiro
Godinez
Aizawa
Herbert
Burgueno
Halili
Castro
Bermudez
Schultz
Von Rueden
Ceja
Greeley
Kelley
Carrasco
Day

Brightview Landscape
Caltrans
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Cupertino
City of Half Moon Bay
City of Half Moon Bay
City of Half Moon Bay
City of Half Moon Bay
City of Half Moon Bay
City of Los Altos
City of Los Altos
City of Milpitas
City of Mountain View
City of Mountain View
City of Mountain View
City of Mountain View
City of Mountain View
City of Oakland
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Redwood City
City of Redwood City
City of San Carlos
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José

SCVURPPP Landscape Integrated Pest Management Webinar
May 25, 2021
List of Attendees
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

First Name

Last Name

Agency/Company

Elias
Enrique
Eric
Frank
Gary
Hector
Jeffrey
Jeremiah
Joel
John
Karin
Kevin
Mahmoud
Mat
Melody
Miguel
Miguel
Patrick
Paul
Randy
Robert
Robert
Shayan
Simret
Todd
Torie
Xavier
Carla
Donald
Pete
William
Charles
James
Leonard
Nupur
Jason
Joshua
Laura
Mathew
Naresh
Naresh
Press
Ruben
Tony

Kauders
Aguilar
Tillery
Maldonado
Patellaro
Reyna
Gomez
Stagi
Nortman
Dixon
Kolnes
Gainor
Jillo
Mendriski
Goodwin
Flores
Hernandez
Hernandez
Prange
Barron
Parker Jr
Sotelo
Serajeddini
Yigzaw
Allen
O'Reilly
McGuire Diaz
Mehrkens
Louie
Shea
Mendonca
Reyburn
LeMasters
Dunn
Hiremath
Gorman
Soto
Maciel
Silva
Duggal
Duggal
Abella
Castro
Hernandez

City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of San José
City of South San Francisco
City of South San Francisco
City of South San Francisco
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UC Cooperative Extension
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Landscape Integrated Pest Management Workshop
Evaluation Form Summary
Number of Attendees: 117
Number of Evaluations: 54
Zoom Webinar

Tuesday, May 25, 2021

1. Pesticides Toxicity Control Requirements in the Municipal Regional Permit –
Vishakha Atre, SCVURPPP
Very Useful 45

Somewhat Useful 9

Not useful 0

2. Integrated Pest Management - An Overview - Naresh Duggal, County of Santa Clara
Very Useful 42

Somewhat Useful 10

Not useful 1

Did not Attend 1
3. Alternative Management Strategies for Outdoor Nuisance Cockroaches in California – Dr.
Andrew Sutherland, UC Cooperative Extension
Very Useful 46

Somewhat Useful 7

Not useful 0

Did not Attend 1
4. IPM Techniques for Controlling Rats in Parks – Dr. Carolyn Whitesell, UC Cooperative
Extension
Very Useful 46

Somewhat Useful 8

Not useful 0

5. IPM Techniques for Weed Management in Urban Areas - Lauren Galanes, Gachina
Landscaping
Very Useful 46

Somewhat Useful 12

Not useful 0

6. Remediating Landscapes with Compost to Reduce Herbicide Use - Peter Schultze-Allen,
SCVURPPP
Very Useful 41

Somewhat Useful 13

Not useful 0

7. Pesticide Application Decisions to Protect Stormwater - David Moore, Neudorff
Very Useful 44

Somewhat Useful 10

8. Did this workshop meet your expectations?

Yes: 54

1

Not useful 0
No: 0

9. What parts of the workshop were most useful to you?
• Cockroach and rat control.
• Utilizing compost and mulches, great info about sheet mulching, the need to add
compost to bioswales, not currently doing it and think that's why plants fail to thrive.
• Good to be more informed about SB1383.
• All speakers were helpful and informative.
• Very good information on landscape.
• Controlling rats in parks.
• Very thorough and detailed examples.
• Pest control methods.
• Cockroach management in landscapes.
• All.
• All of it was great information and pertains to my job.
• The section on controlling rats was great.
• Pictures of before and after.
• Weed management in urban areas and composting.
• David Moore’s presentation.
• Professionals/experts presenting on each topic was great. None of the information was
overwhelming and I never lost interest. They kept the presentations to the point with
excellent information!
• David Moore's presentation on the classifications of pesticides in the regulatory world
• First and second topics.
• IPM techniques for weed management/remediating landscapes with compost.
• The weed abatement strategies.
• Detailed information.
• Different type of roaches.
10. What would have made this workshop more useful?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compost use to fertilize turf areas, whether effective to feed turf.
In-person.
If the presenters were a little more focused on the reality of day to day maintenance
and long term effects of the strategies they are proposing.
Nothing.
I thought everything was useful for me.
It is efficient.
Not sure.
More time.
I think the information and presenters were great. If this is going to be an annual
training, it would be best to hold it during the "rainy" season just so that more
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•
•
•
•
•

maintenance staff are available to attend. A lot of staff were out in the field as this is a
busy time of the year for them.
More up to date examples.
More time.
Weed abatement practices including using pre-emergent.
Other rodent issues such as squirrels and gophers.
More time.

11. What topics would you recommend for a future workshop?
• Same.
• Definitely bring back David Moore. Learned a lot from his presentation.
• Weed ID.
• Water conservation techniques landscape/trees.
• All.
• Calibration.
• Education to the public about pesticides and herbicides.
• Landscape maintenance topics.
• Stormwater diversions or bioremediation to prevent pesticides in stormwater outfall to
creeks, drainage channels, SF Bay. Reduction in impervious surfaces to reduce
stormwater flow to stormwater system flowing to SF Bay.
• Managing ground squirrels and gophers in green stormwater infrastructure landscapes.
• Vole and ground squirrel control for large populations in city parks.
• Reviewing a model City IPM Plan. Review of key elements.
• Biocontrol - beneficials- creating habitats for wildlife, pollinators and similar.
• Ground squirrels and urban tree care.
12. General Comments?
• I really enjoyed this webinar.
• I enjoyed the workshop as a whole.
• Great info.
• More information creates a healthy environment, let us have more of these seminars
and put out healthy information.
• If you can, please install close-captions. Thank you! If not, please show each person's
face talking. Thank you!
• Great job with all the presenters! They did an excellent job!
• Great training.
• Thank you for organizing this. Very helpful and informative!
• Thank you.
• Thanks for providing this useful information.
• Great job, everyone!
• Great program. Keep it up. Also, I liked the DPR CE credits.
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•
•
•

One of the best I’ve seen…
Good presentation.
Audio was hard to hear at times.

4
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List of Santa Clara Valley Stores Participating in the OWOW Program
FY 20-21
Store Name

Address

CAMPBELL
1

Home Depot

480 E Hamilton Ave

2

Summer Winds Nursery

2460 S Winchester Blvd

CUPERTINO
3

Summer Winds Nursery

1491 S De Anza Blvd

4

Yamagami's

1361 S De Anza Blvd

LOS ALTOS
5

Los Altos Nursery

245 Hawthorne Ave

6

Los Altos True Value

441 1st St

LOS GATOS
7

Ace Los Gatos Hardware

15300 Los Gatos Blvd

MILPITAS
8

Home Depot

1177 Great Mall Drive

MOUNTAIN VIEW
9

Blossom True Value Hardware

1297 W El Camino Real

PALO ALTO
10 Palo Alto Ace Hardware

875 Alma Street

11 Summer Winds Nursery

725 San Antonio Rd

SANTA CLARA
12 Home Depot

2435 Lafayette St

SUNNYVALE
13 Home Depot

680 Kifer Rd

SAN JOSE
14 Home Depot

2181 Monterey Rd

15 Home Depot

2855 Story Rd

16 Home Depot

635 W Capitol Expy

17 Home Depot

1855 Hillsdale Ave

18 Home Depot

975 South De Anza Blvd

19 Home Depot

920 Blossom Hill Rd

20 Almaden Valley Nursery

15800 Almaden Expy

21 Payless Nursery

2927 S King Rd

SARATOGA
22 Ace

12870 Saratoga Sunnyvale Rd
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Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener Training Program – FY 20-21 Activities
Green Gardener Final Evaluation Summary – Spring 2021
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Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener Training
Program
FY 20-21 Activities

Background
In FY 07-08, the Program piloted the first Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener training. The
Green Gardener program is an educational initiative that brings quality training to professional
landscapers, gardeners, and landscape maintenance workers on how to “garden green”.
The Green Gardener Program is offered at two levels, Basic and Advanced. Each training level
consists of ten, two-hour classes on sustainable landscaping topics. Students must attend at
least 80 percent of the classes and pass a final examination to be placed on the Green Gardener
list promoted to the public. To maintain their status as Green Gardeners, individuals must meet
annual continuing education requirements.
The Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener trainings are conducted in collaboration with the
Fremont Union High School District Adult Education and the Master Gardeners of Santa Clara
County. SCVURPPP also conducts two recertification classes annually to help Green Gardeners
meeting the recertification requirements.
FY 20-21 Santa Clara Valley Basic Green Gardener Training
Due to COVID-19 concerns, SCVURPPP adapted the Basic Green Gardener training to a virtual,
online format in FY 20-21. The training was held on Wednesdays, February 24 to May 5, 2021.
SCVURPPP provided funds toward student fees, guest speaker fees, and teacher fees.
Due to shelter-in-place mandate, SCVURPPP did not offer in-person spring classes for Green
Gardeners to re-certify. To assist with recertification, Program staff offered Green Gardeners a
list of available online classes, as well as a virtual self-assessment form to demonstrate
understanding of sustainable landscaping practices. Green Gardeners were also allowed to
attend any one class of the Spring 2021 Green Gardener training to re-certify.
The Green Gardener trainings were publicized via email, radio ads, the Watershed Watch
website, and social networking sites.
Evaluation of Effectiveness
In FY 20-21, a total of six individuals completed the Green Gardener training. While 13 students
registered for the training, most of them dropped out after a few classes due to scheduling conflicts.
Spring is generally a busy time for gardeners, and the students indicated that more homeowners
have been renovating their yards during the pandemic.
A summary of the evaluations from the Green Gardener training indicates that attendees found the
class useful and will be making changes to their landscape management practices based on what
they learned at the trainings. Attendees were required to take a final test to receive the certificate of
Annual Report FY 20-21
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completion. This ensured that they understood the curriculum and will be able to implement the
practices at their client locations.
A total of 23 Green Gardeners re-certified in FY 20-21.
Currently, the Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener List includes 70 Green Gardeners. Of these, 42 are
landscape professional and 28 are individuals that do not provide professional services. The list of
Green Gardeners is distributed at outreach events and is available online at
http://www.mywatershedwatch.org/findgardener.html.

Annual Report FY 20-21
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Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener Student Feedback
Spring 2021
Number of Evaluations: 7
1. Were the following topics useful? (check one that applies)
USEFUL

SOMEWHAT
USEFUL

NOT USEFUL

DID NOT
ATTEND

Soils

7

0

0

0

Pruning

6

1

0

0

Right Plant, Right Place

6

1

0

0

Integrated Pest Mgmt.

6

1

0

0

Compost / Mulches

6

1

0

0

Fertilizers

6

1

0

0

Irrigation (1, 2, 3)

6

1

0

0

Air Quality

5

1

0

1

TOPIC

2. What did you think of the following guest speaker presentations? (check one that applies)
USEFUL

SOMEWHAT
USEFUL

NOT
USEFUL

DID NOT
ATTEND

Pruning

6

1

0

0

Right Plant, Right Place

6

1

0

0

Air Quality

4

2

0

1

TOPIC

3. Which benefits from this training are important to you? (check one that applies)
TOPIC
IMPORTANT SOMEWHAT
NOT
IMPORTANT
IMPORTANT
Information & Training

6

1

0

Comparing ideas with others

7

0

0

Meeting with experts and guest lecturers

7

0

0

Getting on the certification list for Green
Gardeners for public outreach

5

2

0

1

4. Will you be changing any of your landscape management practices based on what you have
learned in class?
Yes 7 No 0
5. Please provide one or two examples of a practice that you will be changing:
o Checking soluble and insoluble components on fertilizer packages.
o Irrigation scheduling.
o Make clients happy and save water using more organic materials.
o Irrigation method and natural pruning.
o Fertilizer applications (where needed), IPM ideas for the clients.
o Honestly, I'm so new to this that I’m picking up normal habits. I’m joining my farming and urban
school gardening experience with my fiancé’s landscape business.
o I feel a little more confident managing sprinkler systems, (not watering every day).
6. Would you be interested in taking an advanced Green Gardener course?
Yes 6
No 0 Maybe 1
7. Would you recommend this Green Gardener class to a co-worker or another landscape
professional?
Yes 6
No 0 Maybe 1
8. Are you a landscape professional?
Yes 2
No 2 Maybe 3
9. How many different landscape maintenance clients do you have?
1-10 4
11-20 1
20+ 1
Does not apply 1
10. Please tell us about how much landscape maintenance training you have had before taking this
class:
None 1
Some landscape classes 2
Horticultural degree 2
Other 2
11. Please tell us other suggestions you may have to make the Green Gardener classes better:
o In person.
o The School District's technology could be simplified.
o Slightly longer classes.
o I don't know. It was a good program.
o I love the idea of the advanced green garden class.
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SANTA CLARA VALLEY
GREEN GARDENER TRAINING
Expand your business using sustainable
landscaping practices
Dates & Registration
The training consists of ten (10) two-hour classes
DATES: Wednesdays, February 24, 2021 to May 5, 2021
TIME:

4:30 pm – 6:30 pm

COST:

$60 for landscape professionals (with proof of employment); $120 for others

LOCATION: The training will be held online

REGISTER ONLINE:
https://fuhsdadultschool.asapconnected.com/?#CourseGroupID=44847

LEARN TO:
• Design and fix sprinklers and drip irrigation systems

• Select the right plants to save water and reduce the use of pesticides and fertilizers
• Solve pest problems without using toxic pesticides

• Prune correctly
• Use compost and mulch to feed soils naturally and protect plants
RECEIVE:
• Certification of Completion and Green Gardener Card
• Free Publicity on Local Gardening Websites
o http://ourwaterourworld.org/Green-Gardener
o www.MyWatershedWatch.org/greengardener.html
o http://mgsantaclara.ucanr.edu/community-programs/

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.MyWatershedWatch.org/greengardener.html
The Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener Program is funded by the Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program,
a coalition of local government agencies.

Is Your Gardener a
Green Gardener?
Hire a Santa Clara Valley Green Gardener to maintain your garden using sustainable landscape
maintenance practices. Santa Clara Valley Green Gardeners have received training to:
• Use resources wisely, conserve water, protect the soil, and reduce waste.
• Improve the health, appearance and value of landscapes.
• Reduce urban runoff and stormwater pollution from landscape maintenance activities
These Santa Clara Valley Green Gardeners provide professional landscape design, construction
and/or maintenance services throughout Santa Clara County.
Name

Business

Type of Service

Phone Number

California Nativescapes

Design, Construction & Maintenance

408-243-5663

Gachina Landscape
Management

Construction & Maintenance

650-853-0400

Anna Klara Maj

Klara Maj Design

Design

408-310-3581

Arnold Gutierrez

Azthetic Landscaping

Maintenance

408-646-6513

Arturo Gonzalez
Lopez

Arturo Gonzalez

Design & Maintenance

408-469-3138

Astrid Chevallier

The Art Garden – by
Purple Red

Design

310-770-0164

Aureliano Rueda Rios

Green Works – In Silence

Maintenance

408-781-7624

Bonnie Brock *

Bonnie Brock Landscape
Design

Design & Maintenance

650-465-9073

Brian Brownie

Clean Air Lawn Care

Maintenance

408-702-5965

Carlos Arreola

Arreola’s Landscaping

Maintenance

408-393-0680

Carrie Parker *

Carrie Parker

Fine Gardening & Maintenance

650-450-8122

Cesar Arellano

AB Landscaping, Inc.

Design and Construction

408-489-1576

Christopher Mahan

Mahan & Sons, Inc.

Construction & Maintenance

408-761-0028

Daniel Mahan

Mahan & Sons, Inc.

Construction & Maintenance

408-688-7415

Diane Mahan

Mahan & Sons, Inc.

Construction & Maintenance

408-761-8480

Dominique Lala

Dominique Lala

Design & Maintenance

408-279-1993

Emigdio Barrera
Sanchez

California Nativescapes

Design, Construction & Maintenance

408-243-5663

Ernesto Jasso

Ernesto Jasso

Maintenance

650-417-1174

Francisco Cortes

Green Environment

Design & Maintenance

408-591-7862

Gerold Marroquin

MM Landscape Services,
Inc.

Design, Construction & Maintenance

510-449-1209

Corrinna Lee

N/A

Design

408-797-8227

Agustin Barrera
Sanchez
Alberto Ayala
Ramirez

Updated June 2021

Name
Israel Fonseca *
Jacqueline Marsey

Business
F&H Landscaping &
Maintenance
Paradise Garden &
Landscape

Type of Service

Phone Number

Maintenance

408-201-2984

Construction, Maintenance, Design

408-691-9358

Janet Bell *

Garden Sense, Inc.

Design, Construction & Maintenance

650-369-3400

Jeremy Moss

J. Moss Landscaping

Construction & Maintenance

408-772-0309

Jonny Sanchez

California Nativescapes

Design, Construction & Maintenance

408-243-5663

Jose Berumen *

BG Landscaping Services

Maintenance

408-706-8792

Jying Yang

Promised Greenland

Design & Maintenance

408-409-9316

Lior Dahan

Rhythmic Gardening

Maintenance

408-826-2720

Lisa Sucre

Lisa's Landscape Designs

Design/Arborist

408-533-3068

Manuel Ramirez

JPA Landscape &
Construction, Inc.

Construction & Maintenance

925-960-9602

Marie Haka

Earth Design Gardens

Design

831-583-8800

Mark McCabe *

Mark R. McCabe
Landscape

Construction

408-978-2965

Mary Dateo

Dateo Design

Design

650-440-6279

Maryanne Quincy *

Q-Gardens Landscape
Design

Design

408-739-5493

Miguel Vazquez *

Vazquez Landscaping

Maintenance

408-702-0699

Pedro Alvarez *

F&H Landscaping

Maintenance

408-201-2984

Rebecca
Schoenenberger

California Nativescapes

Design, Construction, Maintenance

408-243-5663

Shelkie Tao

WaterSmart Garden

Design & Maintenance

669-232-3798

Design

650-492-1779

Design & Maintenance

650-353-8020

Design, Construction, Maintenance

510-396-6945

Stefanie Tal
Viji Jagannathan
Wendy Vuong

TalScapes Design and
Consultation
Peninsula Gardens by
Design
J J & J Landscape
Management, Inc.

* Green Gardeners marked with an asterisk (*) have taken the Advanced Green Gardener training in addition to the
Basic Green Gardener training.

The following individuals have taken our Green Gardener training but do not provide professional services.
Erik Acosta

Gernaro Munoz

Jose Segura

Yuki Takizawa

Arturo Apreciado

Sajeemas (Mint) Pasakdee

Vera Cordova Mendoza

Alexandra Taratutin

Robert Brown

Raul Salazar

Kazuyo Levitan

Vanessa Swing

Gloria Chen

Nazmeen Schroeder

Vanessa Swing

Cecily Gordon

Jaime Echeverria

Nidhi Shah

Bryan Murphy

Cindy Hart

Gus Fotis

Sheila Strand

Heather Ernst

Laura Monczynski

Chin-Yen Yang

Kazuyo Levitan

Updated June 2021
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MRP Regional Supplement for Tracking and Participating in Pesticide Regulatory Efforts
Annual Reporting for FY 2020-2021
INTRODUCTION
This Regional Supplement has been prepared to report on regionally implemented
activities complying with portions of the Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (MRP),
issued to 79 municipalities and special districts (Permittees) by the San Francisco Bay
Regional Water Quality Control Board (Water Board). The Regional Supplement covers
tracking of pesticide regulatory activities related to the following MRP provision:
•

C.9.f. Track and Participate in Relevant Regulatory Processes.

The essential requirements of Provision C.9.f are to track U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) and California Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) actions
related to urban uses of pesticides and actively participate in the shaping of regulatory
efforts currently underway. This provision allows for cooperation among Permittees
through the California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA), BASMAA, and/or the
Urban Pesticide Pollution Prevention Project (UP3 Project) – an approach the Permittees
have engaged in for a number of years. Recognizing this approach is the most likely to
result in meaningful changes in the regulatory environment, Permittees elected to
continue on this course in FY 2020-21 to achieve compliance with this provision.
These regionally implemented activities were conducted by CASQA with funding from
and in collaboration with members of the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Association (BASMAA), a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization comprised of the municipal
stormwater programs in the San Francisco Bay Area. 1 Most of the 2020-21 annual
reporting requirements of the specific MRP Provision covered in this Supplement were
completely met by these regional activities, except where otherwise noted herein or by
Permittees in their reports.

TRACKING AND PARTICIPATING IN PESTICIDE REGULATORY EFFORTS
C.9.f. Track and Participate in Relevant Regulatory Processes
MRP Provision C.9.f states:
i. Task Description – The Permittees shall conduct the following activities, which may
be done at a county, regional, or statewide level:
(1) The Permittees shall track U.S. EPA pesticide evaluation and registration
activities as they relate to surface water quality and, when necessary,
encourage U.S. EPA to coordinate implementation of the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act and the CWA and to
accommodate water quality concerns within its pesticide registration
process;

In late FY 20-21, BASMAA dissolved as a formal non-profit organization and its members
continued to meet as an informal organization under the name Bay Area Municipal Stormwater
Coalition (BAMSC). BAMSC members jointly prepared this Regional Supplement for FY 20-21.
1
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(2) The Permittees shall track DPR pesticide evaluation activities as they relate to
surface water quality and, when necessary, encourage DPR to coordinate
implementation of the California Food and Agriculture Code with the
California Water Code and to accommodate water quality concerns within
its pesticide evaluation process;
(3) The Permittees shall assemble and submit information (such as monitoring
data) as needed to assist DPR and county agricultural commissioners in
ensuring that pesticide applications comply with WQS; and
(4) As appropriate, the Permittees shall submit comment letters on U.S. EPA and
DPR re-registration, re-evaluation, and other actions relating to pesticides of
concern for water quality.
ii. Reporting – In their Annual Reports, the Permittees shall summarize participation
efforts, information submitted, and how regulatory actions were affected.
Permittees who contribute to a county, regional, or statewide effort shall submit
one report at the county or regional level. Duplicate reporting is discouraged.
Activities and Accomplishments during FY 2020-2021
The actual work of tracking and participating in the ongoing regulatory efforts related
to pesticides was accomplished through CASQA. CASQA conducted its activities on
behalf of members and coordinated funding contributions and activities through its
True Source Control Subcommittee (encompassing the former Pesticide Subcommittee,
a group of stormwater quality agencies affected by pesticides or pesticides-related
toxicity listings, TMDLs, or permit requirements, as well as others knowledgeable about
pesticide-related stormwater issues). The CASQA 2021 Pesticide Annual Report and
Effectiveness Assessment (Attachment 1) provides a comprehensive and detailed
accounting of efforts to track and participate in relevant regulatory processes as well
as accomplishments related to pesticides and stormwater quality.

September 2021
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Attachments

Attachment 1
2021 Pesticide Annual Report and Effectiveness Assessment
California Stormwater Quality Association
Final Report
August 2021

2021
Pesticide Annual Report and
Effectiveness Assessment

California Stormwater Quality Association

Final Report
August 2021

2021 Pesticide Annual Report and Effectiveness Assessment

Preface
The California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA) is comprised of stormwater quality management organizations and individuals, including cities, counties,
federal agencies, state agencies, ports, universities and school districts, wastewater agencies, water suppliers, special districts, industries, and consulting firms
throughout California. CASQA’s membership provides stormwater quality management services to more than 26 million people in California. This report provides
CASQA’s members with focused information on its efforts to prevent pesticide pollution in urban waterways. It is a component of CASQA’s True Source Control
Initiative, which seeks to address stormwater and urban runoff pollutants at their sources. This report was funded by CASQA, Alameda Countywide Clean Water
Program, Contra Costa Clean Water Program, Fairfield-Suisun Urban Runoff Management Program, Marin County Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program,
Napa Countywide Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program, Sacramento Stormwater Quality Partnership, San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution Prevention
Program, Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program, Sonoma County Water Agency, and Vallejo Flood & Wastewater District.
This report was prepared by Stephanie Hughes under the direction of the CASQA True Source Control Subcommittee (Program Manager: Dave Tamayo), with
input from Tammy Qualls of Qualls Environmental Consulting.

DISCLAIMER
Neither CASQA, its Board of Directors, the True Source Control Subcommittee, any contributors, nor the authors make any warranty, expressed or implied, nor
assume any legal liability or responsibility for any third party's use of this report or the consequences of use of any information, product, or process described in
this report. Mention of trade names or commercial products, organizations, or suppliers does not constitute an actual or implied endorsement or recommendation
for or against use, or warranty of products.

Copyright © 2021 California Stormwater Quality Association.
All rights reserved. CASQA member organizations may include this report in their annual reports provided credit is provided to CASQA. Short sections of text, not
to exceed three paragraphs, may be quoted without written permission provided that full attribution is given to the source.
August 2021
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2021 Pesticide Annual Report and Effectiveness Assessment

Abbreviations Used in this Report
BACWA – Bay Area Clean Water Agencies

PAH – Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon

BE – Biological Evaluation

PEAIP – Program Effectiveness Assessment and Improvement Plan

CASQA – California Stormwater Quality Association

PMAC – Pest Management Advisory Committee

CEQA – California Environmental Quality Act

PPI – Pests, Pesticides, and Integrated Pest Management DPR initiative

CCRWQCB – Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board

PMP – Pesticides-specific Management Practice

CVRWQCB – Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board

SPCB – Structural Pest Control Board

CWA – Clean Water Act

SFBRWQCB – San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board

DPR – California Department of Pesticide Regulation

STORMS – Strategy to Optimize Resource Management of Storm Water (a
program of the State Water Board)

EPA – United States Environmental Protection Agency
ESA – Endangered Species Act
FWS – U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
FY – Fiscal Year (July 1 through June 30)
IPM – Integrated Pest Management
MAA – Management Agency Agreement between DPR and the Water
Boards
MS4 – Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
NACWA – National Association of Clean Water Agencies
NPDES – National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
OPP – U.S. EPA Office of Pesticide Programs

SWAMP – California Water Boards Surface Water Ambient Monitoring
Program
SWRCB – State Water Resources Control Board or State Water Board
TMDL – Total Maximum Daily Load (regulatory plan for solving a water
pollution problem)
TSC – CASQA True Source Control Subcommittee
UP3 – Urban Pesticides Pollution Prevention Partnership
UPA – Urban Pesticide Amendments
USGS – U.S. Geological Survey
Water Boards – California State Water Resources Control Board together
with the California Regional Water Quality Control Boards

OW – U.S. EPA Office of Water
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Executive Summary
This report by the True Source Control (TSC) Subcommittee of the California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA) describes CASQA’s activities related to
the goal of preventing pesticide pollution in urban waterways for the period of July 2020 through June 2021.
To address the problems caused by pesticides in California’s urban waterways, CASQA collaborates with the California State Water Resources Control Board and
the California Regional Water Quality Control Boards (Water Boards). By working with the Water Boards and other water quality organizations, we address the
impacts of pesticides efficiently and proactively through the statutory authority of the California Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) and EPA’s Office of
Pesticide Programs (OPP). More than 17 years of collaboration with Urban Pesticides Pollution Prevention (UP3) Partnership, as well as EPA and DPR staff, has
resulted in significant changes in pesticide regulation. A summary of CASQA’s activities to address key management questions are described below, with more
details and outcomes provided in Section 2.
Near term / Current problems – Are actions being taken by State and Federal pesticides regulators and stakeholders that are expected to end pesticide-caused
toxicity or exceedances of pesticide water quality objectives in surface waters receiving urban runoff?
CASQA shared its urban runoff expertise with pesticide regulators by preparing comment letters to EPA for six pesticide reviews, providing the Water
Boards and other Partners with information that triggered additional letters on two more pesticide reviews. (See Tables 3, 4 and 5 and the Appendix.)
CASQA provided feedback to EPA regarding the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) Biological Opinion for Malathion.
In response to continued requests from CASQA and Partners, EPA continued following a precedent for improved label language for pool, spa, and
fountain chemicals that was established by the decisions for lithium hypochlorite and copper.
CASQA reviewed scientific literature in order to update and prioritize the Pesticide Watch List. The Watch List will be shared with pesticides
regulators and with government agency and university scientists to stimulate generation of surface water monitoring and aquatic toxicity data for the
highest priority pesticides. (See Table 2.)
Long term / Prevent future problems – Do pesticides regulators have an effective system in place to exercise their regulatory authorities to prevent pesticide
toxicity in urban water bodies?
DPR continues to demonstrate its commitment to addressing pesticide impacts on receiving waters through timely mitigation and implementation of
improved evaluation procedures.
The State Water Board continued to work toward development of the Urban Pesticide Amendments (UPA). The desired outcome for these
amendments is to institutionalize the State’s strategy of utilizing pesticide regulations as the primary mechanism for addressing pesticide water
quality problems associated with urban runoff. This fiscal year, CASQA continued to directly support State Water Board staff’s efforts to develop the
UPAs. For example, CASQA organized a meeting of DPR, Water Board, and CASQA representatives on July 24,2020. The goal of the meeting
was for DPR to provide details to senior Water Board management on DPR’s capacity and progress for addressing urban pesticide issues. The
outcome was educational for all stakeholders, further advancing regulatory collaboration and solutions necessary for the UPAs.
The State Water Board continued to work toward establishment of a coordinated monitoring program, which would be a new statewide urban runoff
pesticides monitoring program to support the goals of the UPA. Such a program is intended to coordinate with existing Water Board and DPR urban
pesticides and toxicity monitoring programs. The State Water Board is currently reconsidering the structure and function of the monitoring program.
CASQA remains dedicated to supporting State Water staff.
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Although many improvements have been made by OPP since the early 2000s, improvement in scientific evaluations supporting OPP’s regulatory
efforts and better understanding of urban runoff management systems are still necessary to adequately protect urban surface waters from pesticide
impairments. In recent years, the regulatory climate of the federal administration limited progress by OPP in addressing these concerns. We will
continue to work with OPP to further our goals.
In the coming year, CASQA plans to continue to address near-term pesticide concerns and seek long-term regulatory change. Future near-term and long-term
tasks are identified in Section 3, Tables 5 and 6. Key topics include:
Continued support of the eventual completion and adoption of the UPAs by the State Water Board;
Continued development of a coordinated monitoring program in partnership with the Water Boards, DPR, and EPA Region 9;
Registration review-related activities at EPA for pyrethroids and fipronil;
DPR registration applications and proposed decisions for new products.
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Section 1. Introduction
1.1

IMPORTANCE OF CASQA’S EFFORTS TO IMPROVE PESTICIDE REGULATION

For decades, the uses of certain pesticides in urban areas – even when applied in compliance with pesticide regulations – have adversely impacted urban water
bodies. Currently used pesticides are the primary cause of toxicity in California surface waters, including urban water bodies. 1 Under the Clean Water Act (CWA),
when pesticides impact water bodies, local agencies may be held responsible for exceedances in surface waters, as well as costly monitoring and mitigation
efforts. To date, some California municipalities 2 have incurred substantial costs to comply with pesticides-related Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) and
additional permit requirements. In some cases (e.g., diazinon, chlorpyrifos), municipal compliance costs have continued more than a decade after termination of
virtually all urban use. In the future, more municipalities throughout the state are expected to be subject to similar requirements, as additional TMDLs and Basin
Plan Amendments are adopted (Table 1). Meanwhile, local agencies have no authority to restrict or regulate when or how pesticides are used 3 in order to
proactively prevent pesticide pollution and avoid these costs and liabilities.
Under federal and state statutes, EPA and DPR have the authority and responsibility to
regulate pesticides and protect water bodies from adverse effects (including impacts from
pesticides in urban runoff). Unfortunately, until the relatively recent past, these agencies
did not recognize the need, nor possess the institutional capacity, to exercise their
authority to protect urban water quality. As a result, past registration actions have allowed
a number of pesticides (such as pyrethroids and fipronil) to be used legally in ways that
have resulted in widespread pollution in urban water bodies. This situation is depicted in
Figure 1.
To change this situation, CASQA is actively engaged with state and federal regulators in
an effort to develop an effective pesticide regulatory system, based primarily on existing
statutes, that includes timely identification and mitigation of urban water quality impacts,
and proactively prevents additional problems through the registration and registration
review processes (Figure 2).

New Pesticide 303(d) Listings Proposed in 2021
In June 2021, the State Water Board released their 2020-2022
Integrated Report for which the Central Coast, Central Valley and
San Diego Regions were scheduled for on-cycle 303(d) reviews.
The report proposed numerous additional 303(d) pesticide listings
for all three regions. While the most common listings were for
pyrethroids, other proposed listings include imidacloprid, fipronil
and diuron. Following a public comment period, the listings are
expected to be adopted in January 2022 and submitted to the
EPA in March 2022 (State Water Board’s 2020-2022 Integrated
Report, June 4, 2021).

See reports from the California Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program Sediment Pollution Trends Program including Anderson, B.S., Hunt, J.W., Markewicz, D., Larsen, K.,
2011. Toxicity in California Waters, Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program. California Water Resources Control Board. Sacramento, CA.
2 For example, Sacramento-area municipalities spent more than $75,000 in the 2008-2013 permit term on pyrethroid pesticide monitoring alone; Riverside-area municipalities
spent $617,000 from 2007 to 2013 on pyrethroid pesticide chemical and toxicity monitoring.
3 Local agencies in California have authority over their own use of pesticides but are pre-empted by state law from regulating pesticide use by consumers and businesses.
1
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Table 1. California TMDLs, Statewide Water Quality Control Plans, and Basin Plan Amendments Addressing Currently Registered Pesticides and/or
Toxicity in Urban Watersheds 4
Water Board Region
Statewide

San Francisco Bay (2)
Central Coast (3)

Water Body
All MS4s/All Urban Waterways:
Statewide Water Quality Control Plan amendments for urban pesticides
reduction [“Urban Pesticides Amendments”] (Inland Surface Waters,
Enclosed Bays & Estuaries, and Ocean)
Sediment Quality Objectives
(Enclosed Bays & Estuaries)
Toxicity Provisions (Inland Surface Waters and Enclosed Bays &
Estuaries)
All Bay Area Urban Creeks
Santa Maria River Watershed
Lower Salinas River Watershed
San Lorenzo River Watershed (Santa Cruz)

Los Angeles (4)

Marina del Rey Harbor
Oxnard Drain 3 (Ventura County)
Calleguas Creek, its Tributaries and Mugu Lagoon
McGrath Lake (Ventura County)
Colorado Lagoon (Long Beach)
Dominguez Channel and Greater Los Angeles and Long Beach
Harbors Waters
Ballona Creek Estuary

Pesticide
All Pesticides/All pesticiderelated toxicity

Status
In preparation

Sediment Toxicity 5

Approved

Toxicity 5

In preparation

All Pesticide-Related
Toxicity
Pyrethroids, Toxicity
Pyrethroids, Toxicity
Malathion, Chlorpyrifos,
Diazinon 6
Chlorpyrifos 6

Approved

Copper (Marine antifouling
paint) 7
Bifenthrin, Toxicity

Approved

Water & Sediment Toxicity 5
Diazinon & Chlorpyrifos 6
Sediment Toxicity 5
Sediment Toxicity 5
Sediment Toxicity 5

Approved
Approved
In development
Approved
EPA-Adopted Technical
TMDL
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Excludes pesticides that are not currently registered in California, such as organochlorine pesticides.
These TMDLs/Plan provisions can trigger toxicity testing stressor source identification studies, and additional follow up, even when toxicity is linked to current pesticides.
6 Use prohibited in urban areas (diazinon) or no meaningful use due to use limitations (chlorpyrifos).
7 Primarily addresses pesticides that are directly discharged and should not ordinarily appear in stormwater (marine antifouling paint).
4
5
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Water Board Region
Central Valley (5)

Lahontan (6)
Santa Ana (8)

Water Body
Sacramento River and San Joaquin River Basins
Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta Waterways
Sacramento & Feather Rivers
Sacramento County Urban Creeks
Lower San Joaquin River
Pesticide Discharge Prohibition
Newport Bay
San Diego Creek, and Upper and Lower Newport Bay

San Diego (9)

Shelter Island Yacht Basin (San Diego Bay)
Chollas Creek

August 2021

Pesticide
Pyrethroids
Diazinon & Chlorpyrifos 6
Diazinon & Chlorpyrifos 6
Diazinon & Chlorpyrifos 6
Diazinon & Chlorpyrifos 6
All Pesticides
Copper (Marine antifouling
paint) 7
Toxicity (Diazinon &
Chlorpyrifos) 6
Copper (Marine antifouling
paint) 7
Diazinon 6

Status
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
In preparation
EPA-Adopted Technical
TMDL
Approved
Approved
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Figure 1. Current Pesticide Regulatory System. 8

8

Photos in Figures 1 and 2 of spraying pesticide along a garage was taken by Les Greenberg, UC Riverside
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Figure 2. Proactive Use of the Pesticide Regulatory Structure to Restrict Pesticide Uses that have the Potential to Cause Urban
Water Quality Problems.
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1.2

CASQA’S GOALS AND APPLICATION TO PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT

CASQA’s Vision for Stormwater, first approved by the Board of Directors in 2015, is periodically updated to reflect developments in stormwater management. In
October 2020, CASQA released the updated Vision for Sustainable Stormwater Management. 9 Within CASQA’s Vision, Action 1.2 is to “Minimize Pollution
Through True Source Control.” Among the objectives described within Action 1.2, Objective 2 has the following scope:

The effectiveness of CASQA’s efforts toward this scope can be expressed in relation to management questions established as part of Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer Systems’ (MS4s’) program effectiveness assessments that are required in some MS4 permits. With respect to addressing urban pesticide impacts on water
quality, the following two management questions are suggested for inclusion in MS4s’ program effectiveness assessment:
Question 1: (Near term / Current problems) – Are actions being taken by State and Federal pesticides regulators and stakeholders that are expected
to end recently observed pesticide-caused toxicity or exceedances of pesticide water quality objectives in surface waters receiving urban runoff?
Question 2: (Long term / Prevent future problems) – Do pesticides regulators have an effective system in place to exercise their regulatory authorities
to prevent pesticide toxicity in urban water bodies?
This report is organized to answer these management questions and is intended to serve as an annual compliance submittal for both Phase I and Phase II MS4s.
It describes the year’s status and progress, provides detail on stakeholder actions (by CASQA and others); and provides a roadmap / timeline showing the context
of prior actions as well as anticipated end goal of these activities. This report may also be used as an element of future effectiveness assessment annual
reporting.

9

https://www.casqa.org/sites/default/files/downloads/final_-_vision_for_sustainable_stormwater_management_-_10-07-2020.pdf
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Section 2. Latest Results of CASQA Efforts
At any given time, there are dozens of pesticides with current or pending actions from the
EPA or DPR. Addressing near term regulatory concerns is important because some
pesticides may pose immediate threat to water quality that can lead to compliance liability
for MS4s, and because some of the regulatory decisions made by EPA and DPR will last
many years. For example, pesticide registration decisions are intended to be revisited on a
fifteen-year cycle. To inform its engagement on near-term regulatory concerns, CASQA
uses the Pesticide Watch List) in the prioritization of near-term efforts (Section 2.1).
Meanwhile, CASQA and BACWA continue to work on parallel efforts to effect long-term
systemic changes in the regulatory process itself (see inset). By identifying inadequacies
and inefficiencies in the pesticide regulatory process, and persistently working with EPA
and DPR to improve the overall system of regulating pesticides, CASQA and BACWA are
gradually achieving results (Section 2.2).
2.1

NEAR-TERM REGULATORY CONCERNS

CASQA seeks to ensure that the Water Boards and EPA’s Office of Water (OW) work with
DPR and EPA’s OPP to manage problem pesticides that are creating near-term water
quality impairments. These efforts address CASQA Vision Action 1.2 as well as Phase II
MS4 Program Effectiveness Assessment and Improvement Plan (PEAIP) Management
Question 1 regarding observed pesticide-caused toxicity or exceedances of pesticide
water quality objectives in surface waters receiving urban runoff.
Assessment Question 1: (Near term / Current problems) – Are actions being taken by
State and Federal pesticides regulators and stakeholders that are expected to end
recently observed pesticide-caused toxicity or exceedances of pesticide water quality
objectives in surface waters receiving urban runoff?

CASQA Cost-Sharing with BACWA to Track EPA and DPR
Pesticide Regulatory Actions

There has been a long history of collaboration between CASQA,
the Bay Area Clean Water Agencies (BACWA), and the State
Water Board, as all entities seek to track and respond to
pesticide regulatory actions, with the goal of avoiding pesticiderelated toxicity.
For instance, CASQA and BACWA regularly track pesticide
regulatory activities by EPA, DPR and other agencies that have
significant potential to affect surface water quality. Over the
years, the funding for these tracking tasks has shifted back and
forth between the State Water Board (the original funding
source), with CASQA and BACWA most recently funding
separate, but similar efforts. In 2021, CASQA and BACWA
combined resources to track stormwater and wastewater
priorities into a single Action Plan.
Both CASQA and BACWA are committed to continued
collaborations to streamline our proactive regulatory approach.

Answer: As detailed below, at the State level, significant progress has been made by DPR in addressing near-term and current problems with pesticides in
surface waters receiving urban runoff. DPR continues to implement improved registration processes and responses to observed water quality problems. DPR also
continues to implement and evaluate mitigation measures for observed problems with pyrethroids and fipronil.
At the Federal level, less progress has been made at addressing near term problems. Some early actions were taken to address pyrethroid and fipronil problems
at the urging of CASQA and DPR. However, EPA does not show a clear understanding of key urban uses in its analyses, and it is still unclear if its upcoming risk
management decisions for pyrethroids, fipronil, and imidacloprid and other neonicotinoids will provide any additional protection of urban water bodies.
2.1.1

Updated Pesticide Watch List

A key tool for identifying near-term regulatory concerns is CASQA’s Pesticide Watch List. As time permits, CASQA reviews scientific literature, government
reports, and monitoring studies as they are published. This information is used to prioritize pesticides based on the most up-to-date understanding of urban uses,
pesticide characteristics, monitoring, and surface water quality toxicity (for pesticides and their degradates). CASQA uses these insights to update the list each
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year (Table 2), which serves as a management tool to help focus efforts on the most important pesticides from the perspective of MS4 agencies. 10 There are 2
additions in the 2021 Pesticide Watch List – naled and antimicrobials in paints and coatings. Naled, registered for mosquito abatements, degrades to dichlorvos
(DDVP) post-application and remains at levels toxic to aquatic organisms. There are a number of antimicrobial pesticides under review by EPA for uses in outdoor
paints and coatings, the leaching of which can lead to water quality impacts; CASQA anticipates many more such pesticides in the coming months.
2.1.2

Description of Near-Term Regulatory Processes

Immediate pesticide concerns may arise from regulatory processes undertaken at DPR or EPA’s OPP. For example, when EPA receives an application to register
a new pesticide, there may be two opportunities for public comment that are noticed in the Federal Register, as depicted in green in Figure 3. EPA’s process
usually takes less than a year while DPR typically evaluates new pesticides or major new uses of active ingredients within 120 days. Now that DPR implements
relatively robust surface water quality review procedures for new pesticide registrations, there is reduced need for CASQA to provide input to EPA on new
pesticides.
Table 2. Current Pesticide Watch List (July 2021)
Priority
1

2

3

Basis for Priority Assignment
Monitoring data exceeding benchmarks; linked to toxicity in
surface waters; urban 303(d) listings
Monitoring data approaching benchmarks; modeling predicts
benchmark exceedances; very high toxicity and broadcast
application on impervious surfaces; urban 303(d) listing for
pesticide, degradate, or contaminant that also has nonpesticide sources
Pesticide contains a Clean Water Act Priority Pollutant; 303(d)
listing for pesticide, degradate, or contaminant in watershed
that is not exclusively urban

Pesticides
Pyrethroids (20
chemicals 11)
Carbendazim (Thiophanate
methyl) 12
Chlorantraniliprole
Copper pesticides +
Arsenic pesticides
Chromium pesticides

Fipronil
Creosote (PAHs)
Indoxacarb
Neonics (other than
Imidacloprid) 13
Pendimethalin
Diuron
Naphthenates

Imidacloprid (neonic)
Malathion
Pesticides with dioxins
impurity 14
PHMB +
Zinc pesticides (including
Ziram) +
Simazine
Silver pesticides +
Trifluralin

The first Watch List was published by the UP3 in 2005.
Allethrins, Bifenthrin, Cyfluthrin, Cyhalothrin, Cypermethrin, Cyphenothrin, Deltamethrin, Esfenvalerate, Etofenprox, Flumethrin, Imiprothrin, Metofluthrin, Momfluothrin, Permethrin, Prallethrin,
Resmethrin, Sumethrin [d-Phenothrin], Tau-Fluvalinate, Tetramethrin, Tralomethrin.
12 Carbendazim is a registered pesticide, and also a degradate of thiophanate-methyl
13 Acetamiprid, Clothianidin, Dinotefuran, Thiamethoxam (degrades into Clothianidin)
+ Used in pools, spas, and/or fountains
14 2,4,-D, Chlorothalonil, Dacthal, Pentachlorophenol
10
11
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Priority

Basis for Priority Assignment

4

High or unknown toxicity (parent or degradate) and urban use
pattern associated with water pollution; synergist for higher
tier pesticide; on DPR priority list

5

Frequent questions from Partners

New

Priority determined on the basis of proposed urban use,
aquatic toxicity, and other information in registration
application.

None
Unknown

15
16

Based on review of available data, no approved urban use or
no tracking trigger as yet identified.
Lack of information. No systematic screening has been
completed for the complete suite of urban pesticides.

Pesticides
Abamectin
ADBAC pesticides 15 +
Antimicrobials in
paints/coatings
Azoxystrobin
Bacillus sphaericus +
Bacillus thuringiensis +
Bromacil
N-Bromosulfamates
Busan-77 +
Carbaryl
Chlorinated isocyanurates +
Chlorine +
Chlorine dioxide +
Chlorfenapyr
Chlorsulfuron
DCOIT +
DDAC +
Dichlobenil
Chloropyrifos (near zero
urban use)
Not known but may include
the following:

Dichlorvos (DDVP)
Dithiopyr
Halohydantoins +
Hydramethylnon
Hypochlorites +
Imazapyr
Isoxaben
Mancozeb
Methomyl
Methoprene +
Methyl anthranilate +
Mineral bases, weak +
Mineral oil (aliphatic) +
MGK-264
Naled
Novaluron
Oryzalin
Oxadiazon
Oxyfluorfen
Diazinon (no urban use)
Glyphosate
Cyantraniliprole
Cyclaniliprole
Flupyradifurone

PCNB
Peroxyacetic acid +
Phenoxy herbicides 16
Piperonyl butoxide (PBO)
Prodiamine
Propiconazole
Pyrethrins
Pyriproxyfen +
Sodium bromide +
Sodium chlorite +
Sodium percarbonate +
Sodium tetraborate +
Spinosad + / Spinetoram
Sulfometuron-methyl
Tebuconazole
Terbuthylazine +
Triclopyr
Triclosan
Trimethoxysilyl quats
Metaldehyde
Nitenpyram (Neonic)
Nithiazine (Neonic)
Sulfoxaflor (Neonic)

Most of the >1,000 existing pesticides
Unknown

Alkyl Dimethyl Benzyl Ammonium Chlorides (ADBAC) includes a family of 21 different quaternary ammonium pesticides.
MCPA and salts, 2,4-D, 2,4-DP, MCPP, dicamba
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Figure 3. EPA’s Registration Process for New Pesticides

Another regulatory process, “Registration Review,” depicted in Figure 4, is meant to evaluate currently registered pesticides about every 15 years, to account for
new data available since initial registration. In general, it takes EPA five to eight years to complete the entire process. In addition to this process, pesticides are
typically evaluated based on Endangered Species Act criteria. EPA regularly updates its schedule for approximately 50 pesticides that will begin the review
process in a given year. 17
Figure 4. EPA’s Registration Review – Process to Review Registered Pesticides at a Minimum of Every 15 Years.

DPR also has an ongoing, but informal review process (called continuous evaluation) that can address pesticides water pollution. If it needs to obtain data from
manufacturers, DPR can initiate a formal action, called “Reevaluation.” These evaluations, mitigation measure development, and mitigation effectiveness
evaluation have involved ongoing communication with CASQA and partners.
While EPA must consider water quality in all of its pesticide registration decisions, at DPR this step is not yet fully established as standard (most outdoor urban
pesticide registration applications are routinely routed by DPR for surface water review, but a few – notably antimicrobial products used in storm drains – do not
automatically receive this review). CASQA monitors registration applications, to identify those relevant to urban runoff, based on the Pesticide Watch List in Table
2 and use pattern/toxicity analysis for pesticides that have not previously been reviewed.
2.1.3

Key Near-Term Regulatory Activities and Progress

Table 3 presents a summary of recent CASQA and partner activities to address near-term regulatory concerns and the latest results; for additional insight
regarding on-going pesticide registrations, see the Appendix. CASQA monitors the Federal Register and DPR’s website for notices of regulatory actions related to
new pesticide registrations and registration reviews. Since the Pesticide Watch List is not based on a comprehensive review of all pesticides, CASQA watches for
additional pesticides that appear to have any of the following characteristics: proposed urban, outdoor uses with direct pathways for discharge to storm drains,
high aquatic toxicity, or containing a priority pollutant. Participating in these regulatory processes can take many years to complete.
In addition, EPA’s OPP strives to update their Aquatic Life Benchmarks table on an annual basis. 18 In September 2020, EPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs,
Environmental Fate and Effects Division updated its pesticides Aquatic Life Benchmarks table.18 These updates included benchmarks for 5 newly registered
pesticides (and their degradates) and 9 previously registered pesticides (and their degradates) undergoing registration review. While none of those 14 pesticides
17
18

See https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-reevaluation/registration-review-schedules for schedule information.
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-science-and-assessing-pesticide-risks/aquatic-life-benchmarks-and-ecological-risk
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are on CASQA’s Pesticide Watch List, pesticides still awaiting benchmark updates include the many pyrethroids (other than new transfluthrin, which is not yet
registered in California) and fipronil and its degradates. These pesticides are currently in EPA’s Registration Review process.
Table 3. Latest Results of Efforts Communicating Near-Term Regulatory Concerns to EPA 19
Regulatory Action or
Concern
Pyrethroids Ecological
Risk Mitigation Proposal
for 23 Chemicals

CASQA Efforts
Letter(s) Call(s) or Mtg(s)
emails


Bifenthrin Proposed
Interim Decision



Partner Support
(Letters)

Outcomes and notes

BACWA
SFBRWQCB
NACWA
City of Salinas

CASQA continued to recommend that EPA’s risk / benefit finding be
revised to differentiate among the 23 pyrethroids and pyrethrins due to
very different toxicity endpoints and outdoor urban uses of the 23
chemicals. EPA declined.

SFBRWQCB
BACWA
NACWA

CASQA concluded that special measures to address bifenthrin are an
important part of a pyrethroids mitigation strategy because, from the
urban water quality standpoint, bifenthrin is far more problematic than
other pyrethroid pesticides. CASQA continues to request that EPA
terminate urban outdoor use of bifenthrin. EPA response: “EPA has
considered these comments and has decided not to develop unique
chemical-specific risk mitigation for bifenthrin at this time beyond what is
already required as part of this ID.”
Pending. In the PID, EPA concluded that outdoor / urban uses present
substantial risks to freshwater and estuarine/marine fish and
invertebrates. On that basis, CASQA sought enhancements to the
proposed label language to include a graphic to prevent spilling or
dumping into storm drains, be clear and consistent regarding impervious
and vertical surfaces, and provide California-specific labels for outdoor
structural pest control.



Cypermethrin Proposed
Interim Decision

BACWA
SFBRWQCB


Cyhalothrins Proposed
Interim Decision


19

Pending. In the PID, EPA concluded that outdoor / urban uses present
substantial risks to freshwater and estuarine/marine fish and
invertebrates. On that basis, CASQA sought enhancements to the
proposed label language to include a graphic to prevent spilling or
dumping into storm drains, be clear and consistent regarding impervious
and vertical surfaces, and provide California-specific labels for outdoor
structural pest control.

Color coding in this table is meant to reflect the Pesticide Watch List prioritization color coding in Table 2.
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Regulatory Action or
Concern
Malathion Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS)
Biological Opinion

CASQA Efforts
Letter(s) Call(s) or Mtg(s)
emails

Partner Support
(Letters)

Pending. The FWS Biological Opinion concluded that products
containing malathion can result in serious impacts on endangered and
threatened species and their habitats, including in urban surface waters.
On that basis, CASQA has asked EPA to (1) identify mitigation
measures to adequately protect affected listed species and habitats, and
(2) to complete an updated ecological risk assessment as part of
registration review, to identify potential impacts more broadly on other
ecologically important species.



Thiophanate methyl/
Carbendazim
Ecological Risk
Assessment

Sacramento County

Ziram Ecological Risk
Assessment


Creosote Interim
Registration Review
Decision


August 2021

Outcomes and notes

Pending. Asked that EPA perform surface water modeling for urban
runoff, and quantitatively assess risks to surface water aquatic life for
carbendazim products that are used outdoors for protection of building
materials. In addition, the acute freshwater vertebrate toxicity endpoint
used in the ERA conducted by the Antimicrobials Division differed from
the acute endpoint used in the ERA conducted by EPA’s Environmental
Fate and Effects Division leading to a significant difference in the
minimum surface area expected to lead to a toxicity endpoint.
Pending. For freshwater invertebrates, EPA cited several reasons why
the calculated risks were likely to be overestimates leading to a
conclusion that appeared to be speculative and arbitrary, the results of
which may not be sufficiently protective of aquatic life. Therefore,
CASQA asked that EPA modify its risk assessment analysis for
freshwater invertebrates. In addition, CASQA requested that the risk
assessment be amended to include consideration of the results of a
sediment toxicity study for freshwater invertebrates.
Pending. EPA’s Decision was made without the benefit of an Ecological
Risk Assessment. This was due to a lack of data despite multiple data
requests by EPA to the registrants (dating back to 2011). Therefore,
CASQA asked that an Ecological Risk Assessment be completed before
publishing a registration review decision. CASQA further requested that
EPA seek monitoring data given that PAHs found in creosote are
commonly detected in urban runoff and receiving waters.
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Regulatory Action or
Concern
Diuron Ecological Risk
Assessment and
Antimicrobial Use Risk
Assessment

CASQA Efforts
Letter(s) Call(s) or Mtg(s)
emails

Partner Support
(Letters)

Pending. EPA modeling results indicate a clear need for mitigation to
protect aquatic life from legal uses of diuron within urban areas. CASQA
requested that the risk assessment be amended to include consideration
of the results of a sediment toxicity study for freshwater invertebrates.
CASQA is also seeking consistency in toxicity endpoints within EPA
documentation.



Chlorine gas/swimming
pools Draft Risk
Assessment

SFBRWQCB
BACWA
NACWA


Halohydantoins/pools,
fountains, spas – Draft
Risk Assessment

BACWA
SFBRWQCB
NACWA



August 2021

Outcomes and notes

Success! CASQA recommended that the label language be updated to
match the language for copper products, which would also provide
consistent label language across pool, spa, and hot tub chemicals. EPA
adopted the following language for all products used to treat commercial
and residential pools and fountains: “Before draining a treated [pool] or
[fountain], contact your local sanitary sewer and storm drain authorities
and follow their discharge instructions. Do not discharge treated [pool] or
[fountain] water to any location that flows to a gutter, storm drain or
natural water body unless discharge is allowed by state and local
authorities.”
Partial Success. CASQA recommended that the label language be
updated to match the language for copper products, which would also
provide consistent label language across pool, spa, and hot tub
chemicals. EPA adopted the following language: “Before draining a
treated [pool], [spa], [hot tub], or [fountain], contact your local sanitary
sewer and storm drain authorities and follow their discharge instructions.
Do not discharge treated [pool], [spa], [hot tub], or [fountain] water to any
location that flows to a gutter or storm drain or natural water body unless
discharge is allowed by state and local authorities.”
CASQA also recommended that the “Environmental Hazards” label
statements be applied on the basis of product end use rather than
product size. This would mimic EPA’s decision for lithium hypochlorite
and copper products. This suggestion was ignored.
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2.2

LONG-TERM CHANGE IN THE PESTICIDES REGULATORY STRUCTURE

Since the mid-1990s, CASQA (and its predecessor organization the Storm Water Quality Task Force), have worked toward a future in which the pesticide
regulatory structure at the state and federal level proactively restricts pesticide uses that have the potential to cause urban water quality problems. These efforts
directly relate to Phase II MS4 PEAIP Management Question 2.
Assessment Question 2. (Long term / Prevent future problems) – Do pesticides regulators have an effective system in place to exercise their regulatory
authorities to prevent pesticide toxicity in urban water bodies?
Answer: Improvements in processes at EPA and especially at DPR have moved us closer to that future. Many of these improvements are linked to the persistent
work of CASQA and partners to educate regulators on how previous process deficiencies did not adequately address urban pesticide problems.
As detailed below, at the State level, significant progress has been made by DPR and the Water Boards in establishing a comprehensive statewide approach to
utilizing pesticide regulatory authorities to prevent pesticide toxicity in urban water bodies. Overall, DPR has a system in place that is reasonably effective at
addressing pesticide toxicity in urban water bodies, although improvement is needed to better coordinate this process with the requirements of the Clean Water
Act and NPDES MS4 permits. DPR and the Water Board, along with CASQA and other stakeholders, are working diligently to strengthen this system and to
institutionalize it. The goal is to embody this process in the State’s UPAs and the Management Agency Agreement (MAA) between DPR and the State Water
Board.
At the Federal level, OPP has implemented some improvements in how it evaluates and responds to water quality problems associated with pesticides, but it does
not yet do this reliably and does not have a system in place to ensure that this will happen consistently and adequately. Meanwhile, scientific studies are being
conducted by USGS and EPA’s Office of Research and Development to better understand the complexities of pollution in urban stormwater.
Effective regulation of pesticides by EPA is still an important goal for CASQA. 20 Although the recent regulatory climate at federal agencies was not favorable for
additional improvements in pesticide regulations, CASQA expects OPP to be more receptive in the near-term. Therefore, CASQA will resume efforts to share
scientific information and stormwater expertise. However, chronic under-staffing at OPP may hamper these efforts to some degree.
As a result, CASQA has decided for the time being to limit its efforts to affect long-term systemic change by EPA and other federal agencies. Instead, CASQA has
focused more on solidifying advances made at the state level, which will leverage the considerable authority held by the State of California for regulating the use of
pesticides.
2.2.1

Focus on MAA Between DPR and State Water Board

In mid-2019, DPR and the State Water Board received approval to sign a major update to their formal MAA that memorializes their existing systems and growing
cooperation and lays out the steps they are taking toward a “unified and cooperative program to protect water quality related to the use of pesticides.” The two
agencies agree “to work cooperatively to address the discharge of pesticides that may cause or contribute to surface water or groundwater pollution, including
surface water toxicity."
For example, DPR will evaluate surface water quality risks and consider these risks when making registration decisions; promote environmentally sound pest
management; and respond to water quality concerns that pose significant adverse effects to aquatic organisms. Meanwhile, Water Boards will confer with DPR
when developing regulatory programs related to pesticides; ensure waters are monitored (in coordination with DPR’s monitoring and including permittee and State

20

Long-term regulatory goals at the state and federal level are described in detail in Section 1.2.
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Water Board’s own monitoring participation); and require and support use of best management practices relating to pesticides (structural management practices
are not intended to be required in urban areas).
The Implementation Plan that accompanies the MAA describes opportunities for coordination and mutual enrichment (including cross-training), expectations for
both staff and executive level communication (including an annual management-level meeting between the agencies), and current agency organization and
interactions.
In the context of meetings on the UPA, CASQA has requested that the State Water Board be more active in its implementation of the MAA, in particular by
providing resources and leadership in identifying water quality issues for urban use pesticides where action by DPR would be important.
2.2.2

Focus on California’s UPA

At the urging of CASQA, in 2014 the State Water Board made a strategically important decision to institutionalize
its commitment to work closely with DPR and EPA to utilize pesticide regulatory authority as the primary
mechanism for preventing and responding to impairments of receiving waters linked to current use pesticides in
urban runoff. To accomplish this goal, the State Water Board established an urban pesticides reduction project
(now titled the Urban Pesticides Amendments or UPAs) as a top priority project under the comprehensive
stormwater strategy it adopted in December 2015, known as “Strategy to Optimize Resource Management of
Storm Water” or STORMS. 21 The State Water Board continues to work towards developing the Urban Pesticides
Amendments which will be incorporated into the Water Quality Control Plan for Inland Surface Waters, Enclosed
Bays, and Estuaries, and the Water Quality Control Plan for Ocean Waters of California. It is important to note that
a critical factor in the State Water Board’s decision to move in this direction was DPR’s demonstrated commitment
and significant progress in addressing urban water quality issues caused by pesticides. 22
CASQA representatives have been participating actively in the development of the Urban Pesticide Amendments since their inception, to ensure that they are
consistent with CASQA’s vision for pesticide control. 23 The key elements CASQA is advocating for are listed below.
Element 1: Establishment of a framework for the Water Boards to work with DPR and EPA to utilize pesticide regulatory authority as the primary means
for addressing pesticides in urban runoff.
Element 2: Adoption of a program of implementation addressing urban pesticides water pollution that integrates a feasible compliance pathway for MS4s.
Element 3: An MS4 Monitoring program designed to coordinate with existing DPR and State Water Board pesticides and toxicity monitoring to support
effective implementation of Elements 1 and 2.

STORMS' overall mission is to “lead the evolution of storm water management in California by advancing the perspective that storm water is a valuable resource, supporting
policies for collaborative watershed-level storm water management and pollution prevention, removing obstacles to funding, developing resources, and integrating regulatory and
non-regulatory interests.” (http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/stormwater/storms/)
22 As reported in previous CASQA Pesticide Annual Reports, DPR’s accomplishments include improved modeling, active ingredient screening for urban water quality issues,
monitoring, and regulatory mitigation of pyrethroids and fipronil.
23 These elements have been adapted from the CASQA document, “End Goals for Pesticide Regulatory Activities,” 2014. Element 3 is directly tied to Elements 2, 4, and 5 of that
document.
21
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Element 4: Requirements for MS4s to support Elements 1 and 3 by contributing expertise on how pollutants present in urban environments enter and
behave in urban runoff and water bodies.
Element 5: Other actions that can reasonably be implemented by MS4s, such as IPM outreach, in support of pesticides reductions.
Elements 1-4 are consistent with CASQA Vision Action 1.2. Water Board staff have indicated their intent that the Urban Pesticides Amendments should also
establish a consistent set of “minimum pesticides source control measures for MS4 dischargers” (Element 5).
CASQA representatives have worked with the Water Boards to ensure that such requirements are reasonable and consistent with similar measures already in
place in some regions. At this time, the list of potential minimum measures includes use of IPM, education of and outreach to residents and professional pesticide
applicators, providing urban runoff scientific and management expertise to support pesticide regulatory processes, non-stormwater discharge prohibitions, and
pesticide and toxicity monitoring.
CASQA supports the stated goal to “create a comprehensive, coordinated statewide monitoring framework for pesticides and toxicity in urban runoff and receiving
water that improves resource efficiency, usefulness of data, and coordination of data collection to support management decisions.” 24 A well-designed and
managed monitoring framework that is properly representative of urban areas can simultaneously provide more useful information and improve the utilization of
resources by eliminating unnecessary MS4 monitoring requirements that do not contribute to effective management of pesticides and pesticide-caused toxicity.
Monitoring. Previously an agreement was reached regarding decision-making channels and membership for a statewide coordinated monitoring program.
However, progress in this direction has been slowed this year by changes in staffing at the State Water Board, by complications caused by COVID-19, and by
reconsideration by the Water Boards of the structure and function of coordinated monitoring.
Technical Support. CASQA continues to provide technical support to the Water Boards on numerous crucial and highly detailed items related to the UPA, Staff
Report, CEQA Document, monitoring program, model permit language, and the relationship of these to the MAA. CASQA organized a meeting of DPR, Water
Board, and CASQA representatives on July 24,2020. The goal of the meeting was for DPR to provide details to senior Water Board management on DPR’s
capacity and progress for addressing urban pesticide issues. The outcome was educational for all stakeholders, further advancing regulatory collaboration and
solutions necessary for the UPAs. Brief updates were provided by the State Water Board to CASQA via online meetings on December 9, 2020 and April 8, 2021,
with additional various individual discussions between Water Board staff and CASQA.

24

Informational Document, CEQA Public Scoping Meeting, State Water Resources Control Board, January 25, 2017
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2.2.3

CASQA Participation in Other State Efforts

As presented in Table 4, CASQA has been actively involved with various State agencies and advisory groups that affect pesticide use and pest management in
urban areas.
Table 4. Participation in Other State Efforts to Support CASQA’s Goals
Agency or Conference
DPR’s Pest Management
Advisory Committee
(PMAC)

Latest Outcomes
Participation on the PMAC has resulted in expanded focus by DPR on urban pest management and water quality issues and
generated funding for urban IPM research and implementation programs. However, only two Pest Management Alliance grant
proposals addressing urban pesticide use were submitted this year, and PMAC did not recommend funding for either of those.
Two research proposal addressed urban pesticides. The project researching improved bait for German cockroaches was
selected for funding. The other project, researching ground squirrel control, was not selected for funding.

California Structural Pest
Control Board (SPCB)

A TSC member was an appointed member of the SPCB through May 2021. The SPCB recognizes the potential for excessive
pesticide application to impact water quality. The SPCB is in the process of adopting regulations to increase continuing
education hours required in the IPM category. Finalization of these regulations has been slowed due to the need for California
to reconcile its structural licensing requirements with newly adopted Federal regulations for this industry.
The SPCB continues to collect funding for its Research Fund, but elected not to solicit proposals this year since the amount of
funding available was not yet sufficient.

DPR’s Pesticide
Registration Evaluation
Committee (PREC)

A TSC member was selected by the SPCB to serve as its representative on the PREC. The PREC membership includes public
agency representatives, and is intended to advise DPR on issues related to pesticide registration. The representative requested
discussion by PREC of issues related to urban issues, as listed below:
•
•
•

Need for additional transparency and timely access to DPR scientific evaluations that form the scientific basis for regulatory
decisions;
Need to make notices for Materials Entering Evaluation more transparent and informative;
Update on plans to mitigate imidacloprid.

Although the issues were not agendized, the representative met with DPR management to discuss them.
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Section 3. CASQA’s Approach Looking Ahead
At any given time, EPA and DPR may be in the process of evaluating and registering various pesticides for urban use. CASQA will continue to track and engage in
EPA and DPR activities, with a focus on top priority active ingredients (as identified in the annual Pesticide Watch List) and sharing relevant urban runoff
information and CASQA’s water-quality specific expertise with pesticides regulators. Key documents to be reviewed will include risk assessments and risk
management proposals with an eye toward ensuring that pesticide regulators have and consider accurate information on relevant factors in urban areas such as
pesticide use patterns, urban pollutant transport mechanisms, and receiving water conditions. CASQA strives to ensure that pesticide regulators have access to
relevant information such as monitoring data, water quality regulatory requirements, and urban runoff agency compliance liabilities and cost information. As
necessary, CASQA will continue to recommend changes in an individual pesticide’s allowable uses or use instructions, request consideration of impacts on water
bodies receiving urban runoff, and/or ask that regulators fill critical data gaps by obtaining more data from manufacturers. As resources allow and circumstances
warrant, CASQA will continue to collaborate with wastewater organizations (such as BACWA), other water quality stakeholders, and the Water Boards in
commenting on EPA and DPR actions.
In the coming year, CASQA will continue to address near-term pesticide concerns and seek long-term regulatory change. Although changes at the federal level
are important for fully achieving CASQA’s goal of protecting water quality through the effective use of pesticide regulations, until there is a more favorable situation
at that level, we will continue to focus our efforts on solidifying progress at the state level. In the coming year, CASQA will continue engagement on specific
regulatory actions for priority pesticides at the federal level, while continuing the strategic focus on supporting State adoption of the UPAs. CASQA’s current
priority activities are as follows:
(1) Continue collaboration with DPR to address near-term regulatory concerns, while seeking OPP and OW actions to reduce inconsistencies:
Ensure DPR action on fipronil water pollution is completed, including effective professional user education about restrictions on its outdoor urban use.
Ensure DPR enforces mitigation measures for pyrethroids and fipronil, and adopts additional measures as necessary.
Ensure the state continues to conduct surveillance monitoring to evaluate pyrethroids and fipronil mitigation effectiveness and to evaluate occurrence of
new threats like imidacloprid and other neonicotinoid insecticides.
Continue to encourage EPA to complete scientific groundwork and to identify and implement pyrethroids, fipronil, malathion, and imidacloprid mitigation
measures, recognizing that it is likely that necessary mitigation cannot readily be implemented entirely by DPR.
(2) Seek long-term changes in the pesticide regulatory structure:
Leverage our success at the state level and continue to be a key stakeholder in the STORMS project to adopt the statewide UPA. Through this process,
CASQA will work with other stakeholders to implement the planned restructuring of California’s urban surface water pesticides monitoring to increase its
effectiveness and improve coordination.
Encourage and assist the Water Board to actively implement its MAA with DPR and take a stronger leadership role in preventing and mitigating pesticide
impairments through more effective pesticide regulation at the state and federal level.
Seek procedure changes such that DPR continues to refine its registration procedures to address remaining gaps in water quality protection.
Seek increased transparency of DPR regulatory activities, including timely access to scientific evaluation reports that are the basis of registration
decisions.
CASQA will continue to seek opportunities to coordinate on high priority regulatory actions, with the Water Boards and other water quality stakeholders such as
POTWs and non-profits, to take advantage of efficiencies, increase effectiveness, and ensure that the water quality community has a consistent message. Table 5
presents CASQA’s activities anticipated for the coming year; CASQA will conduct these activities as priorities indicate and resources allow. Table 6 summarizes
upcoming regulatory action items that are likely to proceed and may require CASQA attention in the coming year.
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Table 5. CASQA Pesticide Activities

Educational

Advisory

Regulatory Communications

Regulatory Tracking

Activity
Track Federal Register notices
Track DPR notices of registration
applications and decisions
Track activities at the Water Boards
Review regulatory actions, guidance
documents, and work plans
Briefing phone calls, informal in-person
meetings, teleconference meetings, and
emails with EPA and DPR

Purpose
Identify regulatory actions for high priority active ingredients that may require review.
Identify pesticides meriting surface water review that are not within DPR’s automatic routing procedures, identify
gaps or potential urban runoff-related problems with current DPR evaluation or registration plans other
regulations, procedures, and policies.
Identify opportunities for improvements in TMDLs, Basin Plan Amendments, and permits.
Identify potential urban runoff-related problems with current EPA evaluation or registration plans, other
regulations, procedures, and policies.
Information sharing about immediate issues or ongoing efforts; educate EPA and DPR about issues confronting
water quality community. Provide early communication on upcoming proceedings that help reduce the need for
time-intensive letters.

Convene formal meetings, write letters,
and track responses to letters

Ensure current pesticide evaluation or registration process accurately addresses urban runoff and urban
pesticide use and management contexts. Take advantage of opportunities to formally provide information and
suggest more robust approaches that could be used in future regulatory processes. Request and maintain
communication on mitigation actions addressing highest priority pesticides.

Serve on EPA, DPR, and Water Board
policy and scientific advisory committees

Provide information and identify data needs and collaboration opportunities toward development of constructive
approaches for managing pesticides.

Presentations to and informal discussions
with EPA, DPR, Water Board, CASQA
members,

Educate EPA, DPR, Water Board, and CASQA members about the urban runoff-related shortcomings of
existing pesticide regulatory process, educational efforts to support process improvements, and report on
achievements. Encourage research and monitoring programs to address urban runoff data needs and priorities.
Stimulate academic, government, or private development of analytical and toxicity identification methods to
address anticipated urban runoff monitoring needs. Inform development of new pesticides by manufacturers and
selection of pesticides by professional users.
Educate Water Board members about the problems with existing pesticide regulatory process, encourage
change, and report on achievements.

Develop and deliver public testimony
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Reporting

Monitoring and
Science

Activity
Purpose
Update Pesticide Watch List based on new The Pesticide Watch List (Table 2) serves as a management tool to prioritize and track pesticides used outdoors
scientific and regulatory information
in urban areas.
Data analysis of DPR/SWAMP/USGS/MS4
monitoring, pesticide use data, and
information from scientific literature

Summarize data to educate CASQA members and water quality community, Water Boards, DPR, and EPA.

Prepare Monthly Action Plans

Coordinate CASQA’s regulatory actions with Partners

Prepare Annual Report to describe the
year’s status and progress, provide detail
on stakeholder actions, and the context of
prior actions as well as anticipated end
goal of these activities.

Provide CASQA’s members with focused information on its efforts to prevent pesticide pollution in urban
waterways. The document serves annual compliance submittal for both Phase I and Phase II MS4s. It may also
be used as an element of PEAIPs and future effectiveness assessment annual reporting.

Table 6. Anticipated Opportunities for Pesticides Regulatory Engagement (July 2021 – June 2022)
EPA Pesticide Registration Review (15-year cycle)
Environmental Risk Assessments
• Priority 2-4 pesticides: ADBAC family, Chlorinated isocyanurates, Chlorothalonil, Copper 8-quinolinolate, Dacthal (DCPA), Dicamba, DDAC family, Nbromosulfamates, PCNB, Silver, Tebuconazole, others (schedule unknown)
Endangered Species Act Evaluations
• Priority 1 pesticides: Imidacloprid (Biological Evaluation (BE))
• Priority 2 pesticides: Clothianidin (BE), Cuprous iodide (ESA Final Effects Determination), Thiamethoxam (BE)
Proposed Interim Decisions
• Priority 1 pesticides: Etofenprox, Fipronil, Malathion, Pyrethroids: Permethrin
• Priority 2-4 pesticides: 2,4-D, Carbaryl, Chlorine Dioxide, Dichlorvos (DDVP), Diuron, Isothiazolinones (DCOIT, BIT, BBIT, MIT, OIT), MGK-264
(synergist), Mancozeb, Naled, o-Phenyl phenol, Oxadiazon, Oxyfluorfen, Peroxy Compounds (includes Peroxyoctanoic Acid; Sodium Percarbonate),
Piperonyl butoxide (PBO) (pyrethroids synergist), Potassium Peroxymonosulfate and Potassium Peroxymonosulfate Sulfate, Propiconazole, Pyrethrins,
Sodium pyrithione, Thiophanate methyl, Ziram, others (schedule unknown)
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Other EPA-related Items
•
•
•

“Increasing Consistency and Transparency in Considering Costs and Benefits in the Rulemaking Process” affects how the EPA uses cost and benefit
analysis in setting pollution standards. Rule proposal was expected in 5/19.
Proposed rule to eliminate some OPP Federal Register Notices (was anticipated September 2018 according to EPA semi-annual regulatory agenda)
EPA’s Update to Guidelines for Deriving Aquatic Life Water Quality Criteria. Draft scoping document external peer review is next step. Seeking OPP
engagement.

DPR New Pesticide Product Registration Decisions
•
•
•
•
•

Proposed new urban pyrethroids (momfluorothrin, alpha-cypermethrin, phenothrin and transfluthrin products)
Proposed expansion of bifenthrin use in non-residential urban locations (including a bifenthrin-novaluron-pyriproxyfen product)
Proposed new fipronil products: fipronil-bifenthrin landscaping product, termite product, product for yellow jackets
Proposed new aerated indoxacarb powder
Others (schedule unknown)

Other DPR-related Items
•

Registration Application Surface Water Reviews – continue to follow up on communications requesting review of all storm drain products and outdoor
antimicrobials

Water Boards
•
•
•

STORMS Urban Pesticides Amendments
Pesticides 303(d) listings
Pesticide TMDL implementation requirements for permittees

Other Statewide Items
•

California Department of Food & Agriculture Program EIR on invasive species control covering potential broadcast pesticide applications urban areas of
multiple priority pesticides. In litigation (California Court of Appeal).
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Regulatory Participation Outcomes
and
Effectiveness Assessment Summary Tables

Pesticides Annual Report and Effectiveness Assessment 2021, CASQA
Appendix: Regulatory Participation Outcomes and Effectiveness Assessment Summary Tables

Table of Contents
Chlorine Gas (February 2021)
Cypermethrins (June 2021)
Halohydantoins (February 2021)
Pyrethroids (June 2021)
Terbuthylazine (August 2020)

Pesticide:
Use:
Why we care:
Actions taken:
Status:

Chlorine Gas; EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0242
Swimming pools, spas, and hot tubs.
Toxic to aquatic invertebrates.
CASQA has been monitoring updates on the EPA docket.
EPA released the Proposed Interim Registration Review Decision (PID). Comments were due July 6, 2020. EPA issued a Final Interim Decision in Oct. 2020.

Comment period on
Work Plan (2010)

Comment period on
Prelim. Aquatic Risk
Assessment (2019)

Comment period
on Proposed
Interim Decision
(due 7/6/20)

EPA analyzes
comments, issues
Final Interim
Decision

Endangered Species
Act (ESA)
Consultation

EPA issues
Final Decision

(not in EPA workplan)

Next steps:
ESA Consultation is required but unlikely to begin before 2022.
Recommendation: Write a response letter, supporting the Sacramento County comments that EPA included in the Proposed Interim Decision.

CASQA comments to EPA (July 6, 2020):

EPA Response:

CASQA recommends that the label language be updated to match the
language for copper products, which would also provide consistent label
language across pool, spa, and hot tub chemicals: "Before draining a
treated [pool,] [spa,] [hot tub,] or [fountain] contact your local sanitary
sewer and storm drain authorities and follow their discharge instructions.
Do not discharge treated pool or spa water to any location that flows to a
gutter, storm drain or natural water body unless discharge is allowed by
state and local authorities.”

EPA adopted the following language for all products used to treat
commercial and residential pools and fountains: “Before draining a
treated [pool] or [fountain], contact your local sanitary sewer and storm
drain authorities and follow their discharge instructions. Do not
discharge treated [pool] or [fountain] water to any location that flows to
a gutter, storm drain or natural water body unless discharge is allowed
by state and local authorities.”
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Did EPA incorporate
member comments?
Yes.

Pesticide:
Cypermethrins – EPA-HQ-OPP-2012-0167
Use:
Insecticide
Why we care: Priority pesticide due to toxicity, use, and monitoring data. Pyrethroids have multiple 303(d) listings and TMDLs.
Actions taken: CASQA commented on the Preliminary Ecological Risk Assessment for Pyrethroids in 2017, the Ecological Risk Mitigation
Proposal (February 2020), and the Cypermethrins Proposed Interim Decision (Nov 2020)
Status:
EPA released the Final Interim Registration Review Decision (ID) (April 2021)
Comment period on
Work plan (2010)

Comment period on
Preliminary Aquatic
Risk Assessment
(2017)

Comment period on
Proposed Interim
Decision (Nov 2020)

EPA analyzes
comments, issues
Final Interim
Decisions (April 2021)

Endangered Species
Act (ESA)
Consultation (not in
EPA workplan)

EPA issues
Final Decision

Next steps:
ESA Consultation is required but unlikely to begin before 2022.
Recommendation: No action is needed at this time as there is no opportunity for public comment.
CASQA Comments to EPA (November 2020)

EPA Response

The Cypermethrins PID does not provide any additional mitigation
measures, beyond those found in the RMP, to address the
documented impacts of pyrethroid use in urban (nonagricultural)
areas, and the risks to aquatic life of continued use of pyrethroid
pesticides. This is despite significant evidence presented both in
EPA’s risk assessments and in our previous comment letters, clearly
demonstrating that pyrethroid insecticides as a class, including
cypermethrins, continue to cause toxicity in urban waterways.

“EPA has considered these comments and has decided not No.
to develop unique chemical-specific risk mitigation for the
cypermethrins at this time beyond what is already required
as part of this ID. EPA concludes that the cypermethrins
provide high benefits for controlling pests in indoor
residential areas, outdoor urban areas, and in agricultural
crop production. The Agency is requiring risk mitigation
primarily to address risk to non-target invertebrates and fish;
however, risks may remain to non-target organisms even
after mitigation. Any remaining risks are outweighed by the
benefits of the cypermethrins use. In addition, EPA notes
that all states, including California, are authorized to restrict
pesticide use according to state requirements/standards.
For a more detailed response to submitted water quality
comments, please see the Pyrethroids and Pyrethrins
Revised Ecological Risk Mitigation and Response to
Comments on the Ecological Risk Mitigation Proposal For
23 Chemicals (September 30, 2020).” (ID, p.15)
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Did EPA incorporate
CASQA’s comment?

CASQA recommends the following enhancements to the proposed
label language specified in Appendix B of the MRP:
 Design a clear schematic graphic for product labels to completely
and effectively address products that may be dumped or washed
into gutters and storm drains;
 Review proposed label language text, and edit as needed to
provide clear and consistent descriptions of pervious and
impervious surfaces, to ensure clarity with respect to allowable
exceptions, including with respect to applications to vertical
surfaces; and
 Provide California-specific labels for outdoor structural pest
control pyrethroids products that are completely consistent with
California Surface Water Protection Regulations implemented by
California Department of Pesticide Regulation.
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“As discussed in the Pyrethroids and Pyrethrins Revised
Ecological Risk Mitigation and Response to Comments on
the Ecological Risk Mitigation Proposal For 23 Chemicals
(September 30, 2020), EPA revised the label language to
include an image of a required pictogram and added clarity
to various statements on the pyrethroid labels. The
substance and intent of the statements, however, have not
changed. The label language changes are reflected in
Appendix B.” (ID, p.15)

No. (The label language and
pictogram EPA refers to is
one suggested by BACWA of
a diagonal strikethrough over
a drain for indoor uses.)

Pesticide:
Use:
Why we care:
Actions taken:
Status:

Halohydantoins; EPA–HQ–OPP–2013–0220
Swimming pool, spa, hot tubs, and fountain disinfectant.
Degradants are toxic to aquatic organisms.
CASQA sent EPA a comment letter on the Preliminary Risk Assessment on July 6, 2020.
EPA released the Proposed Interim Decision in October 2020. Comments were due December 22, 2020.

Comment period on
Work Plan (2013)

Comment period on
Prelim. Aquatic Risk
Assessment (July
2020)

Comment period
on Proposed
Interim Decision
(due 12/22/20)

EPA analyzes
comments, issues
Final Interim
Decision

EPA establishes food
tolerances

EPA issues
Final Decision

Next steps:
EPA will issue a Final Interim Decision
Recommendation: Submit a letter to thank EPA for incorporating proposed label language.

CASQA comments to EPA (July 6, 2020):

EPA Response:

CASQA Requests Revised Labeling as a Mitigation Measure- CASQA
requests that the current halohydantoins label language for any pool, spa,
hot tub, and fountain products be changed to match the lithium
hypochlorite and copper compounds labels, which would also provide
consistent label language across pool, spa, hot tub, and fountain
chemicals.

EPA included the revised language in its proposed labeling changes:

“Before draining a treated pool, spa, hot tub, or fountain, contact your local
sanitary sewer and storm drain authorities and follow their discharge
instructions. Do not discharge treated pool or spa water to any location that
flows to a gutter or storm drain or natural water body unless discharge is
allowed by state and local authorities.”

Yes.

“Before draining a treated [pool], [spa], [hot tub], or [fountain], contact
your local sanitary sewer and storm drain authorities and follow their
discharge instructions. Do not discharge treated [pool], [spa], [hot tub],
or [fountain] water to any location that flows to a gutter or storm drain or
natural water body unless discharge is allowed by state and local
authorities.”

For all swimming pool, spa, hot tub, and fountain products, including those None.
containing halohydantoins, we also recommend that the “Environmental
Hazards” label statements be applied on the basis of product end use
rather than product size. This would mimic EPA’s decision for lithium
hypochlorite and copper products. As explained in our attached lithium
hypochlorite comments, this approach avoids potential conflicting language
on product labels.
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Did EPA incorporate
member comments?

No.

Pesticide:

Bifenthrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0384, Cyfluthrins – EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0684, Cypermethrins – EPA-HQ-OPP-2012-0167,
Cyphenothrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2009-0842, d-Phenothrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0539, Deltamethrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2009-0637,
Esfenvalerate – EPA-HQ-OPP-2009-0301, Etofenprox – EPA-HQ-OPP-2007-0804, Fenpropathrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0422,
Flumethrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2016-0031, Gamma-cyhalothrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0479, Imiprothrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0692,
Lambda-cyhalothrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0480, Momfluorothrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2015-0752, Permethrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-20110039, Prallethrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-1009, Tau-fluvalinate – EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0915, Tefluthrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2012-0501,
Tetramethrin – EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0907
Use:
Insecticides
Why we care: Priority pesticide due to toxicity, use, and monitoring data. Multiple 303(d) listings and TMDLs.
Actions taken: CASQA commented on the Preliminary Ecological Risk Assessment for Pyrethroids in 2017, the Ecological Risk Mitigation
Proposal (February 2020), and the Bifenthrin Proposed Interim Decision (July 2020).
Status:
EPA released the Final Interim Registration Review Decision (ID).
Comment period on
Work plan (2010)

Next steps:
Recommendation:

Comment period on
Preliminary Aquatic
Risk Assessment
(2017)

Comment period on
Proposed Interim
Decision (July 2020)

EPA analyzes
comments, issues
Final Interim
Decisions (Nov. 2020)

Endangered Species
Act (ESA)
Consultation (not in
EPA workplan)

ESA Consultation is required but unlikely to begin before 2022.
No action is needed at this time as there is no opportunity for public comment.

CASQA Comments to EPA: General (02/12/2020) and Bifenthrin
(07/06/2020)

EPA Response

Did EPA incorporate CASQA’s
comment?

EPA’s risk / benefit finding should be revised to differentiate among the “The pyrethroids have many uses across agricultural, No.
23 pyrethroids and pyrethrins and among the various outdoor urban
residential, commercial, indoor and outdoor sites,
uses of the 23 chemicals
and were grouped into broad categories to compare
the potential exposure for those active ingredients
that were not quantitatively assessed in the 2016
Ecological Risk Assessment. The ecological risk
assessment grouped uses into four major categories:
indoor uses, outdoor non-agricultural uses, outdoor
agricultural uses and wide-area mosquito adulticide
uses. For the purposes of risk-benefit analysis, and
EPA considers this approach to provide adequate
differentiation among uses assessed for the group of
23 chemicals. Among outdoor uses, EPA is aware of
August 2021

EPA issues
Final Decision

the potential for applications to impervious surfaces
to contribute to waterway pollution. The Agency’s
mitigation for outdoor non-agricultural use as a
category is reflective of those risk contributions. The
Agency disagrees that a separate analysis of each
pyrethroid or each specific use is needed to support
EPA’s risk assessment and risk management
conclusions and disagrees that a representative
analysis featuring bifenthrin is necessary, as
bifenthrin is not outstanding among pyrethroids in
terms of RQ exceedances, aquatic invertebrate
toxicity, or environmental persistence.
EPA’s risk assessment supports the conclusions that
there are risks of concern for aquatic organisms from
exposure to pyrethroids, which is supported by water
monitoring data that indicate that pyrethroids are
present in the environment that result in adverse
effects to aquatic invertebrates. The benefits from the
use of these chemicals for these uses is also very
high. For further discussion on ecological risk
assessment, see EPA’s Joint Response from OPP’s
Environmental Fate and Effects Division and
Pesticide Re-evaluation Division to Comments on the
Preliminary Risk Assessments for Pyrethroids and
Pyrethrins Insecticides. For more discussion on
usage, alternatives, benefits and impacts conducted
for the outdoor and indoor uses of the pyrethroids
group, see the Usage Characterization and
Alternatives Summary for Synthetic Pyrethroids Used
in Residential Lawns and Outdoor Vegetative Spot
Treatments and the Qualitative Overview of
Alternatives for Selected Use Patterns of Pyrethroids
Being Assessed for a Down-the-Drain Risk
Assessment, available in the pyrethroids special
docket (EPA-HQOPP-2008-0331). (Pyrethroids and
Pyrethrins Revised Ecological Risk Mitigation and
August 2021

Response to Comments on the Ecological Risk
Mitigation Proposal For 23 Chemicals, p. 33)

“The Agency appreciates the comments from
NACWA, CASQA, SFBRWQCB, and BACWA. EPA
has considered these comments and has decided
not to develop unique chemical-specific risk
mitigation for bifenthrin at this time beyond what is
already required as part of this ID.” (Bifenthrin Interim
Registration Review Decision Case Number 7402,
September 2020, p.14)
EPA should end outdoor urban use of bifenthrin: Therefore, due to the
widely documented impacts of bifenthrin use to aquatic life and the
consequent costs to municipal agencies, CASQA urges EPA to take
specific action to end registration of bifenthrin for outdoor urban
(nonagricultural) uses. Our previous letter provides additional detail, so
we summarize the reasons for our request here:
• Monitoring and usage data clearly show that replacing bifenthrin with
another pyrethroid would reduce
water pollution.3
• There are more than a dozen alternative pesticides available to serve
the same purposes served by
bifenthrin outdoors, including other pyrethroids, pyrethrins, and newer
chemistries like indoxacarb.
• Less toxic pest control methods based on integrated pest
management (IPM), such as use of containerized
baits and sealants have proven highly successful in urban
environments.
• In light of available alternatives, outdoor urban bifenthrin use does not
appear to have benefits that
outweigh its environmental impacts and economic costs to
municipalities.

If EPA does not end all outdoor urban (non-agricultural) uses of
bifenthrin, we request that EPA implement measures to make existing
August 2021

“EPA concludes that bifenthrin provides high benefits No.
for controlling pests in indoor residential areas,
outdoor urban areas, in agricultural crop production,
and as an adult mosquitocide to control vectors for
human disease. The Agency is requiring risk
mitigation primarily to address risk to non-target
invertebrates and fish; however, risks may remain to
non-target organisms even after mitigation. Any
remaining risks are outweighed by the benefits of
bifenthrin use.” (Bifenthrin Interim Registration
Review Decision Case Number 7402, September
2020, p.14)

label restrictions more effective. The following measures would support
increased adherence to these label instructions:
• Make the existing bifenthrin special restrictions more prominent.
• Require bifenthrin registrants to conduct aggressive outreach and
education to professional structural pest control applicators, aimed at
ensuring that all applicators strictly comply with the label.
• Provide California-specific labels for outdoor structural pest control
products that are completely consistent with California Surface Water
Protection Regulations. This will reduce the chance of confusion
among end users and will provide a key mechanism in support of
California’s more restrictive requirements, which are designed to
prevent water pollution caused by bifenthrin and other pyrethroids.
EPA should provide California-specific labels for outdoor structural pest “EPA notes that all states, including California, are
No.
control products that are consistent with California regulations
authorized to restrict pesticide use according to state
requirements/needs.” (Bifenthrin Interim Registration
Review Decision Case Number 7402, September
2020, p.14)
CASQA supports EPA-proposed label changes, with modifications.

“Regarding the suggestion…to add the down-theNo.
drain advisory statements to all pyrethroids/pyrethins
CASQA supports these other proposed label changes:
labels (both agricultural and non-agricultural),
• Prohibition on applications during rain
outdoor and agricultural product labels already have
• Advisory statement to avoid applications if rain is forecast within 24
label statements to prevent these chemicals from
hours (We would prefer an enforceable statement)
reaching drainage systems. In contrast, products with
• Addition of water protection statements
indoor uses do not currently have this language.
• Definition of spot treatment (2 sq. ft.)
Therefore, EPA has determined that these down-the• Requirement that product labels explicitly state whether particular
drain advisory statements are only necessary on
products are allowed to be used indoors only, outdoors only, or both
products with indoor uses. However, registrants have
indoors and outdoors
the option to consider including this language (i.e.,
• Reduction in height above ground level of building treatments from 3 “unless for use in pipes and sinks”) to agricultural
feet to 2 feet
product labels at their discretion. EPA recognizes
that Spanish labeling may increase the size of
To ensure that these label elements completely and effectively address residential labels, however the Agency determined
products that may be dumped or washed into gutters and storm drains, that providing this advisory information in Spanish
we request that EPA modify the “label table” in Appendix B to:
would inform more users that products should not be
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1. Identify a specific outdoor drain graphic and require the same
graphic be used on all products.
2. Establish minimum size for the outdoor graphic, to ensure that it is
legible, i.e., no smaller than 1.5 square centimeters unless this size is
greater than 10% of the size of the label.
3. Modify the list of products that must include the graphic, stewardship
language, and Spanish translations to specify:
a. The graphic, stewardship language, and Spanish are required on all
categories of products -importantly including all outdoor nonagricultural products – not just those labeled for indoor residential
use as indicated in the header on the label table in Appendix B.
• At a minimum, the label table should be revised to indicate the
graphic must be placed on all products labeled for outdoor use as well
as those labeled indoor use in nonagricultural settings (as indicated in
the text on page 39). We would prefer that the graphic be required on
all products, as even agricultural and mosquito abatement products are
often mixed at facilities served by a storm drain system.
b. The graphic, stewardship language, and Spanish are required on all
types of products (except pet shampoos) that are packaged in a form
that could be discharged into a drain (i.e., anything other than an
impregnated material like a collar or fly strip).
• The graphic should not be placed on pet shampoo product labels, to
avoid inadvertently implying that pet wash water should not be
discharged to the sewer. The primary discharge alternative – outdoors,
would likely direct wash water to storm drains where it could flow
untreated to creeks.
c. The graphic, stewardship language, and Spanish are required for all
23 pyrethroids and pyrethrins (not just the subset listed in the left
column of the label table in Appendix B), recognizing that all
pyrethroids have potential to enter gutters and storm drains.
• The subset of the 23 chemicals identified for this requirement in
Appendix omits pyrethroids (e.g., momfluorothrin) that could also enter
gutters and storm drains from outdoor use.
d. A Spanish translation is required for the outdoor drain discharge
prohibition (“Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after
application.” )
August 2021

disposed of down the drain, unless they are
specifically labelled for that use.” (Pyrethroids and
Pyrethrins Revised Ecological Risk Mitigation and
Response to Comments on the Ecological Risk
Mitigation Proposal For 23 Chemicals, p. 7)

Yes, the EPA agreed to this suggestion to better
clarify if pesticide is used indoors or outdoors. The
label correction shows up in the appendices of the
Revised Ecological Risk Mitigation as well as the
bifenthrin and permethrin PIDs. (Pyrethroids and
Pyrethrins Revised Ecological Risk Mitigation and
Response to Comments on the Ecological Risk
Mitigation Proposal For 23 Chemicals, p. 43)

The Pyrethroids PIDs do not provide any additional mitigation
EPA did not include additional mitigation.
measures to address the documented impacts of pyrethroid use in
urban (non-agricultural) areas, and the risks to aquatic life of continued
use of pyrethroid pesticides, despite significant evidence presented
both in EPA’s risk assessments and in our previous comment letters
clearly demonstrating that pyrethroid insecticides as a class continue to
cause toxicity in urban waterways.

August 2021

No.

Pesticide:
Use:
Why we care:
Actions taken:
Status:

Terbuthylazine; EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0453
Fountain algaecide/microbiocide/microbiostat.
Highly toxic to aquatic invertebrates.
County of Sacramento (a CASQA member) sent EPA comments on the Draft Risk Assessment in January 2020, respectively.
EPA released the Proposed Interim Decision in May 2020.

Comment period on
Work Plan (2009)

Comment period on
Draft Ecological Risk
Assessment (2012)

Comment period
on Proposed
Interim Decision
(due 7/20/20)

EPA analyzes
comments, issues
Final Interim
Decision

Endangered Species
Act (ESA)
Consultation

EPA issues
Final Decision

(not in EPA workplan)

Next steps:
EPA will review comments on the Proposed Interim Decision and issue a Final Interim Decision
Recommendation: Write a response letter, supporting the Sacramento County comments that EPA included in the Proposed Interim Decision.

Sacramento County comments to EPA (Jan. 2020):

EPA Response:

Did EPA incorporate
member comments?

Our primary concern with the subject pesticides is that the Draft Risk
EPA made label changes (see below) that will help reduce the amount
Assessment neglected to consider storm drain discharges of
of terbuthylazine that is discharged into the storm drain by requiring
terbuthylazine-containing fountain water and the ensuing risk to aquatic
notification to local sanitary sewer/ storm drain authorities.
life. The Draft Risk Assessment assumed that there would be “no
significant exposure to aquatic organisms…from the decorative/ornamental
fountain uses given that the label prohibits discharge of this product into
lakes, streams, ponds, estuaries, oceans, or other waters, unless in
accordance with the National Pollutant Discharge Eliminations Systems
(NPDES) permit.”

Yes.

Sacramento County requests that the current language be changed to
match the copper label, which would also provide consistency for label
language across pool, spa, hot tub, and fountain chemicals, which follows:
“Before draining a treated pool, spa, hot tub, or fountain, contact
your local sanitary sewer and storm drain authorities and follow their
discharge instructions. Do not discharge treated pool, spa, hot tub, or
fountain water to any location that flows to a gutter or storm drain or

Yes.
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“The agency agrees with the requested label changes and is proposing
additional label changes to address the potential ecological risks by
reducing exposure and clarifying the appropriate use methods, as
described in Appendix B.”

natural water body unless discharge is allowed by state and local
authorities.”

Sacramento County also notes that the following language exists on
EPA did not address this comment.
several terbuthylazine labels: “Experience will demonstrate the level of
(product) is required." We are concerned that this vague label
language could lead to overuse these products. We are also concerned
that label language states that users should maintain a concentration of
product, cited in ppm, to get adequate algae control, but does not specify a
practical, low-cost method for determining terbuthalyazine concentrations
in treated fountain water. We respectfully request that EPA provide a
dosing table, based on the size range (in volume of water) for fountains, to
guide consumers in the application amount and frequency of application of
the product.

No.

For all fountain products, including those containing terbuthylazine, we also EPA did not address this comment.
recommend that the “Environmental Hazards” label statements be applied
on the basis of product end use rather than product size. This would mimic
EPA’s decision for lithium hypochlorite products. As explained in our
attached lithium hypochlorite comments, this approach avoids potential
conflicting language on product labels.

No.
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INTRODUCTION
This Regional Supplement has been prepared to report on regionally implemented
activities complying with portions of the Municipal Regional Stormwater Permit (MRP),
issued to 76 municipalities and special districts (Permittees) by the San Francisco Bay
Regional Water Quality Control Board (Water Board). The Regional Supplement covers
training and outreach activities related to the following MRP provisions:
• Provision C.5.e., Control of Mobile Sources,
• Provision C.7.c.ii.(1), Stormwater Point of Contact, and
• Provision C.9.e.ii.(1), Point of Purchase Outreach.
These regionally implemented activities were conducted under the auspices of the Bay
Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA), a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization comprised of the municipal stormwater programs in the San Francisco Bay
Area.1 Most of the 2020-2021 annual reporting requirements of the specific MRP
Provisions covered in this Supplement are completely met by BASMAA Regional Project
activities, except where otherwise noted herein or by Permittees in their reports.
Scopes, budgets, and contracting or in-kind project implementation mechanisms for
BASMAA Regional Projects follow BASMAA’s operational Policies and Procedures as
approved by the BASMAA Board of Directors. MRP Permittees, through their program
representatives on the Board of Directors and its committees, collaboratively authorize
and participate in BASMAA Regional Projects or Regional Tasks. Depending on the
Regional Project or Task, either all BASMAA members or Phase I programs that are
subject to the MRP share regional costs.

Training
C.5.e. Control of Mobile Sources
This provision requires:
Each Permittee shall implement a program to reduce the discharge of pollutants
from mobile businesses.
(1) The program shall include the following:
(a) Implementation of minimum standards and BMPs for each of the various
types of mobile businesses, such as automobile washing, power washing,
steam cleaning, and carpet cleaning.
(b) Implementation of an enforcement strategy that specifically addresses
the unique characteristics of mobile businesses.
(c) Regularly updating mobile business inventories.
(d) Implementation of an outreach and education strategy to mobile
businesses operating within the Permittee’s jurisdiction.
(e) Inspection of mobile businesses, as needed.
(2) Permittees may cooperate county-wide and/or region-wide with the
implementation of their programs for mobile businesses, including sharing of
In late FY 20-21, BASMAA dissolved as a formal non-profit organization and its members
continued to meet as an informal organization under the name Bay Area Municipal Stormwater
Coalition (BAMSC). BAMSC members jointly prepared this Regional Supplement for FY 20-21.
1
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mobile business inventories, BMP requirements, enforcement action
information, and education.
BASMAA’s long-standing Surface Cleaner Training and Recognition Program addresses
the BMP and training aspects of the provision by focusing on the most common type of
outdoor cleaning – cleaning of flat surfaces like sidewalks, plazas, parking areas, and
buildings. Individual Permittees address the inspection and enforcement aspects of the
provision.
Cleaners that take the web-based training and a self-quiz are designated by BASMAA
as Recognized Surface Cleaners. BASMAA also created and provides marketing
materials for use by Recognized Surface Cleaners. Cleaners can use the website to get
trained and recognized for the first time or renew their training and recognition, as
required annually. Recognized cleaners can also download marketing materials from
the website. Potential customers, including Permittees can use the site to verify the
recognition status of any cleaner, as can municipal inspectors.

Public Information and Outreach
C.7.c.ii.(1) Stormwater Point of Contact
This provision requires:
Each Permittee shall maintain and publicize one point of contact for information on
stormwater issues, watershed characteristics, and stormwater pollution prevention
alternatives. This point of contact can be maintained individually or collectively and
Permittees may combine this function with the spill and dumping complaint central
contact point required in C.5.
BASMAA assists with this provision by using the regional website: BayWise.org to list or link
to member programs’ lists of points of contact and contact information for the
stormwater agencies in the Bay Area (https://baywise.org/about/).

Pesticides Toxicity Control
C.9.e.ii.(1) Point of Purchase Outreach
This provision requires Permittees to:
• Conduct outreach to consumers at the point of purchase;
• Provide targeted information on proper pesticide use and disposal, potential
adverse impacts on water quality, and less toxic methods of pest prevention and
control; and
• Participate in and provide resources for the “Our Water, Our World” program or
a functionally equivalent pesticide use reduction outreach program.
The Annual Reporting provision requires:
Outreach conducted at the county or regional level shall be described in Annual
Reports prepared at that respective level; reiteration in individual Permittee reports is
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discouraged. Reports shall include a brief description of outreach conducted…,
including level of effort, messages and target audience. (The effectiveness of
outreach efforts shall be evaluated only once in the Permit term, as required in
Provision C.9.f. [Ed. C.9.g]).
Below is a report of activities and accomplishments of the Our Water, Our World program
for FY 2020-2021.
•

Coordinated program implementation with major chains Home Depot and Ace
Hardware National.
o

Home Depot Corporate (Atlanta) directed support of the program with their
stores (see Attachment).

•

Coordinated a bulk print of fact sheets, shelf tags, literature rack display signage,
10 Most Wanted brochures, Pest or Pal Activity Guide for Kids, custom-designed
product guide dispensers, and two versions of product guides (Home Depot and
generic), from which participating agencies could purchase materials.

•

Conducted monthly seasonal pests meetings with IPM Advocates for the
month/season ahead.

•

Updated less-toxic Product List for Home Depot.

•

Updated the overall look and navigation of the Our Water, Our World website .

•

Staffed a virtual OWOW booth at a two-day vendor event organized by L&L
Distributors. The event was held on October 7 and October 8, 2020.

•

Developed three new handouts.
o

Tips for Managing Powdery Mildew

o

Tips for Managing Western Spotted Cucumber Beetle

o

A flyer that includes QR codes to all OWOW Fact Sheets
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
Regulatory Background
Fish tissue monitoring in San Francisco Bay (Bay) has revealed the bioaccumulation of
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs), mercury, and other pollutants in Bay sportfish. The levels found
are thought to pose a health risk to people consuming these fish and as a result, an interim
advisory has been issued on the consumption of sportfish from the Bay. The advisory led to the
Bay being designated as an impaired water body on the Clean Water Act (CWA) "Section
303(d) list" due to elevated levels of PCBs and mercury. In response, the San Francisco Bay
Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Water Board) has developed Total Maximum
Daily Load (TMDL) water quality restoration programs targeting PCBs and mercury in the Bay. The
general goals of the TMDLs are to identify sources of PCBs and mercury to the Bay, implement
actions to control the sources, and restore water quality.
The PCBs and mercury TMDLs indicate that a 90% reduction in PCBs and 50% reduction in
mercury from urban stormwater runoff to the Bay are needed to achieve water quality
standards and restore beneficial uses. Provisions C.11 and C.12 of the previous Municipal
Regional Stormwater National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit (MRP 1.0;
Order R2-2009-0074) required Co-permittees to implement pilot-scale control measures during
the permit term to reduce PCBs and mercury discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4s). These pilot studies were intended to enhance our collective knowledge about
the costs and benefits of different control measures to reduce the levels of PCBs and mercury in
urban stormwater.
The reissued Municipal Regional Permit (MRP 2.0, Order R2-2015-0049), requires municipal
agencies (i.e., Co-permittees) to move from pilot-scale work to focused implementation and the
achievement of defined load reduction goals (e.g., 3 kg/year region wide for PCBs). The
strategies and control measures that have been applied to meet the load reduction goals
include:
•

Source property identification and referrals for further investigation and abatement;

•

Green stormwater infrastructure/treatment controls; and

•

Management of PCBs in building materials during demolition.

Although not specifically required by MRP 2.0, Co-permittees may also implement additional
types of controls to address PCBs and mercury reduction goals. The methodology used to
account for PCBs and mercury reductions associated with these controls is described in the PCBs
and Mercury Interim Load Reduction Accounting Method Report (BASMAA 2017), approved by
the Regional Water Board’s Executive Officer in April 2017.

Purpose of Control Measures Plan
Provisions C.11.a.iii (2) and C.12.a.iii (2) of MRP 2.0 require Co-permittees to report on the
development of a prioritized list of Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) as a way to more
easily track control measures and load reductions on a watershed and stormwater catchment
scale. The WMA selection process is a logical next step in the efforts of Santa Clara Valley Urban
Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (SCVURPPP) Co-permittees taken to-date to identify sources
of PCBs and mercury to the MS4s within the Santa Clara Basin. This control measures plan
complies with MRP 2.0 provisions C.11/12.a.iii (2) by:
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•

Providing lists of WMAs where control measure are being implemented or will be
implemented during the term of the Permit;

•

Describing a preliminary implementation schedule for control measure implementation;

•

Identifying the number, type and locations and/or frequency (if applicable) of control
measures;

•

Providing a cumulative listing of all potentially mercury or PCB-contaminated sites that
Co-permittees have discovered and referred to the Water Board to-date, with a brief
summary description of each site and where to obtain additional information;

•

Describing the scope, start date, and interim implementation progress milestones for
PCB/mercury control measures;

•

Reporting the PCBs and mercury loads reduced for all control measures implemented todate during the current permit term, and,

•

Providing statements of the roles and responsibilities of each participating Permittee for
the implementation of control measures.

This Plan (Version 5.0) is an update of the Version 4.0 Plan that was submitted in September 2019.
The information contained with this Plan will continue to be updated annually during MRP 2.0
based on new or revised information regarding SCVURPPP Permittee implementation strategies,
existing and planned control measures, and associated load reductions.

Approach to Identifying Management Areas and Control Measures
Watershed Management Areas
The selection and classification of Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) is a multi-year process
designed to identify land areas that disproportionately contribute PCBs and mercury to MS4s in
the Santa Clara Basin. The process is fully described in the Program’s Progress Report on
Identifying WMAs that was submitted to the Regional Water Board in April 2016 (SCVURPPP 2016).
The intent of the WMA selection process is to identify WMAs that would provide the most benefit
for PCBs and/or mercury reduction and therefore could be the focus of control measure
implementation. The process being implemented by SCVURPPP Co-permittees is consistent with
(and expands upon) the framework developed by BASMAA member agencies in consultation
with Regional Water Board staff in preparation for MRP 2.0 PCBs and mercury load reduction
requirements. Consistent with MRP 2.0, the selection of WMAs is primarily focused on PCBs, with
ancillary/secondary benefits to mercury.
Stormwater catchments were chosen as the initial geographical scale at which WMAs are
identified. This scale is consistent with the intention of MRP 2.0 provision C.11/12.a.ii and will allow
Co-permittees to more easily track control measure implementation. Although stormwater
catchments will form the basis for WMAs moving forward, adjustments may be made.
Catchment areas are based on the Program’s current understanding of the stormwater and
runoff patterns and hydrology in the Basin.
Table 1.1 provides the current categorization of WMAs in the Santa Clara Valley. WMAs are
categorized based on evidence collected by SCVURPPP indicating that elevated source(s) of
PCBs or mercury are present. This evidence includes screening data indicating that PCBs in
sediment collected from the MS4 in the WMA were observed at concentrations >0.2 mg/kg, or in
stormwater at PCBs concentrations in the top 15% of Bay Area-wide data and/or sediment ratios
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>0.5 mg/kg). 1 For WMAs with observed concentrations above these thresholds, source property
investigations have been conducted, are in process, or are planned. If these investigations
identify specific properties in a WMA as “source properties”, then these WMAs are considered
WMAs with confirmed sources. To-date, eight WMAs (one in Palo Alto, one in Santa Clara, five in
San José, and one in Sunnyvale) have been confirmed as containing source properties. Source
investigations have been conducted or are currently ongoing in an additional fourteen (14)
WMAs that have been screened as having elevated PCBs, but specific sources have not yet
been identified. The remaining WMAs have either not yet been screened for elevated PCBs, or
they were screened and found to have low PCBs.
Table 1.1. Current classification of 162 Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) that represent stormwater
catchments in the Santa Clara Valley Basin.
Current WMA Classification
# WMAs with
Confirmed
Source
Properties

# WMAs with
Source Property
Investigations
Completed or
Ongoing – Source
Not Yet Identified

# Remaining WMAs

Total Count
of WMAs

San José

5

7

58

70

Sunnyvale

1

1

20

22

Santa Clara

1

2

16

19

Mountain View

-

2

13

15

Cupertino

-

-

2

2

Milpitas

-

-

11

11

Palo Alto

1

2

6

9

County of Santa Clara

-

-

2

2

Los Altos

-

-

1

1

West Valley Communities

-

-

10

10

Los Altos Hills

-

-

1

1

Total

8

14

140

162

Co-permittees within
Catchments

Selection and Tracking of Control Measures
Co-permittees have implemented a variety of control measures since the development of PCBs
and mercury urban stormwater loading estimates incorporated into the TMDLs (i.e., circa 2002).
Control measures were implemented to reduce PCBs and/or mercury in stormwater or the
overall impacts of stormwater. These control measures have a direct benefit towards reducing
the impacts of PCBs and mercury on the Bay, and therefore are documented in this Plan.
Because these control measures can vary both in space and time, the geographical extent and
implementation level of these control measures has been challenging to track in the past.
During MRP 2.0, the Program developed a new web-based data management system with a
connection to its GIS platforms for tracking and mapping the extent of Green Stormwater
1 The threshold for determining “elevated” PCBs concentrations in stormwater are preliminary and may be adjusted in
the future based on additional information.
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Infrastructure (GSI) and other stormwater treatment implementation in the Santa Clara Valley.
The new tracking system is called the “Stormwater Treatment Measure Data Portal” or STM Data
Portal. The STM Data Portal was developed to achieve the following goals:
•

Provide a centralized, accessible platform for Co-permittee staff to efficiently collect,
upload, and store data associated with GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities;

•

Assist the tracking and mapping of all completed projects in the Santa Clara Valley;

•

Enhance the Program’s ability to efficiently and confidently calculate and report water
quality benefits associated with GSI and other stormwater treatment controls; and

•

Allow the information about GSI facilities and other stormwater treatment controls to be
publicly available in a more user-friendly manner.

Co-Permittees began using the new STM Data Portal for tracking constructed and planned
projects late in FY 18-19. Since that time, the Program and Co-Permittees have continued to
update and revise the information in the STM Data Portal to include new and completed GSI
projects as well as other types of stormwater treatment controls (e.g., full trash capture systems).
In Fall 2020, the Program provided public access to the STM Data Portal through a website
(https://scvurppp.org/gsi/index.php).This website allows the general public to access maps and
other information on GSI and stormwater treatment measures currently implemented or planned
in the Santa Clara Valley.
This Plan provides a summary of existing PCBs and mercury control measures implemented todate based on the information currently incorporated into the Program’s STM Data Portal, as
well as information gathered to date on other types of control measures.
The selection of new or enhanced control measures that may assist Co-permittees in achieving
load reduction goals in MRP 2.0 and in the TMDLs is ideally based on an understanding of PCBs
and mercury sources within WMAs and of the costs and benefits of different control measures. As
previously described, source investigations are currently being conducted by SCVURPPP in an
attempt to identify WMAs where the most cost-effective and beneficial controls (i.e., source
property referral and abatement) can be implemented.
Should the Program and Co-permittees be unable to identify specific source properties in a
WMA where there is evidence that it contains significant PCBs or mercury sources, Co-permittees
will evaluate the most cost-effective control measure strategies to reduce PCBs/mercury
contributions from the WMA. This evaluation will include factors such as the magnitude and
extent of PCB/mercury sources, the feasibility and costs of control measure implementation, the
level of current control measure implementation, opportunities to leverage redevelopment or
capital improvement projects, and the benefits of implementing different types of control
measures.

Approach to Reporting PCBs and Mercury Loads Reduced
Beginning with the 2017 Annual Reports, MRP 2.0 Co-permittees are required to report the
annual PCBs and mercury load reductions achieved due to control measures implemented
each year of the permit term. For each Permittee, the data needed to calculate the loads
reduced by all currently implemented (i.e., existing) control measures, including the total acres
(and associated land-uses) addressed by each type of control measure are provided in Section
3. The estimated loads reduced for control measures implemented during FYs 13-14 through 2021 are reported in Section 4 for all information available to-date. The methods used to estimate
the loads reduced are consistent with the methodologies and data collection programs that
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were developed by BASMAA member agencies in consultation with the Regional Water Board,
and in accordance with MRP provisions C.11.B.iii(1) and C.12.B.iii(1). These methods are fully
described in the Interim Accounting Methodology for TMDL Loads Reduced (BASMAA, 2017),
which was approved by the Executive Officer of the Regional Water Board in May 2017. Further
refinements of these methods are provided in the Source Control Load Reduction Accounting for
Reasonable Assurance Analysis (BASMAA 2020)
Note: Due to the timing of MRP reporting, not all GSI facilities constructed or planned for future
years are reported in this document. At a minimum, as the data become available, control
measures implemented through FY 20-21 will be fully reported in the future.
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SECTION 2 - SUMMARY OF CONTROL MEASURE TYPES
Background

The types of control measures implemented to control PCBs and mercury in stormwater were
previously described in the Program’s Integrated Monitoring Report – Part B (BASMAA 2014) and
Part C (SCVURPPP 2014). Controls generally fall into the following three categories:
•

True Source Controls (Load Avoidance) – Controls that focus on the original source or use
of a potential pollutant, True Source Controls include regulations and laws adopted to
minimize or eliminate the use of a pollutant for specific activities and pollution prevention
activities, such as inspections, that identify high risk practices that could release PCBs or
mercury into the environment. The one true source control for mercury is the reduction of
mercury in devices and equipment as a result of legislation or voluntary reduction by
manufacturers. No additional true source controls are currently available for PCBs due to
the production of these organic compounds being banned in the 1970s, and the
regulation of PCBs still in use.

•

Source Controls (Load Reduction) – Source Controls are load reduction control measures
that reduce the risk of the pollutant entering the environment after it has already been
used in devices/materials/equipment, or that intercept the pollutant before it is
discharged to a receiving water body. The control measure types that fall into this
category include: source property abatement, enhanced street sweeping, MS4 and
flood control operation and maintenance, mercury device recycling, and the control of
PCB-containing material during building demolition.

•

Treatment Controls (Load Reduction) – Treatment controls are load reduction control
measures that remove pollutants via physical, biological, or chemical processes. The
control measure types that fall into this category include stormwater treatment
measures, GSI, and diversions of stormwater to Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs).

Control measures needed to address PCBs and mercury load reduction criteria included in MRP
2.0 were implemented based on continued evaluations of sources of these contaminants and
associated load reductions. To the extent possible, control measures implemented to-date and
those planned for implementation within each WMA during the term of MRP 2.0 are summarized
in Section 3, consistent with MRP requirements. Descriptions of each control measure type that
Co-permittees have or may implement or cause to be implemented by other responsible parties
to control PCBs and/or mercury are provided below.

Control Measure Types
Source Property Referrals and Abatement
PCBs and mercury source properties are those that disproportionately contribute pollutants to
MS4s. Identification and subsequent abatement of these properties and/or focused control
measure implementation in the public right-of-way (ROW) around source properties to reduce
pollutant release can provide an opportunity for meaningful PCBs and mercury stormwater load
reductions. Reductions occur through the abatement of properties via referrals to the Water
Board or through enforcement actions brought against property owners by Co-permittees.
SCVURPPP Co-permittees have identified and referred properties to the Water Board in the
recent past, and continue to conduct source property investigations in high priority WMAs (see
Section 3). These investigations typically include the following tasks:
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1) Property Records and Aerial Photography Review;
2) Property Inspections and Public Right-of-Way (ROW) Surveys;
3) Private Property and Public ROW Soil/Sediment Sampling; and
4) Reporting and Planning/Identifying Control Measures (including referrals to regulatory
agencies).
As source properties are identified and referred to the Regional Water Board, information
regarding pollutant concentrations observed, evidence of transport to the MS4, property
ownership, previous stormwater violations, and other pertinent information is provided to the
Regional Water Board as part of the referral. This information provides evidence the property is a
confirmed source. Additionally, the location and geographical extent of the referred property is
delineated in GIS to facilitate the calculation of PCBs and mercury load reductions.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Other Stormwater Treatment Controls
In addition to source property abatement, the installations of green stormwater infrastructure
(GSI) facilities on private property and on public property or rights-of-way has and will continue
to provide significant benefits to stormwater quality and PCBs and mercury loads reduced over
time in the Santa Clara Valley. GSI facilities include Infrastructure that uses vegetation, soils, and
natural processes to manage water and create healthier urban environments. Examples of GSI
include bioretention, low impact development (LID), green/complete streets, and other systems
that generally use the natural filtration or infiltration of stormwater.
As described in Section 3, numerous GSI facilities treating thousands of acres of land in the Santa
Clara Valley have been implemented on private properties as a result of new and
redevelopment stormwater requirements. Co-permittees have little control over the pace and
extent to which redevelopment occurs, however, as redevelopment projects are permitted, Copermittees ensure that stormwater treatment controls are incorporated into those projects.
Based on the level of recent redevelopment in the Santa Clara Valley and the “planned”
projects listed in Section 3, the Program anticipates that the number of GSI facilities on private
property will continue to grow during the remainder of MRP 2.0 and within the next decade. Copermittees continue to track the installation of these GSI facilities to ensure proper maintenance
and operation, and to assist with demonstrating pollutant load reductions.
Additionally, a number of GSI facilities (e.g., green streets or regional stormwater control retrofit
projects) have been implemented by SCVURPPP Co-permittees on public property or rights-ofway. Many of these projects have served as demonstration projects and are also summarized in
Section 3 for each applicable Permittee. As a result of Permittee GSI plans developed under
MRP 2.0, the number of public GSI projects is anticipated to increase in the future. Project
prioritization will likely be based on a number of factors (including PCBs and mercury
contributions). Similar to GSI facilities on private property, Co-permittees will continue to track the
installation of public GSI facilities to ensure proper maintenance and operation, and to assist
with demonstrating pollutant load reductions.

Trash Capture Systems (Large and Small Devices)
Full trash capture systems are devices or series of devices that trap all particles retained by a 5
mm mesh screen and have a design treatment capacity of not less than the peak flow rate
resulting from a one-year, one-hour, storm in the tributary drainage catchment area. The State
and Regional Water Boards have approved a variety of proprietary devices as achieving the full
capture definition. These devices are grouped into two general categories - “large devices”,
treating hundreds of acres, or “small devices”, typically treating an acre or less of land. Examples
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of large devices include hydrodynamic separators, and in-line gross solid removal devices. Small
devices are generally screens or baskets that are installed in storm drain inlets.
SCVURPPP Co-permittees have installed numerous full trash capture systems to-date, treating
thousands of acres of land. In addition to trash/litter, these systems also remove sediment and
associated pollutants (e.g., PCBs and mercury). The extent of land areas treated by full capture
devices are included in Section 3 for each Co-permittee.

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
Street Sweeping and Flushing
All Co-permittees conduct street sweeping and have documented the amount of material
removed via their street sweeping activities since the early 2000’s. Additionally, sweeping
frequencies and the level of parking enforcement (or equivalent actions) that Co-permittees
conduct were documented in the Program’s GIS database in 2009 as part of trash/litter
management strategy development. Existing street sweeping frequencies for each Permittee
are summarized in Section 3, along with enhancements made by Co-permittees to-date to
enhance stormwater pollutant (i.e., trash or other pollutants) reduction or for other non-pollutant
reduction reasons.
In addition to traditional street sweeping, street flushing may also provide pollutant reduction
benefits for stormwater. Street flushing includes pressure washing and/or the use of water to flush
streets of sediment, trash and sediment-associated pollutants, then collecting and properly
disposing of the water, sediments and pollutants. Street flushing pilot projects have been
conducted in the Bay Area, but street flushing has not occurred in the Santa Clara Valley todate based on readily available information. Street flushing is therefore not discussed in Section
3. If street flushing projects are implemented by SCVURPPP Co-permittees in the future, load
reductions associated with this control measure will be documented.

MS4 Line Flushing
Occasionally, opportunities present themselves to remove PCBs or mercury associated sediment
deposited in MS4 lines. These opportunities typically do not occur often because the traditional
MS4 is intended to convey stormwater (and associated sediments) effectively though the
system. However, any MS4 line flushing projects that have occurred in the Santa Clara Valley
during MRP 2.0 are documented for each Co-permittee in Section 3.

Storm Drain Inlet Cleaning
All Co-permittees periodically conduct storm drain inlet maintenance (i.e., cleaning). Through
these efforts, sediment and organic material (and associated pollutants) are removed from the
MS4. Based on readily available information, the majority of SCVURPPP Co-permittees inspect
and maintain their inlets annually. In recent years, many SCVURPPP Co-permittees have
increased cleaning frequencies due to additional maintenance requirements for newly installed
inlet-based trash full trash capture devices. Current maintenance practices and enhancements
are summarized in Section 3.

Channel Maintenance
In addition to Permittee maintenance and operation of MS4s (e.g., inlet cleaning and flushing),
flood control agencies such as the Santa Clara Valley Water District (Valley Water) periodically
remove sediment from facilities and stream channels as part of their stream/channel
maintenance programs. As sediment and organic material is removed from channels, sedimentassociated pollutants such as PCBs and mercury are also removed. A summary of Valley Water’s
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existing stream maintenance program is included in Section 3. Enhancements in sediment
removal will be tracked by the Program and/or Valley Water in the future to account for
increases in PCBs and mercury reductions associated with this control measure.

Managing PCBs in Building Materials
PCBs were used in many applications and materials in buildings constructed between 1950 and
1980. MRP 1.0 required the implementation of a pilot project to assist in developing
management practices that address legacy caulks containing PCBs. Co-permittees complied
with this requirement by participating in a regional project led by the San Francisco Estuary
Partnership (SFEP) that: 1) evaluated PCBs levels in caulk in buildings; and developed preliminary
Best Management Practices (BMPs), a Model Implementation Process (MIP), and associated
model policies and ordinances to reduce or prevent the release of PCB-laden caulks to the
environment during demolition of Bay Area buildings and the subsequent conveyance of the
PCB-laden caulks by urban stormwater runoff to San Francisco Bay.
Building upon the requirements in MRP 1.0, MRP 2.0 provision C.12.f requires Co-permittees to
develop and implement (or cause to be developed and implemented) an effective protocol
for managing materials with PCBs concentrations of 50 ppm or greater in applicable structures
at the time such structures undergo demolition so that PCBs do not enter municipal storm drain
systems. Applicable structures include, at a minimum, commercial, public, institutional and
industrial structures constructed or remodeled between the years 1950 and 1980 with building
materials with PCBs concentrations of 50 ppm or greater. Single-family residential and wood
frame structures are exempt.
SCVURPPP Co-permittees participated in a BASMAA regional project conducted over the past
several years that developed regionally consistent model tools and guidance in order to assist
Co-permittees in developing and implementing programs to control PCBs in building materials.
All SCVURPPP Co-permittees developed PCBs in Building materials control programs by July 1,
2019, as required by the MRP.
In addition, during FY 18-19 and FY 19-20, the Program and other MRP Permittees worked
together through the BASMAA Monitoring and Pollutants of Concern Committee (MPC) to
develop a framework to comply with data collection/evaluation and reporting requirements
under Provision C.12.f. These requirements include developing an assessment methodology and
data collection program to quantify PCBs loads reduced through implementation of the new
program. The permit requires the collection of the following data: (a) number of applicable
structures that applied for a demolition permit during the reporting year, and (b) a running list of
the applicable samples from structures that applied for a demolition permit since the start of the
PCBs control protocol that had material(s) with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater, with the address,
demolition date, and brief description of PCBs control method(s) used. The data collected to
date for each Co-permittee’s program are summarized in Section 3.

Managing PCBs in Storm Drain or Roadway Infrastructure
Recent studies in areas outside of the Bay Area have shown that PCBs may be present in storm
drain and/or roadway infrastructure due to their use in caulks and sealants in the mid to late 20th
century. Provision C.12.e of MRP 2.0 requires Co-permittees to evaluate the presence of PCBs in
caulks/sealants used in storm drain or roadway infrastructure in public rights-of-way by collecting
samples of caulk and other sealants used in storm drains and between concrete curbs and
street pavement. BASMAA conducted a regional project to address this permit requirement on
behalf of Co-permittees. The final project report is provided in Appendix 11-3 of the FY 17-18
SCVURPPP Annual Report. Co-permittees are currently evaluating the need for future enhanced
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controls to manage PCBs in storm drain and roadway infrastructure based on the results of the
BASMAA project.

Diversions of Urban Runoff to Wastewater Treatment Facilities
The diversion of urban runoff (i.e., dry weather or stormwater) to wastewater treatment facilities
can reduce PCBs and mercury loads in stormwater to the Bay. Currently, one structure is present
in the Santa Clara Valley that diverts dry and wet weather flows from the MS4 to a wastewater
treatment facility. The structure is located in the City of Palo Alto and was evaluated as part of a
pilot project conducted during MRP 1.0. The structure has been in operation since the mid1990’s. Although no additional diversions are currently planned, Co-permittees may choose to
divert additional flows to wastewater treatment facilities in the future. Should diversions be
implemented, pollutant load reductions from these control measures will be tracked by the
Program and/or applicable Co-permittees.

Removal of Illegally Dumped or In-use PCB-containing Materials and Products
This source control measure category entails clean-up of construction and demolition debris
from illegal dumping areas where it poses a risk to entering MS4s, and the removal of PCBcontaining equipment currently in-use. Additionally, it includes the proper clean-up and disposal
of stockpiles, spills, and/or improperly disposed quantities of PCBs. The measure would involve,
for instance, a concentrated source of PCBs (e.g., a barrel) that is found and cleaned-up or
properly disposed. The Program is currently evaluating whether this control measure is currently
being implemented by Co-permittees and if there are opportunities to enhance this control
measure for PCBs or mercury load reduction purposes.

Mercury Reduction via True Source Controls and Recycling
Many types of devices and equipment (e.g., thermometers, switches, and fluorescent lamps)
contain substantial amounts of mercury. When these devices are not adequately managed at
their end-of-life, mercury can be released into the environment and become available to
stormwater. Control measures currently implemented by Co-permittees that address the
potential for mercury releases include: 1) the support of policies and laws that reduce the mass
of mercury in specific devices/equipment; and 2) the implementation of recycling programs
that reduce the risk of mercury from being released during the end-of-life of these devices and
equipment.
SCVURPPP Co-permittees currently promote, facilitate and/or participate in the collection and
recycling of mercury-containing devices and equipment at the consumer level via their
participation in the Santa Clara County Environmental Health Department's and City of Palo
Alto’s Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Programs). The HHW Programs offers residents
the opportunity to drop-off mercury-containing devices and equipment and other hazardous
wastes at designated drop-off points free of charge. The HHW Programs provide an inexpensive
hazardous waste disposal option to eligible businesses. SCVURPPP Co-permittees promote the
availability of the HHW Programs on their agency websites.

Roles and Responsibilities for Control Measure Implementation
SCVURPPP Co-permittees are responsible for the implementation of PCBs and mercury control
measures, or causing control measures to be implemented by other parties. Depending on the
size and complexity of the public agency and the type of control measure, implementation can
occur via an array of Permittee departments and divisions.
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The SCVURPPP (Program) provides assistance to Co-permittees by developing guidance on
control measure implementation, assisting with the identification and prioritization of control
measure types and locations, and tracking, monitoring and reporting on control measures and
the resulting load reduction benefits. SCVURPPP does not directly implement PCBs and mercury
control measures.
Similar to SCVURPPP, BASMAA does not directly implement control measures. BASMAA conducts
projects of regional benefit that develop guidance and tools to assist Co-permittees with control
measures implementation. Regional projects are typically conducted to reduce costs and/or to
develop regional consistency.
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SECTION 3 - EXISTING & PLANNED CONTROL MEASURES
Permittee PCBs and mercury stormwater control measures currently implemented by Copermittees (i.e., existing) and the control measures under development (i.e., planned) are
summarized in this section. Summaries for Co-permittees are organized by population (largest
to smallest) and include information on control measures compiled by SCVURPPP to-date and
may not include all existing or planned control measures. The inventory of control measures
implemented or caused to be implemented by Co-permittees will continue to be updated
and refined as additional information becomes available and as new or enhanced actions
are implemented. To the extent possible, control measure summaries are geographically
organized by Permittee and WMA. Specifically, generalized locations of GSI facilities and full
trash capture systems are illustrated on preliminary control measure maps included as
Attachment A.
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CITY OF SAN JOSÉ
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.1 provides a listing of all Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) identified to-date in
the City of San José, and the total land area (and associated land uses) in each WMA that are
within the City of San José. A total of 76 WMAs (or portions of WMAs 2) have been identified in
the City of San José to date. These WMAs include all land areas (i.e., >97,000 acres) within the
City’s jurisdictional boundaries that are downstream of significant water impoundments
located on receiving water bodies (i.e., reservoirs). WMAs presented in Table 3.1 have been
updated from the tables provided in Version 4.0 of this report based on new information. That
said, these WMAs should continue to be considered preliminary because they may be refined
in the future based on data/information currently being evaluated and collected through
source investigations and other activities.
WMAs form the management units that are used to report control measure implementation in
this section and PCBs and mercury load reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.1. City of San José preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) and
associated land uses.

2

Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

% New
Urban

Alviso Slough

231

13%

8%

42%

8%

28%

035CTC700 a

Coyote Creek

0.2

0%

94%

0%

2%

3%

035GAC010

Guadalupe River

915

0%

5%

18%

58%

18%

035GAC015

Guadalupe River

529

14%

0%

0%

80%

5%

036BYC320 a

Berryessa Creek

0.3

0%

81%

19%

0%

0%

036PCL800 a

Lower Penitencia Creek

890

10%

38%

11%

36%

4%

036PCL810 a

Lower Penitencia Creek

184

13%

46%

0%

38%

3%

050CTC100 a

Coyote Creek

105

28%

38%

0%

33%

2%

050GAC020

Guadalupe River

828

13%

31%

0%

43%

13%

050GAC020B

Guadalupe River

584

2%

13%

0%

80%

5%

050GAC020E

Guadalupe River

19

81%

0%

0%

8%

12%

050GAC400 a

Guadalupe River

42

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

050GAC580 a

Guadalupe River

31

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

050GAC600 a

Guadalupe River

34

41%

49%

9%

0%

1%

051CTC150

Coyote Creek

40

9%

85%

0%

6%

0%

051CTC275

Coyote Creek

454

31%

39%

0%

24%

6%

051CTC400

Coyote Creek

140

67%

9%

0%

11%

13%

051CTC450

Coyote Creek

244

11%

13%

2%

58%

15%

051CTC850

Coyote Creek

101

16%

34%

41%

7%

2%

051CTC950

Coyote Creek

22

25%

42%

14%

15%

4%

WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

034AVS120

Some WMAs overlap with multiple Co-permittees.
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Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

% New
Urban

% Ag/
Open
Space

Guadalupe River

276

9%

46%

5%

35%

5%

Guadalupe River

114

41%

59%

0%

0%

0%

066GAC152

Guadalupe River

379

37%

63%

0%

0%

0%

066GAC550

Guadalupe River

1,495

16%

22%

59%

3%

1%

WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

066GAC110
066GAC150

a

066GAC810

Guadalupe River

131

14%

81%

1%

0%

4%

066GAC850

a

Guadalupe River

137

46%

19%

27%

3%

5%

066GAC900

a

Guadalupe River

593

4%

30%

64%

0%

2%

067CTC030

Coyote Creek

81

56%

31%

1%

9%

3%

067CTC150

Coyote Creek

64

58%

25%

1%

14%

2%

067CTC250

Coyote Creek

41

63%

20%

0%

17%

0%

067CTC350

Coyote Creek

99

25%

16%

6%

52%

1%

067CTC351

Coyote Creek

34

76%

15%

0%

9%

0%

067CTC750

Coyote Creek

73

12%

39%

46%

3%

1%

Coyote Creek

230

7%

16%

76%

0%

1%

Guadalupe River

527

2%

27%

62%

1%

7%

067GAC075

Guadalupe River

391

3%

30%

60%

0%

7%

067GAC150

Guadalupe River

298

16%

27%

49%

1%

7%

067GAC190

Guadalupe River

318

14%

42%

43%

1%

0%

067SCL063

Lower Silver Creek

141

18%

44%

37%

0%

1%

067SCL066

Lower Silver Creek

1,148

0%

29%

69%

0%

2%

067SCL080

Lower Silver Creek

41

88%

6%

0%

5%

1%

067SCL120

Lower Silver Creek

28

46%

4%

0%

47%

3%

Lower Silver Creek

100

2%

34%

63%

0%

1%

Lower Silver Creek

405

1%

25%

70%

0%

4%

068SCL270

Lower Silver Creek

25

2%

14%

82%

0%

2%

083CTC350

Coyote Creek

426

7%

27%

54%

3%

9%

083CTC650

Coyote Creek

157

3%

23%

41%

22%

10%

083CTC990

Coyote Creek

456

64%

18%

12%

4%

2%

083GAC240

Guadalupe River

275

27%

24%

46%

2%

1%

083GAC246

Guadalupe River

44

31%

30%

29%

10%

1%

083GAC300

Guadalupe River

27

36%

20%

21%

20%

2%

083GAC575

Guadalupe River

139

2%

28%

69%

0%

1%

Guadalupe River

221

7%

30%

60%

0%

3%

Guadalupe River

608

29%

10%

28%

6%

28%

083LGC090

Los Gatos Creek

41

74%

7%

2%

16%

1%

083LGC225

Los Gatos Creek

20

90%

9%

0%

1%

0%

083LGC430

Los Gatos Creek

59

35%

21%

40%

0%

4%

067CTC810
067GAC010

a

068SCL150
068SCL230

a

083GAC800
083GAC900

a
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Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

% New
Urban

Los Gatos Creek

233

15%

45%

39%

1%

0%

083LGC686

Los Gatos Creek

39

86%

10%

2%

2%

1%

084CTC625

Coyote Creek

205

24%

42%

3%

27%

4%

099GAC240

Guadalupe River

298

30%

33%

18%

15%

4%

099GAC500

Guadalupe River

88

4%

37%

53%

0%

6%

099LGC180

Los Gatos Creek

825

2%

32%

65%

1%

1%

WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

083LGC525 a

a

100CTC050

% Ag/
Open
Space

Coyote Creek

48

5%

86%

1%

7%

2%

100CTC190

a

Coyote Creek

139

1%

27%

70%

1%

2%

100CTC400

a

Coyote Creek

305

11%

17%

59%

2%

12%

100CTC500

a

Coyote Creek

722

15%

20%

37%

0%

28%

Coyote Creek

740

0%

23%

69%

1%

7%

Los Gatos Creek

628

0%

20%

69%

11%

0%

Guadalupe River

60

1%

41%

51%

2%

5%

Canoas Creek

1,230

16%

19%

53%

6%

5%

Canoas Creek

2,499

4%

9%

53%

18%

15%

100CTC600
113LGC010

a

128GAC490
129CNC165
130CNC022

a

GAC-B

Guadalupe River

228

4%

35%

33%

2%

26%

LGC-C3

Los Gatos Creek

173

23%

18%

50%

5%

5%

Coyote Creek

1,235

2%

26%

67%

3%

1%

Multiple

72,466

1%

11%

47%

10%

31%

97,200

4%

15%

45%

11%

25%

Miguelita
Creek a
Other - San
José

Totals

a - These WMAs overlap with one or more co-Permittee(s); only the acres in each WMA that are within the City of San
José are presented in this table.

Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of existing and planned control measures for the
City of San José is listed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in City of San José WMAs.

034AVS120

E

E

E

15

E

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCBcontaining Materials
and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping
or Flushing

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Full trash capture
Systems (Large and
Small)

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and
Treatment Control
Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E
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035CTC700

E

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCBcontaining Materials
and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping
or Flushing

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Full trash capture
Systems (Large and
Small)

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and
Treatment Control
Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E

E

E

E

035GAC010

E

E

E

E

E

035GAC015

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

036BYC320
036PCL800

E

E

E

E

E

E

036PCL810

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

050CTC100
050GAC020

E

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

050GAC020B

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

050GAC020E

E

E

E

E

E

E

050GAC400

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

050GAC580
050GAC600

E

051CTC150
051CTC275

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

051CTC400

E

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

051CTC450

E

E

E

E

E

E

051CTC850

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

051CTC950
066GAC110

E

066GAC150

E

E

E

E

E

066GAC152

E/P

E

E

E

E

066GAC550

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

066GAC810

E

066GAC850

E

066GAC900

E

E

E

E

E

E

067CTC030

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

067CTC150
067CTC250
067CTC350

E
E

067CTC351
067CTC750

E

E

E

E

E

E

067CTC810

E/P

E

E

E

E

E
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Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCBcontaining Materials
and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

E

E

E

E

067GAC075

E

E

E

E

E

E

067GAC150

E

E

E

E

E

067GAC190

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

067SCL063

E

E

E

E

E

E

067SCL066

E

E

E

E

E

E

Inlet Cleaning

E

MS4 Line Flushing

E

Street Sweeping
or Flushing

067GAC010

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Full trash capture
Systems (Large and
Small)

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and
Treatment Control
Measures

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Control Measure Categories

067SCL080

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

067SCL120

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

068SCL150

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

068SCL230

E

E

E

E

E

E

068SCL270

E

E

E

E

E

E

083CTC350

E

E

E

E

E

E

083CTC650

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

083CTC990

E

083GAC240

E/P

083GAC246

E

083GAC300

E/P

E

083GAC575
083GAC800
083GAC900

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

083LGC090

E

E

E

E

E

083LGC225

E

E

E

E

E

083LGC430

E

E

E

E

E

E

083LGC525

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

083LGC686

E

E

E

E

E

E

084CTC625

E

E

E

E

E

E

099GAC240

E

E

E

E

E

E

099GAC500

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

099LGC180

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

100CTC050

E

E

E

E

E

E

100CTC190

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

100CTC400

E

E

E

E

E

E

100CTC500

E/P

E

E

E

E

E
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Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCBcontaining Materials
and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

E

E

E

E

113LGC010

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

128GAC490

Inlet Cleaning

E

MS4 Line Flushing

E

Street Sweeping
or Flushing

100CTC600

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Full trash capture
Systems (Large and
Small)

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and
Treatment Control
Measures

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Control Measure Categories

129CNC165

E/P

130CNC022

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

GAC-B

E

E

E

E

E

E

LGC-C3

E

E

E

E

E

E

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

Miguelita
Creek
Other - San
Jose

Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
The following summaries describe the status of any source property referrals submitted to the
Regional Water Board by the City of San José to date, as well as the enhanced controls
implemented by the City and/or property owners to eliminate the discharge of PCBs or
mercury into the MS4 during the abatement process. These summaries also provide updates
on all source property investigation projects completed during MRP 2.0 or currently underway
in the City. Additional details on all these investigations were previously reported in the
Pollutant of Concern Monitoring Data Report submitted with the Program’s WY 2020 Urban
Creeks Monitoring Report (SCVURPPP 2021). Based on the results of future monitoring designed
to identify WMAs that likely contain source properties, additional source property investigations
may be conducted by the Program or Co-permittees, resulting in additional source property
referrals and/or actions by the City to eliminate the discharge of PCBs or mercury into the MS4
by property owners.
WMA 083CTC990 (Leo Avenue Watershed)
Source Property Referral and Follow-up Actions
During MRP 1.0, SCVURPPP and the City, in coordination with the CW4CB project, conducted a
source investigation in the Leo Avenue watershed (WMA 083CTC990) located in an older
industrial area of San José. The investigation outcomes provided evidence that high
concentrations of PCBs and mercury originating from the Union Pacific railroad track ROW
were entering the City’s stormwater system immediately downstream of the railroad track
ROW. This evidence resulted in the City of San José, in collaboration with the Program, referring
the Union Pacific Railroad ROW parcel to the Regional Water Board for follow-up investigation
and abatement. The final project report and referral was included in the Leo Avenue Source
Property Investigation Report, attached to the Program’s FY 14-15 Annual Report.
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On August 11, 2016 the Regional Water Board issued a request for monitoring data to Union
Pacific Railroad based on the information provided by the City of San José and the Program in
September 2015. The request was issued under California Water Code section 13267 and
required Union Pacific to develop, submit and implement a Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP)
that would effectively characterize PCBs concentrations in sediment on the railroad ROW and
in the public ROW adjacent to the rail line. The City and the Program provided comments on
the proposed SAP in FY 16-17 and sampling was conducted in FY 16-17.
Union Pacific provided a remedial investigation report with the sampling results to the Regional
Water Board in September 2017. PCBs concentrations on the railroad property were as high as
127 mg/kg.
Following review of the sampling report by both the City of San José and Program staff, the
Regional Water Board directed Union Pacific to prepare a work plan to stabilize the soil on-site
and prevent off-site transport. In February 2018, following evaluation of the flow patterns onsite, UPRR installed filter rolls secured to the chain link fence along the ROW, and agreed to
evaluate the effectiveness during subsequent rain events. In March 2018, Regional Water
Board and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) staff continued discussions with UPRR
representatives about requirements for additional soil stabilization at the site. In early FY 18-19,
UPRR submitted a “Removal Action Work Plan” to USEPA and Regional Water Board staff for
review, which was subsequently forwarded to City and Program staff. The “Removal Action
Work Plan” provided details on the actions UPRR planned to take to conduct the cleanup and
soil stabilization work at the Leo Avenue location. Comments on the UPRR work plan and input
on additional action items were provided to the Regional Water Board by City and Program
staff, and USEPA. After the work plan was finalized, UPRR was expected to commence
cleanup and soil stabilization actions at the site during FY 19-20. However, this work was
delayed while UPPR identified other potentially responsible parties. Based on these efforts, the
Regional Water Board also reached out to the owners of four properties adjacent to the UPPR
ROW source area via letters issued under California Water Code section 13267 to request
additional information and sampling data pertinent to the PCBs source on the railroad ROW.
The Regional Water Board is currently working with these property owners to determine the
extent and magnitude of the PCBs source on these adjacent properties and evaluate the
appropriate abatement actions needed.
Both the City and the Program will continue to follow up with the Regional Water Board for
status updates and next steps for this source property during FY 21-22.
Enhanced Operation and Maintenance Activities
In an effort to reduce the on-going contribution of PCB-containing sediment to the City’s
stormwater conveyance system that originates from the Pacific Union ROW, three enhanced
operation and maintenance measures have been implemented on Leo Avenue. First, as an
interim measure, the City of San José required property owners along Leo Avenue to conduct
street sweeping on the Leo Avenue cul-de-sac daily. Second, Union Pacific installed a
reinforced fence along their ROW to eliminate tracking of sediment from the railroad ROW to
the street by vehicles. Lastly, the City installed a large Hydrodynamic Separator (HDS) unit in
the stormwater conveyance system directly downstream of Leo Avenue that receives and
treats runoff from the entire Leo Avenue cul-de-sac and adjacent properties.
WMA 051CTC275
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s Pollutant of Concern (POC) monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing
one or more source properties. This WMA covers 443 acres in the City of San José northwest of
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the intersection of Highway 880 and Highway 101 and drains north into Coyote Creek. The
businesses in the WMA include heavy metal recycling facilities, metal manufacturing, and auto
repair businesses. The Program began a source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY
16-17. As part of this investigation, the Program compiled information for 130 parcels and
prioritized 62 parcels of high interest for PCBs or mercury. After review of aerial photos and
further review of associated businesses, Program staff conducted right of way (ROW) surveys
and visited businesses associated with 44 parcels. These efforts identified possible locations for
further POC monitoring to identify specific source properties. The Program collected eight
soil/sediment samples from the MS4 and four samples on private property with permission from
the property owners. All samples were sent to a laboratory for chemical analysis of PCBs and
mercury concentrations. PCBs concentrations ranged from 0.01 mg/kg to 12 mg/kg. Total
mercury concentrations ranged from 0.04 mg/kg to 5.6 mg/kg.
Based on these results to date, the Program has confirmed the identify of three PCBs and
mercury source properties in this WMA. The City of San José is currently evaluating options for
enhanced O&M actions in public ROWs adjacent to these properties and reviewing next steps,
which may include submitting source property referrals to the Regional Water Board. In
addition to the three confirmed source properties, the Program also identified an additional
property that may be a PCBs source property. Investigation of this property will continue in the
future and the property may or may not be referred to the Regional Water Board based on
the final investigation outcomes.
WMA 051CTC400
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s POC monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing one or more source
properties. This WMA covers 130 acres in the City of San José northeast of the intersection of
Highway 880 and Highway 101 and drains north into Coyote Creek. The railroad, which
comprises the eastern boundary of the WMA, transported scrap metal to and from Markovitis
and Fox Metals, a site known to have had soils contaminated with PCBs. The Program began
source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY 16-17. As part of this investigation, the
Program compiled information for 34 parcels and prioritized 28 parcels of high interest for PCBs
or mercury. After review of aerial photos and further review of records for 200 associated
businesses, Program staff conducted right of way (ROW) surveys and visited businesses at 28
parcels. These efforts identified possible locations for further POC monitoring to identify specific
source properties. The Program collected 20 soil/sediment samples from the MS4 and three
samples on private property with permission from the property owner. All samples were sent to
a laboratory for chemical analysis of PCBs and mercury concentrations. PCBs concentrations
ranged from 0.004 mg/kg to 2.8 mg/kg. Total mercury concentrations ranged from 0.06 mg/kg
to 0.38 mg/kg.
Based on review of the sampling results and other information gained during the investigation
to date, the Program has confirmed the identify of two PCBs source properties in this WMA.
With confirmation of these source properties, the Program has completed the investigation
process in this WMA. The Program and the City of San José are currently evaluating next steps
to address PCBs released to the MS4 from these properties, including options for enhanced
O&M actions in the public ROW adjacent to the properties and potentially submitting source
property referrals to the Regional Water Board for follow-up investigation and abatement.
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WMA 067SCL080
Source Investigation
Based on elevated PCBs in screening samples collected via the Program’s POC monitoring,
this WMA was identified as likely containing one or more source properties. This WMA covers 28
acres in the City of San José north of the intersection of Highway 101 and Lower Silver Creek.
The WMA includes past railroad use and a clean-up site for various chemicals associated with
caulk and glazing compounds. Present businesses include mechanical engineering,
construction, electrical construction, and an asphalt/cement distributor. The Program began a
source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY 16-17. As part of this investigation, the
Program compiled information for 9 parcels and prioritized 7 parcels of high interest for PCBs.
After review of aerial photos and the further review of associated businesses, the Program
conducted public ROW surveys and visited businesses associated with 7 parcels. These efforts
identified possible locations for further POC monitoring to identify specific source properties.
The Program collected eight soil/sediment samples from the MS4 and three samples on private
property with permission from the property owner. All samples were sent to a laboratory for
chemical analysis of PCBs and mercury concentrations. PCBs concentrations ranged from 0.01
mg/kg to 3.6 mg/kg. Total mercury concentrations ranged from 0.03 mg/kg to 0.26 mg/kg.
Based on the sampling results and other information gained during the investigation, the
Program confirmed the identity of one PCBs source property in this WMA. The program has
completed the source investigation process in this WMA and will follow up with the City of San
José on next steps for the confirmed source property. The City of San José is currently
evaluating options for enhanced O&M actions in the public ROW adjacent to the property
and reviewing next steps for source property referral to the Regional Water Board.
WMA 083GAC900
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s POC monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing one or more source
properties. This WMA covers 611 acres in San José and is adjacent to WMA 083CTC990 (Leo
Avenue). The WMA includes the largest metal recycling facility in Santa Clara County, railroad
parcels with the same ownership as the known source of the PCBs in the Leo Avenue
watershed, and the Tamien Park, PG&E and General Electric (GE) clean-up sites. The Program
began a source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY 16-17. As part of this
investigation, the Program compiled information for 114 parcels and prioritized 66 parcels of
high interest for PCBs. After review of aerial photos and further review of associated businesses,
the Program conducted public ROW surveys and visited businesses associated with 43 parcels.
These efforts identified possible locations for further POC monitoring to identify specific source
properties. The program collected eight soil/sediment samples from the MS4, and two samples
were collected on private property with permission from the property owner. All samples were
sent to a laboratory for chemical analysis of PCBs and mercury concentrations. PCBs
concentrations ranged from 0.07 mg/kg to 7.1 mg/kg. Total mercury concentrations ranged
from 0.32 mg/kg to 8.5 mg/kg.
Based on the sampling results and other information gained during the investigation to date,
the Program has confirmed the identify of two PCBs and Mercury source properties in this
WMA. The Program also identified one additional property in this WMA as a potential source of
PCBs and mercury. Investigation in this WMA will continue in the future focused on this
potential source property.
The Program and the City of San José are currently considering next steps to address PCBs
released to the MS4 from the confirmed source properties. Next steps include evaluating
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options for enhanced O&M actions in the public ROW adjacent to the properties and
potentially submitting source property referrals to the Regional Water Board for follow-up
investigation and abatement.
WMA050GAC020
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s POC monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing one or more source
properties. This WMA covers 843 acres which drains to the Guadalupe River. The Program
began a source property investigation in this WMA in FY 17-18. As part of this investigation, the
Program compiled information and prioritized 112 parcels of high interest for PCBs or mercury.
Program staff conducted public ROW surveys and visited businesses associated with 15 parcels
in 2019. These efforts identified possible locations for further POC monitoring to identify specific
source properties. The program collected 17 soil/sediment samples from the MS4 and one
sample on private property with the permission of the property owner. All samples were sent to
a laboratory for chemical analysis of PCBs and mercury concentrations. PCBs concentrations
ranged from 0.001mg/kg to 0.08 mg/kg. Total mercury concentrations ranged from 0.03 mg/kg
to 0.96 mg/kg.
The Program completed the source investigation process in this WMA in FY 20-21 and did not
identify the source(s) of elevated PCBs that were found during the initial screening monitoring.
The Program will follow-up with the City of San José in FY 21-22 to identify next steps to address
any elevated PCBs in the MS4 in this WMA.
WMA067SCL120
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s POC monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing one or more source
properties. This WMA covers 40 acres adjacent to WMA 067SCL080, and drains to the Lower
Silver Creek. The Program began a source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY 1718. As part of this investigation, the Program compiled information for 19 parcels and prioritized
17 parcels of high interest for PCBs or mercury. Program staff conducted public ROW surveys
and visited businesses associated with these parcels in 2019. These efforts identified possible
locations for further POC monitoring to identify specific source properties. The program
collected seven soil/sediment samples from the MS4. All samples were sent to a laboratory for
chemical analysis of PCBs and mercury concentrations. PCBs concentrations ranged from
0.01mg/kg to 0.09 mg/kg. Total mercury concentrations ranged from 0.001 mg/kg to 0.14
mg/kg.
The Program has completed the source investigation process in this WMA and did not identify
the source(s) of elevated PCBs that were found during the initial screening monitoring. The
Program will follow-up with the City of San Jose in FY 21-22 to identify next steps to address any
elevated PCBs in the MS4 in this WMA.
WMA067CTC250
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s POC monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing one or more source
properties. This WMA covers 41 acres and drains to Coyote Creek. The Program began a
source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY 17-18. As part of this investigation, the
Program compiled information for 27 parcels and prioritized parcels of high interest for PCBs or
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mercury. Program staff conducted public ROW surveys and visited businesses associated with
16 parcels in 2019. These efforts identified possible locations for further POC monitoring to
identify specific source properties. The program collected 14 soil/sediment samples from the
MS4. All samples were sent to a laboratory for chemical analysis of PCBs and mercury
concentrations. PCBs concentrations ranged from 0.003 mg/kg to 0.32 mg/kg. Total mercury
concentrations ranged from 0.001 mg/kg to 0.33 mg/kg.
To date, the Program has not identified the source(s) of elevated PCBs in this WMA. The
Program will continue to investigate properties in this WMA during FY 21-22 and follow-up with
the City of San Jose to identify next steps to address elevated PCBs in the MS4 in this WMA.
Properties in this WMA may or may not be referred to the Regional Water Board based on the
final investigation outcomes.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Treatment Controls 3
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public ROWs (e.g.,
green streets). In addition, applicable public or private properties undergoing new or
redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date, GSI
and other stormwater treatment controls currently address over 2,500 acres of land to-date 4,
including 720 acres of old industrial and 986 acres of old urban land uses that are distributed
across 65 WMAs within the City of San José (Attachment A). As listed in Table 3.3, a total of
1,496 acres are currently treated by GSI facilities that were completed between July 1, 2013
and June 30, 2021 (i.e., FY13-14 through FY20-21).
Areas of new and redevelopment project sites that are currently under construction will treat
an additional 280 acres once the development/redevelopment is complete. The Program will
continue working with the City to update and refine the information as these projects are
completed.
During MRP 2.0, the City has constructed more than 20 green street projects (Table 3.3). These
projects treat nearly 75 acres of public ROW areas and include GSI features such as
permeable pavement, underground infiltration trenches, and bioretention facilities. For more
information, please refer to the City’s FY 20-21 Annual Report.
Table 3.3. Extent of land area in City of San José WMAs that is addressed by Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) and Other Stormwater Treatment Measures completed between July 1, 2013 and June
30, 2021.a,b,c,d

Project Type

Green
Street/Regional
Retrofit

WMA ID

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old
Industrial

035GAC010

0.76

035GAC015

2.72

066GAC152

2.57

2.57

083GAC240

1.79

1.60

0.04

Old Urban Residential

New Urban

0.01

0.75

Ag/Open
Space

0.44

0.17

3 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green infrastructure and treatment controls should be considered
preliminary and may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
4 The acres treated to date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Project Type

WMA ID

083GAC246

3.18

083GAC800

0.72

129CNC165

32.78

LGC-C3
Other - San
Jose
Subtotal

Parcel-based
New &
Redevelopment

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old
Industrial
0.78

7.18

Old Urban Residential

New Urban

Ag/Open
Space

2.14

0.18

0.08

0.44

0.17

0.11

22.37

1.64

1.59

1.27

0.94

0.33

29.12

3.51

8.16

11.07

6.39

29.61

8.86

13.89

10.44

74.93

12.13

034AVS120

54.04

0.04

035GAC010

84.16

035GAC015

41.58

036PCL800

3.80

2.67

036PCL810

2.80

2.80

050GAC020

52.28

051CTC275

6.24

051CTC400

35.24

20.46

0.60

051CTC450

29.58

23.93

5.65

066GAC110

32.77

4.43

28.34

066GAC152

79.35

79.35

066GAC550

21.10

17.04

066GAC900

21.55

067CTC030

0.35

0.35

067CTC350

3.78

0.11

067CTC810

0.45

067GAC010

0.60

0.60

067GAC075

4.20

1.36

2.84

067GAC150

3.69

2.38

0.00

067GAC190

3.86

0.18

3.68

067SCL063

1.88

067SCL066

0.49

067SCL080

4.25

4.25

067SCL120

1.83

1.83

068SCL150

31.47

068SCL270

0.40

083CTC350

3.50

083CTC990

3.20

3.20

0.00

083GAC240

7.70

4.44

2.98

0.01

18.91

54.00
14.97

44.87

0.00

41.57
1.13

0.97

23.63

2.91

0.52

24.31

8.77
3.33

0.44

13.75

0.00

2.99

0.54

21.55

2.80

0.07

0.81
0.45

1.12

0.01

0.20

1.87
0.49
0.01

31.47
0.40
3.50
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Project Type

WMA ID

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old
Industrial

083GAC800

0.71

083GAC900

28.55

083LGC525

6.09

083LGC686

3.04

3.04

084CTC625

5.48

5.48

099GAC240

7.23

2.52

099LGC180

7.26

100CTC500

17.72

100CTC600

Old Urban Residential

New Urban

Ag/Open
Space

0.96

2.01

0.71
21.47

4.10
4.56

1.53

0.00

0.00
4.71

5.39

1.03

0.84

0.01

4.97

1.71

2.15

1.60

0.55

113LGC010

9.06

8.03

1.02

129CNC165

119.12

49.27

31.22

0.04

130CNC022

38.25

21.87

10.23

11.02

38.59
2.79

GAC-B

0.86

LGC-C3

5.93

5.93

32.40

1.96

17.51

11.54

1.38

594.47

46.03

108.49

70.72

155.58

Miguelita
Creek
Other - San
Jose
Other Santa Clara
County

3.36

0.86

6.78

213.65

0.40

6.38

Subtotal

1,421.24

348.03

304.36

118.35

272.42

378.07

All Project Types - TOTAL

1,496.17

360.16

333.97

127.21

286.31

388.51

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and other treatment controls.
b – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
c – Includes all projects completed during FY13-14 through FY 20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014), for which
data were available at the time of this report.
d – GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault based systems.

Large Full Trash Capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators and Debris Separating
Baffle Boxes)
The City of San José has installed 29 large full trash capture treatment systems (i.e., public
hydrodynamic separators and debris separating baffle boxes). These devices treat nearly
13,000 acres of land, including 927 acres of old industrial and 10,840 acres of old urban land
uses (Table 3.4). These systems are owned and operated by the City and are distributed over
51 WMAs.
In addition to the area currently treated by these systems, the City also plans to install
additional large full trash capture systems to treat additional land areas in the future.
Installation of these devices will not only assist the City in achieving its trash load reduction
goals, but will also provide additional load reduction benefits for PCBs and mercury.
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Table 3.4. Extent of land area in City of San José WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned large full
trash capture systems [i.e., Hydrodynamic separators (HDS units) and debris separating baffle boxes
(DSBB)].a,b,c

Device

DSBB

WMA ID

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

0.02

0.60

1.21

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

066GAC550

1.84

066GAC810

0.12

067GAC190

307.47

41.36

130.49

130.58

3.85

1.19

083CTC990

54.17

39.52

9.59

0.39

4.27

0.40

083GAC246

3.25

2.63

0.15

0.47

083GAC800

0.03

0.02

084CTC625

204.76

48.41

56.05

8.25

099LGC180

4.29

100CTC050

0.67

0.28

0.02

100CTC190

0.41

0.07

0.04

LGC-C3

0.35

0.03

0.29

Other - Campbell

1.02

0.00

1.02

597.23

1,074.26

6.95

20.42

832.91

1,237.74

Other - San Jose

1,703.85

Other - Saratoga

27.50

DSBB Subtotal

HDS

Total
Area
(Acres)

2,309.72

0.02

0.11

0.00

0.00
86.05

5.99

1.20

3.09

0.11

0.26

0.01

0.04

0.26

8.26

140.36

0.02

2.77

21.33
0.14

67.29

051CTC275

0.10

051CTC400

0.06

0.02

0.02

051CTC850

0.62

0.24

0.11

0.26

066GAC110

0.27

0.18

0.04

0.05

066GAC550

1,473.64

315.55

865.78

41.02

066GAC810

0.19

0.14

0.04

066GAC900

0.01

0.01

0.00

067CTC030

1.38

1.38

067CTC150

1.35

0.10

1.26

067CTC250

0.17

0.06

0.11

067CTC351

0.06

0.01

0.04

067CTC750

0.34

067CTC810

229.94

31.42

0.10

240.85

0.02

10.45
0.01

0.00

0.34
15.94

37.15

174.39

0.53

1.92

0.01

0.03

067GAC010

0.41

0.32

0.06

067GAC075

0.38

0.33

0.05

067GAC190

1.23

0.08

0.27

0.87
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Device

WMA ID

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

14.54

3.40

0.01
22.31

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

067SCL063

17.96

067SCL066

1,146.80

3.00

328.22

793.27

083CTC350

384.33

29.17

97.43

229.84

10.05

17.85

083CTC650

156.24

5.16

36.46

64.63

35.10

14.89

083CTC990

179.22

119.35

24.47

25.04

4.65

5.71

083GAC800

220.01

16.34

65.05

132.77

083GAC900

607.64

173.47

62.77

168.02

083LGC430

0.20

0.03

0.13

0.02

083LGC525

359.89

33.84

115.38

207.02

083LGC686

0.08

0.08

084CTC625

0.01

099GAC240

0.54

0.11

0.06

0.36

0.02

0.00

099LGC180

1,113.05

9.99

370.23

720.52

4.05

8.26

100CTC050

47.01

2.07

40.80

0.30

2.99

0.85

100CTC190

0.02

0.00

0.01

100CTC400

51.54

9.30

0.18

33.51

100CTC500

741.91

125.09

144.76

264.13

3.15

204.77

100CTC600

738.46

168.41

513.25

6.23

50.57

1.71

0.05

0.05

5.41

13.65

LGC-C3
Other - Campbell
Other - San Jose

2.28

0.00

0.47

19.07

5.86
34.46

168.92
0.02

2.28

1.37

0.01

0.00
8.55

3,000.51

1.14

864.93

1,860.16

216.73

57.55

HDS Subtotal

10,496.91

786.69

2,697.73

6,071.19

361.38

579.92

Total - All Devices

12,806.63

927.05

3,530.64

7,308.93

428.67

611.33

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by trash full capture treatment systems.
b – Trash systems only include hydrodynamic separator (HDS) units and debris separating baffle boxes (DSBB)that are publicly owned.
Inlet based full trash capture devices are described in the operation and maintenance practices section.
c - Includes all existing full trash capture systems in the City of San José that were installed between January 2010 and June 2021.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The City of San José participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and
guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The City
began implementing a program to require the management of PCBs in building materials
during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. A total of 6 applicable
structures in FY 19-20 and 4 applicable structures in FY 20-21 applied for a demolition permit
with the City of San José. Since the start of the program in July 2019, a total of 4 samples that
applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater. The addresses,
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estimated demolition dates, and PCBs control methods used for these structures are provided
in Attachment B).

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The City of San José's street sweeping program includes four routes with four different
sweeping frequencies. The residential route (RSS) sweeping frequency is once a month
and includes most residential streets. The arterial route (ACB) sweeping frequency is
twice a month, and includes most arterial roads. The north business district route (NBD)
sweeping frequency is once per week and includes many arterial roads and streets
around the downtown area. The central business district route (CBD) sweeping
frequency is twice a week and includes most of the downtown area. Parking
enforcement signs for street sweeping are in place on many residential streets and
some arterial roads. Parking is not allowed on approximately half of the CBD and NBD
routes.
In addition, the City requires certain property owners on Leo Avenue to sweep the
street frequently between municipal sweeping events. This enhanced street sweeping
serves as the operation and maintenance required by the MRP to claim reductions
associated with source property referrals to the Water Board.
The City also took part in a street sweeping pilot project as part of the CW4CB project,
which was completed in FY 16-17. The primary goals of the pilot project were to
conduct street sweeping studies in older industrial areas where PCBs may still be found
in roadway sediments; assess the effectiveness of current actions; and predict the
effectiveness of enhanced sweeping if it were to occur. The increased cumulative
effectiveness of enhanced street sweeping practices, compared to baseline, were
used to develop efficiency factors for enhanced street sweeping to reduce loads of
PCBs and mercury to the Bay. These enhanced efficiency factors are used to estimate
the benefits of enhanced street sweeping as described in the BASMAA Source Control
Load Reduction Accounting for Reasonable Assurance Analysis Report (BASMAA 2020)
that was submitted as an attachment to Appendix 11-1 of the Program’s FY 19-20
Annual Report. The final CW4CB project report is available on the BASMAA website
( http://basmaa.org/Clean Watersheds for a Clean Bay Project).
The City will continue to evaluate the benefits of more frequent street sweeping on a
site-specific basis during MRP 2.0.

•

MS4 Line Flushing
In 2004 and 2014, the storm drain line on Leo Avenue was cleaned out to remove
contaminated sediments and improve the operation of the line. The cleanout was
conducted as part of a CW4CB pilot project designed to evaluate the pollutant load
reduction effectiveness and cost of the project, and inform the potential future
implementation of similar project by the City and/or other Co-permittees. Although no
additional cleanouts are currently planned, the City continues to evaluate the
need/opportunity for additional cleanout events on the Leo Avenue line and other
locations in the City.
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•

Inlet Cleaning
The City currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets at least once per year,
with the exception of those with full trash capture devices, which are maintained two
or more times per year. In recent years, the City has installed a number of inlet-based
small full trash capture devices that treat over 130 acres, including 4.2 acres of old
industrial and 119 acres of old urban land uses (Table 3.5). The City is currently
documenting enhanced cleaning frequencies for these devices on a site-specific
basis. In future reports, the Program will evaluate the POC load reduction benefits of
these enhanced cleanouts using the methods described in BASMAA (2020).

Table 3.5. Extent of land area in City of San José WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned small full
trash capture devices (i.e., inlet-based full trash capture devices).a,b
Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Total Area
(Acres)

WMA ID

Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

036PCL800

0.0

051CTC400

0.7

051CTC450

0.2

066GAC110

1.7

0.2

067CTC350

0.4

0.4

067CTC750

0.3

0.3

067GAC010

0.7

0.7

067SCL066

0.0

067SCL080

1.9

1.8

067SCL120

1.0

1.0

068SCL150

3.0

068SCL230

0.5

068SCL270

0.6

0.6

113LGC010

2.4

1.2

130CNC022

0.2

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

0.0
0.7
0.2
1.4

0.2

0.0
0.1
0.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

0.4

0.1

1.2
0.2

Miguelita Creek

10.1

0.0

1.0

8.9

0.2

Other - San Jose

107.0

0.0

14.5

85.2

6.9

0.4

7.7

0.4

Other - Santa Clara
County
TOTAL

0.1
130.8

0.1
4.2

20.0

98.5

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by small inlet-based trash full capture devices.
b – Includes only inlet-based trash full capture devices that are publicly owned and were installed by the City of San José between
January 2010 and June 2021.
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Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The City currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury containing devices and
equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa Clara County
Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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CITY OF SUNNYVALE
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.6 provides a listing of all WMAs identified to-date in the City of Sunnyvale. Total land
area in the City of Sunnyvale within each WMA and associated land uses are also included.
WMAs presented in Table 3.6 have been updated from the tables provided in Version 4.0 of
this report based on new information. That said, these WMAs should continue to be considered
preliminary because they may be refined in the future based on data/information currently
being evaluated and collected through source investigations and other activities.
A total of 26 WMAs (or portions of WMAs 5) have been identified in the City. These WMAs
include all land area (i.e., >12,000 acres) within the City’s jurisdictional boundaries that is below
significant water impoundments located on receiving water bodies (i.e., reservoirs). WMAs
form the management units that are used to report control measure implementation in this
section.
Table 3.6. City of Sunnyvale preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) and
associated land uses.
Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

% New
Urban

Stevens Creek

90

0%

8%

0%

0%

92%

033SVW950

Sunnyvale West Channel

92

20%

70%

0%

6%

4%

033SVW955

Sunnyvale West Channel

259

10%

42%

37%

9%

2%

034BFL230A

San Francisco Bay

153

29%

62%

0%

8%

1%

034BFL230B

San Francisco Bay

213

13%

59%

0%

25%

2%

034BFL230C

San Francisco Bay

223

4%

27%

0%

47%

21%

034CZC155

Calabazas Creek

487

10%

28%

56%

5%

2%

Sunnyvale East Channel

295

6%

20%

69%

3%

2%

Stevens Creek

20

1%

7%

93%

0%

0%

Sunnyvale East Channel

12

32%

68%

0%

0%

0%

Sunnyvale East Channel

32

20%

36%

15%

28%

0%

Sunnyvale West Channel

1,198

2%

23%

70%

4%

0%

Sunnyvale West Channel

67

12%

57%

28%

0%

3%

WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

032SVC490 a

034SVE490
047SVC150

a

048SVE395
048SVE550
048SVW998

a

048SVW999
049CZC200

Calabazas Creek

710

18%

43%

4%

34%

2%

049CZC800

a

Calabazas Creek

199

49%

31%

4%

16%

0%

049CZC900

a

Calabazas Creek

70

30%

64%

0%

6%

0%

049CZC910

a

Calabazas Creek

34

19%

55%

0%

26%

0%

049ECS900

5

% Ag/
Open
Space

Calabazas Creek

88

37%

4%

43%

16%

0%

049STA710 a

San Tomas Aquino
Creek

4

84%

16%

0%

0%

0%

049SVE410

Sunnyvale East Channel

54

19%

55%

25%

1%

0%

a

Some WMAs overlap with multiple Co-permittees.
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Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

% New
Urban

Sunnyvale East Channel

126

9%

18%

71%

1%

0%

049SVE900

Sunnyvale East Channel

480

18%

33%

47%

1%

1%

Other Sunnyvale

Multiple

6,555

0%

17%

76%

2%

5%

SVC-A a

Stevens Creek

5

12%

20%

67%

0%

1%

SVW-A

a

Sunnyvale West Channel

147

18%

38%

1%

11%

32%

SVW-B

a

Sunnyvale West Channel

682

76%

15%

0%

1%

8%

12,296

10%

24%

55%

6%

5%

WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

049SVE720

Totals

% Ag/
Open
Space

a - These WMAs overlap with one or more co-Permittee(s); only the acres in each WMA that are within the City of
Sunnyvale are presented in this table.

Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the City of Sunnyvale are
listed in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in City of Sunnyvale WMAs.

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing Devices
& Products

Removal of Illegally Dumped
PCB-containing Materials
and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping or
Flushing

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and Treatment
Control Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

032SVC490

E

E

E

E

E

033SVW950

E/P

E

E

E

E

033SVW955

E/P

E

E

E

E

034BFL230A

E/P

E

E

E

E

034BFL230B

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

034BFL230C

E

E

E

E

E

E

034CZC155

E/P

E

E

E

E

034SVE490

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

047SVC150

E

E

E

E

E

048SVE395

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

048SVE550

E

048SVW998

E/P

E

E
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Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing Devices
& Products

Removal of Illegally Dumped
PCB-containing Materials
and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping or
Flushing

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and Treatment
Control Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

048SVW999

E

E

E

E

E

E

049CZC200

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

049CZC800

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

049CZC900

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

049CZC910
049ECS900

E

049STA710
049SVE410

E

049SVE720
049SVE900
Other - Sunnyvale

E/P
E

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

SVC-A
SVW-A

E

SVW-B

E/P

E

Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
The following summary describes the status of the source property investigation project
completed to-date in the City of Sunnyvale and the referral to the appropriate regulatory
agency that resulted from the project. Based on the results of future monitoring designed to
identify WMAs that likely contain source properties, additional source property investigations
may be conducted by the Program or Co-permittees that may result in additional source
property referrals and/or actions by the City. The goal of referrals is to eliminate the discharge
of PCBs and mercury into the MS4 by property owners.
WMA 049SVE900
Source Investigation
Elevated concentrations of PCBs in sediments and stormwater collected adjacent to and
downstream of a property located in the Sunnyvale East Channel watershed in the City of
Sunnyvale have been observed during source investigations conducted since the early 2000’s.
As recently as FY 15-16, the Program measured multiple sediment concentrations above 1
ppm in the MS4 adjacent to the property. Between 2011 and 2014, the San Francisco Bay
Regional Monitoring Program (RMP) collected 45 stormwater samples in the Sunnyvale East
Channel located downstream of the property. The PCBs in these samples averaged 97 ng/L,
and the highest concentration was 980 ng/L. Based on a preliminary analysis conducted by
the Program, the PCBs in these samples appear to have originated from the 74-acre former
Westinghouse property located at 401 East Hendy Avenue. This property has a history of PCBs
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related contamination in soils and groundwater and is currently a Superfund site overseen by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).
The preliminary data analysis was forwarded to USEPA. Based on the results, the City and
Program engaged in discussions with USEPA in FY 16-17 during the issuance of the Fourth FiveYear Review Report associated with the Consent Order between USEPA and the site owner
(CAD001864081). The communications with USEPA were an attempt to incorporate follow up
actions associated with stormwater monitoring and management into the permit. In response,
USEPA requested that the property owner develop a Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) to
characterize PCBs in stormwater being discharged from the site. Five stormwater sampling
events were conducted by the property owner at multiple locations on and adjacent to the
property, including two events during the 2016-17 wet weather season, and three events
during the 2017-18 wet weather season. The PCBs concentrations of the stormwater samples
ranged from 13 ng/L to 2,330 ng/L. Seven of these samples had some of the highest PCBs
concentrations observed in stormwater in the Bay Area to-date.
Property Referral
The most recent stormwater data from the property provided confirmation that the former
Westinghouse property is a source of PCBs to the City’s stormwater system. In January 2018, the
City of Sunnyvale, in collaboration with the Program, submitted a referral of this property to
both the Regional Water Board and USEPA for follow-up investigation and abatement. The
property is currently owned by Northrop Grumman Systems Corporation (Northrop Grumman).
Abatement Activities and Enhanced Operation and Maintenance
Based on information provided to-date, Northrop Grumman, under the oversight of US EPA,
has implemented or plans to implement, a number of actions to reduce PCBs in stormwater
from the property and reduce PCBs-laden sediment in the adjacent public ROW. These
actions include the following:
 Fit storm drain inlets with gravel bags, filtrexx-type socks with gravel bag anchors, or
geotech filter fabric to capture PCBs-laden sediment before it leaves the site, and
inspect these inlets prior to the rainy season to remove accumulated sediments;
 Install fiber rolls near the facility boundary along Fair Oaks Avenue and California
Avenue to slow the flow of stormwater off-site;
 Cover unpaved areas around the property with gravel to reduce erosion;
 Remove sediment from the valley gutter next to building 41;
 Inspect areas around drains before forecasted rain events to verify BMPs are in place
and functioning; repair or replace BMPs if not functioning;
 Conduct weekly sweeping of all accessible areas of the property;
 Conduct intensive area sweeping with a HEPA filter vacuum throughout the property
twice each year; and
 Conduct biweekly street sweeping in the public streets adjacent to the property to
supplement the current biweekly sweeping conducted by the City of Sunnyvale.
In addition, Northrup Grumman conducted a survey of buried storm drain pipelines to confirm
locations and connections, evaluate the integrity of the storm drainpipe, and identify
accumulated sediment. Pipe locations and facility drawings will be updated accordingly.
Pipelines requiring maintenance will be addressed by jetting out and capturing accumulated
sediment and replacing selected storm drain piping. Completion of this work will support the
overall evaluation of PCBs sources on the property that have a potential to impact stormwater
and work toward the abatement of stormwater leaving the site.
Beginning in 2018, PCBs were added to the stormwater discharge monitoring requirements at
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this site that are associated with the Industrial General Permit and Site Stormwater Pollution
Prevent Plan (SWPPP). This additional monitoring, which began in the 2018-2019 wet season,
includes the collection and PCBs analysis of stormwater samples from three on-site locations
annually to monitor the effectiveness of BMP implementation. Northrup Grumman provides an
annual summary report to USEPA documenting the monitoring conducted and the
effectiveness current BMPs and the need for new BMPs if samples have PCBs detection.
Sample results are uploaded annually to the State Water Resources Control Board Stormwater
Multiple Application and Report Tracking System (SMARTS). To date, samples collected in 20182019 and 2019-2020 have been lower than samples collected previously, with PCBs
concentrations ranging from non-detects up to 65 ng/L. These PCBs concentrations are lower
than the concentrations in samples collected prior to BMP implementation. Note, the reporting
limit of ~95 ng/L for EPA Method 8082 that were identified in the most recent sampling report
submitted to USEPA 6 are relatively high compared with more sensitive analytical methods that
are typically used by SCVURPPP and the RMP for PCBs in stormwater (EPA Method 1668). Both
the Program and the City provided USEPA with comments based on review of the latest report
which indicate that the analytical method used does not have sufficiently low reporting limits,
and requesting additional sampling conducted with more sensitive analytical techniques.
The City of Sunnyvale has worked with Northrop Grumman and their contractor to begin the
additional street sweeping in the public right-of-way in FY 18-19 to fulfill the requirement for
enhanced operations and maintenance in the public ROW adjacent to the property. The City
and Program will continue to coordinate with USEPA throughout the property abatement
process and identify additional next steps.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Other Stormwater Treatment Controls 7
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public or private properties undergoing new
or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date,
nearly 1,500 acres of land to-date 8, including 887 acres of old industrial and 400 acres of old
urban land uses are currently addressed by GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities in the
City of Sunnyvale(Attachment A). As listed in Table 3.8, 560 acres are associated with facilities
that were completed between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2021 (i.e., FY13 14 through FY 20-21).
Treatment areas associated with these facilities are distributed among the 26 WMAs in the City.
GSI projects currently under construction will also treat 87 additional acres of land, once the
development/redevelopment is complete. The Program will continue working with the City to
update the information on completed projects.
The City currently has three green street projects that were constructed during the permit term
and treat approximately 3 acres of land in the city. The first green street project was part of the
Calabazas Creek Bridge replacement at Old Mountain View Alviso Road. This project includes
nearly 500 square feet of bioretention area that treat runoff from impervious areas associated
with the bridge. The second is the Caribbean Avenue Green Street project, which retrofit an
existing arterial street with bioretention areas to treat stormwater runoff from the north side of
6 Geosyntec Consultants. 2020. Westinghouse Electric Corporation Superfund Site PCBs and Stormwater – Update. Memorandum
prepared by Geosyntec Consultants for Northrop Grumman and sent to Mark Samolis at USEPA on July 22, 2020.
7 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green infrastructure and treatment controls should be considered preliminary and may
be revised in the future as additional information is available.
8 The acres treated to date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Caribbean Avenue between Borregas Avenue and Mathilda Avenue. Bioretention areas are
interspersed with parking for San Francisco Bay Trail users. The project increases visibility and
access to the Bay Trail, and serves as an opportunity to educate Bay Trail users and high-tech
company commuters about the connection between urban landscapes and the Bay. The
third project is the Persian Drive Green Street. The City proposed the inclusion of a green street
and new sidewalk along a portion of Persian Drive in north Sunnyvale as part of a proposed
affordable housing development project. The new sidewalk completes a missing link in the
neighborhood’s sidewalk network and connects the area to one of Sunnyvale’s employment
centers. Bioretention areas treat road run off from a portion of Persian Drive between Morse
Avenue and Borregas Avenue.
Further, as part of the City’s recent effort to screen capital projects for GSI potential, the City
has identified up to 9 public projects that will be constructed in the future that will be subject
to the Permit’s C3 requirements and will include stormwater treatment systems
Table 3.8. Extent of land area in City of Sunnyvale WMAs that is addressed by Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) and Other Stormwater Treatment Measures completed between July 1, 2013 and June
30, 2021.1,2,3,4

Project Type

Green
Street/Regional
Retrofit

WMA ID

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

034SVE490

0.89

Other - Sunnyvale

1.00

1.00

SVW-B

1.11

1.11

Subtotal
TBD

Parcel-based
New &
Redevelopment

Total
Area
(Acres)

0.89

3.00

0.89

2.11

0.13

0.13

032SVC490

129.95

0.05

0.59

033SVW950

6.93

6.88

0.05

033SVW955

18.56

11.19

7.37

034BFL230A

9.66

2.08

7.58

034BFL230B

32.14

5.23

26.88

034BFL230C

15.51

034CZC155

10.87

4.17

1.57

034SVE490

11.39

5.97

5.42

048SVE550

2.33

2.33

0.00

048SVW998

17.23

1.68

15.55

048SVW999

5.73

049CZC200

61.44

16.11

23.67

049CZC800

31.02

18.47

12.55

049CZC900

1.87

1.87

049ECS900

1.67

1.66

0.00

049SVE720

13.70

7.89

2.37

2.28

1.16

049SVE900

40.84

0.40

37.46

2.90

0.07

Other - Sunnyvale

40.30

2.53

27.63

1.67

0.49

0.00

0.00
0.00

1.42

14.09
5.13

0.00

3.56
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Area by Land Use Category (Acres)

Total
Area
(Acres)

Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

SVW-A

5.40

4.48

0.92

SVW-B

100.54

96.64

3.90

Project Type

WMA ID

049CZC910

0.76

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

0.76

Subtotal

557.97

186.22

182.80

32.74

16.72

139.45

TOTAL

560.97

186.22

182.80

33.63

16.72

141.56

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and treatment controls.
2 – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
3 – Includes all projects completed during FY13 14 through FY 20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014).
4 – GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault based systems.

Large Full Trash Capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators)
The City of Sunnyvale publicly owns and operates three large full trash capture treatment
systems (i.e., public hydrodynamic separators). These systems currently treat stormwater runoff
from over 1,000 acres of land in the City, including 127 acres of old industrial and 667 acres of
old urban land uses (Table 3.9).
Table 3.9. Extent of land area in City of Sunnyvale WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned large full
trash capture systems (i.e., Hydrodynamic Separators).1,2,3

Device

HDS

WMA ID

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

033SVW955

3.1

0.1

1.0

1.2

048SVW998

1.83

0.08

1.68

0.08

049CZC200

701

123

296

32

239

049CZC800

2.15

1.78

0.36

049SVE410

1.63

1.03

0.00

0.00

0.60

049SVE900

7.3

1.2

3.1

3.0

Other Sunnyvale

337

0.37

105

226

2.41

3.7

1,053

127.3

405.0

262.1

242.8

15.8

Total

0.6

Ag/Open
Space
0.2
0.00
12

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by full trash capture treatment systems.
2 – Large trash systems only include hydrodynamic separators (HDS units) that are publicly owned. Inlet based full trash capture devices
are described in the operation and maintenance practices section.
3 - Includes all existing full trash capture systems in the City of Sunnyvale that were installed between January 2010 and June 2021.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The City of Sunnyvale participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and
guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The City
began implementing a program to require the management of PCBs in building materials
during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. A total of 28 applicable
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structures in FY 19-20 and 12 applicable structures in FY 20-21 applied for a demolition permit
with the City of Sunnyvale. Since the start of the program in July 2019, a total of 11 samples
from structures that applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50 ppm or
greater. The addresses, estimated demolition dates, and PCBs control methods used for these
structures are provided in Attachment B).

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The City of Sunnyvale’s current street sweeping program includes sweeping at a
frequency of every other week for most of the City’s streets and medians, with the
exception of the downtown Murphy Street Business Improvement District (BID), where
sweeping occurs three times per week.
The City also took part in a street sweeping pilot project as part of the CW4CB project,
which was completed in FY 16-17. The primary goals of the pilot project were to
conduct street sweeping studies in older industrial areas where PCBs may still be found
in roadway sediments; assess the effectiveness of current actions; and predict the
effectiveness of enhanced sweeping if it were to occur. The increased cumulative
effectiveness of enhanced street sweeping practices, compared to baseline, were
used to develop efficiency factors for enhanced street sweeping to reduce loads of
PCBs and mercury to the Bay. These enhanced efficiency factors are used to estimate
the benefits of enhanced street sweeping as described in the BASMAA Source Control
Load Reduction Accounting for Reasonable Assurance Analysis Report (BASMAA 2020)
that was submitted as an attachment to Appendix 11-1 of the Program’s FY 19-20
Annual Report. The final CW4CB project report is available on the BASMAA website
(http://basmaa.org/Clean Watersheds for a Clean Bay Project).
The City will continue to evaluate the benefits of more frequent street sweeping on a
site-specific basis in the future.

•

Inlet Cleaning
The City currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets one time per year on
average, with the exception of those with full trash capture devices, which are
cleaned more often. The City has installed numerous inlet-based full trash capture
devices since 2002 that treat a total of 316 acres, including 12 acres of old industrial
and nearly 300 acres of old urban land uses (Table 3.10). The City is currently
documenting enhanced cleaning frequencies for these devices on a site-specific
basis. In future reports, the Program will evaluate the POC load reduction benefits of
these enhanced cleanouts using the methods described in BASMAA (2020).

Table 3.10. Extent of land area in City of Sunnyvale WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned small full
trash capture devices (i.e., inlet-based full trash capture devices).a,b
Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
WMA ID

Total Area
(Acres)

Old Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

033SVW955

22.8

0.9

12.5

9.3

0.1

034BFL230B

4.6

0.0

3.2

0.1

1.3

38

Ag/Open
Space

0.0
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Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
WMA ID

034BFL230C

Total Area
(Acres)

Old Industrial

6.8

034SVE490

44.0

047SVC150

2.8

048SVW998

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

0.1

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

2.7

Ag/Open
Space

4.1

0.0

2.7

41.3

.03

.03

2.7

33.1

10.8

15.0

048SVW999

1.3

0.4

0.8

049CZC200

0.0

049SVE410

13.4

0.0

0.1

13.3

049SVE900

16.9

0.0

11.6

4.4

0.6

0.3

170.4

0.3

35.7

130.5

2.1

1.7

0.04

0.003

84.4

208.1

8.7

2.3

Other - Sunnyvale
SVW-A

0.0

0.0

0.04
TOTAL

316.0

12.6

6.6

0.4

0.3

0.0

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by small inlet-based trash full capture devices.
b – Includes only inlet-based trash full capture devices that are publicly owned and were installed by the City of Sunnyvale between
January 2010 and June 2021.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The City currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury containing devices and
equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa Clara County
Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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CITY OF SANTA CLARA
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.11 provides a listing of all Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) identified to-date in
the City of Santa Clara. Total land area in the City of Santa Clara within each WMA and
associated land uses are also included. WMAs presented in Table 3.11 have been updated
from the tables provided in Version 4.0 of this report based on new information. That said, these
WMAs should continue to be considered preliminary because they may be refined in the
future based on data/information currently being evaluated and collected through source
investigations and other activities.
A total of 25 WMAs (or portions of WMAs 9) have been identified in the City. These WMAs
include all land area (i.e., >11,600 acres) within the City’s jurisdictional boundaries that is below
significant water impoundments located on receiving water bodies (i.e., reservoirs). WMAs
form the management units that are used to report control measure implementation in this
section and PCBs and mercury load reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.11. City of Santa Clara preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) and
associated land uses.
WMA ID #

9

Outfall Water Body

Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

%
Open
Space

035GAC150

Guadalupe River

46

15%

24%

0%

59%

2%

049CZC690

Calabazas Creek

29

0%

89%

0%

7%

4%

049CZC800

Calabazas Creek

152

47%

50%

0%

3%

0%

049CZC810

Calabazas Creek

65

1%

83%

0%

16%

1%

049CZC900

Calabazas Creek

2

40%

60%

0%

0%

0%

049CZC910

Calabazas Creek

3

9%

89%

0%

0%

3%

049ECS900

Calabazas Creek

1

19%

45%

12%

0%

24%

049STA050

San Tomas Aquino Creek

382

16%

27%

27%

29%

1%

049STA300

San Tomas Aquino Creek

154

26%

45%

0%

28%

2%

049STA500

San Tomas Aquino Creek

40

54%

28%

0%

18%

1%

049STA550

San Tomas Aquino Creek

247

29%

46%

0%

25%

0%

049STA600

San Tomas Aquino Creek

36

42%

56%

0%

1%

1%

049STA710

San Tomas Aquino Creek

273

11%

45%

43%

1%

0%

049STA800

San Tomas Aquino Creek

246

5%

17%

76%

2%

0%

050GAC030

Guadalupe River

535

17%

33%

33%

15%

1%

050GAC190

Guadalupe River

145

31%

67%

0%

0%

0%

050GAC400a

Guadalupe River

676

30%

33%

26%

11%

0%

050GAC410

Guadalupe River

4

29%

70%

1%

0%

0%

050GAC580 a

Guadalupe River

302

59%

19%

0%

21%

0%

050GAC600 a

Guadalupe River

655

7%

37%

43%

6%

6%

066GAC150

Guadalupe River

386

17%

24%

49%

6%

3%

a

Some WMAs overlap with multiple Co-permittees.
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WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

%
Open
Space

2

56%

5%

27%

12%

0%

066GAC850 a

Guadalupe River

066GAC900

Guadalupe River

83

0%

30%

52%

0%

17%

081SRC530

Saratoga Creek

81

64%

22%

11%

4%

0%

Other - Santa
Clara

Multiple

7071

2%

23%

52%

16%

8%

11,615

10%

27%

43%

15%

6%

Totals

a - These WMAs overlap with one or more co-Permittee(s); only the acres in each WMA that are within the City of Santa Clara are
presented in this table.

Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the City of Santa Clara
are listed in Table 3.12.
Table 3.12. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in City of Santa Clara WMAs.

035GAC150

E

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCB-containing
Materials and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping
or Flushing

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and
Treatment Control
Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

049CZC910

E

E

E

E

049ECS900

E

E

E

E

049CZC690

E

049CZC800

E

E

049CZC810
049CZC900

E

049STA050

E

E

E

E

E

E

049STA300

E

E

E

E

E

E

049STA500

E

E

E

E

E

049STA550

E

E

E

E

E

049STA600

E

E

E

E

E

049STA710

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

049STA800
050GAC030
050GAC190

E

E
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050GAC410

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCB-containing
Materials and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

E

MS4 Line Flushing

E

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping
or Flushing

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

E

050GAC400

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and
Treatment Control
Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

050GAC580

E

E

E

E

E

E

050GAC600

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

066GAC850

E

E

E

E

E

E

066GAC900

E

E

E

E

E

E

081SRC530

E

E

E

E

E

E

Other - Santa
Clara

E

E

E

E

E

E

066GAC150

E

Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
The following summaries describe the current status of source property investigation projects
completed or currently underway within the City of Santa Clara during MRP 2.0. Additional
details on all these investigations were previously reported in the Pollutant of Concern
Monitoring Data Report submitted with the Program’s WY 2020 Urban Creeks Monitoring Report
(SCVURPPP 2021). Based on the results of future screening monitoring designed to identify
WMAs that likely contain source properties, additional source property investigations may be
conducted by the Program or Co-permittees, resulting in additional source property referrals
and/or actions by the City to eliminate the discharge of PCBs of mercury into the MS4 by
property owners.
WMA 050GAC400
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s POC monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing a source property(s).
This WMA covers 759 acres mostly in Santa Clara with 41 acres located in the City of San José.
It is located north and west of the San José Airport and drains into the Guadalupe River at the
Laurelwood Pump Station. The WMA contains both the Certainteed and Monsanto cleanup
sites, both known for soil contamination by PCBs.
The Program began a source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY 16-17. As part of
this investigation, the Program compiled information for 335 parcels and prioritized 246 parcels
of high interest for PCBs or mercury. Program staff conducted public ROW surveys and/or
visited businesses associated with 76 parcels. These efforts identified possible locations for
further POC monitoring to confirm source properties. The Program collected 16 soil/sediment
samples from the MS4 and 3 samples on private properties with permission from the property
owners. All samples were sent to a laboratory for chemical analysis of PCBs and mercury
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concentrations. PCBs concentrations ranged from 0.003 mg/kg to 0.29 mg/kg. Total mercury
concentrations ranged from 0.05 mg/kg to 0.81 mg/kg.
Based on the sampling results and other information gained during the investigation, no source
properties were identified in this WMA. Given the most recent monitoring for PCBs and mercury
in this WMA were below urban background (< 0.2 mg/kg) the Program plans no further
investigation of this WMA at this time. The Program will follow-up with the City of Santa Clara as
needed in FY 21-22 to identify any potential next steps.
WMA 066GAC150
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s POC monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing one or more source
properties. This WMA covers 504 acres mostly in Santa Clara with 124 acres located in San
José. It is located west of the San José Airport and drains into the Guadalupe River on the east
side of the Airport. It includes parcels that are part of the FMC clean up with known PCBs in
soils and railroad properties with known mercury contamination.
The Program began a source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY 16-17. As part of
this investigation, the Program compiled information for 1,087 parcels and prioritized 51 parcels
of high interest for PCBs or mercury. After review of aerial photos and further review, the
Program ranked 44 parcels in the City of Santa Clara for site visits or ROW surveys, of which 35
site visits/ROW surveys were conducted by the City of Santa Clara and Program staff. These
efforts identified possible locations for further POC monitoring to identify specific source
properties. The Program collected 11 soil/sediment samples from the MS4 and 3 samples on
private property. All samples were sent to a laboratory for chemical analysis of PCBs and
mercury concentrations. PCBs concentrations ranged from 0.006 mg/kg to 3.8 mg/kg. Total
mercury concentrations ranged from 0.06 mg/kg to 0.48 mg/kg.
Based on the sampling results and other information gained during the investigation, the
Program confirmed the identity of two PCBs source properties in this WMA. With confirmation
of these source properties, the Program has completed the investigation process in this WMA.
In July 2019, the City of Santa Clara submitted a referral to the Regional Water Board for the
source property located at 335 Brokaw Road. Additional details about the 335 Brokaw Road
property and the resulting referral are provided in the SCVURPPP FY18-19 Annual Report
(SCVURPPP 2019) and summarized below. The Program and the City of Santa Clara are
currently evaluating next steps for the second confirmed source property, which may include
referral to the Regional Water Board for follow-up investigation and abatement.
335 Brokaw Road Source Property Referral
As part of the source investigation described above, the Program collected sediment samples
with elevated levels of PCBs from the storm drain manhole on Brokaw Road where a private
lateral from the 12.5-acre property at 335 Brokaw Road connects to the main storm drain line.
In WY 2017, another sediment sample with elevated PCBs was collected from this same
manhole This time, however, the sample was collected exclusively from sediment that was
contained inside the private lateral that drains the parcel, at the intersection with the public
system. This sample contained PCBs concentrations of 3.81 mg/kg, substantially above
SCVURPPP’s threshold for identifying a PCBs source property (> 1 mg/kg). The private lateral
appears to drain the southern portion of the parcel, which is the same area where the former
FPE building site, active transformers, and associated PCBs contamination were located. The
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monitoring data clearly demonstrate that elevated concentrations of PCBs continue to
migrate from the underground drainage system on this property to the City’s MS4.
The site of the 335 Brokaw Road property was used for agricultural purposes prior to its industrial
development in 1950 by Federal Pacific Electric (FPE). FPE manufactured electrical utility
components on the property during the 1950’s and 1960’s. Transformers were assembled, filled,
and then stored onsite. In 1968, FMC Corporation purchased this parcel along with a number
of adjacent parcels that then comprised the 100-acre FMC property. Activities at FMC
included manufacturing various products, such as military equipment. The two active
transformers that supplied energy to FPE, and subsequently to FMC manufacturing processes,
were removed in 1985. Previous site assessments reported on Geotracker indicate that past
PCBs cleanup efforts have occurred on this property, with PCBs in surface oil samples as high
as 15,000 mg/kg. The soil cleanup level for PCB-contaminated soils at the site was 10 mg/kg,
well above the threshold for potential PCBs impacts on water quality. Both the WY 2015 and
WY 2017 sediment samples collected by the Program had PCBs homolog profiles with a
dominant hexa-chloro group, similar to Aroclor 1260 (SCVURPPP 2018). The main uses of Aroclor
1260 included transformers and hydraulic fluids, both which could have been used in electrical
equipment manufactured by FPE at the site during the 1950’s and 1960’s.
The PCBs concentration data from the recent SCVURPPP investigations, in conjunction with the
site history, demonstrate that the property at 335 Brokaw Road continues to be a source of
PCBs to the City’s MS4. A referral for the 12.5 acre property at 335 Brokaw Road in Santa Clara
was submitted to the Regional Water Board in FY 19-20. As part of that referral, the City of
Santa Clara committed to conduct enhanced O&M in the public ROW adjacent to the
property. As a first step, on April 23, 2020 the City of Santa Clara performed a video survey of
the main storm drain line on Brokaw Road to provide information on the location and quantity
of historically deposited sediment in the line. On April 28, 2020, the City of Santa Clara
conducted a cleanout of the storm drain line adjacent to the property at 335 Brokaw Road to
remove any historically deposited sediment in the line. During the cleanout, the City flushed
the public storm drain line in front of the property on Brokaw Road, and collected the wash
water at the downstream manhole at the western boundary of the property on Brokaw Road.
The wash water was decanted and sent to the sanitary sewer. The residual solids were taken to
the City’s corporation yard for appropriate disposal. FMC Corporation is currently planning to
conduct additional video inspections, cleanout, and sampling of the line during the next fiscal
year.
Both the City and the Program will continue to follow up with the Regional Water Board for
status updates and next steps for this source property during FY 21-22.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Other Stormwater Treatment Controls 10
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public and private properties undergoing
new or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date, 756
acres of land to-date 11, including 165 acres of old industrial and 340 acres of old urban land
uses are currently addressed by GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities (Attachment A).
10 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green stormwater infrastructure and treatment controls should be
considered preliminary and may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
11 The acres treated to-date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Of this total, 505 acres are associated with facilities that were completed between July 1, 2013
and June 30, 2021 (i.e., FY13 14 through FY 20-21). Treatment areas associated with these
facilities are distributed among the 25 WMAs in the City (Table 3.13).
GSI projects currently under construction will also treat additional acres of land, once the
development/redevelopment is complete. The Program will continue working with the City to
update and refine the information on completed projects.
The City is currently in the coordination and planning stages to construct GSI facilities on public
lands or right of ways. Coordination is underway between the City’s Engineering and Planning
Departments, as well as with other impacted departments/agencies such as the Silicon Valley
Power, Parks and Recreation, and the Public Works Streets Maintenance Division. The City’s GSI
framework to guide its GSI planning process was adopted in FY 16-17. The design and
installation of additional GSI facilities should commence within the next few years.
Table 3.13. Extent of land area in City of Santa Clara WMAs that is addressed by Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) and Other Stormwater Treatment Control Measures completed between July 1, 2013
and June 30, 2021.1,2,3,4

Project Type

Parcel-based
New &
Redevelopment

WMA ID

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

049CZC800

1.77

049STA050

14.30

049STA300

72.55

15.59

049STA500

5.82

5.82

049STA550

1.56

1.56

049STA600

12.86

12.61

0.25

049STA710

19.77

19.74

0.03

050GAC030

3.29

1.90

1.38

050GAC580

7.29

1.13

5.98

0.19

050GAC600

17.51

0.56

0.66

066GAC150

13.70

0.88

0.17

066GAC900

6.49

6.49

081SRC530

5.43

5.43

Other Santa Clara

322.36

34.28

146.93

504.70

107.05

207.19

TOTAL

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

1.77

12.65

6.66

10.88

32.59

24.38

14.83

1.46

32.56

38.25

70.33

33.58

88.33

71.79

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and treatment controls.
2 – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
3 Includes all projects completed during FY13 14 through FY 20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014).
4 GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault based systems.

Large Full trash capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators)
The City of Santa Clara does not currently own and operate any large full trash capture
treatment systems (i.e., hydrodynamic separators, HDS units). However, installation of any of
large full trash capture systems in the future will be documented in future reports. Installation of
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these systems will not only assist the City in achieving its trash load reduction goals, but also
provides load reduction benefits for PCBs and mercury.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The City of Santa Clara participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and
guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The City
began implementing a program to require the management of PCBs in building materials
during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. A total of 1 applicable
structure in FY 19-20 and zero applicable structures in FY 20-21 applied for a demolition permit
with the City of Santa Clara. Since the start of the program in July 2019, no samples from
structures that applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater.

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The City of Santa Clara recently enhanced its street sweeping program, increasing the
frequency from two to three times per month in all land areas. In the future, the City
plans to continue to evaluate the benefits of increased sweeping or targeted
sweeping in priority areas.

•

Inlet Cleaning
The City currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets one time per year, with
the exception of those with full trash capture devices, which are cleaned more often.
The City has installed numerous inlet-based full trash capture devices since 2002 that
treat over 1,200 acres, including 128 acres of old industrial and 950 acres of old urban
land uses (Table 3.14). The City is currently documenting enhanced cleaning
frequencies for these devices on a site-specific basis. In future reports, the Program will
evaluate the POC load reduction benefits of these enhanced cleanouts using the
methods described in BASMAA (2020).
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Table 3.14. Extent of land area in City of Santa Clara WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned small full
trash capture devices (i.e., inlet-based full trash capture devices).a,b
Total
Area
(Acres)

WMA ID

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

2.7

4.5

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

035GAC150

20.5

13.3

049CZC800

7.7

7.7

049CZC900

0.0

0.0

049STA050

35.4

20.3

14.7

049STA300

7.0

0.8

4.8

1.4

049STA550

2.2

1.9

0.0

0.2

049STA710

2.3

2.3

0.0

049STA800

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.2

Ag/Open
Space
0.0

0.2

050GAC030

226.2

41.2

46.8

92.3

45.6

0.3

050GAC190

87.0

31.7

54.4

0.0

0.7

0.1

050GAC400

42.1

1.2

22.4

13.4

5.0

0.2

050GAC580

6.5

3.0

1.8

0.9

0.8

050GAC600

166.8

10.2

69.3

76.6

7.4

3.2

066GAC150

112.3

1.3

40.1

60.3

7.5

3.0

066GAC850

0.3

0.3

066GAC900

1.3

081SRC530

0.8

Other - San Jose

0.0

Other - Santa Clara
Other - Sunnyvale

487.6

1.3
0.5

12.6

1,206.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

82.3

25.7

14.2

326.1

107.9

21.1

352.7

0.1
TOTAL

0.3

0.1
127.8

623.4

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by small inlet-based trash full capture devices.
b – Includes only inlet-based trash full capture devices that are publicly owned and were installed by the City of Santa Clara between
January 2010 and June 2021.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The City currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury containing devices and
equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa Clara County
Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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CITY OF MOUNTAIN VIEW
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.15 provides a listing of all WMAs identified to-date in the City of Mountain View. Total
land area in the WMA and associated land uses are also included. WMAs presented in Table
3.15 have been updated from the tables provided in Version 4.0 of this report based on new
information. That said, these WMAs should continue to be considered preliminary because
they may be refined in the future based on data/information currently being evaluated and
collected through source investigations and other activities.
A total of 18 WMAs (or portions of WMAs 12) have been identified in the City. These WMAs
include all land area (i.e., >7,200 acres) within the City’s jurisdictional boundaries that is below
significant water impoundments located on receiving water bodies (i.e., reservoirs). WMAs
form the management units that are used to report control measure implementation in this
section and PCBs and mercury load reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.15. City of Mountain View preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs)
and associated land uses.

12

WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

%
Ag/Open
Space

017PMC600

Permanente Creek

66

0%

1%

0%

37%

61%

017SVC450

Stevens Creek

88

0%

14%

0%

47%

38%

017SVC500

Stevens Creek

209

8%

19%

17%

55%

1%

017XXX010a

San Francisco Bay

808

14%

26%

42%

16%

2%

032PMC100

Permanente Creek

32

21%

14%

1%

64%

0%

032PMC130

Permanente Creek

15

0%

57%

43%

0%

0%

032PMC200

Permanente Creek

69

29%

60%

1%

10%

0%

032SVC400

Stevens Creek

82

34%

18%

0%

46%

2%

032SVC470

Stevens Creek

71

30%

44%

12%

12%

1%

032SVC490 a

Stevens Creek

418

21%

30%

30%

18%

1%

032SVC550

Stevens Creek

36

7%

17%

70%

0%

7%

047SVC150 a

Stevens Creek

284

10%

26%

62%

2%

0%

047SVC200

Stevens Creek

26

26%

74%

0%

0%

0%

048SVW998 a

Sunnyvale West
Channel

12

0%

99%

1%

0%

0%

Other - Mountain View

Multiple

4,550

3%

24%

57%

4%

13%

Other - Sunnyvale a

Multiple

137

0%

27%

73%

0%

1%

Some WMAs overlap with multiple Co-permittees.
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Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

%
Ag/Open
Space

Stevens Creek

307

13%

36%

30%

1%

20%

Sunnyvale West
Channel

22

19%

52%

16%

0%

13%

7,230

7%

26%

48%

9%

10%

WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

SVC-A a
SVW-B a

Totals

a - These WMAs overlap with one or more co-Permittee(s); only the acres in each WMA that are within the City of Mountain View are
presented in this table.

Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the City of Mountain
View are listed in Table 3.16.
Table 3.16. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in City of Mountain View
WMAs.

017PMC600

E

Reduction/Recycling
of Mercury-containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCBcontaining Materials
and Products

Diversion to
Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line
Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street
Sweeping or
Flushing

Managing PCBs
during Building
Demolition

Full trash capture
Systems (Large and
Small)

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and
Treatment Control
Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E

E

E

E

017SVC450

E

E

E

E

E

017SVC500

E

E

E

E

E

017XXX010

E

E

E

E

E

032PMC100

E

E

E

E

E

032PMC130

E

E

E

E

E

032PMC200

E

E

E

E

E

032SVC400

E

E

E

E

E

032SVC470

E

E

E

E

E

032SVC490

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

032SVC550
047SVC150

E

E

047SVC200
048SVW998

E

E

E

E

E

E

Other - Mountain View

E

E

E

E

E

E

SVC-A

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

SVW-B
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Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
The following summary describes the current status of source property investigation projects
completed or currently underway within the City of Mountain View during MRP 2.0. Based on
the results of future monitoring designed to identify WMAs that likely contain source properties,
additional source property investigations may be conducted by the Program or the City,
resulting in additional source property referrals and/or actions by the City to eliminate the
discharge of PCBs of mercury into the MS4 by property owners
WMA 017PMC600
Source Investigation
Elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the Program’s
POC monitoring in WY 2020 identified this WMA as likely containing one or more source
properties. This WMA covers 66 acres in the City of Mountain View. It is located in the northern
portion of the City and drains to Permanente Creek. The catchment lies within the Teledyne
Spectra Physics Superfund groundwater plume. The PCBs concentration in the screening
sample was 54 ng/L, which is in the top 10 percent of PCBs concentrations measured across
the MRP area. Based on this result, the Program began a targeted source property
investigation in this WMA in WY 2021. The Program reviewed records for all parcels in the WMA
and conducted public ROW surveys in late 2020. Based on these efforts, the Program identified
possible locations for further POC monitoring to identify specific source properties. The Program
is currently coordinating with the City of Mountain View and plans to conduct sampling in this
WMA during late summer 2021. All samples will be analyzed for PCB and mercury
concentrations. The investigation is expected to continue throughout FY 21-22.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Other Stormwater Treatment Controls 13
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public and private properties undergoing
new or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date, over
451 acres of land to-date 14, including 108 acres of old industrial and 282 acres of old urban
land uses are currently addressed by GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities
(Attachment A). As listed in Table 3.17, of this total, 231 acres are associated with facilities that
were completed between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2021 (i.e., FY13 14 through FY 20-21).
Treatment areas associated with these facilities are distributed among multiple WMAs in the
City.
GSI projects currently under construction will also treat an additional 137 acres of land, once
the development/redevelopment is complete. The Program will continue working with the City
to update and refine the information on completed projects.

13 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green stormwater infrastructure and treatment controls should be
considered preliminary and may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
14 The acres treated to date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Table 3.17. Extent of land area in City of Mountain View WMAs that is addressed by Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) and Treatment Control Measures completed between July 1, 2013 and June 30,
2021.1,2,3,4

Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

017XXX010

43.60

23.73

2.05

8.78

0.03

3.26

032PMC100

5.36

5.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

032PMC130

1.99

0.00

1.71

0.28

0.00

0.00

032SVC470

7.42

2.16

4.43

0.00

0.83

0.00

032SVC490

69.00

37.58

20.92

10.46

0.02

0.03

047SVC150

2.03

0.00

2.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

048SVW998

2.30

0.00

2.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

98.84

8.57

39.61

25.82

8.19

16.65

0.69

0.00

0.69

0.00

0.00

0.00

231.23

77.40

73.73

45.34

9.07

19.93

Project Type

WMA ID

Parcel-based
New &
Redevelopment

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)

Total
Area
(Acres)

Other Mountain View
SVC-A
TOTAL

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and treatment controls.
2 – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
3 Includes all projects completed during FY13 14 through FY20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014).
4 GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault based systems.

Large Full trash capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators)
The City of Mountain View has treated over 1,245 acres of land to-date with 6 large full trash
capture systems (i.e., Hydrodynamic Separators or Debris Separating Baffle Boxes) owned and
operated by the City (Table 3.18). The treatment areas are distributed over a number of WMAs
and are comprised of 140 acres of old industrial and 885 acres of old urban land uses. In
addition to the areas currently treated by these systems, the City may also install additional
large full capture devices in future years to treat additional areas during the term of MRP 2.0.
Installation of these devices will not only assist the City in achieving its trash load reduction
goals, but also provide load reduction benefits for PCBs and mercury.
Table 3.18. Extent of land area in City of Mountain View WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned large
full trash capture systems (i.e., Hydrodynamic Separators or Debris Separating Baffle Boxes).1,2,3

Device

WMA ID

017ADC600
DSBB

017XXX010
032PMC130
Other Mountain View

Total Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

0.32

0.32

834.14

135.90

5.16
79.21

0.97
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Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

229.97

324.04

1.41

3.75

1.21

6.24

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

125.63

18.60

1.85

68.95
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Device

HDS

WMA ID

Total Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential
0.64

Other - Palo
Alto

7.24

0.49

5.31

017XXX010

0.23

0.23

0.00

Other - Los
Altos
Other Mountain View
TOTAL

16.87

6.29

10.58

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

0.19

0.60

302.62

2.02

75.01

220.15

0.00

5.43

1,245.78

139.94

319.20

565.40

127.67

93.57

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by large full trash capture treatment systems.
2 – Large trash full capture systems only include hydrodynamic separators or debris separating baffle boxes that are publicly owned.
Small inlet based full trash capture devices are described in the operation and maintenance practices section.
3 - Includes all existing full trash capture systems in the City of Mountain View that were installed between January 2010 and June 2021.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The City of Mountain participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and
guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The City
began implementing a program to require the management of PCBs in building materials
during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. A total of 2 applicable
structures in FY 19-20 and 2 applicable structures in FY 20-21 applied for a demolition permit
with the City of San José. Since the start of the program in July 2019, no samples from structures
that applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater.

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The City of Mountain View street sweeping program includes sweeping nearly all streets
in the City twice per month. Parking enforcement signs for street sweeping are posted
on some streets in high density residential neighborhoods, and parking enforcement
that allows sweepers to sweep to the curb occurs on some arterial streets.

•

Inlet Cleaning
The City currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets one time per year, with
the exception of those with full trash capture devices, which are maintained more
often. Since 2002, the City has installed a number of inlet-based full trash capture
devices that treat 4.4 acres, including 1.8 acres of old industrial and 1.8 acres of old
urban uses (Table 3.19). The City is currently documenting enhanced cleaning
frequencies for these devices on a site-specific basis. In future reports, the Program will
evaluate the POC load reduction benefits of these enhanced cleanouts using the
methods described in BASMAA (2020).
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Table 3.19. Extent of land area in City of Mountain View WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned small
full trash capture devices (i.e., inlet-based full trash capture devices).a,b
Total
Area
(Acres)

WMA ID

032SVC470

3.6

Other - Mountain View

0.9

TOTAL

4.4

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

1.8

1.8

Old Urban Residential

0.8

0.2

0.8

0.1

1.6

0.3

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

0.8

0.8

0

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by small inlet-based trash full capture devices.
b – Includes only inlet-based trash full capture devices that are publicly owned and were installed by the City of Mountain View
between January 2010 and June 2021.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The City currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury containing devices and
equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa Clara County
Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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CITY OF MILPITAS
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.20 provides a listing of all Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) identified to-date in
the City of Milpitas. Total land area in the WMA and associated land uses are also included.
WMAs presented in Table 3.20 have been updated from the tables provided in Version 4.0 of
this report based on new information. That said, these WMAs should continue to be considered
preliminary because they may be refined in the future based on data/information currently
being evaluated and collected through source investigations and other activities.
A total of 14 WMAs have been identified in the City. These WMAs include all land area (i.e.,
>8,600 acres) in the City’s jurisdictional boundaries that is below significant water
impoundments located on receiving water bodies (i.e., reservoirs). WMAs form the
management units that are used to report control measure implementation in this section and
PCBs and mercury load reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.20. City of Milpitas preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) and
associated land uses.
WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

%
Open
Space

021CLA060

Calera Creek

33

57%

0%

43%

0%

0%

021PIC060

Piedmont Creek

53

16%

21%

0%

63%

0%

035CTC700 a

Coyote Creek

321

0%

44%

0%

55%

2%

036BYC091

Berryessa Creek

121

29%

67%

1%

4%

0%

Berryessa Creek

37

8%

91%

0%

1%

0%

61

21%

33%

15%

25%

5%

2

16%

84%

0%

0%

0%

11

2%

97%

1%

0%

0%

38

43%

42%

1%

13%

1%

29

45%

43%

3%

7%

2%

1

0%

97%

0%

0%

2%

036BYC320

a

036PCL576
036PCL800 a
036PCL810 a
036PEC800
036PEC822

Lower Penitencia
Creek
Lower Penitencia
Creek
Lower Penitencia
Creek
Lower Penitencia
Creek
Lower Penitencia
Creek

050CTC100 a

Coyote Creek

Ford Creek

Wrigley-Ford Creek

317

40%

43%

10%

6%

1%

Multiple

7182

1%

13%

30%

25%

30%

Wrigley-Ford Creek

461

21%

4%

2%

72%

2%

8,667

5%

17%

26%

28%

25%

Other Milpitas a
Wrigley
Creek

Totals

a - These WMAs overlap with one or more co-Permittee(s); only the acres in each WMA that are within the City of Milpitas are presented
in this table.
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Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the City of Milpitas are
listed in Table 3.21.
Table 3.21. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in City of Milpitas WMAs.

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing Devices &
Products
E

Removal of Illegally Dumped
PCB-containing Materials and
Products

E

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

E

Inlet Cleaning

E

MS4 Line Flushing

E

Street Sweeping or
Flushing

Managing PCBs during Building
Demolition

021CLA060

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

Green Stormwater Infrastructure
and Treatment Control
Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property Identification
and Abatement

Control Measure Categories

021PIC060

E

E

E

E

E

E

035CTC700

E

E

E

E

E

E

036BYC091

E

E

E

E

E

E

036BYC320

E

E

E

E

E

E

036PCL576

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

036PCL800
036PCL810

E

E

E

E

E

E

036PEC800

E

E

E

E

E

E

036PEC822

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

050CTC100
Ford Creek

E

E

E

E

E

E

Other - Milpitas

E

E

E

E

E

E

Wrigley Creek

E

E

E

E

E

E

Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
No source property investigations are currently underway in the City of Milpitas. Based on the
results of future monitoring designed to identify WMAs that likely contain source properties,
additional source property investigations may be conducted by the Program or the City,
resulting in additional source property referrals and/or actions by the City to eliminate the
discharge of PCBs of mercury into the MS4 by property owners.
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Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Other Stormwater Control Measures 15
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public and private properties undergoing
new or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date,
nearly 400 acres of land to-date 16, including 63 acres of old industrial and 76 acres of old
urban land uses are currently addressed by GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities
(Attachment A). As listed in Table 3.22, of this total, 241 acres are associated with facilities that
were completed between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2021 (i.e., FY13 14 through FY20-21).
Treatment areas associated with these facilities are distributed among the 12 WMAs in the City.
GSI projects currently under construction will also treat additional acres of land, once the
development/redevelopment is complete. The Program will continue working with the City to
update and refine the information on completed projects.
Table 3.22. Extent of land area in City of Milpitas WMAs that is addressed by Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) and Other Stormwater Treatment Control Measures completed between July 1, 2013
and June 30, 2021.1,2,3,4

Project Type

Parcel-based
New &
Redevelopment

WMA ID

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

4.29

0.00

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

021PIC060

2.59

035CTC700

4.29

036BYC091

4.55

036BYC320

1.76

036PCL576

2.69

036PCL810

9.02

0.00

9.02

036PEC822

12.24

12.24

0.00

162.18

9.88

38.29

6.39

60.79

46.83

41.82

21.68

0.09

0.03

18.59

1.42

241.14

50.93

53.46

6.42

79.39

50.95

Other Milpitas
Wrigley Creek
TOTAL

2.59

4.53

0.00

0.00

0.02
1.76
2.69

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and treatment controls.
2 – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
3 - Includes all projects completed during FY13 14 through FY 20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014).
4 - GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault-based systems.

15 Acres reported in this section as treated by green stormwater infrastructure should be considered preliminary and
may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
16 The acres treated to date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Large Full trash capture Systems
The City of Milpitas currently treats 740 acres of land to-date with large full trash capture
systems (i.e., gross solids removal devices (GSRDs)) that are owned and operated by the City
(Table 3.23). The treatment areas are distributed over a number of WMAs and are comprised
of 233 acres of old industrial and 153 acres of old urban land uses. In addition to the areas
currently treated by these systems, the City may also install additional large full trash capture
devices in future years to treat additional areas during the term of MRP 2.0. Installation of these
devices will not only assist the City in achieving its trash load reduction goals, but also provide
load reduction benefits for PCBs and mercury.
Table 3.23. Extent of land area in City of Milpitas WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned large full
trash capture systems (i.e., Gross solids removal devices, GSRDs).1,2,3

Device

WMA ID

Ford Creek
GSRD

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

244.43

126.11

69.80

32.96

13.07

2.49

Other - Milpitas

55.31

11.88

4.05

21.38

15.34

2.66

Wrigley Creek

439.31

95.39

17.86

6.92

312.94

6.19

739.05

233.38

91.71

61.26

341.35

11.34

TOTAL

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by large full trash capture treatment systems.
2 – Large trash full capture systems include hydrodynamic separators, debris separating baffle boxes and gross solids removal devices
that are publicly owned. Small inlet based full trash capture devices are described in the operation and maintenance practices
section.
3 - Includes all existing full trash capture systems in the City of Milpitas that were installed between January 2010 and June 2021.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The City of Milpitas participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and
guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The City
began implementing a program to require the management of PCBs in building materials
during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. A total of zero applicable
structures in FY 19-20 and zero applicable structures in FY 20-21 applied for a demolition permit
with the City of Milpitas. Since the start of the program in July 2019, no samples from structures
that applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater.

Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The City of Milpitas's current street sweeping program includes sweeping streets in most
residential areas and arterial roads twice per month, and most retail areas once per
week. The City sweeps some residential areas once a week during the months of
November and December. The City does not post parking enforcement signs for street
sweeping, but parking enforcement occurs on many arterial roads and streets in
industrial and commercial areas.
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•

Inlet Cleaning
The City currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets once per year, on
average, with the exception of those with full trash capture devices, which are
maintained more often. The City has installed nearly 100 inlet-based full trash capture
devices since 2002 that treat 415 acres of land, including 31 acres of old industrial and
280 acres of old urban land uses (Table 3.24). The City is currently documenting
enhanced cleaning frequencies for these devices on a site-specific basis. In future
reports, the Program will evaluate the POC load reduction benefits of these enhanced
cleanouts using the methods described in BASMAA (2020).

Table 3.24. Extent of land area in City of Milpitas WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned small full
trash capture devices (i.e., inlet-based full trash capture devices).a,b
Total
Area
(Acres)

WMA ID

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

021CLA060

0.0

0.0

021PIC060

10.6

1.3

0.8

036BYC091

29.8

11.3

15.6

036BYC320

18.6

0.3

18.0

036PCL576

21.4

0.5

15.2

036PCL800

0.2

036PCL810

2.0

0.2

1.8

036PEC800

10.3

4.3

5.3

036PEC822

6.6

5.2

0.3

Ford Creek

2.9

0.2

2.4

0.0

0.3

307.7

6.7

141.2

75.3

64.2

20.2

Other - San Jose

0.5

0.0

0.5

0.0

Wrigley Creek

4.7

0.6

1.4

0.2

2.5

0.0

415.1

30.6

202.7

76.9

83.7

21.3

Other - Milpitas

TOTAL

0.0
8.5
0.0

0.0

2.8

1.0

0.3

0.0

3.8

1.0

0.2
0.0
0.3

0.3
1.1

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by small inlet-based trash full capture devices.
b – Includes only inlet-based trash full capture devices that are publicly owned and were installed by the City of Milpitas between
January 2010 and June 2021.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The City currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury containing devices and
equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa Clara County
Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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CITY OF PALO ALTO
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.25 provides a listing of all Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) identified to-date in
the City of Palo Alto. Total land area in the WMA and associated land uses are also included.
WMAs presented in Table 3.25 have been updated from the tables provided in Version 4.0 of
this report based on new information. That said, these WMAs should continue to be considered
preliminary because they may be refined in the future based on data/information currently
being evaluated and collected through source investigations and other activities.
A total of 11 WMAs have been identified in the City. These WMAs include all land area (i.e.,
>12,000 acres) within the City’s jurisdictional boundaries that is below significant water
impoundments located on receiving water bodies (i.e., reservoirs). WMAs form the
management units that are used to report control measure implementation in this section and
PCBs and mercury load reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.25. City of Palo Alto preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) and
associated land uses.
WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

%
Open
Space

001SFC100A

San Francisquito Creek

36

12%

64%

23%

1%

0%

016MTC910

Matadero Creek

301

13%

34%

50%

2%

0%

017ADC600

Adobe Creek

52

73%

6%

1%

18%

2%

017BCK200

Barron Creek

18

37%

60%

3%

0%

0%

017XXX010

San Francisco Bay

69

43%

35%

18%

2%

1%

031MTC400

Matadero Creek

66

0%

82%

0%

4%

14%

031MTC410

Matadero Creek

80

72%

27%

0%

1%

0%

031SCH250

Matadero Creek

68

63%

10%

0%

27%

0%

Other - Palo Alto

Multiple

10,763

2%

16%

40%

2%

40%

PMC-D1

Permanente Creek

537

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

SCH-K

Matadero Creek

123

47%

27%

25%

1%

0%

12,114

4%

16%

37%

2%

40%

Totals
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Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the City of Palo Alto are
listed in Table 3.26.
Table 3.26. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in City of Palo Alto WMAs.

001SFC100

E

016MTC910
017ADC600

P

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing Devices &
Products

Removal of Illegally Dumped
PCB-containing Materials and
Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping or
Flushing

Managing PCBs during Building
Demolition

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

Green Stormwater Infrastructure
and Treatment Control
Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property Identification
and Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

017BCK200
017XXX010

E

031MTC400

E

E

E

E

E

031MTC410

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

031SCH250
Other - Palo Alto

E

E

PMC-D1
SCH-K

E

E

E

Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
The following summaries describe the current status of source property investigation projects
completed or currently underway within the City of Palo Alto during MRP 2.0. Additional details
on these investigations were previously reported in the Pollutant of Concern Monitoring Data
Report submitted with the Program’s WY 2020 Urban Creeks Monitoring Report (SCVURPPP
2021). Based on the results of future screening designed to identify WMAs that likely contain
source properties, additional source property investigations may be conducted by the
Program or Co-permittees, resulting in additional source property referrals and/or actions by
the City to eliminate the discharge of PCBs of mercury into the MS4 by property owners.
WMA 001SFC100
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s POC monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing a source property(s).
This WMA covers 35 acres in Palo Alto. The WMA is on the southern edge of downtown Palo
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Alto and drains to a structure that diverts a portion of storm flows into the sanitary sewer (see
SCVURPPP FY 14-15 Annual Report for more information about the diversion structure).
The Program began a source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY 16-17. As part of
this investigation, the Program compiled information for 247 parcels and prioritized 5 parcels of
high interest for PCBs or mercury. Program staff conducted public ROW surveys and visited
businesses associated with 7 parcels in early fall 2016. These efforts identified possible locations
for further POC monitoring to identify specific source properties .
In spring 2017, the Program collected 9 soil/sediment samples from the MS4. All samples were
sent to a laboratory for chemical analysis of PCBs and mercury concentrations. PCBs
concentrations ranged from 0.006 mg/kg to 0.17 mg/kg. Total mercury concentrations ranged
from 0.04 mg/kg to 0.15 mg/kg.
Based on the results of this investigation, the Program did not identify any PCBs or Mercury
source properties in this WMA. Given the most recent PCBs and mercury concentrations were
all below urban background (< 0.2 mg/kg) and no other evidence of sources in the WMA
were uncovered, the Program recommends no further action in this WMA at this time.
WMA031SCH250
Source Investigation
Based on elevated mercury and PCBs concentrations in screening samples collected via the
Program’s POC monitoring, this WMA was identified as likely containing a source property(s).
The WMA covers 42 acres in Palo Alto south of El Camino Real and east of Page Mill Road. The
area drains to Matadero Creek via the Matadero Bypass channel.
The Program began a source property investigation in this WMA starting in FY17-18. As part of
this investigation, the Program compiled information for 37 parcels and prioritized 34 parcels of
high interest for PCBs or mercury. Program staff conducted public ROW surveys of all 34 highinterest parcels. These efforts identified possible locations for further POC monitoring to identify
specific source properties. No business site visits were conducted due to lack of cooperation
from property owners.
In WY 2019 the Program collected 2 stormwater samples during wet weather and 3
soil/sediment samples during dry weather from the MS4. All samples were sent to a laboratory
for chemical analysis of PCBs and mercury concentrations. PCBs concentrations in sediment
samples ranged from 0.02 mg/kg to 0.44 mg/Kg. Total mercury concentrations ranged from
0.11 mg/kg to 0.19 mg/kg. Stormwater sample particle ratios ranged from 1.07 mg/kg to 9.34
mg/kg for PCBs and 0.14 to 0.39 mg/kg for mercury.
Based on the results of this investigation, the Program identified one PCBs source property in
this WMA. In FY 21-22, the Program will follow up with the City of Palo Alto on next steps for the
confirmed source property. Next steps include evaluating options for enhanced O&M actions
in the public ROW adjacent to the property and potentially submitting a source property
referral to the Regional Water Board for follow-up investigation and abatement.
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Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Treatment Controls 17
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public and private properties undergoing
new or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date, over
321 acres of land to-date 18, including 89 acres of old industrial and 229 acres of old urban land
uses are currently addressed by GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities (Attachment A).
As listed in Table 3.27, of this total, 214 acres are associated with facilities that were completed
between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2021 (i.e., FY13 14 through FY20-21). Treatment areas
associated with these facilities are distributed among 8 WMAs in the City.
GSI projects currently under construction will also treat an additional 38 acres of land, once
the development/redevelopment is complete. The Program will continue working with the City
to update and refine the information on completed projects.
The City has also recently constructed a GSI facility on public land that treats over 36 acres of
mostly old urban land use (Table 3.27). The Southgate Neighborhood Green Streets Project is
located within the Southgate neighborhood in the City of Palo Alto. The City decided to
retrofit the neighborhood to improve surface drainage and incorporate green street elements
to improve water quality. The treatment measures include bioretention and bioinfiltration
areas, porous pavement crosswalks, and a porous pavement “paseo” (pedestrian walkway
connecting two streets). The bioretention areas were incorporated into the street right‐of‐way
and existing parkway strips (vegetated areas between the sidewalks and the streets). The
project included installation of 16 bioretention areas. The bioretention areas were sited in
locations that optimize the amount of tributary area draining to each system.
Table 3.27. Extent of land area in City of Palo Alto WMAs that is addressed by Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) and Other Stormwater Treatment Control Measures completed between July 1, 2013
and June 30, 2021.1,2,3,4

Project Type

WMA ID

Green
Street/Regional
Retrofit

Other - Palo Alto

Parcel-based
New &
Redevelopment

Total
Area
(Acres)
36.07

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

0.24

0.18

35.66

0.60

0.00

001SFC100A

0.60

016MTC910

12.95

9.68

3.10

0.17

017ADC600

0.97

0.96

0.00

0.02

017XXX010

0.60

031MTC410

4.18

4.18

031SCH250

0.85

0.85

135.70

27.34

81.86

22.33

20.31

2.02

Other - Palo Alto
SCH-K

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

1.89

0.21

0.60

24.41

17 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green stormwater infrastructure and treatment controls should be
considered preliminary and may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
18 The acres treated to date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Project Type

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)

Total
Area
(Acres)

WMA ID

Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

Subtotal

178.18

63.31

88.18

24.59

1.89

0.21

All Project Types - TOTAL

214.26

63.54

88.36

60.25

1.89

0.21

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and treatment controls.
2 – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
3 - Includes all projects completed during FY13 14 through FY20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014).
4 - GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault-based systems.

Large Full trash capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators)
The City of Palo Alto has treated over 170 acres of land to-date with large full trash capture
systems (i.e., hydrodynamic separators) owned and operated by the City (Table 3.28). The
treatment areas are all located within a single WMA, and are comprised of 3 acres of old
industrial and 162 acres of old urban land uses. In addition to the area currently treated by
these devices, the City may install additional devices if strategic locations are identified that
are not currently being addressed by other actions. Should additional devices be installed,
they will not only assist the City in achieving its trash load reduction goals, but will also provide
load reduction benefits for PCBs and mercury.
Table 3.28. Extent of land area in City of Palo Alto WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned Large Full
trash capture Systems (i.e., hydrodynamic separators (HDS Units)).1,2,3

Device

WMA ID

HDS

Other - Palo Alto
TOTAL

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

172.55

3.39

31.53

130.18

7.45

-

172.55

3.39

31.53

130.18

7.45

-

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by full trash capture treatment systems.
2 – Trash systems only include hydrodynamic separators and debris separating baffle boxes that are publicly owned. Inlet based full
trash capture devices are described in the operation and maintenance practices section.
3 Includes all existing full trash capture systems in the City of Palo Alto that were installed between January 2010 and June 2021.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The City of Palo Alto participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and
guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The City
began implementing a protocol/program to require the management of PCBs in building
materials during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. A total of 2
applicable structures in FY 19-20 and zero applicable structure in FY 20-21 applied for a
demolition permit with the City of Palo Alto. Since the start of the program in July 2019, a total
of 2 samples from structures that applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50
ppm or greater. The addresses, estimated demolition dates, and PCBs control methods used
for these structures are provided in Attachment B).
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MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The City of Palo Alto’s current street sweeping program includes sweeping three times
per week in the two main commercial areas, weekly on El Camino Real, and every
other week in the remaining areas during non “leaf season”, when these areas are
swept weekly. The City of Palo Alto uses multiple strategies to enhance the
effectiveness of street sweeping, including staff walking ahead of sweepers with leaf
blowers in the downtown area to address parked cars and tree wells, and enforcing
parking restrictions in some areas to allow access to the curb during sweeping
operations.

•

Inlet Cleaning
The City currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets one time per year, on
average. The City will continue to evaluate the benefits of more frequent inlet cleaning
on a site-specific basis during MRP 2.0 and as part of its control measure prioritization
process.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The City currently operates a Household Hazardous Waste Program that collects and recycles
mercury containing devices and equipment via weekly drop off events. The City promotes the
collection and recycling of these devices and equipment via their website. No enhancements
associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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CITY OF CUPERTINO
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.29 provides a listing of all Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) identified to-date in
the City of Cupertino. Total land area in the WMA and associated land uses are also included.
WMAs presented in Table 3.29 have been updated from the tables provided in Version 4.0 of
this report based on new information. That said, these WMAs should continue to be considered
preliminary because they may be refined in the future based on data/information currently
being evaluated and collected through source investigations and other activities.
A total of 3 WMAs have been identified in the City. These WMAs include all land area (i.e.,
>7,000 acres) within the City’s jurisdictional boundaries that is below significant water
impoundments located on receiving water bodies (i.e., reservoirs). WMAs form the
management units that are used to report control measure implementation in this section and
PCBs and mercury load reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.29. City of Cupertino preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) and
associated land uses.
WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

% New
Urban

%
Open
Space

080JSC600

Junipero Serra Channel

273

2%

66%

26%

6%

1%

Other - Cupertino

Multiple

6671

3%

20%

50%

10%

17%

PMC-D1

Permanente Creek

114

0%

0%

0%

3%

97%

7,059

3%

21%

48%

10%

18%

Totals

Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the City of Cupertino are
listed in Table 3.30.
Table 3.30. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in City of Cupertino WMAs.

PMC D1

E

080JSC600

E

E

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCBs
containing Materials and

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping
or Flushing

Managing PCBs in
Stormwater Conveyance
Infrastructure

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure

WMA
ID #

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E
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E

E

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCBs
containing Materials and

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

E

MS4 Line Flushing

E

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping
or Flushing

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

E/P

Managing PCBs in
Stormwater Conveyance
Infrastructure

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

Other Cupertino

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure

WMA
ID #

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E

Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
No source property investigations are currently underway in the City of Cupertino. Based on
the results of future monitoring designed to identify WMAs that likely contain source properties,
additional source property investigations may be conducted by the Program or the City,
resulting in additional source property referrals and/or actions by the City to eliminate the
discharge of PCBs or mercury into the MS4 by property owners.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Treatment Controls 19
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public and private properties undergoing
new or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date, over
345 acres of land to-date 20, including 49 acres of old industrial and 266 acres of old urban land
uses are currently addressed by GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities. As listed in Table
3.31, 238 acres are associated with facilities that were completed between July 1, 2013 and
June 30, 2021 (i.e., FY13 14 through FY20-21). Treatment areas associated with these facilities
are distributed across the 2 WMAs in the City as illustrated in Attachment A.
GSI projects currently under construction will also treat additional acres of land, once the
development/redevelopment is complete. The Program will continue working with the City to
update and refine the information on completed projects.

19 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green stormwater infrastructure and treatment controls should be
considered preliminary and may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
20 The acres treated to date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Table 3.31. Extent of land area in City of Cupertino WMAs that is addressed by Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) and Treatment Control Measures completed between July 1, 2013 and June 30,
2021.1,2,3,4
Area by Land Use Category (Acres)

Total
Area
(Acres)

Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

238.30

25.64

190.27

3.40

0.03

18.96

Subtotal

238.30

25.64

190.27

3.40

0.03

18.96

TOTAL

238.30

25.64

190.27

3.40

0.03

18.96

Project Type

WMA ID

Parcel-based
New &
Redevelopment

Other - Cupertino

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and treatment controls.
2 – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
3 - Includes all projects completed during FY13 14 through FY20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014).
4 - GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault-based systems.

Large Full trash capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators)
The City of Cupertino currently has no large full trash capture systems that are publicly owned
and operated. The City will be evaluating the need for full capture systems, including HDS
units, in the future. Should the City install HDSs, the Program will work with the City to document
the area treated by these systems for inclusion in future reports. Installation of these systems will
not only assist the City in achieving its trash load reduction goals, but also provide load
reduction benefits for PCBs and mercury.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The City of Cupertino participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and
guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The City
began implementing a protocol/program to require the management of PCBs in building
materials during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. A total of zero
applicable structures in FY 19-20 and 2 applicable structures in FY 20-21 applied for a
demolition permit with the City of Cupertino. Since the start of the program in July 2019, no
samples from structures that applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50
ppm or greater.

Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The City of Cupertino's current street sweeping program includes sweeping streets in
residential and retail areas, and arterial roads twice per month. Parking enforcement
signs for street sweeping are posted in some residential areas, and parking
enforcement that allows sweepers to sweep to the curb occurs on most arterial streets.

•

Inlet Cleaning
The City currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets once every other year, on
average, with the exception of those with full trash capture devices, which are
maintained more often. The City has installed 141 inlet-based full trash capture devices
since 2002 that treat 224 acres of land, including 0.7 acres of old industrial and nearly
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200 acres of old urban land use (Table 3.32). The City is currently documenting
enhanced cleaning frequencies for these devices on a site-specific basis. In future
reports, the Program will evaluate the POC load reduction benefits of these enhanced
cleanouts using the methods described in BASMAA (2020).
Table 3.32. Extent of land area in City of Cupertino WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned small full
trash capture devices (i.e., inlet-based full trash capture devices).a,b
Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
WMA ID

080JSC600
Other - Cupertino

Total Area
(Acres)

Old Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

22.9

0.4

20.6

1.1

0.8

201.3

0.3

124.3

51.6

1.0

24.0

1.8

24.0

Old Urban Residential

Other - San Jose

0.0

0.0

Other - Sunnyvale

0.1

0.0

0.0

TOTAL

224.2

145.0

52.7

0.7

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by small inlet-based trash full capture devices.
b – Includes only inlet-based trash full capture devices that are publicly owned and were installed by the City of Cupertino between
January 2010 and June 2021.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The City currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury containing devices and
equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa Clara County
Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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UNINCORPORATED SANTA CLARA COUNTY
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.33 provides a listing of all Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) identified to-date in
Unincorporated Santa Clara County. Total land area in the WMA and associated land uses are
also included. WMAs presented in Table 3.33 have been updated from the tables provided in
Version 4.0 of this report based on new information. That said, these WMAs should continue to
be considered preliminary because they may be refined in the future based on information
currently being evaluated and collected through source investigations and other activities.
A total of 20 WMAs have been identified in Unincorporated County. These WMAs include all
land area (i.e., >74,000 acres) within the Unincorporated County’s jurisdictional boundaries
that is below significant water impoundments located on receiving water bodies (i.e.,
reservoirs). WMAs form the management units that that are used to report control measure
implementation in this section and PCBs and mercury load reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.33. County of Santa Clara preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs)
and associated land uses.
Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

1,188

0%

50%

7%

1%

42%

Stevens Creek

5

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

049STA710 a

San Tomas Aquino
Creek

5

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

067GAC010 a

Guadalupe River

45

0%

12%

86%

0%

2%

068SCL230 a

Lower Silver Creek

115

0%

3%

97%

0%

0%

083CTC990 a

Coyote Creek

0.02

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

083GAC900 a

Guadalupe River

2

33%

67%

0%

0%

0%

083LGC525 a

Los Gatos Creek

128

0%

9%

91%

0%

0%

099LGC180 a

Los Gatos Creek

264

0%

45%

54%

0%

1%

100CTC190 a

Coyote Creek

107

0%

97%

3%

0%

0%

100CTC400 a

Coyote Creek

41

9%

91%

0%

0%

0%

100CTC500 a

Coyote Creek

21

90%

9%

0%

0%

1%

113LGC010 a

Los Gatos Creek

115

0%

10%

90%

0%

0%

130CNC022 a

Canoas Creek

1,148

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

Miguelita Creek a

Coyote Creek

993

0%

1%

38%

12%

49%

Other - Santa
Clara County a

Multiple

67,868

0%

1%

5%

3%

90%

PMC-D1 a

Permanente Creek

1,886

6%

36%

0%

0%

57%

WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

016MTC910 a

Matadero Creek

032SVC490a
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Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

Matadero Creek

448

0%

11%

59%

0%

30%

SVC-A a

Stevens Creek

10

2%

62%

0%

0%

37%

SVW-B a

Sunnyvale West
Channel

5

47%

23%

1%

0%

29%

74,393

0%

3%

6%

3%

87%

WMA ID #

Outfall Water Body

SCH-K a

Totals

% Ag/
Open
Space

a - These WMAs overlap with one or more co-Permittee(s); only the acres in each WMA that are within Unincorporated Santa Clara
County are presented in this table.

Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the County of Santa
Clara are listed in Table 3.34.
Table 3.34. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in Unincorporated Santa
Clara County WMAs.

016MTC910

E

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCB-containing
Materials and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance Practices
Street Sweeping or
Flushing

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and
Treatment Control
Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E

E

E

E

032SVC490

E

E

E

E

049STA710

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

067GAC010
068SCL230

E
E

083CTC990

E

E

E

E

E

083GAC900

E

E

E

E

E

083LGC525

E

E

E

E

E

099LGC180

E

E

E

E

E

100CTC190

E

E

E

E

100CTC400

E

E

E

E

100CTC500

E

E

E

E

E

113LGC010

E

E

E

E

E

130CNC022

E

E

E

E

Miguelita Creek

E

E

E

E
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Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury-containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCB-containing
Materials and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

E

Inlet Cleaning

E

MS4 Line Flushing

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

E

Operation and
Maintenance Practices
Street Sweeping or
Flushing

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

Other - Santa
Clara County

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure and
Treatment Control
Measures

WMA ID#

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E

E

E

PMC-D1

E

E

E

E

SCH-K

E

E

E

E

SVC-A

E

E

E

E

SVW-B

E

E

E

E

Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
No source property investigations are currently underway in the Unincorporated County.
Based on the results of future monitoring designed to identify WMAs that likely contain source
properties, additional source property investigations may be conducted by the Program or the
County, resulting in additional source property referrals and/or actions by the County to
eliminate the discharge of PCBs or mercury into the MS4 by property owners.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Treatment Controls 21
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public and private properties undergoing
new or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date, over
250 acres of land to-date 22, including 160 acres of old urban land uses are currently addressed
by GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities. As listed in Table 3.35, 150 acres are
associated with facilities that were completed between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2021 (i.e.,
FY13 14 through FY20-21). Treatment areas associated with these facilities are distributed
among multiple WMAs in the County as illustrated in Attachment A.
GSI projects currently under construction will also treat an additional 42 acres of land, once
the development/redevelopment is complete. The Program will continue working with the
County to update and refine the information on completed projects.

21 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green stormwater infrastructure and treatment controls should be
considered preliminary and may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
22 The acres treated to date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Table 3.35. Extent of land area in Unincorporated Santa Clara County WMAs that is addressed by Green
Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) and Treatment Control Measures completed between July 1, 2013 and
June 30, 2021.1,2,3,4

Project Type

Green
Street/Regional
Retrofit

WMA ID

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Residential

12.62

0.05

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

12.68

016MTC910

21.03

16.00

5.03

3.36

2.19

1.18

Other - Santa
Clara County

37.07

0.004

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

049SVE900

Subtotal

0.004

30.81

0.05

1.03

0.35

016MTC910

44.92

41.36

066GAC550

3.54

3.54

068SCL230

0.98

0.51

Other - Milpitas

1.11

Other - Palo Alto

2.05

2.05

0.00

Other - San Jose

2.81

1.72

0.00

1.76

1.76

0.00

50.75

16.89

4.14

4.14

\N

Parcel-based
New &
Redevelopment

Total
Area
(Acres)

Other - Santa
Clara
Other - Santa
Clara County
066GAC810

6.20
0.05

0.51
3.57

0.47
0.00

1.11

0.78

0.31

33.86

Subtotal

113.11

0.00

72.32

0.47

0.83

39.36

All Project Types - TOTAL

150.18

0.00

103.13

0.53

0.83

45.56

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and treatment controls.
2 – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
3 Includes all projects completed during FY13 14 through FY20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014).
4 GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault based systems.

Large Full trash capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators)
The County has treated over 70 acres of land to-date with 3 hydrodynamic separators (HDS)
owned and operated by the County (Table 3.36). These areas are distributed over a number
of WMAs, and are comprised of 12 acres of old industrial and 54 acres of old urban land uses.
In addition to the area currently treated by these devices, the County may install additional
HDS units in the future. Should additional devices be installed, they will not only assist the City in
achieving its trash load reduction goals, but will also provide load reduction benefits for PCBs
and mercury.
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Table 3.36. Extent of land area in Unincorporated Santa Clara County WMAs that is addressed by existing
Full trash capture Treatment Systems.1,2,3

Device

HDS

Total
Area
(Acres)

WMA ID

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

2.47

8.44

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

033SVW955

14.37

048SVW998

1.57

048SVW999

2.00

049CZC200

0.00

049SVE900

41.38

2.41

24.11

050GAC400

7.85

6.24

1.40

0.21

050GAC580

3.59

0.16

2.20

1.23

Other - Sunnyvale

0.67

0.12

0.40

71.43

11.57

39.95

TOTAL

Ag/Open
Space

3.17

0.00

0.29

10.97

3.75

0.14

1.57
0.18

1.82
0.00

0.16
14.14

5.19

0.58

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by full trash capture treatment systems.
2 – Trash systems only include hydrodynamic separators that are publicly owned. Inlet based full trash capture devices are described in
the operation and maintenance practices section.
3 Includes all existing full trash capture systems in Santa Clara County that were installed between January 2010 and June 2019.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The County participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and guidance for
implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The County began
implementing a protocol/program to require the management of PCBs in building materials
during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. A total of zero applicable
structures in FY 19-20 and one applicable structure in FY 20-21 applied for a demolition permit
with the County. Since the start of the program in July 2019, no samples from structures that
applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater.

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping

The County’s current street sweeping program includes sweeping expressways once
per month. Beginning in July 2014, the County increased the sweeping frequency on
County Expressway to once per week and began sweeping the median curb. Parking
enforcement signs for street sweeping are not posted in the County, but parking is not
permitted on expressways.
•

Inlet Cleaning
The County currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets once per year, on
average, with the exception of those with full capture systems, which are maintained
more often. The County has installed multiple inlet-based full trash capture devices
since 2002 that treat 4 acres of old industrial and 233 acres of old urban land uses
(Table 3.37). The County is currently documenting enhanced cleaning frequencies for
these devices on a site-specific basis. In future reports, the Program will evaluate the
POC load reduction benefits of these enhanced cleanouts using the methods
described in BASMAA (2020).
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Table 3.37. Extent of land area in Unincorporated Santa Clara County WMAs that is addressed by publicly
owned small full trash capture devices (i.e., inlet-based full trash capture devices).a,b
Total
Area
(Acres)

WMA ID

035CTC700

1.2

036PCL576

0.2

036PCL800

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

1.2

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.0

6.4

1.2

5.2

0.0

036PCL810

2.4

0.7

1.7

050CTC100

8.5

0.2

8.1

050GAC020

0.4

0.4

050GAC020B

5.9

5.7

067GAC010

5.9

0.9

5.0

099GAC240

5.7

3.6

0.5

099GAC500

0.5

0.5

0.0

100CTC600

0.1

0.1

0.0

GAC-B

1.5

1.3

0.1

Other - Cupertino

0.5

0.5

Other - Milpitas

3.3

0.1

3.1

162.8

0.2

148.6

7.3

34.0

0.4

33.6

5.3

4.5

0.7

185.9

47.3

Other - San Jose
Other - Santa Clara County
Other - Saratoga
TOTAL

244.5

1.5

4.0

Ag/Open
Space

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0
0.4

6.3

0.1
0.8

6.5

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by small inlet-based trash full capture devices.
b – Includes only inlet-based trash full capture devices that are publicly owned and were installed by Unincorporated Santa Clara
County between January 2010 and June 2021.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The County currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury containing devices
and equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa Clara County
Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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WEST VALLEY COMMUNITIES
(CAMPBELL, LOS GATOS, SARATOGA AND MONTE SERENO)
Watershed Management Areas
The West Valley Communities include the cities of Campbell, Monte Sereno, and Saratoga,
and the Town of Los Gatos. Table 3.38 provides a listing of all Watershed Management Areas
(WMAs) identified to-date in the West Valley Communities. Total land area in the WMAs and
associated land uses are also included. WMAs presented in Table 3.38 have been updated
from the tables provided in Version 4.0 of this report based on new information. That said, these
WMAs should continue to be considered preliminary because they may be refined in the
future based on data/information currently being evaluated and collected through source
investigations and other activities.
A total of 12 WMAs have been identified in the West Valley Communities. These WMAs include
all land area (i.e., >17,500 acres) within the jurisdictional boundaries of West Valley
Communities that is below significant water impoundments located on receiving water bodies
(i.e., reservoirs). WMAs form the management units that are used to report control measure
implementation in this section and PCBs and mercury load reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.38. Preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) and associated land
uses in West Valley communities (Campbell, Los Gatos, Saratoga and Monte Sereno).
Permittee

WMA ID #

Campbell

099LGC180

Campbell

113LGC010

Campbell

113LGC030

Campbell

113LGC140

Campbell

113LGC510

Campbell

113LGC565

Campbell

113LGC670

Campbell

113LGC900

Campbell
Los Gatos
Monte Sereno
Saratoga

Other Campbell
Other - Los
Gatos
Other - Monte
Sereno
Other Saratoga

Outfall
Water
Body

Total
Area
(Acres)

% Old
Industrial

% Old Urban
Commercial

% Old
Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

%
Open
Space

101

0%

10%

90%

0%

0%

298

11%

28%

56%

3%

3%

84

9%

57%

34%

1%

0%

126

13%

27%

59%

1%

0%

46

25%

47%

20%

8%

0%

83

48%

29%

15%

8%

1%

56

19%

73%

0%

8%

0%

15

5%

72%

5%

17%

0%

Multiple

3091

1%

24%

71%

0%

4%

Multiple

5003

1%

8%

42%

12%

37%

Multiple

507

0%

1%

92%

0%

7%

Multiple

8175

1%

6%

65%

11%

17%

17,585

1%

11%

59%

9%

19%

Los Gatos
Creek
Los Gatos
Creek
Los Gatos
Creek
Los Gatos
Creek
Los Gatos
Creek
Los Gatos
Creek
Los Gatos
Creek
Los Gatos
Creek

Totals
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Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the West Valley
Communities are listed in Table 3.39.
Table 3.39. Existing (E) and Planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in in West Valley communities
(Campbell, Los Gatos, Saratoga and Monte Sereno) WMAs.

Campbell

099LGC180

Campbell

113LGC010

E

Campbell

113LGC030

E/P

Campbell

113LGC140

E/P

Campbell

113LGC510

Campbell

113LGC565

Campbell
Campbell

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury containing Devices &
Products

Removal of Illegally Dumped
PCBs containing Materials and
Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line Flushing

Street Sweeping or
Flushing

Managing PCBs in Stormwater
Conveyance Infrastructure

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

113LGC670

E

E

E

E

113LGC900

E

E

E

E

Monte
Sereno
Saratoga

Other - Saratoga

Los Gatos

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices

E

Other Campbell
Other - Los
Gatos
Other - Monte
Sereno

Campbell

Full trash capture Systems
(Large and Small)

WMA ID

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure

Permittee

Source Property Identification
and Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E/P

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

E/P

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E/P

Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
No source property investigations are currently underway in the West Valley Communities.
Based on the results of future monitoring designed to identify WMAs that likely contain source
properties, additional source property investigations may be conducted by the Program or the
County, resulting in additional source property referrals and/or actions by the cities/towns to
eliminate the discharge of PCBs or mercury into the MS4 by property owners.
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Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Treatment Controls 23
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public and private properties undergoing
new or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date, over
224 acres of land to-date 24, including 23 acres of old industrial and 177 acres of old urban land
uses are currently addressed by GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities. As listed in Table
3.40, 130 acres are associated with facilities that were completed between July 1, 2013 and
June 30, 2021 (i.e., FY13 14 through FY20-21). Treatment areas associated with these facilities
are distributed among the 12 WMAs in the communities as illustrated in Attachment A.
GSI projects currently under construction will also treat roughly an additional 76 acres of land,
once the development/redevelopment is complete. The Program will continue working with
the West Valley Communities to update and refine the information on completed projects.
Table 3.40. Extent of land area in West Valley Communities WMAs that is addressed by Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) and Other Stormwater Treatment Control Measures completed between July 1, 2013
and June 30, 2021.1,2,3,4

Project Type

Agency

Green
Street/Regional
Retrofit

Campbell

Parcel-based
New &
Redevelopment

WMA ID

Other Campbell
Subtotal

Total
Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

26.51

0.81

24.85

26.51

0.81

24.85

Old
Industrial

Campbell

113LGC010

0.37

Campbell

113LGC030

3.11

Campbell

113LGC140

10.56

5.86

Campbell

113LGC670

1.50

1.50

29.80
46.01

Campbell
Los
Gatos
Los
Gatos
Saratoga

Other Campbell
Other - Los
Gatos
Other Santa Clara
County
Other Saratoga

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space

0.37
2.27

0.83

2.39

2.31

2.01

17.42

10.34

9.34

19.55

3.49

0.03
13.61

2.17

0.00
2.17

9.55

0.79

1.41

1.02

6.34

Subtotal

103.06

19.50

43.04

18.37

13.61

8.53

All Project Types Total

129.57

19.50

43.86

43.22

13.61

8.53

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and treatment controls.
2 – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
3 - Includes all projects completed during FY13 14 through FY20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014).
4 - GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault-based systems.

23 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green stormwater infrastructure and treatment controls should be
considered preliminary and may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
24 The acres treated to date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Large Full trash capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators)
The West Valley Communities do not currently have hydrodynamic separators (HDS) that are
publicly owned and do not plan to install hydrodynamic separators during MRP 2.0. Should
HDS units be installed, they will not only assist the communities in achieving their trash load
reduction goals, but also provide load reduction benefits for PCBs and mercury.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The West Valley Communities participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools
and guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The
Cities/Towns began implementing a protocol/program to require the management of PCBs in
building materials during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. A total of
zero applicable structures in FY 19-20 and one applicable structure in FY 20-21 applied for a
demolition permit with the West Valley Communities (i.e., the City of Campbell). Since the start
of the program in July 2019, no samples from structures that applied for a demolition permit
had materials with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater.

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The City of Campbell's current street sweeping program that was enhanced in
response to trash load reduction requirements includes sweeping streets in residential
areas twice per month, the downtown area twice per week, and
arterial/commercial/industrial areas weekly. Parking enforcement signs for street
sweeping are not permanently posted in the City, however temporary signage is
posted prior to sweeping events. Additionally, sweepers are able to sweep to the curb
on arterial roads due to no parking on these streets.
The City of Saratoga’s current street sweeping program includes sweeping most streets
within the City once per month and the downtown area once per week. Parking
enforcement signs for street sweeping are not posted in the City, but cars generally do
not park on City streets.
The Town of Los Gatos's current street sweeping program includes sweeping industrial
and residential areas once per month, commercial areas twice per month, and
sweeping retail areas once per week. Parking enforcement signs are not posted in the
Town.
The City of Monte Sereno's current street sweeping program includes sweeping most
streets four times per year. There are many streets within the City that are not swept.
Parking enforcement signs for street sweeping are not posted, but cars generally do
not park on City streets.

•

Stormwater Inlet Cleaning
The Cities/Towns currently inspect and maintain all storm drain inlets once every other
year, on average, with the exception of those with full trash capture systems, which are
maintained more often. The Cities/Towns have installed 91 inlet-based full trash capture
devices since 2002 that treat 254 acres of land area, including16 acres of old industrial
and 231 acres of old urban land uses. The communities are currently documenting
enhanced cleaning frequencies for these devices on a site-specific basis. In future
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reports, the Program will evaluate the POC load reduction benefits of these enhanced
cleanouts using the methods described in BASMAA (2020).
Table 3.41. Extent of land area in the West Valley Communities that is addressed by publicly owned small
full trash capture devices (i.e., inlet-based full trash capture devices).a,b
Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Agency

WMA ID

Total
Area
(Acres)

Monte
Sereno

Other - Monte
Sereno

3.3

Los Gatos

Other - Los Gatos

8.7

Campbell

113LGC010

52.0

Campbell

113LGC030

2.1

Campbell

Other - Campbell

Campbell

Other - San Jose

Saratoga

Other - Saratoga
TOTAL

Old
Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

New
Urban

3.3
8.6

0.1

30.4

3.4

3.4

151.2

16.8

0.8

0.9

0.1

0.8

13.9

13.9

0.0

206.3

24.4

173.6

254.5

Ag/Open
Space

14.8

0.0

2.1
1.3

16.1

3.5

0.0
4.2

3.6

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by small inlet-based trash full capture devices.
b – Includes only inlet-based trash full capture devices that are publicly owned and were installed by the West Valley Communities
(Campbell, Los Gatos, Saratoga and Monte Sereno) between January 2010 and June 2021.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The West Valley Communities currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury
containing devices and equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa
Clara County Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW
Program). No enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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CITY OF LOS ALTOS
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.42 provides a listing of all Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) identified to-date in
the City of Los Altos. Total land area in the WMA and associated land uses are also included.
WMAs presented in Table 3.42 have been updated from the tables provided in Version 4.0 of
this report based on new information. That said, these WMAs should continue to be considered
preliminary because they may be refined in the future based on data/information currently
being evaluated and collected through source investigations and other activities.
A total of one WMA has been identified in the City. This WMA includes all land area (i.e., >4,100
acres) within the City’s jurisdictional boundaries that is below significant water impoundments
located on receiving water bodies (i.e., reservoirs). WMAs form the management units that are
used to report control measure implementation in this section and PCBs and mercury load
reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.42. City of Los Altos preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) and
associated land uses.
WMA
ID #
Other - Los
Altos

Outfall Water
Body

Multiple

Total
Area
(Acres)

%
Old
Industrial

%
Old Urban
Commercial

%
Old Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

%
Open
Space

%
Other

4,175

0%

13%

84%

1%

2%

0%

Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the City of Los Altos are
listed in Table 3.43.
Table 3.43. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in City of Los Altos WMA.

E
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E

Reduction/Recycling of
Mercury containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCBs containing
Materials and Products

Diversion to Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

E

MS4 Line Flushing

E

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street Sweeping or
Flushing

Managing PCBs during
Building Demolition

E/P

Managing PCBs in
Stormwater Conveyance
Infrastructure

Full trash capture Systems

Other Los
Altos

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure

WMA
ID #

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E
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Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
No source property investigations are currently underway in the City of Los Altos. Based on the
results of future monitoring designed to identify WMAs that likely contain source properties,
additional source property investigations may be conducted by the Program or the City,
resulting in additional source property referrals and/or actions by the City to eliminate the
discharge of PCBs or mercury into the MS4 by property owners.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Treatment Controls 25
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public and private properties undergoing
new or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date, over
36 acres of land to-date 26, including 36 acres of old urban land area are currently addressed
by GSI and other stormwater treatment facilities. As listed in Table 3.44, 21 acres are associated
with facilities that were completed between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2021 (i.e., FY13 14
through FY20-21). Treatment areas associated with these facilities are distributed among the 1
WMA in the City as illustrated in Attachment A.
The land area current addressed by GSI facilities includes the David and Lucile Packard
Foundation Green Street facility constructed in 2012 as part of the Packard Foundation’s
development of its new office building at 343 Second Street. The green street portion of the
project incorporates curbside flow‐through rain gardens and corner bulb‐outs to capture, treat
and infiltrate runoff from adjacent impervious surfaces. (The runoff from the building and
associated hardscape and parking lots is captured and treated by other stormwater
treatment measures).
Table 3.44. Extent of land area in City of Los Altos WMAs that is addressed by Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) and Treatment Control Measures completed between July 1, 2013 and June 30,
2021.1,2,3,4
Project Type

Parcel based New &
Redevelopment or
Retrofit

WMA ID

Other – Los
Altos

Total Area
(Acres)

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Old
Industrial

Old
Urban

New
Urban

Open
Space

Other

-

15.93

4.72

0.26

-

20.92

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by GSI and treatment controls.
2 – GSI and Treatment Control Measures include: (1) parcel based new development, redevelopment, or retrofit projects; and (2)
green street projects or regional retrofit projects.
3 - Includes all projects completed during FY13 14 through FY20-21 that were not reported in the 2014 IMR (BASMAA, 2014).
4 - GSI and treatment controls may include proprietary vault based systems.

25 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green stormwater infrastructure and treatment controls should be
considered preliminary and may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
26 The acres treated to date include all projects completed since the TMDL baseline was established in 2002.
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Large Full trash capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators)
The City of Los Altos has one public full trash capture device that treats over 106 acres of land
to-date with full trash capture treatment systems. The majority of this area is treated by one
public hydrodynamic separator owned and operated by the City (Table 3.45). The area
treated is comprised of 106 acres of old urban land use.
In addition to the area currently treated by this system, the City is currently evaluating the
need install additional systems to treat additional areas during the term of MRP 2.0. Installation
of these devices will not only assist the City in achieving its trash load reduction goals, but also
provide load reduction benefits for PCBs and mercury.
Table 3.45. Extent of land area in City of Los Altos WMAs that is addressed by existing Full trash capture
Treatment Systems.1,2,3

WMA ID

Area by Land Use Category (Acres)

Total Area
(Acres)
Old
Industrial

Other - Los Altos

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

73.51

32.37

106.41

New
Urban

Ag/Open
Space
0.53

1 – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by full trash capture treatment systems.
2 – Trash systems only include hydrodynamic separators that are publicly owned. Inlet based full trash capture devices are described in
the operation and maintenance practices section.
3 - Includes all existing full trash capture systems in the City of Los Altos that were installed between January 2010 and June 2021.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The City of Los Altos participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and
guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The City
began implementing a protocol/program to require the management of PCBs in building
materials during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. During FY 19-20
and FY 20-21 there were no applicable structures that applied for a demolition permit with the
City of Los Altos. Since the start of the program in July 2019, no samples from structures that
applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater.

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The City of Los Altos current street sweeping program includes sweeping industrial and
residential areas once per month, commercial areas twice per month, and retail areas
once per week. Parking enforcement signs are not posted in the City, but cars
generally do not park on City streets and the downtown areas are swept before cars
arrive.

•

Inlet Cleaning
The City currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets one time per year on
average, with the exception of those with full trash capture devices, which are
cleaned more often. The City has installed inlet-based full trash capture devices since
2002 that treat a total of 29 acres of old urban land uses (Table 3.46). The City is
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currently documenting enhanced cleaning frequencies for these devices on a sitespecific basis. In future reports, the Program will evaluate the POC load reduction
benefits of these enhanced cleanouts using the methods described in BASMAA (2020).
Table 3.46. Extent of land area in City of Los Altos WMAs that is addressed by publicly owned small full
trash capture devices (i.e., inlet-based full trash capture devices).a,b
Area by Land Use Category (Acres)
Total Area
(Acres)

WMA ID

Other - Los Altos
TOTAL

Old Industrial

Old Urban Commercial/
Transportation

Old Urban Residential

29.0

27.0

2.0

29.0

27.0

2.0

New
Urban

a – Acres presented may not include all acres currently treated by small inlet-based trash full capture devices.
b – Includes only inlet-based trash full capture devices that are publicly owned and were installed by the City of Los Altos between
January 2010 and June 2021.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The City currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury containing devices and
equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa Clara County
Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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TOWN OF LOS ALTOS HILLS
Watershed Management Areas
Table 3.47 provides a listing of all Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) identified to-date in
the Town of Los Altos Hills. Total land area in the WMA and associated land uses are also
included. WMAs presented in Table 3.47 have been updated from the tables provided in
Version 1.0 of this report based on new information. That said, these WMAs should continue to
be considered preliminary because they may be refined in the future based on
data/information currently being evaluated and collected through source investigations and
other activities.
A total of one WMA has been identified in the Town. This WMA includes all land area (i.e.,
>5,700 acres) within the Town’s jurisdictional boundaries that is below significant water
impoundments located on receiving water bodies (i.e., reservoirs). WMAs form the
management units that are used to report control measure implementation in this section and
PCBs and mercury load reductions reported in Section 4.
Table 3.47. Town of Los Altos Hills preliminary PCBs and mercury Watershed Management Areas (WMAs)
and associated land uses.
WMA
ID #
Other - Los
Altos Hills

Outfall Water
Body
Multiple

Total
Area
(Acres)

%
Old
Industrial

%
Old Urban
Commercial

%
Old Urban
Residential

%
New
Urban

%
Open
Space

%
Other

5,784

0%

7%

65%

10%

19%

0%

Existing and Planned Control Measures
PCBs and mercury control measures currently in place or planned for future implementation
are described in this section. A preliminary list of control measures for the Town of Los Altos Hills
are listed in Table 3.48.
Table 3.48. Existing (E) and planned (P) PCBs and mercury control measures in Town of Los Altos Hills
WMA.

Other Los
Altos Hills

P

E

E

84

E

Reduction/Recycling
of Mercury containing
Devices & Products

Removal of Illegally
Dumped PCBs
containing Materials
and Products

Diversion to
Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

Inlet Cleaning

MS4 Line
Flushing

Operation and
Maintenance
Practices
Street
Sweeping or
Flushing

Managing PCBs in
Stormwater
Conveyance
Infrastructure

Managing PCBs
during Building
Demolition

Full trash capture
Systems

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure

WMA
ID #

Source Property
Identification and
Abatement

Control Measure Categories

E
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Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
No source property investigations are currently underway in the Town. Based on the results of
future monitoring designed to identify WMAs that likely contain source properties, additional
source property investigations may be conducted by the Program or the Town, resulting in
additional source property referrals and/or actions by the Town to eliminate the discharge of
PCBs or mercury into the MS4 by property owners.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Treatment Controls 27
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) and other treatment controls may be installed on
roadways and public storm drain infrastructure to treat stormwater runoff in public rights-ofway (e.g., green streets). In addition, applicable public and private properties undergoing
new or redevelopment are subject to MRP requirements to treat stormwater via low impact
development (LID) techniques or equivalent. Based on the information compiled to-date, no
land areas in the Town are currently addressed by GSI or other stormwater treatment facilities.
GSI projects currently under construction will treat roughly 13 acres of land, once the
development is complete. The Program will continue working with the City to update and
refine the information on completed projects.

Large Full trash capture Systems (Hydrodynamic Separators)
The Town does not currently have and has no plans to install hydrodynamic separators during
MRP 2.0. Should HDS units be installed, these units will not only assist the Town in achieving its
trash load reduction goals, but also provide load reduction benefits for PCBs and mercury.

Managing PCBs during Building Demolition
The Town of Los Altos Hills participated in the BASMAA regional project to develop tools and
guidance for implementing a protocol for managing PCBs during building demolition. The
Town began implementing a protocol/program to require the management of PCBs in
building materials during demolition activities by July 1, 2019, consistent with MRP 2.0. During FY
19-20 and FY 20-21 there were no applicable structures that applied for a demolition permit
with the Town of Los Altos Hills. Since the start of the program in July 2019, no samples from
structures that applied for a demolition permit had materials with PCBs at 50 ppm or greater.

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Street Sweeping
The Town of Los Altos Hills's current street sweeping program includes sweeping
residential areas twice per month during the wet season and every month and a half
during the dry season. Parking enforcement signs are not posted in the Town, but cars
generally do not park on Town streets.

•

Inlet Cleaning
The Town currently inspects and maintains all storm drain inlets one time per year, on
average. The Town will continue to evaluate the benefits of more frequent inlet
cleaning on a site-specific basis during MRP 2.0.

27 Acres reported in this section as addressed by green stormwater infrastructure and treatment controls should be
considered preliminary and may be revised in the future as additional information is available.
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Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
The Town currently promotes the collection and recycling of mercury containing devices and
equipment at the consumer level via their participation in the Santa Clara County
Environmental Health Department's Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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SANTA CLARA VALLEY WATER DISTRICT
The Santa Clara Valley Water District (Valley Water)’s significant financial commitment to
SCVURPPP supports many local and San Francisco Bay Area monitoring activities such as the
Regional Monitoring Program. Although Valley Water does not generally have jurisdiction over
land use planning decisions, it performs and assists other SCVURPPP Co-permittees in the
implementation of control measures that have a PCBs and mercury reduction benefit. Valley
Water’s primary PCBs and Mercury control measures are related to sediment removal activities
and activities related to the implementation of the Guadalupe River Watershed Mercury
TMDL.
Because watershed land areas draining to receiving waters are generally not owned by Valley
Water, no Watershed Management Areas (WMAs) are currently identified for Valley Water.
That said, Valley Water owns and maintains roughly one third of the channels and creeks in the
Santa Clara Valley. Valley Water led activities that have a PCBs and/or mercury reduction
benefit are included in this section.

Existing and Planned Control Measures
Enhanced Operation and Maintenance Practices: Channel Maintenance and
Cleaning
As part of its Stream Maintenance Program (SMP), Valley Water conducts sediment removal
activities in channels, creeks and percolation ponds for the purpose of alleviating the potential
for local flooding problems and to meet the requirements of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency for flood protection and water supply. Valley Water follows a sediment
characterization plan to determine chemical and physical properties of the sediments,
including for total mercury, in order to effectively plan for disposal or beneficial reuse of the
sediments and assist with determining the best management practices to implement in order
to avoid and minimize impacts to water quality and aquatic life during sediment removal and
disposal. Sediment removal from channels and creeks, as well as percolation ponds, allows for
the opportunistic removal of sediments and associated pollutants before they reach the San
Francisco Bay.

Stream Restoration Activities and Erosion Control Activities
Valley Water has conducted stream restoration activities that included the removal of mercury
containing mining waste in the Guadalupe Creek, Alamitos Creek and the Guadalupe River
that have resulted in a significant amount of mercury being removed from the Guadalupe
River system. In addition, Valley Water has funded and or managed the removal of mercury
containing sediment and stream stabilization activities for other governmental organizations.
One example has been the rehabilitation of Jacques Gulch upstream of Almaden Reservoir
for Santa Clara County.

Oxygenation System Activities
Valley Waterowns and operates three reservoirs (Almaden, Calero, and Guadalupe reservoirs)
and one lake (Lake Almaden) within the Guadalupe River Watershed that were included in
the Guadalupe River Watershed Mercury TMDL. Valley Wateroperates four hypolimnetic
oxygenation systems that reduce the production of methylmercury in Almaden, Guadalupe,
Calero and Stevens Creek reservoirs during months of stratification. Hypolimnetic oxygenation
also improves the quality of the water discharged from the reservoir, reducing downstream
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concentrations of nutrients, metals, and bioavailable mercury. Valley Water is required to
provide periodic progress reports regarding its studies of methylmercury production and
controls, and progress towards reducing the bioaccumulation of mercury in the watershed to
the Regional Board. By reducing the amount of mercury and methylmercury in the watershed,
implementation of the Guadalupe TMDL also supports the San Francisco Bay Mercury TMDL.

Reduction/Recycling of Mercury containing Devices & Products
Valley Water is a partner in the Santa Clara County Environmental Health Department’s
Household Hazardous Waste Program (HHW Program). Valley Water has a partnership
agreement with the County’s Green Business Program, which works to promote the collection
and recycling of mercury containing devices and equipment by the HHW program. No
enhancements associated with this control measure are currently planned.
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SECTION 4 –PCBS AND MERCURY LOADS REDUCED
The PCBs and mercury loads reduced through stormwater control measures implemented or
caused to be implemented by Co-permittees in the Santa Clara Valley during the current MRP
term are reported in this section. The loads reduced were calculated only for those control
measures and projects reported in Section 3 that were implemented and/or completed
between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2021, and may not include all existing control measures. The
load reductions reported in this section do not account for operation and maintenance (O&M)
enhancements implemented by Co-permittees during the permit term, including enhanced
street sweeping and enhanced inlet cleaning implemented by Co-permittees as part of their
operation and maintenance programs for inlet based full trash capture systems. The load
reductions associated with O&M enhancements implemented by Co-permittees during MRP 2.0
will be provided in the future using the methods described in the in the BASMAA Source Control
Load Reduction Accounting for Reasonable Assurance Analysis (BASMAA 2020) that was
submitted as an attachment to Appendix 11-1 of the Program’s FY 19-20 Annual Report. The
Program will continue to track control measures and update the associated load reductions as
additional information becomes available and as new or enhanced actions are implemented
by Co-permittees.

Summary of Loads Reduced Accounting Methodology
The accounting methodologies used to calculate the load reductions reported in this section
were developed by BASMAA and approved by the Executive Officer of the Regional Water
Board for the purpose of load reduction reporting during MRP 2.0. These methods and data
inputs are described fully in the BASMAA Interim Accounting Methodology Report v.1.1
(BASMAA, 2017). The equations and default data inputs that are used to calculate load
reductions are summarized below. The data on acres addressed by each type of control
measure that are reported in Section 3 were used in the equations below to calculate the PCBs
and mercury load reductions that are reported later in this section.
Source Property Identification and Abatement (including Referrals)
The pollutant of concern (POC) loads reduced through source property identification and
abatement were calculated using the equation below:
Where:
=
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴
=
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑌𝑌
=
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑌𝑌

Default inputs:

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴 • (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑌𝑌 − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑌𝑌 )

Source property area (acres (ac))
Source property POC yield
Old Urban land use POC yield

PCBs Source property yield = 4,065 mg/ac/yr
PCBs Old urban land use yield = 30.3 mg/ac/yr
Mercury Source property yield = 1,300 mg/ac/yr
Mercury Old urban land use yield = 215 mg/ac/yr

Fifty percent of the load reduced is reported here for each source property referral that was
identified in Section 3. The remaining 50% will be credited upon completion of the abatement
process, or at ten years, whichever occurs first.
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Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Treatment Controls

Parcel Based New Development, Redevelopment and Retrofit
The POC loads reduced through parcel based new development, redevelopment, and retrofit
projects were calculated using the equation below:
Where:

𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴
𝑃𝑃𝑌𝑌
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑌𝑌

=
=
=

Default inputs:

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 • (𝑃𝑃𝑌𝑌 − 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑌𝑌 )

New development/redevelopment/parcel based retrofit project area (ac)
Existing PCBs or mercury yield (mg/ac/yr)
New Urban PCBs or mercury yield (mg/ac/yr)
PCBs New Urban land use yield = 3.5 mg/ac/yr
Mercury New Urban land use yield = 33 mg/ac/yr

Green Streets, Regional Retrofit Projects, and Full trash capture Systems
The POC loads reduced due to green streets, regional retrofit projects, and full trash capture
devices (i.e., hydrodynamic separators (HDS) units) were calculated using the equation and
inputs provided below:
Where:

𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴

𝑃𝑃𝑌𝑌
𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓

=
=
=

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 • 𝑃𝑃𝑌𝑌 • 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓

Tributary area treated by green stormwater infrastructure/retrofit treatment
measure/HDS unit (acres)
Area weighted PCBs or mercury yield (mg/acre year)
Efficiency factor for green stormwater infrastructure/retrofit treatment control
measure (assumed to be 70%) or HDS units (assumed to be 20%)
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PCBs Loads Reduced
Co-permittees in the Santa Clara Valley have reduced PCBs by 1,027 g/year during the MRP 2.0
compliance period (i.e., FY 13-14 to present). The distributions of PCBs loads reduced by control
measure type by fiscal year (Figure 4.1) and by each co-Permittee (Figure 4.2) clearly
demonstrate the substantial progress that has been made in the Santa Clara Valley to reduce
PCBs in stormwater during MRP 2.0.
The successful implementation of the programs to manage PCB-containing materials during
building demolition by all Santa Clara Valley Co-Permittees on or before July 1, 2019 resulted in
627 g/yr of PCBs load reduction during FY 19-20. Source property identification and referral
during the permit term has provided 183 g/yr of PCBs load reduction, which represents 18% of
the total loads reduced to date. After the referred source properties have been abated, these
load reductions will double. Based on the results of the cost-benefit analyses conducted as part
of the CW4CB Project, source property identification and abatement remains the most costeffective control measure currently available for reducing PCBs loads to the Bay. The Program
continues to conduct source property investigations to identify additional source properties for
referral and/or abatement in the future.
Parcel-based GSI (i.e., new and re-development) projects have been and will continue to be
important controls for reducing PCBs. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 demonstrate the importance of GSI
installation as part of parcel-based redevelopment projects in the Santa Clara Valley. The
installation of GSI facilities on private and public lands that have undergone redevelopment
contributes 117 g/yr of PCBs load reduction. These data demonstrate the 2020 MRP
performance criterion of 37 g/yr of PCBs loads reduced through GSI across the Santa Clara
Valley was achieved and exceeded. By comparison, public green street projects currently
account for less than 1% of the PCBs loads reduced to-date. With the development and
implementation of Co-permittee GSI Implementation Plans that are required by the MRP, green
street and regional projects are expected to increase over the next decade. With this increase
in these projects, PCBs load reductions are expected to increase as well over time.
Large FTC systems (i.e., HDS Units DSBBs and GSRDs) owned and operated by Co-permittees also
play an important role in reducing PCBs reaching the Bay from the Santa Clara Valley. To-date,
more than 16,000 acres of land, including nearly 1,500 acres of old industrial land use and more
than 12,000 acres of old urban land use have been treated by these systems. Currently, these
systems provide an additional 97 g/yr of PCBs load reductions.
As noted previously, PCBs load reductions are not reported here for all controls that have been
implemented to-date, including increases in the frequency of inlet cleaning associated with
inlet-based full trash capture devices, and PCBs removed via Valley Water’s stream
maintenance activities. Over the next fiscal year, efforts will be made to document the
information required to account for these actions. In addition, Co-permittees continue to
develop and implement appropriate methods to control other potential sources (e.g., manage
PCBs in roadway and storm drain infrastructure, illegal dumping, etc.), and prevent or reduce
the release of PCBs from these sources. As progress is made on implementing these control
measures, the Program will document load reductions achieved in future reports.
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Figure 4.1. PCBs Loads Reduced within the Santa Clara Valley by Control Measure Category (FY 13-14 through FY 20-21).
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Figure 4.2. PCBs Loads Reduced by each Permittee within the Santa Clara Valley by Control Measure Category (FY 13-14 through FY 20-21).
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Mercury Loads Reduced
Co-permittees in the Santa Clara Valley have reduced mercury by 2,346 g/year during the MRP
2.0 compliance period (i.e., FY 13-14 to present). The distributions of mercury loads reduced for
each control measure type by fiscal year (Figure 4.3) and by co-Permittee (Figure 4.4) clearly
demonstrate the substantial progress that has been made in the Santa Clara Valley to reduce
mercury in stormwater during MRP 2.0. The interim mercury load reduction target of 16 g/yr
through green stormwater infrastructure was achieved and exceeded. Continued progress is
expected from ongoing redevelopment and retrofit of treatment controls (including full trash
capture systems) into existing old industrial and old urban land uses throughout the remainder of
the permit term.
The largest single contributor to the mercury load reductions achieved to-date has been
through parcel based new development and redevelopment projects where GSI has been
installed (Figure 4.3 and 4.4). New and redevelopment projects have been and continue to be
implemented across all Santa Clara Valley Co-permittees, providing over 1,400 g/yr of mercury
load reductions. Over the permit term to-date, 3,700 acres have undergone new or
redevelopment in the Santa Clara Valley and are currently treated by GSI facilities, including
more than 897 acres of old industrial and 1,572 acres of old urban land uses. These projects
currently account for 60% of the mercury load reduction (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). By comparison,
Green Street and regional retrofit projects account for 1.3% of the total mercury loads reduced
to-date.
Full trash capture systems are also an important component of mercury load reductions,
accounting for 36% of the Program-wide total to-date. These systems currently treat 15,600 acres
of land, including 1,148 acres of old industrial and more than 12,000 acres of old urban land
uses. The remaining 2% load reduction results from the three source properties that were referred
to the Regional Water Board, including the property on Leo Avenue in the City of San José, the
Sunnyvale East Channel property in the City of Sunnyvale, and the Brokaw Road property in the
City of Santa Clara.
As noted previously, mercury load reductions are not reported here for all controls that have
been implemented to-date, including increases in the frequency of inlet cleaning associated
with inlet-based full trash capture devices, and mercury removed via Valley Water’s stream
maintenance activities. Over the next fiscal year, efforts will be made to document the
information required to account for these actions. In addition, Co-permittees continue to
develop and implement appropriate methods to control other potential sources (e.g., illegal
dumping, etc.), and prevent or reduce the release of mercury from these sources. As progress is
made on implementing these control measures, the Program will document load reductions
achieved in future reports.
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Figure 4.3. Mercury Loads Reduced within the Santa Clara Valley by Control Measure Category (FY 13-14 through FY 20-21).
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Figure 4.4. Mercury Loads Reduced by each Permittee within the Santa Clara Valley by Control Measure Category (FY 13-14 through FY 20-21).
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SECTION 5 - IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE AND PLANNED
NEAR TERM NEXT STEPS
Co-permittees in the Santa Clara Valley began implementing PCBs and mercury control
measures with the adoption of the PCBs and Mercury TMDLs. Enhanced control measure
implementation has been ongoing throughout MRP 2.0 and primarily focused on: 1) conducting
source property identification projects that will likely lead to referrals to the Water Board for
further investigation and abatement; 2) tracking the implementation of green stormwater
infrastructure/treatment controls on private property, and planning for public green stormwater
infrastructure projects; and 3) developing a protocol to manage PCBs in building materials
during demolition. These control measures have been and will continue to be
developed/implemented over the course of the MRP 2.0, consistent with the permit.
In addition to these focused areas, Co-permittees will continue to implement the following
during the remainder of the MRP 2.0 term:
Source Property Referrals and Abatement
•

Continue to collect and evaluate information to identify WMAs with potential source
properties using the framework developed by BASMAA member agencies and
expanded upon by SCVURPPP, including the collection of stormwater monitoring data
from many of the 160+ WMAs.

•

Continue to work with the Regional Water Board on the referral of the railroad property
on Leo Avenue in the City of San José (WMA 083CTC990) and assist in next steps as
appropriate.

•

Continue to work with the USEPA and the Regional Water Board on the referral of the
Northrup Grumman property in the City of Sunnyvale (WMA 049SVE900) and assist in next
steps as appropriate.

•

Continue to work with the Regional Water Board on the referral of the 335 Brokaw Road
property in the City of Santa Clara (WMA 066GAC150) and assist in next steps as
appropriate.

•

Continue calculating PCBs and mercury load reduction benefits of source properties.

•

Continue to evaluate next steps for all confirmed source properties, which may include
any of the following:

•

o

Implement or cause implementation of controls to prevent or reduce the
transport of PCBs from source properties to the MS4;

o

Submit source property referrals to the Regional Water Board for follow-up
investigation and abatement;

o

Work directly with property owners to abate or cause a source property to be
abated.

Continue to conduct source property investigations in WMAs where elevated PCBs or
mercury have been found in MS4 sediment and/or stormwater during screening
monitoring.

Green Stormwater Infrastructure
•

Continue to update SCVURPPP’s Stormwater Treatment Measures Data Portal for GSI and
stormwater treatment in the Santa Clara Valley to assist Co-permittees in tracking
projects and calculating PCBs and mercury load reductions.
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•

Continue calculating the PCBs and mercury load reduction benefits of existing GSI
facilities.

Large Full Trash Capture Systems
•

Continue to track the implementation of trash full capture systems and calculate the
PCBs and mercury load reduction benefits associated with these devices.

MS4 Operation and Maintenance Practices
•

Look for opportunities to enhance existing O&M practices to optimize PCBs and mercury
load reduction benefits.

•

Continue to track the implementation of enhanced MS4 operation and maintenance
practices, including increased cleaning frequencies of inlets with trash full capture
systems, and calculate the PCBs and mercury load reduction benefits.

PCBs in Building Materials, Storm Drains and Roadway Infrastructure
•

Continue to implement programs for managing materials and wastes containing PCBs
during the demolition of buildings.

•

Continue to track program implementation and quantify the mass of PCBs abated from
subject buildings.

Mercury Reduction via True Source Controls and Recycling
•

Continue to implement and track the benefits from mercury true source control and
recycling programs, including HHW Programs.

Additional Activities
•

Continue implementing a program to educate the public regarding potential human
health risks from PCBs and mercury in Bay fish, including residents likely to consume
locally caught fish. This includes working with the Alviso Education Center to utilize various
education and outreach products.
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Attachment A
Locations of Existing Green Stormwater Infrastructure
Facilities
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Sources: Esri, HERE, Garmin, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P, NRCan, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China
(Hong Kong), Esri Korea, Esri (Thailand), NGCC, (c) OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User
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Map Created By: EOA, Inc.
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Data Sources:
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Data Sources:
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Background: ESRI World Street Map
Map Created By: EOA, Inc.
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County of Santa Clara - Unincorporated Southwest
Green Stormwater Infrastructure Projects
Completed FY 13-14 to FY 20-21
Completed Prior to FY 13-14
Old Industrial Land Use

Data Sources:
City Boundaries: Santa Clara County
Catchment Boundaries: Mattern/WLA
Background: ESRI World Street Map
Map Created By: EOA, Inc.
Date: September 8, 2021
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Program for Management of PCBs during Building
Demolition – Data Summary through FY 2020/21 for
Santa Clara Valley MRP Permittees
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SUBJECT:

Program for Management of PCBs during Building Demolition – Data Summary through
FY 2020/21 for Santa Clara Valley MRP Permittees

Background
Provision C.12.f. of the Municipal Regional Permit (MRP; Order No. R2-2015-0049) requires Permittees to
manage PCBs-containing materials and wastes during building demolition activities. Santa Clara Valley
and other MRP Permittees have developed and implemented a program for managing materials with
PCBs concentrations of 50 ppm or greater in applicable structures at the time applicable structures
undergo demolition. Applicable structures are defined as buildings constructed or remodeled between
the years 1950 and 1980 that are undergoing full-building demolition. Single-family residential and wood
frame structures are exempt.
This technical memorandum documents the following items for Santa Clara Valley MRP Permittees per
the requirements in MRP Provision C.12.f.iii.(4):
•

The number of demolition permits for applicable structures applied for during FY 2020/21, the
reporting year and the second year of the program (data from FY 2019/20, the first year of the
program, are also included); and

•

A running list of the applicable samples from structures that applied for a demolition permit(since
July 1, 2019, the date the PCBs control program began implementation) that had material(s) with
PCBs at 50 ppm or greater, with the address, estimated demolition date, and brief description of
PCBs control method(s) used.

This memorandum was developed by SCVURPPP Program Staff on behalf of Santa Clara Valley MRP
Permittees. It will be included with the Program’s FY 2020/21 Annual Report.
Number of Applicable Structure Applications
Table 1 summarizes the number of demolition permits for Applicable Structures applied for during FYs
2019/20 and 2020/21 by each Permittee and the number of associated samples with PCBs concentrations
equal to or greater than 50 ppm.
List of Applicable Structures
Table 2 provides a running list of the Applicable Structures for which a demolition permit application was
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submitted since July 1, 2019 that had materials with PCBs concentrations of 50 ppm or greater. For each
Applicable Structure, the address, estimated demolition date, number of samples with PCBs
concentrations of 50 ppm or greater, and the range of PCBs concentrations in those samples are
included.
Table 1: Number of Applicable Structure Applications Received in FYs 2019/20 and 2020/21.
Number of Samples
Number of Applicable Structures
with PCBs ≥ 50 ppm
Permittee
FY 2019/20

FY 2020/21

FY 2019/20

FY 2020/21

Campbell
0
1
NA
0
Cupertino
0
2
NA
0
NA
Los Altos
0
0
NA
NA
Los Altos Hills
0
0
NA
NA
Los Gatos
0
0
NA
NA
Milpitas
0
0
NA
NA
Monte Sereno
0
0
NA
Mountain View
2
2
0
0
Palo Alto
2
1
4
?
San Jose
6
4
4
0
Santa Clara
1
0
0
NA
NA
Santa Clara County
0
1
0
NA
Saratoga
0
0
NA
Sunnyvale
28
12
4
7
Total
37
23
12
7
NA – Not Applicable (i.e., Applicable Structures and associated samples were not reported).

Description of PCBs Control Method
Permittee Control Method
On behalf of all MRP Permittees, BASMAA conducted a Regional Project that developed an
implementation framework, guidance materials, and tools for local agencies to ensure that PCBscontaining materials and wastes are properly managed during building demolition. The Regional Project
also provided training materials and a workshop for municipal staff and an outreach workshop for the
industry on implementing the framework/protocols developed via the project.
Santa Clara Valley Permittees have implemented the following process for this control measure:
•

The municipality informs applicable demolition permit applicants that their projects are subject
to the program for managing materials with PCBs, necessitating, at a minimum, an initial
screening for priority PCBs–containing materials.

•

For every applicable demolition project, applicants implement the BASMAA protocol for
identifying building materials with PCBs concentrations of 50 ppm or greater and then complete

and submit a version of BASMAA’s model “PCBs Screening Assessment Form” (Screening Form) or
equivalent to the municipality.
•

The municipality reviews the Screening Form to make sure it is filled out correctly and is complete
and works with the applicant to correct any deficiencies.

•

The municipality then issues the demolition permit or equivalent, according to its procedures.

•

The municipality sends each completed Screening Form for applicable structures and any
supporting documents to Program Staff. Program staff compiles the forms and works with the
other MRP countywide programs to manage and evaluate the data, and to assist Permittees with
associated MRP reporting requirements.

Building Demolition Applicant Control Method
Applicants that determine, through implementation of the BASMAA protocol, that PCBs exist in priority
building materials must follow applicable federal and state laws for handling and disposal. This may
include reporting to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the San Francisco Bay Regional Water
Quality Control Board, and the California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC). These agencies
may require additional sampling and abatement of PCBs.
Depending on the approach for sampling and removing building materials containing PCBs, the applicant
may need to notify or seek advance approval from USEPA before building demolition. Even in
circumstances where advance notification to or approval from USEPA is not required before the
demolition activity, the disposal of PCBs waste is regulated under Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA).
For example, TSCA requires manifesting the waste for transportation and disposal. (See 40 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 761 and 40 CFR 761, Subpart K.) TSCA-regulated does not equate solely to
materials containing PCBs at or above 50 ppm. There are circumstances in which materials containing
PCBs below 50 ppm are subject to regulation under TSCA. (See 40 CFR 761.61(a)(5)(i)(B)(2)(ii).). 40 CFR
761.3 provides information relative to disposal of PCBs-containing building materials, including definitions
of PCBs bulk product wastes and PCBs remediation wastes. Further information is provided in a
memorandum “PCB Bulk Product Waste Reinterpretation” from the Office of Resource Conservation and
Recovery, EPA 28.
Additionally, the disposal of PCBs waste is subject to California Code of Regulations (CCR) California Code
of Regulations (CCR) Title 22, Section Division 4.5, Chapter 12, Standards Applicable to Hazardous Waste
Generators.

28

Located here: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-01/documents/wste-memo_102412.pdf.
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Table 2. List of Applicable Structures with PCBs ≥ 50 ppm, FYs 2019/20 and 2020/21.

Fiscal Year of
Demolition
Permit
Application

FY 2019/20

FY 2020/21

Permittee

Building
ID

Palo Alto
Sunnyvale
Sunnyvale
Sunnyvale
San Jose
Sunnyvale
Sunnyvale

SC-005
SC-028
SC-031
SC-043
SC-053
SC-063
SC-064

Address
180 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA, 94304
650 Vaqueros Ave., Sunnyvale, CA, 94085
525 Del Rey Ave., Sunnyvale, CA, 94085
390 Caribbean Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94089
170 Park, San Jose, CA 95113
755 N. Mary Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94085
845 Del Rey Ave. / 610 Palomar Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94085

Estimated
Demolition
Date

Number of
Samples with
PCBs ≥ 50
ppm

PCBs
Concentration
Range
(mg/kg)

Mar 2020
Jul 2020
Jul 2020
Unknown
May 2020
Sep 2020
May 2021

4
1
2
1
4
2
5

676 – 14,250
1,100
490 – 630
91
63 – 2,400
1,200 – 1,400
2,000 – 6,400

Appendix 12-1
Collection of Street Sweeping Data- Co-permittees
 Summary of Street Sweeping Activities for FY 2020-2021
 Summary of Co-permittee Street Sweeping Activities and Estimated Mean Pollutant Load
Reduction for Copper and Nickel - FY 2020-2021
 Summary of Co-permittee Street Sweeping Activities and Estimated Mean Pollutant Load
Reduction for Lead and Zinc - FY 2020-2021

FY 20-21 Annual Report

September 30, 2021

Summary of Co-permittee Street Sweeping Activities - FY 2020-2021

Municipality

Miles of

Total Miles

Volume of

Removal Rate

Leaves

Yard Waste

Paved Streets

Swept

Material Collected

Vol./ Mile

Collected

Collected

City of Cupertino1,2,3,14,15
City of Los Altos20
Town of Los Altos Hills1,2
City of Milpitas
City of Mountain View
City of Palo Alto7
City of San José1,2,8,14,19
City of Santa Clara9,16
City of Sunnyvale4,17
West Valley Communities
City of Campbell5,6,10,14
Town of Los Gatos14
City of Monte Sereno14
City of Saratoga2,11,14
County of Santa Clara18
Santa Clara Valley Water
District12
TOTALS

308
108
57
126
340
419
6,930
247
734

9,560
5,741
1,364
13,667
8,188
19,800
58,616
27,990
21,667

2,334
877
2
4,139
7,238
1,245
6,564
8,144
13,983

yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3

0.24
0.15
0.002
0.303
0.88
0.06
0.11
0.29
0.65

yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles

149
110
28
275
232

8,992
3,430
216
6,600
8,983

2,659
1,572
50
2,701
2,823

yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3

0.30
0.46
0.23
0.41
0.31

yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles
yd3/miles

--10,063 miles

AVERAGE

--194,814 miles
13,915 miles

--yd3
54,330
13
tons)
(35,288
yd3
3,881

---

8,100 yd3
1,026 tons
20,157 yd3
651
1,232
47,125
1,243
2,135

yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3
yd3

7,513
5,717
3,005
8,223
--3
52,386 yd

0.28

yd3/miles

Notes:
1. Leaf litter included in material removed.
2. No leaf removal program other than routine street sweeping or yard waste collection.
3. Regenerative air equipment is used for sweeping.
4. Report total miles covered by sweepers including areas operated in tandem or repeated.
5. Heavy leaf areas are swept weekly.
6. Heavy leaf sweeping conducted in December and January.
7. Food scraps are collected as part of yard waste collection program.
8. DOT uses a small parking lot sweeper for cleaning small tight areas. .
9. Annual Cleanup Campaign - residential streets are only swept once during the durationof the Cleanup Campaign (4 weeks).
10. Performed two enhanced sweeps per month in areas of heavy parking traffic. (e.g., apartment complexes and commercial buildings).
11. Beginning July 1, 2012, sweeping on residential streets has increased from once a month to twice a month.
12. Does not conduct street sweeping.
13. To determine the total volume of material removed in tons, it is necessary to convert cubic yards to tons. It is estimated that the average density of street sweeping material is 1,299 pounds per cubic
yard (0.6495 tons per cubic yard) (Source: EOA, Inc., October 1996, Estimation of Copper Collected Through Street Sweeping Efforts. Prepared for San Mateo Countywide Stormwater Pollution Prevention
Program). A value of 35,288 tons is calculated when 54,330 cubic yards is converted over to tons (54,330 cubic yards* .6495 tons/cubic yard= 35,288 tons).
14. Co-permittees co-mingle leaf litter with yard trimmings. The value reported represents the total weight or total volume of yard waste collected by individual Co-permittees. Co-perrmittees do not have the
ability to separate the weight or volume of leaves from this waste stream.
15. As in previous years, the City of Cupertino promoted leaf collection. Advertisements were placed on social media to promote moving cars to allow access to the curb. Door hangers were placed in
certain parts of a neighborhood to promote extra leaf collection. Additional sweeping was added to a section of Foothill Expressway to control gravel debris.
16. Leaf Season is November and December. During the annual clean-up campaign, street sweeping crews were reassigned to follow clean-up campaign crews
17. Posted nine streets and performed 19 special sweeps.
18. Did not provide street sweeping data for April and June 2021.
19. Added 12.81 curb miles to commercial and other areas. Added 6.6 curb miles to residential areas.
20. Did not provide yard waste collection data for FY 20-21.

streetsweeping_data-FY20-21.xls Table Street

1

14,760 tons
128,867 tons
10,513 yd3

tons
tons
tons
tons

--169,112 tons
3
38,770 yd

Summary of Co-permittee Street Sweeping Activities and Estimated Mean Pollutant Load Reduction for Copper and Nickel - FY 2020-2021
Estimated Mean Pollutant Load Reduction (Pounds)

Municipality

City of Cupertino
City of Los Altos
City of Los Altos Hills
City of Milpitas
City of Mountain View
City of Palo Alto
City of San José
City of Santa Clara
City of Sunnyvale3
West Valley Communities
City of Campbell
Town of Los Gatos
City of Monte Sereno4
City of Saratoga
County of Santa Clara
Santa Clara Valley Water
District1
TOTALS

Volume of Material Collected
(Cubic Yards)

Miles of
Paved
Streets

Res.

Com.

Ind.

Total

Res.

Com.

Ind.

Total

Res.

Com.

Ind.

Total

Res.

Com.

Ind.

Total

308
108
57
126
340
419
6,930
247
734

6,725
4,281
1,364
7,597
5,068
12,144
36,036
21,619
13,066

2,835
1,460
--6,070
1,908
5,988
22,580
--5,806

--------1,211
1,668
--6,371
2,795

9,560
5,741
1,364
13,667
8,188
19,800
58,616
27,990
21,667

1,597
669
2
2,249
4,479
732
4,307
5,900
10,504

737
208
--1,889
1,689
412
2,257
--2,370

--------1,070
101
--2,244
1,109

2,334
877
2
4,139
7,238
1,245
6,564
8,144
13,983

32.54
13.63
0.05
45.84
91.26
14.92
87.77
120.23
214.04

14.85
4.19
--38.06
34.02
8.30
45.46
--47.74

--------115.70
10.92
--242.56
119.87

47.39
17.82
0.05
83.89
240.99
34.13
133.23
362.79
381.66

64.32
26.95
0.09
90.60
180.39
29.48
173.48
237.64
423.08

29.38
8.29
--75.33
67.33
16.43
89.99
--94.49

--------22.40
2.11
--46.95
23.20

93.71
35.24
0.09
165.93
270.12
48.02
263.46
284.59
540.78

149
110
28
275
232

6,565
1,456
216
5,040
---

2,427
1,974
--1,560
8,983

-----------

8,992
3,430
216
6,600
8,983

1,913
572
50
1,713
---

746
1,000
--988
2,823

-----------

2,659
1,572
50
2,701
2,823

38.98
11.66
1.02
34.91
---

15.03
20.13
--19.90
56.86

-----------

54.01
31.79
1.02
54.81
56.86

77.05
23.04
2.01
69.00
---

29.74
39.85
--39.39
112.55

-----------

106.80
62.89
2.01
108.39
112.55

10,063

121,177

61,591

12,046

194,814

34,687

15,119

4,524

54,330

707

305

489

1,500

1,397

603

95

2,095

Miles Swept

2

Nickel3

Copper

Notes:
1. Does not conduct street sweeping.
2. To determine the estimated pollutant load reduction of copper (in pounds), the volume of material collected from each Co-permittee land use type (i.e., residential, commercial and industrial) was multiplied by the mean concentration of trace metal content for street sweeping samples determined in the
study entitled Chemical and Physical Characteristics of Street Sweeping Sediments in Tampa, Florida, May 1999. In this study, the mean copper concentration for samples collected in residential areas (n=51) was 23.51 mg/kg. In addition the mean copper concentrations for samples collected in
commercial (n=17) and industrial (n=7) areas was 23.24 mg/kg and 124.71 mg/kg, respectively. These values were then converted over to pounds and summed to represent the estimated mean pollutant load reduction for copper. A sample calculation is as follows:
(1597*23.51*6.43*0.785*0.85)/(0.00495*1000*1000) =32.54
3. To determine the estimated pollutant load reduction of nickel (in pounds), the volume of material collected from each Co-permittee land use type (i.e., residential, commercial and industrial) was multiplied by the mean concentration of trace metal content for street sweeping
samples determined in the study entitled Chemical and Physical Characteristics of Street Sweeping Sediments in Tampa, Florida, May 1999. In this study, the mean nickel concentration for samples collected in residential areas (n=51) was 46.47 mg/kg. In addition the mean
nickel concentrations for samples collected in commercial (n=17) and industrial (n=7) areas was 46.00 mg/kg and 24.14 mg/kg, respectively. These values were then converted over to pounds and summed to represent the estimated mean pollutant load reduction for nickel. A
sample calculation is as follows: (669*46.47*6.43*0.785*0.85)/(0.00495*1000*1000)= 26.95
4. The City of Monte Sereno is entirely residential zoned development. However, for the purposes of applying pollutant load rates, the City Hall parking lot area is reported separately and categorized as commercial type of use.
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Summary of Co-permittee Street Sweeping Activities and Estimated Mean Pollutant Load Reduction for Lead and Zinc - FY 2020-2021

Estimated Mean Pollutant Load Reduction (Pounds)

Municipality

City of Cupertino
City of Los Altos
City of Los Altos Hills
City of Milpitas
City of Mountain View
City of Palo Alto
City of San José
City of Santa Clara
City of Sunnyvale
West Valley Communities
City of Campbell
Town of Los Gatos
City of Monte Sereno4
City of Saratoga
County of Santa Clara
Santa Clara Valley Water
District1
TOTALS

Volume of Material Collected
(Cubic Yards)

2

3

Mile of
Paved
Streets

Res.

Com.

Ind.

Total

Res.

Com.

Ind.

Total

Res.

Com.

Ind.

Total

Res.

Com.

Ind.

Total

308
108
57
126
340
419
6,930
247
734

6,725
4,281
1,364
7,597
5,068
12,144
36,036
21,619
13,066

2,835
1,460
--6,070
1,908
5,988
22,580
--5,806

--------1,211
1,668
--6,371
2,795

9,560
5,741
1,364
13,667
8,188
19,800
58,616
27,990
21,667

1,597
669
2
2,249
4,479
732
4,307
5,900
10,504

737
208
--1,889
1,689
412
2,257
--2,370

--------1,070
101
--2,244
1,109

2,334
877
2
4,139
7,238
1,245
6,564
8,144
13,983

60.63
25.40
0.09
85.40
170.03
27.79
163.51
223.99
398.77

70.91
20.01
--181.77
162.47
39.64
217.14
--228.02

--------108.55
10.24
--227.56
112.46

131.53
45.41
0.09
267.17
441.05
77.67
380.65
451.55
739.25

81.61
34.19
0.12
114.95
228.88
37.41
220.10
301.51
536.79

50.24
14.18
--128.80
115.12
28.09
153.86
--161.56

--------89.34
8.43
--187.28
92.56

131.85
48.37
0.12
243.75
433.34
73.92
373.96
488.79
790.91

149
110
28
275
232

6,565
1,456
216
5,040
---

2,427
1,974
--1,560
8,983

-----------

8,992
3,430
216
6,600
8,983

1,913
572
50
1,713
---

746
1,000
--988
2,823

-----------

2,659
1,572
50
2,701
2,823

72.62
21.72
1.90
65.03
---

71.77
96.16
--95.05
271.60

-----------

144.40
117.88
1.90
160.09
271.60

97.76
29.23
2.56
87.54
---

50.85
68.14
--67.35
192.44

-----------

148.62
97.37
2.56
154.89
192.44

10,063

121,177

61,591

12,046

194,814

34,687

15,119

4,524

54,330

1,317

1,455

459

3,230

1,773

1,031

378

3,181

Miles Swept

Zinc

Lead

Notes:
1. Does not conduct street sweeping.
2. To determine the estimated pollutant load reduction of lead (in pounds), the volume of material collected from each Co-permittee land use type (i.e., residential, commercial and industrial) was multiplied by the concentration of trace metal content for street sweeping
samples determined in the study entitled Street Sweeping for Pollutant Removal, Department of Environmental Protection, Montgomery County, Maryland, February 2002. In this study, the lead concentration for samples collected in residential areas was 43.8 mg/kg.
In addition the lead concentrations for samples collected in commercial and industrial areas was 111 mg/kg and 117 mg/kg, respectively. These values were then converted over to pounds and summed to represent the estimated mean pollutant load reduction for lead.
A sample calculation is as follows: (1597*43.8*6.43*0.785*0.85)/(0.00495*1000*1000)= 60.63
3. To determine the estimated pollutant load reduction of zinc (in pounds), the volume of material collected from each Co-permittee land use type (i.e., residential, commercial and industrial) was multiplied by the mean concentration of trace metal content for street
sweeping samples determined in the study entitled Chemical and Physical Characteristics of Street Sweeping Sediments in Tampa, Florida, May 1999. In this study, the mean zinc concentration for samples collected in residential areas (n=51) was 58.96 mg/kg. In
addition the mean zinc concentrations for samples collected in commercial (n=17) and industrial (n=7) areas was 78.65 mg/kg and 96.29 mg/kg, respectively. These values were then converted over to pounds and summed to represent the estimated mean pollutant
load reduction for zinc. A sample calculation is as follows: (669*58.96*6.43*0.785*0.85)/(0.00495*1000*1000)=34.19.
4. The City of Monte Sereno is entirely residential zoned development. However, for the purposes of applying pollutant load rates, the City Hall parking lot area is reported separately and categorized as commercial type of use.
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